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Executive
Summary
The eco-industrial park (EIP) concept has emerged from attempts to
apply ecological principles to industrial activities and community
design. By marrying industrial ecology (IE) principles with
principles of pollution prevention (P2) and sustainable design,
architecture, and construction, and by encouraging cooperation
among companies to achieve these principles, the EIP demonstrates
sustainable community economic development.
This fieldbook provides a guide to the EIP design process. For each

of the main partners in EIP development, we aim to
identify the issues/problems that one might encounter while
designinghuilding an EIP;
discuss the possible solutions to these problems, and how
these solutions might differ depending on the specific
circumstances;
provide some examples of solutions that have worked for
others facing similar circumstances; and
provide sources of information and other resources for
solving these problemdmeeting these challenges.

E.1

INTRODUCTION
Many industrial and commercial developers have already applied
the principles of IE; P2; and sustainable design, architecture, and
construction to existing projects in a piecemeal fashion. However,
the real innovation in creating ElPs is bringing such ideas together in
an integrated system. During each phase of EIP development (siting,
planning and design, construction, and operation), the designer
considers how to apply each of these tested strategies. Although not
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all of these design options will be feasible for every EIP project,
many of them will provide economic and environmental benefits
beyond what can be accomplished with traditional industrial
development. The challenge is to identify the options that will be
feasible under any given set of circumstances.

E.1 .I Background
Because the concept of an EIP is new, no universally accepted
definition exists, and the term EIP may refer to many types of
development projects. We provide an explicit definition of an EIP,
discuss the design elements that contribute to an EIP and
differentiate it from traditional industrial developments, and provide
/

an overview of the theoretical foundations of the EIP concept.

An EIP i s a Community of Companies
An EIP is a community of manufacturingand service businesses
seeking enhanced environmental and economic performance
through collaboration in managing environmental and resource
issues. By working together, the community of businesses seeks a
collective benefit that i s greater than the sum of the individual
benefits each company would realize if it optimized its individual
performance only.

An EIP Integrates Elements of Sustainable Design
The difference between an EIP and a traditional industrial
Elements of EIP Design

development is that an EIP applies multiple strategies for sustainable

integration into natural
systems

design. Many of these concepts and practices (see box) have been

energy systems

proven alone but have rarely been put together in this way.

materials flows
water flows
park management and
support services
sustainable design and
construction

Emerging Conceptual Frameworks Guide EIP Design
Several emerging frameworks inform the process of designing EIPs.
The core concept behind the EIP is IE. However, ElPs also apply the
principles of design for the environment; P2; and sustainable
architecture, construction, and planning. ElPs also challenge
companies to form partnerships that increase their competitive
advantage.

xii
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E.l.2

Objectives
This fieldbook is part of a research project designed to expand the
body of knowledge about the viability of EIPs and to provide
guidance for EIP design. The project addresses four primary
research questions:

R1: How do we determine the potential economic and
environmental benefits that may be realized by applying
the concepts of IE to current and planned U.S. and
Mexican commercial and industrial developments, and
what might these benefits be for a prototype EIP in
BrownsviI le/Matamoros?

R2 : What is the range of government’s appropriate role
(federal, state, and local) in facilitating the development
and management of EIPs, and how might this role vary in
alternative EIP venues?

R3 : How do we identify the environmentaltechnologies
needed to fully apply IE principles and concepts, and
which specific technologies will be needed for the
prototype EIP in Brownsville/Matamoros?

R4: How applicable are the results of the BrownsviIle/
Matamoros case study to other venues, particularly other
border area industrial parks?
The project team took two approaches to addressing these
questions. The first approach was to develop a case study of a
prototype EIP for Brownsville, TWMatamoros, Mexico. The second
was to develop a fieldbook that addresses the challenges identified
by the case study (see box on next page) and to serve as a guide for

EIP development.

DEVELOPING AN E I P CHALLENGES TO
COMMUNITIES
Public-sector groups may play a major role in developing EIPs. The
motivation for public participation is the potential economic and
environmental benefits of an EIP. At the same time, EIP
development poses unique challenges to the public sector. These
additional benefits and challenges argue for an expanded role for
communities, which have at their disposal many of the tools
required to meet the challenges to EIP development.

xiii
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Challenges to EIP Development
Developing an EIP involves combining strategies that, taken alone, are previously tested and
proven but have rarely been combined in a single project. As with any untested concept,
particularly one that requires this level of interdisciplinary integration, there are bound to be risks,
and challenges.

Challenges to Communities
b Building local support for the EIP
b Setting EIP performance objectives
b Determining the appropriate EIP ownership strategy
Developing EIP financing strategies

b Reducing administrative red tape

Challenges to Potential EIP Members
b Estimating EIP benefits and costs
Determining the right mix of EIP partners
b Finding appropriate technologies
b Reducing regulatory uncertainty and liability

Challenges to the Regulatory Community
Streamliningzoning, permitting, and other development regulations
> Adding flexibility to environmental regulations
b Developing appropriate technology, promoting technology transfer, and providing
technical training
b Encouraging the exchange of information among ElPs

Challenges to Developers, Designers, and Builders
b Choosing a site that will maximize EIP benefits
b Designing EIP infrastructure that incorporates the needs of the EIP members for specialized
services
Designing industrial facilities that provide the flexibility that allows the EIP to grow and
evoI ve
Designing buildings that maximize the efficiency of energy and materials
Using construction practices that are consistent with the EIP vision

Challenges to EIP Managers
Managing the design and development process
Recruiting companies for the EIP
Maintaining relationships between companies

xiv
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E.2.1

Introduction
Developers of ElPs face challenges at every phase of the EIP

Public-Sector Roles in EIP
Development:

development project, from siting to operation. Given these

Building local support

challenges, and the significant amount of energy and resources that

N

Setting EIP
performance objectives

may be invested in such a project, a community must determine

N

Sharing ownership,
development, and
costs

N

Developing EIP
financing strategies

N

Reducing
administrative red tape

which of the EIP design options i s viable, and whether the
considerable challenges to EIP success can be overcome. Two
points about EIP challenges are worth noting:

A community can design an EIP that meets the goals of
many stakeholders. An EIP can incorporate a variety of
strategies, and the level of integration of these strategies may
depend on which options gain support in the community.
Evidence of potential EIP benefits will build community
support. A preliminary step in EIP design is to assess the
potential benefits to the community of alternative EIP
designs. If these benefits are potentially substantial, the
required individuals will be willing to support EIP design
ideas with their time, energy, and resources.

E.2.2

Building Local Support for the EIP
One of the challenges to communities building ElPs is overcoming
fragmentation among stakeholders to build a coherent, cooperative
team.

EIP stakeholders include
leaders in the industrial and financial community;
representatives of local companies and potential future
tenants in the EIP;
the local Chamber of Commerce;
public-sector stakeholders from city government, as well as
county, state, and federal agencies;
labor representatives;
community and environmental organizations (including
leading opponents of development);
educational institutions; and
practitioners with the full complement of capabilities needed
in the project: architecture, engineering, ecology,
environmental management, and education and training.
Successful EIP design, construction, and management require that
these groups agree on a vision for the EIP and work together to
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achieve it. The following points are particularly important to
building community support:

+ An assessment of the available resources will help to direct
efforts for gaining support. These resources may include
individuals, organizations, sources of informatioddata, and
anything else that can support the project.

+

An EIP requires a local champion. Successfully developing
an EIP requires an individual champion who is committed to
the principles of IE and capable of selling these concepts to
all stakeholders. The champion must be credible to
individuals or organizations capable of taking a financial
interest in the success of the park.
An EIP also requires a core project team. The core team is
responsible for assembling an economically viable
development plan for an industrial park that is well
integrated into the community as well as the local and
regional ecosystems.
Stakeholders must understand the local context and
potential benefits of an EIP. Because few people truly
understand the concept of an EIP, educating the community
and enlisting a broad range of stakeholders are important
early steps.

+

EIP support can be strengthened by integration with a
larger community planning process. Some stakeholders
may be more likely to support the EIP if it becomes part of a
larger community planning process.

+ Commitment can be demonstrated to stakeholder interests
by setting performance objectives. Stakeholders are more
likely to support the EIP if they have evidence that their
interests will be protected.

E.2.3

Setting Performance Objectives for an EIP

The site chosen for the
EIP; the recruiting
strategy; the design of
infrastructure facilities,
buildings, and common
areas; the construction
methods used; and EIP
management methods
a// depend on the EIP’s
performance
objectives.

The purpose of setting performance objectives for the EIP is to
guide its design and operation. The site chosen for the EIP; the
recruiting strategy; the design of infrastructure facilities, buildings,
and common areas; the construction methods used; and EIP
management methods all depend on the EIP’s performance
objectives.
The EIP team can use established practices for setting performance
objectives in the economic, technical, and social domains.
However, because the EIP will usually have objectives that
surpass environmental compliance, a nontraditional objectivesetting process may be required to determine environmental
performance objectives
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An ElP May Require Community-Level Economic
Performance Objectives
When the EIP requires public investment, community-level
performance objectives, such as community economic growth,
employment growth, costs of local services, tax revenues, and the
cost of environmental clean-up, may be considered. Performance
objectives for EIP management and owners might address revenue,
property values, and tenant turnover. Performance objectives for an

EIP company might include profits, return on investment, and
payback period. Costs and revenues for specific EIP-related
activities might also be tracked.

Environmental Performance Objectives Provide EIP
Design Guidance
Environmental performance objectives provide an essential
framework for designing an EIP. They express the EIP project vision
as a set of expectations for how it will actually function. The
objectives establish a context for later defining more explicit,
measurable goals. The objectives document will be a continually
evolving guidance system for the EIP project.

E.2.4

Determining Ownership
An EIP can be owned by a public-sector agency, such as a
development authority, port authority, or university, or by the
private sector. The issues in deciding between public or private
ownership of an EIP include the following:
availability of public land sufficient for the development,
availability of industrial bonding capability and public
support to pass bonds (if land must be acquired for public
development),
access to developers willing to take a position in innovative
projects (given that the basic need for an EIP can be
demonstrated), and
ability of the economic development agency to take major
responsibility for the EIP development process (as opposed
to a supporting role).
Although current EIP projects are primarily publicly owned,
privately owned ElPs are possible, especially after current EIP
demonstration projects have matured to demonstrate whether ElPs
can be profitable for private developers. Several important points
are germane to the EIP ownership issue:
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Although public ownership has some advantages, private
ownership may be feasible. A public agency or authority
brings several advantages to an EIP development project,
including possible financing, property, and direct incentives
to companies. On the other hand, private ownership might
be better if private developers are willing to take the lead in
an EIP project or if public agencies do not have the
capability for industrial park development.

A university can be an EIP owner or developer. Universities
have established research parks used as sites for labs; new
ventures commercializing campus research; and, in some
cases, a broader mix of industrial and service companies.

Regardless of who owns the park, public/private
cooperation is essential. Industrial parks always require
close coordination between public and private sectors, no
matter who actually owns the development. An EIP is likely
to require even closer partnership to capture the full benefits
for the community.

E.2.5

EIP Financing Strategies
Financing any industrial park requires money for
initial project planning leading to a site-design concept;
at least two stages of environmental, architecture, and
engineering studies leading to a feasibility analysis;
acquisition of the land;
site development;

construction costs; and
project operating costs.
Some of these costs will be higher for an EIP than for a traditional
office park (e.g., the integrated ecological design process in project
pre-planning and planning).
A community developing an EIP financing strategy should consider

the following:

An EIP requires an effective marketing plan. Team
members should consider marketing the EIP project to
investors by linking it to established development categories
rather than emphasizing i t s innovative aspects.

Risk reduction strategies are important to securing some
types of financing. An EIP’s public/private partnership
provides opportunities for reducing the risk of investment.

A number of sources are available for EIP financing. These
sources include

xviii
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J municipal bond financing,
J tax increment financing for brownfield redevelopment,

J investment of publicly owned land,
J state economic development funds,
J local commercial banks,

E.2.6

J

insurance company or pension fund environmental
venture investment funds, and

J

incentives.

Easing the Public Approval and Regulatory Processes
The process by which communities decide the location, type, and
timing of industrial park development is highly political. Supporters
of ElPs will face all of the public approval and regulatory *hurdles
that traditional developments face, unless the community i s
motivated to reduce these burdens by streamlining codes,
enforcement, permitting, and zoning.

E.3

PARTICIPATING IN AN EIP: CHALLENGES TO
POTENTIAL EIP MEMBERS
Potential EIP members face several challenges in maximizing the
benefits and minimizing the costs and risks of EIP membership.

E.3.1
Companies face several
challenges i n maximizing
the benefits of EIP
membership:
Estimating EIP benefits
and costs

b

Determining the right
mix of partners

>

Finding appropriate
technologies

>

Reducing regulatory
uncertainty and
liability

Estimating EIP Benefits and Costs
A company considering EIP membership needs to consider the
economic costs, benefits, and risks of alternative EIP design options.
Below, we describe some methods for examining the costs and
benefits of some EIP design options.

Perform a preliminary economic analysis of the potential
for a byproduct exchange. Several analyses can provide a
preliminary indication of the potential for economic benefits
of participating in an EIP byproduct exchange. These
analyses include performing a waste minimization
assessment and assessing sources of raw materials.

Consider the benefits of outsourcing in-house activities that
are not part of the company’s core competency. The
potential tenant must examine whether services such as
purchasing, building services, training, marketing and sales,
and environmental management can be outsourced to the
EIP without adversely affecting the company’s primary
business.
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+

+
+

E.3.2

Determine the potential for using membership in the EIP as
a marketing strategy. If customers are sensitive to the
environmental impact of their suppliers, an EIP membership
may increase sales revenues; reduce the cost of capital; or
attract talented management, engineers, and other
specialized employees.
Examine the potential to reduce regulatory costs by
becoming a member of an EIP. EIP membership may
reduce the costs of environmental compliance and the
proper treatment and disposal of wastes.
Perform a formal economic analysis of alternative design
options. If preliminary analyses of potential EIP
opportunities seem promising, potential EIP tenants should
perform a formal economic analysis of the EIP design
options.

Determining the Right Mix of EIP Partners
Participating in an EIP is one way of taking advantage of partnering,
or networking, as a source of competitive advantage. The challenge
to EIP tenants is to maximize partnership opportunities while
minimizing risks. Some risks and strategies for minimizing them
include the following:

+

.

+
+
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Loss of a critical supply or market. If an EIP partner closes
down or changes its product mix, its suppliers and
customers may risk losing a key supply or market. To some
extent, this risk can be managed in the same way as other
supplier relationships: writing contracts that stipulate supply
reliability and include recourse if obligations are not met,
and maintaining standby capability with alternative
suppliers.
Misuse of proprietary information by competitors.
Adequate security systems on the network should reduce
this risk. However, EIP members must negotiate contracts
that protect sensitive process information and build trust
among partners.
Uneven quality of byproduct materials could cause damage
to equipment or poor products. The handling of this issue
is a fairly standard contracting procedure for any supplier
relationship. Both EIP management and tenant companies
would need strong quality control standards and processes.
Reduced flexibility for waste reduction and substitution of
toxic materials. The P2 solutions of materials substitution or
process redesign should take priority over trading toxics
within an EIP site. The commitment of the companies to the
EIP’s performance objectives will keep this basic P2
principle active.
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E.3.3

Finding the Right Technologies and Reducing
Technological Uncertainty
Identifying opportunities to maximize relationships with other EIP
members may take some creativity. Often, the waste of one
company and the input required by another are not a perfect match.

EIP managers and members might have to research technologies or
methods that enable the relationship to be productive (e.g.,
improving the quality or consistency of a byproduct or altering a
production design to accommodate an alternative input).

E.3.4

Reducing Regulatory Uncertainty and Liability
The regulatory status of ElPs is somewhat uncertain. EIP members
would be wise to take some steps to reduce the regulatory risk of EIP
membership. The EIP developer and its tenants will have to be sure
that there is early agreement among local, state, and federal
regulators regarding the regulatory status of the EIP. EIP managers
can also play a role in reducing the liability risk to EIP members
through regulatory auditing, monitoring, training, and technical
assistance.

E.4

The appropriate role
of government at
each level depends,
in part, on how
widely the benefits
are shared.

ENCOURAGING EIPS: THE ROLE OF
GOVERNMENT
Government has a role to play in EIP development because ElPs can
potentially provide benefits beyond the private benefits to their
participants. However, the appropriate role of government at each
level depends, in part, on how widely the benefits are shared:
Local government’s efforts are most appropriately focused
on specific EIP developments in their communities.
State governments may play a wider role, enabling the
development of ElPs across a state through state regulatory
innovations, tax policies, and the statewide technology
transfer offices.
The federal government can play an even wider role,
encouraging ElPs through revision of federal legislation,
development and transfer of technologies broadly supportive
of EIPs, and support of information sharing among ElPs in
different parts of the country.
Government also places a number of constraints on what a
company can do. Most of these constraints have a clear purposeto protect some public interest that would not normally be
considered by the company. The challenge to all levels of
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government is to balance the public’s interest in controlling the
activities of industry with industry’s need for flexibility in
implementing the EIP strategy. Specific challenges to the regulatory
community include
streamlining zoning, permitting, and other development
regulations;
adding flexibility to environmental regulations;
developing appropriate technology, promoting technology
transfer, and providing technical training; and
encouraging the exchange of information among EIPs.

E.4.1

State and Local Governments’ Role in Successful
ElPs
State and local governments can play several important roles in the
success of an EIP. State and local government can
take the lead in the EIP development process;
include the EIP as part of state and local economic
development strategy;
streamline zoning, permitting, and other laws related to
industrial park development;
participate in EIP financing;
provide technical assistance, technology transfer, and
training;
remain flexible in their implementation of federal
environmental regulations; and
provide other incentives-such as tax breaks, industrial
development bonds, and publicized award programs-and
export support programs.

E.4.2

Federal Government Roles in EIP Development
Like state government, the federal government can play a number of
roles in the development of EIPs. The federal government can
support ElPs by
enacting regulatory changes that allow ElPs to take
advantage of their opportunities for reducing environmental
burden while improving their economic performance;
funding EIP planning and development;
funding R&D and technology transfer for environmental
technologies;
promoting voluntary initiatives for EIP participants; and
facilitating the transfer of information among EIPs.
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E.5

DESIGNING AND BUILDING EIPS:
CHALLENGES TO DEVELOPERS, DESIGNERS,
AND BUILDERS
The challenge to an EIP designer is to incorporate as many EIP
design options as is economically feasible. This includes
choosing a site that will maximize the economic and
environmental benefits of an EIP,
designing park infrastructure that incorporates the needs of

the EIP members for specialized services,
designing industrial facilities that provide the flexibility that
allows the EIP to grow and evolve,
designing buildings that maximize the efficiency of energy
and materials, and
using construction practices that are consistent with the EIP
vision.

E.5.1

Selecting, Assessing, and Planning a Site
Because ElPs aim to maximize environmental and economic
performance, special care should be taken when selecting and
planning a site.
An EIP planner must choose among three possible types of EIP sites:
virgin land (greenfield sites)
currently operating industrial parks
contaminated (brownfields) sites
In choosing among these, an EIP planner must consider the
following:
A greenfield industrial park offers the highest degree of
freedom for applying and testing new approaches. Points of
control in the design process are relatively well defined and
commonly understood, and these opportunities may
engender a high level of innovation in participants.
The conversion of currently operating industrial parks to ElPs
requires working with established parks and their companies
to fundamentally enhance environmental performance and,
where necessary, clean up past pollution.
Brownfield sites pose difficult challenges but some
advantages. In the past, developers have avoided
brownfield developments because of the financial risks they
pose. However, these sites may offer some advantages, such
as their location; their amenities; and the environmental,
social, and economic benefits of redevelopment. Changes
in regulations regarding the redevelopment of brownfields
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and the limits of owner liability are meeting some of these
challenges.

E.5.2

EIP infrastructure
design differs from
that of traditional
industrial parks
because designers
aim to integrate
options that
minimize the
environmental
impact of
infrastructure and
the operations they
support while
meeting technical,,
financial,, and
logisticaI
requirements.

Challenges in the Design of Physical Infrastructure
An industrial park infrastructure encompasses the physical support
systems used by most, if not all, of the tenants of the park (and their
employees and support services). EIP infrastructure design differs
from that of traditional industrial parks because designers aim to
integrate options that minimize the environmental impact of
infrastructure and the operations they support while meeting
technical, financial, and logistical requirements. EIP infrastructure
designers must also build flexibility into their designs to ensure that
the infrastructure will not become obsolete as the EIP evolves.
Important elements of EIP infrastructure include the following:
Transportation. Transportation infrastructure must support
the transportation of materials, products, and people.

b Energy. To meet EIP performance objectives, energy
infrastructure should optimize energy use through cascading
and cogeneration and should maximize the use of
renewable sources.
Water. To reduce the use of water, an EIP’s design should
include water infrastructure that can reduce the demand for
external supplies by efficient use and reuse.
Materials byproduds and solid waste. An EIP might include
infrastructure to support the exchange of materials and to
handle some byproducts marketed off-site.

b Telecommunications. The EIP’s telecommunications
infrastructure, including a sitewide information system, can
contribute to the success of its tenants, especially small to
mid-size companies, and to the operation of the park itself.
The commons. Because an EIP is a community of
companies, physical space that enables employees to
interact is important. Common areas can also allow
companies to share facilities that would not be fully used by
a single company.

E.5.3

Challenges of Integrated Facility Design
Companies building new plants in an EIP have an opportunity to
apply sustainable architecture, P2, energy efficiency, and IE in the
design of their production processes. Some options for supporting
more integrated facility design include the following:

b Create a database of designers and consultants capable of
supporting tenants in this approach.
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Include consultants in socio-technical systems (STS) methods
of designing facilities and work systems for high
performance.’

>

Offer workshops on integrated facility design for tenants’
design teams (possibly through local engineering and
architecture schools).

>

Link companies’ design teams through an online bulletin
board for sharing ideas (chiefly, on their design processes,
not results).

Although many innovations in sustainable design are relevant to
industrial facilities, certain considerations place limits on their
application. For instance, the performance requirements for a
power plant or chemical process plant, at any scale, make it difficult
to base materials selections on a recycled content criterion. The
first-order needs are safety, durability, and successful operation and
maintenance.

E.5.4

Challenges in EIP Building Design
An EIP has environmental objectives that require innovations in
buiIding design.

Life Cycle Building Design
For designers the long-term challenge is to consider each stage of a
building’s life-cycle and to seek an overall plan that balances
economic and environmental needs through all of these stages.
Life-cycle building design incorporates the following environmental
factors:

Constructability: Rather than considering only schedule
and budget, an EIP design team should also consider the
impact of design choices on the environmental impact of the
construction process.

Durability: The objective of conserving environmental and
economic resources suggests design for durability.
Flexibility: Building designers can extend the life of the
building if it is easy to redesign, expand, and retrofit as uses
and technologies change over time.

Maintainability: Designers can offer building managers
major cost savings by designing to minimize maintenance
effort and to enhance the ease of maintenance.

Companies using this approach include Volkswagen Canada, Hoescht Celanese,
and Exxon Canada. See Appendix H for a brief overview.
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Livability: Designers are giving increasing attention to
people’s comfort in the design of manufacturing, service,
and office space.
Deconstruction: Design for deconstruction seeks to capture

the highest value from the energy and materials invested in
this structure at the end of a building’s life-cycle.
Energy Efficiency
The costs of operating a building’s energy systems over a lifetime
may easily surpass its construction costs. This realization has led
designers to seek new (and sometimes old) methods for operating
buildings with a much higher level of energy efficiency.

Materials
Sustainable designers are considering several environmental factors
in their choice of materials: embodied energy content and other
life-cycle impacts of the material, the source, the recyclability of the
material, and toxic content. These factors complement traditional
criteria of durability, strength, and appearance.

Water
Designers can gain significant savings in water use through
equipment choices. Options include low-flow shower heads,
faucets, and toilets and electronic sensors or foot pedals to control
faucets. Efficient design of open-cooling tower systems should
reduce water use and minimize pollution from chemicals used.
Water recycling and reuse options can include the following:
Dual systems of pipes can separate human wastes from
graywater.
Depending on reuse opportunities, the EIP may need a
system to accommodate several grades of water, with
equipment or natural means for filtering and processing.
Deep soil beds may be sufficient for most graywater.
Passive recovery systems or heat pumps can recapture heat
in industrial process water.
Tanks or ponds for capture of stormwater from roofs may be
useful in dry regions.
Overall, designers will need to design building water systems in
terms of actual or potential interchange with other plants at the EIP.
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E.5.5

Construction Process
The construction process is an opportunity for the EIP team to
implement EIP principles and work toward meeting environmental
performance standards by minimizing the impact of construction
practices on-site, minimizing energy demand, and reusing and
recycling construction materials. Challenges to implementing these
principles include
integrating construction management,
minimizing the impact of construction processes on the site,
minimizing the energy demand of construction, and
reusing and recycling construction materials.

E.6 CHALLENGES TO EIP MANAGERS
Managing an EIP is different from managing a traditional industrial
park. The design and development process and EIP recruitment
pose challenges specific to an EIP. An EIP manager must respond to
the needs of two distinct but overlapping business interests: a real
estate development property that must be managed to provide a
competitive return to its owners, and the “community of
companies’’ that must manage itself to gain common benefits for its
individual members.

E.6.1

Managing the Design and Development Process
The design and development process for an EIP is more complex
and challenging than that of a traditional industrial park. In any
industrial park project the development agency or private developer
must manage relationships with community and environmental
organizations; designers; prospective tenants; and zoning, planning,
and regulatory agencies. The added challenge in an EIP is seeking
environmental performance beyond compliance while maintaining

the financial viability of the project and its attraction to tenants.
Coordinating the mix of organizations, personalities, and interests in
achieving these twin objectives is a major management challenge.
Special challenges to design and development of an EIP project
include the following:
securing finance for the planning stage of the EIP,
developing EIP covenants,
accessing professional services,
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managing project communications,
keeping up to date about changing regulations and other
constraints on the EIP development, and
integrating across different systems of planning.

E.6.2

Recruiting Companies for ElPs
Recruiting companies for ElPs poses unique challenges because it
requires achieving balance between
traditional marketing strategies and an EIP’s unique
advantages,
economic and environmental goals,
filling the park and getting the ”right” mix of companies for
byproduct exchanges (the industrial ecosystem), and
outside recruitment and local business development.
When developing a recruitment plan, EIP planners should consider
the following:
Companies seeking new plant locations will consider the
possible advantages of an EIP along with a host of
traditional criteria. These criteria include the local supply
of labor, materials, energy, and capital; the proximity of
markets; the local business climate; and livability of the
area.
An EIP recruitment plan can combine traditional marketing
strategies and an EIP’s unique advantages. These
advantages include improved economic and environmental
performance through eco-efficiency and synergistic relations
among the park‘s companies.
Economic and environmental goals should be balanced in
EIP recruitment. The economic and environmental goals of
the EIP will guide its design and influence the industrial
makeup of the park.
Recruiting for a byproduct exchange network should be
balanced with filling the park. The goal of developing and
maintaining a resource exchange should not endanger the
financial goal of minimizing EIP turnover and vacancy. The
risks of the byproduct exchange can be limited by targeting
a reasonable level of resource exchange, testing the strategy
at different phases of EIP development, and limiting the goal
of resource exchange if it delays the recruitment process.
Planners must create the conditions necessary for a
successful EIP exchange network. Recruitment for the
byproduct exchange can be facilitated with a feasibility
study. Planners should provide the necessary information
and tools to allow companies to determine the potential
benefits of participating and to minimize their risks.
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Attraction of the EIP must be balanced with growing new
firms. The most effective strategy for filling an EIP may be to
balance attracting existing businesses with supporting the
formation of new companies. Many facets of EIP operation
open specific opportunities for developing new businesses,
such as decomposer firms, remanufacturingplants,
environmental monitoring and information firms,
transportation services, and environmental management
services.

E.6.3

EIP Management Structure
The EIP has two separate operations to manage: the EIP property
and the community of companies. Managers of the EIP property
will be accountable for the business performance of the developed
property. Managers of the community of companies will share the
property managers' concerns, but their primary concern is
maintaining their cohesiveness without compromising their
autonomy.
The EIP requires two different types of management entities to serve
its two different management interests:
the property management company (PMC), which has
primary responsibility for maintaining the property,
recruiting firms, negotiating leases, managing lease
revenues, interacting with the public, maintaining
infrastructure, and providing support services, and
the community self-management system (CSMS), which is a
tenants' association (an owners' association or trust if the
companies have purchased their sites) that handles functions
for which the companies share joint responsibility.

E.6.4

Building and Maintaining the Community of
Companies
Building and maintaining the community of companies requires
sensitivity to companies' concerns about interdependence. The EIP
manager can encourage collaboration by creating a context in
which companies can learn first hand the benefits of selforganization and cooperation. Maintaining the community requires
a process for resolving conflicts and maintaining the values, culture,
and identity of the EIP as a community.

E.6.5

Managing EIP Property, Administration, and Support
The EIP manager is responsible for maintaining EIP property,
mananinn
.,
" " shared infrastructure,. supporting byproduct exchanges,
I

.

v

I

I
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auditing members and enforcing standards, and coordinating the
provision of shared support services. Two responsibilities pose
special challenges to EIP managers:

E.6.6

>

supporting the byproduct exchange by, for example,
recruiting companies, modeling the network, researching
technologies, providing linkages with other resource
exchange systems, and negotiating with regulatory agencies,
and

>

overseeing shared support services, including environmental
management and emergency management.

Ensuring the Future Viability of the EIP
Ensuring the future viability of the EIP requires that managers
perform a variety of ongoing activities:

P

recruit firms to keep the park fully leased and maintain the
mix of companies

>

track present trends and emerging challenges and
opportunities

>

support continuous evolution of economic and
environmental performance

P manage relationships with the community

E.7 SUMMARY: EIP SUCCESS FACTORS AND
TRANSPORTABILITY
EIP development faces many challenges for each of the participants
and stakeholders. Overall, the transportability of the EIP concept
depends on the ability to adapt the solutions suggested in this
fieldbook to specific local circumstances.
We have identified several conditions that are favorable to meeting
the challenges to EIP success:

xxx

>

The EIP development process must be a public/private
partnership.

>

Potential EIP members must carefully consider which of the
EIP design options will maximize their opportunities to
benefit from the EIP.

>

In supporting EIPs, government agencies must balance the
public interest with industries’ needs.

>

EIP designers must incorporate EIP design options that
balance economic and environmental performance.

>

An EIP manager must respond to the needs of two distinct
business interests.

Introduction
The eco-industrial park (EIP) concept has emerged from attempts to
apply ecological principles to industrial activities and community
design. The principles of industrial ecology (IE) are at the core of

the EIP concept. By marrying IE principles with principles of
pollution prevention (P2) and sustainable design, architecture, and
construction, and by encouraging cooperation among companies to
achieve these principles, the EIP demonstrates sustainable
community economic development.
Many industrial and commercial developers have already applied
these principles to existing projects in a piecemeal fashion. We can
find the separate components of the EIP vision working effectively in
industry today. In some cases (e.g., energy efficiency in new
process, equipment, and plant design) their obvious contribution to
competitive advantage is defining these "new" approaches as best
business practices.
However, the real innovation in creating ElPs is bringing such ideas
together in an integrated system. During each phase of EIP
development (siting, planning and design, construction, and
operation), the designer considers how to apply each of these tested
strategies. Although not all of these design options will be feasible
for every EIP project, many of them will provide economic and
environmental benefits beyond what can be accomplished with
traditional industrial development. The challenge i s to identify the
options that will be feasible under any given set of circumstances.
This fieldbook provides a guide to the EIP design process. Many
challenges to EIP development may seem insurmountable in an
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uncertain, competitive environment. Integrating the principles of IE;
P2; and sustainable design, architecture, and construction into
industrial development projects requires cooperation among
companies and between industry and government. Because the EIP
is an emerging development framework, creativity is one of the most

important inputs to the design process. This fieldbook provides
ideas and resources for meeting those challenges and developing a
successful design.

1-1 BACKGROUND
Because the concept of an EIP is new, no universally accepted
definition exists, and the term EIP may refer to many types of
development projects. Below, we provide an explicit definition of
an EIP, discuss the design elements that contribute to an EIP and
differentiate it from traditional industrial developments, and provide
an overview of the theoretical foundations of the EIP concept.
Appendix A provides a more detailed discussion of the theoretical
foundations.

1.1.1

An EIP is a Community of Companies
An EIP is a community of manufacturing and service businesses

An N P is a
community of
manufacturing and
service businesses
seeking enhanced
environmental and
economic
performance
through
collaboration in
managing
environmentaI and
resource issues.

seeking enhanced environmental and economic performance
through collaboration in managing environmental and resource
issues. By working together, the community of businesses seeks a
collective benefit that is greater than the sum of the individual
benefits each company would realize if it optimized its individual
performance only.
The goal of an EIP is to improve the economic performance of the
participating companies while minimizing their environmental
impact. Components of this approach include new or retrofitted
design of park infrastructure and plants, P2, energy efficiency, and
intercompany partnering. Through collaboration, this community of
companies becomes an "industrial ecosystem."
Some developers and communities have used the term EIP in a
relatively loose fashion. We encourage applying this term to
developments that are more than
a single byproduct exchange pattern or network of
exchanges;
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a recycling business cluster (resource recovery or recycling
companies);
a collection of environmental technology companies;
a collection of companies making “green” products;
an industrial park designed around a single environmental
theme (i.e., a solar energy driven park);
a park with environmentally friendly infrastructure or
construction; and
a mixed-use development (industrial, commercial, and
residential).
An EIP may include any of these features. But the critical element in
defining an EIP is the interactions among its member businesses and
their natural environment.
An EIP also interacts with members of the community. Companies,
developers, agencies, and citizens will need to work together
closely to capture EIP benefits. We discuss community roles in EIP
development in Chapter 2.

1.i.2

An EIP Integrates Elements of Sustainable Design
The difference between an EIP and a traditional industrial

Elements of EIP Design
integration into natural
systems

>

development is that an EIP applies multiple strategies for sustainable
design. Many of these concepts and practices have been proven

energy systems

alone but have rarely been put together in this way.

materials flows

integration into Natural Systems-An

water flows
park management and
support services
sustainable design and
construction

industrial park can fit into its

natural setting in a way that minimizes environmental impacts while
cutting some costs of operation. The Herman Miller Phoenix
Design plant (see Appendix A) illustrates the use of native plant
reforestation and the creation of wetlands to minimize landscape
maintenance, purify stormwater run-off, and provide climate
protection for the building. These and other natural design concepts
can be used throughout an industrial park.
At another level, design choices in materials, infrastructure, and
building equipment; plant design; and landscaping can reduce an

EIP’s contributions to global climate change and consumption of
nonrenewable resources.
Energy SystemsAore efficient use of energy is a major strategy for
cutting costs and reducing burdens on the environment. In EIPs,
companies seek greater efficiency in individual building, lighting,
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and equipment design; flows of steam or heated water from one
plant to another (energy cascading); and possibly connections into
district heating of homes. (In power plants and many industrial
processes, the majority of heat generated goes up the stack rather
than producing value.)

In many regions, the park infrastructure can

use renewable energy sources such as wind and solar energy.
Materials Flows-A

member of an EIP views its byproducts as

products they have not figured out how to re-use internally or
market to someone else. Individually, and as a community,
companies work to optimize the use of all materials and to
minimize the use of toxic materials. The park infrastructure may
include the means for moving byproducts from one plant to another;
warehousing byproducts for shipment to external customers;
processing byproducts so that they can be used as feedstocks by
other EIP members, and processing common toxic waste.
Water flows-In

individual plants, designers specify high-efficiency

building and process equipment. Process water from one plant may
be re-used by another (water cascading), passing through a pretreatment plant as needed. The park infrastructure may include
mains for several grades of water (dependingon the companies'
needs) and provisions for collecting and using stormwater run off.
Park Management and Support Services-As

a community of

companies, an EIP needs a more sophisticated management and
support system than a traditional industrial park. Management
supports the exchange of byproducts among companies and helps
them adapt to changes in the mix of companies (such as a supplier
or customer moving out) through its recruitment responsibility. It
may maintain links into regional byproduct exchanges and a
sitewide telecommunications system. The park may include shared
support services such as a training center, cafeteria, day-care center,
office for purchasing common supplies, or transportation logistics
office. Companies can add to their savings by sharing the costs of
these benefits.
Sustainable Design and Construction-El

P planners design buildings

and infrastructure to optimize the efficient use of resources and to
minimize pollution generation. They seek to minimize the impact
on the ecosystem by carefully preparing the site and building plants
and park systems. The whole park is designed to be durable,
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maintainable, and readily reconfigured to adapt to change. At the
end of its life, materials and systems can be easily re-used or
recycled.

1.i.3 Emerging Conceptual Frameworks Guide EIP Design
Several emerging frameworks inform the process of designing EIPs.
The core concept behind the EIP is IE. However, ElPs also apply the
principles of design for the environment; P2; and sustainable
architecture, construction, and planning. ElPs also challenge
companies to form partnerships that increase their competitive
advantage. Below, we briefly describe each of these emerging
conceptual frameworks. Appendix A contains additional detail on
each.

Industrial €co/ogy
IE is both a field of research on the global impacts of
industrialization and an emerging framework for design and
decision. It provides a systems context for understanding the
implications of environmental management across many levels of
design (products or services, production processes, plants, intercompany relations, and public policy). To many pioneers in this
field, IE’s definitive contribution is in moving design from a linear,
mechanistic model to a closed-loop system, more akin to natural
ecosystems.
In our present linear system, materials move from natural sources
through factories where they are converted into products.
Consumers purchase and use these products. The byproducts of
both production and consumption are discarded as waste; they are
either dumped into a landfill, discharged into a body of water, or
emitted into the air. In natural ecosystems, production and
decomposition are well balanced and nutrients recycle continuously
to support the next cycles of production. In an industrial ecosystem,
the interactions among companies resemble the dynamics of natural
ecosystems, where all materials are continually recycled. IE offers a
theoretical foundation as well as tools to support the transformation
to a sustainable industrial system that operates in such a balanced
fashion.
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Industrial ecologists make several basic assumptions:
All industrial operations (private and public manufacturing,
service, and infrastructure) are natural systems that must
function as such within the constraints of their local
ecosystems and the biosphere.
To better design and manage our industrial systems we
should learn from the principles and dynamics of
ecosystems.
Achieving high energy and materials efficiencies in
production, use, recycling, and service will generate
competitive advantage and economic benefits.
The ultimate source of economic value is the long-term
viability of the planet and its local ecosystems.
Creators of ElPs will draw on many other elements of IE and related
L

fields such as P2, energy efficiency, and total quality environmental
management. Appendix H contains many references to books and
articles on these fields.

Design for Environment
Design for environment is a body of work within

IE with very direct

application to EIP planning. Evolving out of product life-cycle
analysis and concurrent engineering, this work considers all
potential environmental implications of a product: energy and
materials used in the product, its manufacture and packaging,
transportation, consumer use, reuse or recycling, and disposal.
Designers can apply this holistic process to resolve EIP trade-off
issues in infrastructure, site design, buildings, and other park
systems. Making design judgments about these trade-offs requires a
sophisticated system that balances diverse issues including
the burden on virgin resources,
energy use at each stage of the construction materials lifecycle,
materials recyclabi I ity,
construction processes, and
costs.

Pollution Prevention
P2 is another important foundation for EIPs, particularly for its
applications to designing industrial processes within plants. This
approach has led to development of many strategies, assessment
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methods, and a wide range of “clean technologies” that often
improve both environmental and economic performance. P2
focuses primarily on individual plants and processes and usually not
on the relationships between them. Nevertheless, its strategies are
complementary to IE strategies for improving performance among
sets of plants.
The goal of P2 is to change existing or planned operations so that

the volume and/or toxicity of wastes are minimized. P2 principles
can be integrated into product design and the design of industrial
process. P2 can play an important role in the design of facilities of
companies locating in EIPs. By applying P2 to redesigning
manufacturing processes, the companies may discover new
efficiencies and save on regulatory and waste disposal costs.

Sustainable Architecture, Construction, and Planning

Because the “built
environment”
absorbs a large
proportion of the
planet’s material and
energy resources,
the construction and
operation of
buildings and
infrastructure have
major impacts on
local ecosystems
and communities.

Another major foundation for EIP development is the greening of
architecture, industrial facility design, and construction. Designers
in these fields are beginning to apply principles parallel to those of

IE. Because the “built environment” (buildings and infrastructure)
absorbs a large proportion of the planet’s material and energy
resources, the construction and operation of buildings and
infrastructure have major impacts on local ecosystems and
communities, as well as worldwide effects such as global climate
change and depletion of natural resources.
Fortunately many design strategies such as energy efficiency can
reduce the costs of operating buildings, including industrial
facilities, and reduce environmental impacts.

EIP development can provide an important focus for the newly
emerging field of sustainable industrial facility design. EIP projects
will offer a laboratory for integrating architectural and landscaping
innovations with the engineers’ new green approaches in
infrastructure, plant, production process, and equipment design.
Two industrial facility designs illustrate the potential of these new
approaches: a planned Herman Miller office systems and furniture
plant in Zeeland, Michigan (designed by William McDonough
Architects and associated firms) and the Ecover soap and household
products ecological factory in Belgium. We describe the first in
Appendix A and the latter in Chapter 5 of this fieldbook.
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Sustainable urban planning seeks to integrate land use,
transportation, waste treatment, and infrastructure into a unified
plan optimizing community use of energy and materials. While
seeking a healthy relationship to ecosystems, a sustainable
community plan also addresses issues of social and economic
justice. The design of ElPs calls for strong integration into their
communities.

New Organizational Relationships
When we define an EIP as a ”community of companies,’’ we assume
a collaborative model of business. Recent trends for both large and
small firms suggest a great deal to support this assumption. Many
companies, including direct competitors, are recognizing strategic
partnering as a key source of competitive advantage. For instance,
Canon coinvested with Hewlett Packard in advancing laser printer
technology in the 1970s. The company now supplies Hewlett
Packard with laser print engines but continues to compete in inkjet
printers (Business Week, 1994).

Companies in ElPs may
be able to draw on a
partnership strategy for
creating economies of
scale and scope in
production, R&D, or
marketing.

Small to mid-size firms are forming alliances variously called
value-adding partnerships, flexible networks, or manufacturing
networks (Hatch, 1991). This form of partnership relies on a hub
company that coordinates marketing and, in some cases, research
and purchasing for the loosely bound network. Companies in ElPs
may be able to draw on this strategy for creating economies of
scale and scope in production, R&D, or marketing. Chapter 3
provides more information on such value-adding networks.

I.2 OBJECTIVES
This fieldbook is part of a research project designed to expand the
body of knowledge about the viability of ElPs and to provide
guidance for EIP design. Although IE has been applied in a number
of situations outside and, more recently, within the U.S., the U.S.
has no mature EIP models. Thus, we have no empirical evidence of
the size of the economic and environmental benefits that can result
from forming an EIP in the
success and failure.

US, nor do we have models of EIP

Chapter 7 - Introduction

The project addresses four primary research question (see box). The
project team took two approaches to addressing these questions.
The first approach was to develop a case study of a prototype EIP for
Brownsville TexadMatamoros Mexico. Using this prototype, the
case study team analyzed the economic and environmental benefits
of resource exchanges, shared infrastructure, and the provision of
joint EIP services. The case study project also addressed the
technological and regulatory issues that can affect EIP viability and
uncovered a number of costs, risks, and challenges to EIP
development. The companion to this document, Eco-Industrial

Parks: A Case Study and Analysis of Economic, Environmental,
Technical, and Regulatory Issues, provides the results of the case
study and related analyses.
This fieldbook addresses the issues raised by the case study. For
each of the main partners in EIP development, we aim to

b identify the issues/problems that one might encounter while
designing/building an EIP;

b discuss the possible solutions to these problems, and how
these solutions might differ depending on the specific
circumstances;

b provide some examples of solutions that have worked for
others facing similar circumstances; and

b provide sources of information and other resources for
solving these problemdmeeting these challenges.
The challenges that we address occur across the whole life-cycle of
EIP development. Because most of the existing ElPs are still in
development, we cannot always identify examples of other ElPs that
have faced these challenges and ways they have solved them.
However, we do provide relevant non-EIP examples of similar
problems whenever possible.
There are no blueprints for EIPs. Two factors prevent us from
providing a step-by-step process for building and managing a
successful EIP. First, rapid changes in business, technology, and
society affect the planning of any industrial park. A few of the
changes most relevant to EIP teams include the following:
The U.S. and other governments are downsizing, eliminating
programs, deregulating, decentralizing functions, and cutting
funds available for local development.
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National economies are becoming increasingly
interdependent in a global economy and less able to control
the value of their money or their interest rates. (These are
critical issues in financing development projects.)
Waves of corporate downsizing and outsourcing, driven in
part by continuing technological change, continue to
eliminate jobs while opening entrepreneurial niches.
The emerging “information highway” is creating a new
forum for business relationships and transactions.

Challenges to EIP Development
Developing an EIP involves combining strategies that, taken alone, are previously tested and
proven but have rarely been combined in a single project. As with any untested concept,
particularly one that requires this level of interdisciplinary integration, there are bound to be risks,
and challenges.
Challenges to Communities
Building local support for the EIP
Setting EIP performance objectives
Determining the appropriate EIP ownership strategy
Developing EIP financing strategies
Reducing administrative red tape
Challenges to Potential EIP Members
Estimating EIP benefits and costs
Determining the right mix of EIP partners
Finding appropriate technologies
Reducing regulatory uncertainty and liability
Challenges to the Regulatory Community
Streamlining zoning, permitting, and other development regulations
Adding flexibility to environmental regulations
Developing appropriate technology, promoting technology transfer, and providing technical
training
Encouraging the exchange of information among ElPs
Challenges to Developers, Designers, and Builders
Choosing a site that will maximize EIP benefits
Designing EIP infrastructure that incorporates the needs of the EIP members for specialized
services
Designing industrial facilities that provide the flexibility that allows the EIP to grow and evolve
Designing buildings that maximize the efficiency of energy and materials
Using construction practices that are consistent with the EIP vision
Challenges to EIP Managers
Managing the design and development process
Recruiting companies for the EIP
Maintaining relationships between companies
Managing EIP property and shared support services
Ensuring the future viability of the EIP
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These and many other changes will affect the planning of any
industrial park. EIP development teams must work with flexibility,
learning rapidly from their errors and successes. Companies like
AT&T, Electronic Data Systems, and Transalta Utilities Ltd.l have
adopted the concept of learning organization to build these
capabilities into their corporate systems and structures (Senge et al.,
1994).

A successful EIP
design will match
the economic,
ecological, social,
and culturaI
characteristics of a
specific community
and region.

Second, a successful EIP design will match the economic,
ecological, social, and cultural characteristics of a specific
community and region. The “eco” in EIP stands for a basic EIP
principle: design an EIP in relationship to the characteristics of the
local and regional ecosystem. ”Eco” also refers to the more
traditional principle that a development concept must match the
resources and needs of the local and regional economy. These dual
meanings reinforce the need for working in an inquiry mode when
designing an EIP. While an EIP design team must learn from the
experience of other communities developing EIPs, it also must
discover the right solutions for the specific site and community
within the broad principles of IE and sustainable planning,
architecture and construction. The turbulence of the time will open
many new opportunities for those who keep asking, “HOWdo we
create an eco-industrial park suitable to this community and this
ecosystem?”

1.3 ORGANIZATION
The report is roughly organized according to the outline of
challenges to EIP development found in the box on page 1-10.
Chapter 2 discusses the role of communities in EIP development and
the challenges and risks they face. Section 3 addresses the issues of
importance to potential EIP members. Section 4 discusses how
federal, state, and local governments can play a role in the
development and operation of a successful EIP. Chapter 5 discusses
the challenges to architects, developers, and designers of EIPs.
These challenges include site selection, infrastructure design, design
of facilities and buildings, and construction. Section 6 discusses EIP
management issues. The manager of an EIP has dual roles that
present challenges unique to EIPs. Chapter 7 provides a summary
’Transalta Utilities Ltd., is an electrical utility company in Alberta, Canada, that has
also committed to performing as a sustainable corporation.
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and addresses the transportability of the EIP concept from successful

ElPs to other venues. Nine appendices provide supplementary
material.
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2

Developing an EIP:
Challenges to
Communities
In this chapter we explore the role of community organizations,
including local governments, community groups, neighborhood
organizations, and individual citizens in developing EIPs. These
public-sector groups may play a major role in the development of

ElPs just as they often participate in traditional industrial
development projects.
In the case of EIPs, the motivation for public participation is the
potential benefits of the EIP that include not only the economic
benefits that motivate public participation in traditional industrial
developments, but also environmental benefits that may be even
more widely shared among the community’s members. At the same
time, EIP development poses unique challenges to the public sector.
These additional benefits and challenges argue for an expanded role
for communities, which have at their disposal many of the tools
required to meet the challenges to EIP development.
The public sector can play a variety of roles in EIP development.
Community groups and local government may be very important to
building public support for the EIP, and the EIP champion and
members of its core team could come from a community group or
local government. Community groups may also take a major role in
shaping the economic and environmental performance objectives
for the EIP. Public agencies may take partial or total ownership of
the EIP, may act as the EIP’s developer, or may share in the
operating expenses and capital costs of EIP development. The
public sector may provide access to public financing for the EIP,
including special tax-exempt financial packages. Local or state
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government may work with the EIP developer toward recruiting
companies to the EIP. Local and regional governments and
community organizations may integrate the EIP into a regional
economic development plan. Finally, the public sector can ease the
administrative burden of EIP development by encouraging
cooperation among municipal entities or creating special
redevelopment authorities.
We begin this chapter by broadly outlining the challenges to
communities that are considering EIP development. Before deciding
on a vision for the design of an EIP, communities must assess these
challenges and the resources at their disposal for meeting them.
Then we discuss each of the public-sector roles outlined above and,
where possible, point to examples of how communities have filled
these roles in existing EIP projects.

2.1

INTRODUCTION
As we note in Chapter 1, developers of ElPs face challenges at every
phase of the EIP development project, from siting to operation.
Given these challenges, and the significant amount of energy and
resources that may be invested in such a project, a community must
determine which of the EIP design options is viable, and whether
the considerable challenges to EIP success can be overcome.

2.1.1

A Community Can Design an EIP That Meets the
Goals of Many Stakeholders
Because there is no fixed recipe for an EIP, a community

Some more conventional EIp
design options, such as
shared EIP services,
sustailKfble building design,
and ecological Siting decision
may easily gain support and
financial backing, but the
more risky Strategy of funding
a resource exchange may noto

may be able to fashion the type of EIP that can be best
supported by available resources. As we have noted, an

EIP can incorporate a variety of strategies, and the level of
integration of these strategies may depend on which
options gain support in the community. For example,
some more conventional EIP design options, such as
shared EIP services, sustainable building design, and
ecological siting decision may easily gain support and
financial backing, but the more risky strategy of funding a
resource exchange may not.

Finding community support for each design option may require
familiarizing community members with EIP ideas and
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demonstratingthat the potential benefits of the EIP and the
distribution of these benefits among stakeholders are sufficient to
warrant their support.

2.1.2

Evidence of Potential EIP Benefits Will Build
Community Support
A preliminary step in EIP design is to assess the potential benefits to
the community of alternative EIP designs. If these benefits are
potentially substantial, the required individuals will be willing to
support EIP design ideas with their time, energy, and resources.
Identifying and assessing the potential benefits are difficult prior to

Brownsville's Public Works
Director, Carlos Aya la,
noted that the sun, the
prevailing wind, and solid
waste piling up for costly
landfill disposal represent
wasted resources. He
called the community to
"harness this energy and
use these resources to
create jobs for our people."

developing an EIP model. The magnitude of the benefits depends
on many factors that will not be fully worked out until the project
planning is under way or even until the EIP has been operating for
some time. However, preliminary, qualitative evidence of the
potential economic and environmental benefits can build support.
Soqe sources of evidence are described below.

Availability of Byproducts for Reuse
Communities may be able to identify, through a waste audit survey
of the companies in their community, resources that are being
wasted. We discuss the use of waste audits for determining a
potential resource exchange in Chapter 6. Other examples of
resources that may be better used through an EIP resource exchange
include process steam from industrial facilities and brownwater,
among others.

lmportation of Locally Available Goods and Services
Patterns of community importation of goods and services provide
another source of evidence of the potential benefits of an EIP,
particularly an EIP that employs resource exchange and the
development of scavenger businesses.'

If the community imports

raw materials, intermediate products, recycling services, and other
value-added services that could be provided locally in the context
of an EIP, the EIP may provide an opportunity to increase the value
added in the community while potentially reducing the cost of these

Here imports means goods and services that are brought into the community from
any external source. It does not refer only to goods imported from other
countries.
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goods and services to their buyers.2 In Brownsville, we found that
local businesses were using the recycling services of companies
located far outside the community, when a local recycler could
provide this service. Switching to the local recycler reduced
transportation costs and kept the value added (the value of
transformingwastes into recycled materials) within the community.

Suboptimal Design of Infrastructure, Buildings, and
Facilities
EIP members and the local environment may benefit from improving
existing designs for buildings, facilities, and infrastructure.
Companies may lose money because their facilities are not resource
efficient. Similarly, the community may suffer from a greater
quantity of air pollution, water pollution, and solid waste than might

be the case for an industrial development that is designed for
resource efficiency.

The Limits of Pollution Prevention Initiatives within
Companies
Companies practicing P2 may reach a point at which further P2
initiatives cannot be justified financially. At that point, it may be
beneficial for companies to look beyond their own operations for
changes in their operations that reduce their environmental burden.
For example, a company may accumulate wooden pallets that are
difficult to reuse. By working with their suppliers, they may agree to
use more durable pallets that last longer and can be returned to the
supplier for reuse. Alternatively, they can use pallets that are
designed for collection and recycling in existing recycling systems.
An EIP can facilitate these types of agreements and make them
standard practice.

Natural Resources that Can Be Used More Efficiently
Communities may find that the natural resources native to their
locale are not being used effectively. In areas where solar, wind,
and water energy are easily harnessed, an EIP may be able to bring
companies and the community environmental benefits by taking
2Cost reductions may be possible if local provision of these services through an EIP
can reduce transportation or transactions costs. An example of these types of
cost reductions is provided by Scenario 5 of the case study discussed in the
report Eco-Industrial Parks: A Case Study and Analysis of Economic,
Environmental, Technical, and Regulatory Issues (Martin et al., 1996).
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advantage of these natural resources. Similarly, the EIP can reduce
the burden of industry on local ecosystems by taking advantage of

the ecosystem’s natural features to maximize its ability to absorb the
impacts of industrialization. We discuss facility design and site
selection in greater detail in Chapter 5.
Communities must be ready to respond to problems that may block

the successful development and operation of an EIP. This fieldbook
identifies a number of potential barriers and provides some potential
solutions to these problems. Communities that are able to apply
these and other solutions to potential problems will be most likely to
design and operate a successful EIP.
Once the EIP has been designed, it will be necessary to provide
accountability to the stakeholders who have contributed to the
project. Toward that end, the EIP managers should develop a
performance assessment framework that incorporates the EIP’s goals
and tracks its performance relative to those goals. In Section 2.3,

we discuss how communities can contribute to setting EIP
performance objectives. Chapter 6 discusses how to implement the
economic and environmental performance of the EIP. Appendix B
contains a more detailed framework for determining environmental
performance.

2.2

BUILDING LOCAL SUPPORT FOR THE EIP
One of the challenges to communities building ElPs is overcoming
fragmentation among stakeholders to build a coherent, cooperative
team.

EIP stakeholders include
leaders in the industrial and financial community;
representatives of local companies and potential future
tenants in the EIP;

the local Chamber of Commerce;
public-sector stakeholders from city government, as well as
county, state, and federal agencies;

I abor representatives;
community and environmental organizations (including
leading opponents of development);
educational institutions; and
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+

practitioners with the full complement of capabilities needed
in the project: architecture, engineering, ecology,
environmental management, and education and training.

Successful EIP design, construction, and management require that
these groups agree on a vision for the EIP and work together to
achieve it. Achieving this vision will be easier if stakeholders
understand the EIP and its local context, if they are aware of the
potential benefits of the EIP, if they participate in setting
performance objectives, and if the EIP is an integral part of a
regional economic development plan.

2.2.1

An Assessment of the Available Resources Will Help
to Direct Efforts for Gaining Support
Early in the context-setting process the EIP project can benefit from
an inventory of resources available at local, state, and national
levels. These resources may include individuals, organizations,
sources of informatioddata, and anything else that can support the
project. A survey of existing local resources should address the
following questions:

+

How can existing resources, programs, and development
strategies contribute to EIP development?

+
+
+

What are the resources that we already have in place?

+
+
+
+
+

What type of financing is available?
What organizations or businesses could make in-kind
contributions?
What are our local design capabilities?
What are our research capabilities?

Do we have necessary education and training programs?
What existing and past plans can we build on?
What are the opportunities for community involvement?

This integrative survey across the public and private sectors should
cover economic development, finance, environmental protection,
urban planning, community development, and education and
training. In the process, missing resources for development of the
park and the necessary options to supply them can be identified.

If the outputs of the resource survey are formalized in an electronic
database and/or print report, they will become a resource for the EIP
and other community projects.
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2.2.2

An EIP Requires a Local Champion
The process of developing an EIP may begin with someone well
positioned within the community building support. Within the
dozen or so communities in North America that have started
exploring the creation of EIPs, a variety of people and institutions
have been involved in introducing the concept:
In Chattanooga, TN, a city council member led a sustainable
community initiative that has resulted in four proposed sites
for EIPs.
The Brownsville, TX, project began with a proposal from the
Texas Natural Resources Conservation Commission to EPA.
Local leadership has been provided by a city commissioner
and the director of the economic development council.
In Baltimore, MD, the Economic Development Corporation
initiated an EIP project as the keystone of an Empowerment
Zone proposal.
In Cape Charles, VA, the county economic development
agency led the formation of a Sustainable Development
Action Strategy as the context for an industrial park.
Universities have taken the lead in Rochester, NY, El Paso,
TX, and Halifax, Nova Scotia.
In Tucson, AZ, the initial impetus came from an individual
property manager and recycling consultant.
Successfully developing an EIP requires an individual champion who
is committed to the principles of IE and capable of selling these
concepts to all stakeholders. The champion may be the property
owner or developer (or someone retained by the owner), a
development agency, or an anchor tenant. The key is that the
champion be credible to individuals or organizations capable of
taking a financial interest in the success of the park.
The champion leads the initiation, design, and management teams
during the start-up and construction phases of the project. He may
then be a central player in the park management company during

the ongoing operation of the park. One of the champion’s roles is
to recruit a core team who can bring the project to the attention of
local decisionmakers.
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2.2.3

An EIP Also Requires a Core Project Team to Work
with the Champion
The core team is responsible for assembling an economically viable
development plan for an industrial park that i s well integrated into

the community as well as the local and regional ecosystems. The
core team will need to work closely with political, economic, and
industrial leaders to encourage initiatives that provide a broader
context for an EIP (e.g., an industrywide resource exchange or a
strategic plan for turning wastes into economic opportunities).
The core team should include public- and private-sector leaders with
the authority and capability needed for this task. Candidates include
economic development agency managers, port authority or trade zone
directors, an industrial real estate developer (in a consulting role, if

the project i s a public development), and the project champion.
Recruiting the core team is a highly individualized process,
depending on the style of the champion and the community. The
champion must have the capacity to emphasize different aspects of
the EIP vision when working with different groups. For example, a
public works director will be interested in the potential for reducing
waste streams into costly landfills. An economic development
director will see an EIP as a new source of competitive advantage
for the area.
The core team should be familiar with the basic concepts of ElPs as
well as IE. Communities considering ElPs may invite people who
are working on EIP projects elsewhere to participate in their
planning sessions. It might also be helpful for members of the core
team to visit other eco-park development sites.

2.2.4

Stakeholders Must Understand the Local Context and
Potential Benefits of an EIP
Few people truly understand the concept of an EIP. Therefore
educating the community and enlisting a broad range of
stakeholders are important early steps. Options for this enlistment
process include networking with key individuals and organizations,
organizing public events with media coverage, conducting
workshops or conferences, and planning activities at local colleges.
In a kick-off workshop or conference, stakeholders can learn the
basic principles of IE and EIPs, explore EIP initiatives in process
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elsewhere, examine the application of these ideas to local
development patterns, and define the next steps for forming a local
project.
An understanding of the interrelated conditions in which an EIP
might operate in a community may help stakeholders understand
how the EIP can advance their objectives. A discussion of these
conditions might ask the following questions:
What is the larger national and global context?

What economic, business, environmental, and cultural
trends support or impede EIP development (e.g., the trend
toward closer partnering between major companies and
their suppliers and customers)?
What surprises would be critical to EIP development? How
might they be handled (e.g., the devaluation of the Mexican
peso that began in late 1994)?

What global environmental issues must be taken into
account in planning an EIP (e.g., global warming and
depletion of nonrenewable resources)?

What scientific, technical, and intellectual currents are likely
to facilitate EIP development (e.g., the increasing use of
natural systems models in economics, engineering,
computer systems, and organizational design)?
What is the local context?

How does our region express the trends identified at
national and global levels?
Can the local economy support new industrial development
or should it focus on greening our existing industrial
ecosystem?
Are there older parks that would benefit from rehabilitation
and retrofitting?
What environmental and economic objectives do we want
to achieve with an EIP?
What local companies might consider expansion into an
El P?
How could perceiving our industrial regions as industrial
ecosystems improve business, economic, and environmental
performance?
How do current economic and community development
plans, urban planning, and zoning support or impede
development of an EIP?
What local environmental factors must be considered in
planning an ElP?
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What human and material resources are available? What’s
missing?
What is the conceptual context?

How are the ideas of IE, sustainable architecture, and
sustainable development relevant to our community?
The core project team can compile the results of these discussions
into a report and make it available to the whole community.

A conference is another option for gaining community support and
input for EIP projects. In Brownsville, the EIP champion relied on a
series of smaller meetings spread over several months (see box). In
some communities, a series of small meetings may be more effective
than a large conference for getting started.
Getting Started in Brownsville
City CommissionerJackieLockett used the site visits of our research
team from RTI and Indigo Developmentto build support for the city’s
EIP project. We were there to gather information for the case study
and this fieldbook; this process required briefing a broad range of
stakeholders on IE and EIPs.
Commissioner Lockett and the Brownsville Economic Development
Council (BEDC) Director, Marie McDermott, organized a series of
meetings for the RTMndigo Developmentteam with private
developers, staff from public agencies with land to develop,
industrialists, bankers, educators, staff from environmental agencies,
environmentalists, media, and various city officials, including the
Public Works Director and City Manager. Several of these meetings
also included people from Brownsville’s sister city in Mexico,
Matamoros. The introductory session had approximately 50
participants; most of the groups ranged in size from 10 to 20 people.
By the end of our third visit, most civic leaders were aware of the
potential economic and environmental benefits of developing an EIP
and had discussed challenges and barriers to the project. Many
indicated support for a project. In a letter to the BEDC, the Director of
Marketing for the Port stated, “The Port of Brownsville is very
interested in being selected as a site for a demonstration eco-industrial

2.2.5

EIP Support Can Be Strengthened by Integration with
a Larger Community Planning Process
Some stakeholders may be more likely to support the EIP if it
becomes part of a larger community planning process because it
may reduce the feeling that the EIP is competing with other
environmental or economic development initiatives. Rather, the EIP
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can be seen as one of many projects to implement the strategic
economic or environmental plan. In at least two cases,
Chattanooga, TN, and Cape Charles, VA, EIP projects emerged out
of the vision of a long-term sustainable community. We describe
these projects in Appendix D.

2.2.6

Commitment Can Be Demonstrated to Stakeholder
Interests by Setting Performance Objectives
Stakeholders are more likely to support the EIP if they have evidence
that their interests will be protected. One way to demonstrate how
the EIP will meet the goals of stakeholders is to encourage them to
participate in setting performance objectives for the EIP. Inevitably,
there will be competing interests, and some stakeholders may feel
that their interests are not well represented by the performance
objectives. However, their participation in the process is more
likely to lead to their support than if they are excluded. We discuss
the process for setting EIP performance objectives in Section 2.3.

2.3 SETTING PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVES FOR
AN EIP

The site chosen for
the EIP; the
recruiting strategy;
the design of
infrastructure
facilities, buildings,
and common areas;
the construction
methods used; and
N P management
methods all depend
on the EIP's
performance
objectives.

The purpose of setting performance objectives for the EIP is to guide
its design and operation. The site chosen for the EIP; the recruiting
strategy; the design of infrastructure facilities, buildings, and
common areas; the construction methods used; and EIP
management methods all depend on the EIP's performance
objectives. EIP designers will face design choices that present trade-

offs among technical, environmental, economic, and social
objectives. Specific performance objectives will provide guidance
for these decisions. Furthermore, they will assure stakeholders that
their interests in the project are being pursued. Figure 2-1 shows
the interrelationship between various elements of total performance
evaluation of an EIP.
Developers, investors, and accountants have well-established
frameworks for setting objectives for economic performance (i.e.,
the pro formas of a feasibility study). Engineers and architects have
practices, tools, and standards for the technical domain. Objectives
for assessing and optimizing the social consequences of
development are generally set by planners, in cooperation with a
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Figure 2-1. Diagrammatic Representationof Interrelationship Between Various Elements of
Total Performance Evaluation of an EIP

EIP Evaluation Framework

N P design
objective

Environmental Performance Framework

1

Modified from D. Cheel

Q 1995 indigo Development

variety of community stakeholders. Traditionally, regulations and
permits determine environmental performance objectives.
The EIP team can use established practices for setting performance
Because the EIP will usually
have objectives that surpass
environmental compliance,
a nontraditional objectivesetting process may be
required.

objectives in the economic, technical, and social domains.
However, a new procedure may be required to determine.
environmental performance objectives because, although most
traditional development projects primarily aim to comply with
environmental regulations, the EIP will usually have objectives

surpassing compliance with regulations. This nontradit ionaI
approach requires a new objective-setting procedure.
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Below, we describe economic and environmental performance
objectives and a procedure for determining them for an EIP. As
explained above, the EIP can set economic performance objectives
with fairly traditional procedures; however, we propose a new
framework for setting the environmental performance objectives.

An EIP May Require Community-Level Economic
Performance Objectives
Chapter 2 of the companion document, “Eco-Industrial Parks: A
Case Study and Analysis of Economic, Environmental, Technical,
and Regulatory Issues” contains a detailed discussion of issues
related to the economic performance of eco-parks. We briefly
summarize here some of the elements of economic performance
unique to an EIP.
The feasibility study for an industrial park provides a wellestablished foundation for determining park-level economic
performance objectives. When the project requires public
investment, community-level performance objectives may also be
required. For instance, to qualify for state incentives or industrial
development bonds, the project has to target the numbers of jobs
created and their economic impact. Manuals such as the Urban
Land Institute’s (1988) Business and industrial Park Development

Handbook describe the steps necessary for demonstrating the
project’s economic viability to investors (defining their return on
investment) and for qualifying for public support.
An EIP will require an additional level of economic objectives.
Because the EIP concept promises economic benefits to the
community in which an EIP is located, to management and owners,
and to member companies. Broad objectives for these three levels
are required. More specific goals can only be set as the design and
recruitment process moves forward.
Potential economic performance objectives for the community
include
an increase in the rate of economic growth, caused by

J new business and their multiplier effects and
J increased activity for existing businesses through greater
resource efficiency;
an increase in the rate of employment growth from new
businesses and the growth of existing businesses;
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+

a decrease in the costs to government for solid waste
management and water treatment, if these responsibilities
are assumed by the EIP for its members;

+

an increase in tax revenues from new and more profitable
businesses; and

+

a decrease in the cost of environmental degradation.

The potential performance objective for park management includes

+

an increase in revenues due to new services and
infrastructure that it provides to companies.

The potential performance objectives for park owners include
an increase in property values through higher rents,
reflecting a share of member company cost savings;

+

a decrease in tenant turnover as a result of the greater
cohesiveness in the community of companies and the
quality of companies recruited; and
a decrease in the likelihood of environmental damage to the
property.

The potential performance objectives for an EIP company include

+

a profit rate, return on investment, and payback period that
meet or exceed those of similar investments;

+

revenues from the exchange of byproducts with other
companies (within and beyond the park);

+

reduced operating costs due to higher energy efficiency in
building and process design;

+

reduced costs for services outsourced to EIP management
(e.g., environmental training and emergency management,
and food services);

+

reduced costs for landfill disposal and sewage treatment of
wastes; and
reduced regulatory costs.

Economic performance objectives can be set in a process similar to

that described in the next section for setting environmental
performance objectives.

2.3.2

Environmental Performance Objectives Provide EIP
Design Guidance
Environmental performance objectives provide an essential
framework for designing an EIP. They express the EIP project vision
as a set of expectations for how it will actually function. The
objectives establish a context for later defining more explicit,
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measurable goals. The objectives document will be a continually
evolving guidance system for the EIP project.
Note that the first objective of the EIP is to comply with all relevant
environmental regulations. The remainder of the environmental
objectives for an EIP must be consistent with this objective.
The core project team can generate a draft objectives document to
review with key stakeholders (including potential recruits to the EIP)
and incorporate their input. The steps of this process are as follows:
Gather reference information and review the framework
described in Appendix B.

w

Determine initial environmental performance objectives.
Prioritize the objectives in terms of local conditions and
perceptions.
Review draft objectives with key stakeholders and rewrite as
needed.
At later stages set measurable performance goals within the
objectives. Revise objectives as needed.

Begin the process by gathering any available reports on local
environmental conditions, community expectations and values, and
global environmental factors. This reference information will be
useful in the working sessions.
With that support, the EIP team will identify those areas of
environmental performance that are necessary and sufficient to
achieve the EIP vision and mission. As shown in Figure 2-1, nine
different elements comprise the environmental performance
framework. After setting objectives in each of the nine categories of
performance, the next step is to rank these objectives. Explicit
objectives for each of these critical results areas provide targets for
more detailed, time-limited goals to be developed later in the
process.
Working through the framework described in Appendix B, beginning
with a discussion of the three overarching categories-environmental
emissions, resource utilization, and environmental interactions-is
useful. Local conditions that might influence the performance
objectives in each of these areas should be considered. For example,

if the region depends heavily on imported materials and energy, this
may influence the specific objectives set for resource utilization.
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After discussion at this level, the core team can start developing
specific performance objectives for each of the three subcategories
(i.e., air emissions, solid waste, and water emissions). The team will
probably agree easily on some objectives and disagree strongly on
others. The first round of this objectives-settingprocess may move

forward more easily if team members do not try to resolve every
disagreement when it occurs. First, the team should identify all
objectives that they agree to adopt and earmark points of strong
disagreement. Then they can go through the nine categories of
objectives again, working with the disagreements.
The next step is to rank the objectives, determining their relative
importance in the community and the natural environment. With
objectives such as air emissions or water resources, available data
can support prioritization. Others, like interactions with neighbors,
may call for much more subjective judgments. In either case, assign
an order of importance to the full list of objectives. Again,
disagreements are a natural part of the process.
When discussing differences regarding objectives or their ranking,
team members should keep the dialogue open, listening carefully
for the assumptions behind the different views. Understandingthese
assumptions can help clarify the issues blocking agreement. In
some cases team members may need new information or
consultation with stakeholders who are not present to reach

.

resolution

Each phase of the development process will result in more specific
goals, guided by the initial broad objectives. In some cases, work at
the detailed level may prompt a shift to discussion of broader
objectives. For example, setting goals for reduction of atmospheric
emissions with the first companies recruited may suggest that the
initial objectives were either too modest or too ambitious.

2.4

DETERMINING OWNERSHIP
An EIP can be owned by a public-sector agency, such as a
development authority, port authority, or university, or by the
private sector. The issues in deciding between public or private
ownership of an EIP include the following:
availability of public land sufficient for the development,
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W availability of industrial bonding capability and public
support to pass bonds (if land must be acquired for public
/
development),

W access to developers willing to take a position in innovative
projects (given that the basic need for an EIP can be
demonstrated), and
ability of the economic development agency to take major
responsibility for the EIP development process (as opposed
to a supporting role).
Although current EIP projects are primarily publicly owned,
privately owned ElPs are possible, especially after current EIP
demonstration projects have matured to demonstrate whether ElPs
can be profitable for private developers.

2.4.1

Although Public Ownership Has Some Advantages,
Private Ownership May Be Feasible
A public agency or authority brings several advantages to an EIP
development project:

W Initial planning may be financed from a variety of public
budgets (city general fund, economic development agency,
public works department, or a special public authority).
Refer to Section 2.5.3 for discussion of EIP financing.
The development may be financed in part through economic
development and infrastructure bonds.

W Property owned by a public or quasi-public agency may be
used as the project site.
The development agency may have (or can gain) a mandate
for environmentally sensitive development beyond
regulatory and zoning requirements.

W Gains realized from EIP design may reduce the need for
other public investment (e.g., a pre-treatment plant in the
park may reduce demand on civic water facilities).

W A public entity can offer direct incentives to companies as
part of the recruitment strategy.
On the other hand, private ownership may be better if private
developers are willing to take the lead in an EIP project or if public
agencies do not have the capability for industrial park development.
Communities can encourage private developers to take the lead in

EIP projects through context setting to build public support;
industrial development incentives; streamlining of the zoning,
permitting and other regulatory processes; and strong support in
marketing from the economic development agency.
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2.4.2

A University Can Be an EIP Owner or Developer
The development wing of a university is a likely candidate for
implementation of the EIP concept. Universities have established
research parks used as sites for labs; new ventures commercializing
campus research; and, in some cases, a broader mix of industrial
and service companies.
A university with the necessary intellectual capital and land would
bring strong resources to an EIP development. Business,
engineering, environmental sciences, architecture, and other
disciplines could support planning, conduct research on the project,
and provide technical and management training. Once the park is
in operation, tenant companies could benefit from continuing
university research and student internships or work study programs.
University development of an EIP would be a natural companion
program to an initiative for greening the physical plant and
operations of the school’s campus. George Washington University,
for example, has embarked on an ambitious project to enhance
energy efficiency, P2, water management, materials recycling, and
other aspects of operating its large urban complex. A school with
land available for an EIP could gain from the synergy between the
park and campus projects; much of the R&D would overlap.
Several ElPs currently in the planning stages under nonuniversity
ownership include alliances with educational resources. The
University of Dalhousie in Nova Scotia is conducting an EIP
research project at Burnside Industrial Park. Cornell University has
worked with the cities of Rochester and Baltimore in planning
brownfield parks. (See Appendix C for descriptions of both
projects.) The Texas Natural Resources Commission proposal for
Brownsville emphasizes creating a university network to support the
project.

2.4.3

Regardless of Who Owns the Park, PublicPrivate
Cooperation is Essential
Industrial parks always require close coordination between public

Whether developed under
public or private
ownership, an EIP
inevitably needs strong
public/private partnership
to make it a success.
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In recent years, public development agencies have taken
I

responsibility for most U.S. industrial parks with larger scale (and
often more polluting) manufacturing industries (Urban Land
Institute, 1988; National Association of Office and Industrial Parks,
1995; and Brownsville Economic Development Council, 1995).
Private developers have tended to focus on parks developed for light
industry, warehousing, and distribution. In Mexico, on the other
hand, private developers build most industrial parks and are often
responsible for bringing the power and water infrastructure on-site.
Most larger industrial parks in the U.S. have been publicly
developed; however, this trend may not necessarily continue. Some
companies now wish to own rather than lease land for their plants.
Small to mid-size firms have difficulty obtaining plant construction
loans if they plan to lease the land (McDermott, 1995). This trend
could open the door for private developers to construct larger
projects, including EIPs.
The private sector plays a vital role in publicly developed parks.
Private companies are the tenants and often the managers of
industrial parks. Development firms have the capability to manage
the complex process of acquiring land, managing planning and
feasibility studies, and putting together the investment strategy.
Private developers often work as consultants on public projects.
Existing community industries who will also benefit from a stronger
local economy may support recruitment of outside companies.
Participation from local firms in a byproduct resource exchange will
also strengthen the EIP.

The elimination or consolidation of federal development funding
programs (and other impacts of government downsizing in the
mid-90s) will make public-private partnership even more important
i n EIP projects. For instance, public land owners may enter into
ventures with private developers for industrial development of their
property, rather than simply hiring them as consultants. With a
stake in the project, the developer can augment public funds and inkind contributions with private investment.

2.5

EIP FINANCING STRATEGIES
Financing any industrial park requires money for

+

initial project planning leading to a site-design concept,
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at least two stages of environmental and architecture and
engineering studies leading to a feasibility analysis,
acquisition of the land,
site development,
construction costs, and
project operating costs.
Some of these costs will be higher for an EIP than for a traditional
office park (e.g., the integrated ecological design process in project
pre-planning and planning). In addition, other programs deemed
necessary for establishing a strong context for an EIP, such as
development of a broader byproduct exchange network, will also
need funding.
In the 199Os, investment in industrial parks tends to be relatively
conservative. The financial community requires strong
demonstration of the financial feasibility of real estate projects.
Investors also want proposals to include excellent strategies for
reducing their risks.
Although some new sources of financing are emerging that may find

ElPs attractive, federal economic development funding will be
increasingly scarce as government downsizing and budget
balancing unfold. Many programs are being eliminated or
consolidated, and funds are being distributed as block grants to state
governments.
These changes in access to financing imply that, rather than relying
on old formulas, an EIP planning team must network extensively to
discover the right mix of funding sources. Talking with members of
other EIP project teams may provide some initial ideas. We provide
four examples of strategies for financing EIPs.
Brownsville has used an Economic Development
Administration (U.S. Department of Commerce) technical
assistance grant to finance pre-feasibility study work on
regulations and software for matching companies.
Baltimore built their EIP proposal into their Empowerment
Zone (U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development) proposal, and Baltimore Development
Corporation is doing their project planning with that money.
The EIP team at Cape Charles, VA, has financed planning of
this project with a grant from the Virginia Department of
Environmental Quality, using money from National Oceanic
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and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and EDA (both
Department of Commerce).
Local foundations in Chattanooga, TN, supported early
stages of the EIP and sustainable community work.
Several economic and real estate development organizations can
provide information about funding sources and strategies: Urban
Land Institute, the National Center for Urban Economic
Development, and the National Association of Industrial and Office
Parks. See Appendix I for access information.

2.5.1

An EIP Requires an Effective Marketing Plan
Team members should consider marketing the EIP project to
investors by linking it to established development categories rather
than emphasizing its innovative aspects. The EIP might be
described as a niche approach to land use and business clustering,
much like high-tech industrial parks (Urban Land Institute, 1988).
The EIP niche offers to potential tenants a green public image
combined with bottom-line advantages. The park can be presented
as a variation on a familiar recruitment strategy: seeking companies
in the supply chain of an anchor tenant.
The team can emphasize to investors the demonstrated economic
and environmental benefits of design strategies like energy-efficient
facility design or a park water recycling system. Cutting costs for
tenants through higher efficiency and shared services will add to the
value of the park. The EIP feasibility study should evaluate
alternative design options and determine which are consistent with
the financial viability of the project. Some of them may add
significantly to its competitiveness.
In reviewing the EIP concept with developers and development
finance people, we found one potential stumbling block: the
strategy of materials and energy exchange among park plants (the
industrial ecosystem idea as manifested at Kalundborg). Some
people we interviewed suggested that a strategy targeting companies
that can use each other’s byproducts could make it difficult to gain
investment. They say this method of targeting is too unconventional
and could dramatically increase the risk of an empty park. If the
exchanges create too much interdependency among the companies,
the failure of one or two critical links could damage the
performance of the whole network in an EIP. This perception could
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be an obstacle to recruitment as well as investment (Goldschmidt,
*

1995).
However, developer John Clark argued strongly that the resource
exchange strategy is actually quite conventional:
To me, the most interesting piece of economics is
economic geography. In this field they are looking
at the benefits of geographic focus and co-location in
places like Silicon Valley, the Route 128 corridor in
Boston, Austin and its high tech-industry, or
Hollywood and the film industry. These ideas from
economic geography are the normative condition in
industrial real estate development, not the abnormal.
The idea that this strategy sets up a "dependency" is
just part of the existing natural order. Companies are
interdependent by nature. (Clark, 1995)3
To date, no one has intentionally created this sort of pattern of
resource exchange. Financiers will ask about the feasibility of
recruiting a set of companies within a reasonable time to function in

this way. Will too great a dependence on this strategy add an
unacceptable level of risk to the project?
The approach should be to test how far the EIP can implement an
exchange of resources in the recruitment process and not push it to
the point where it blocks attracting quality tenants. Resource
exchange may add to the marketing appeal of the park or it may be
neutral. If it becomes a liability, the EIP does not have to pursue it.
Professional real estate marketingfirms may be the best source of

EIP marketing ideas. EIP planners in Chattanooga, TN, hired a large
real estate firm to develop a marketing strategy.
Commanding the attention of potential financiers long enough to
educate them about €IPS may be difficult. One strategy for gaining
access to these potential funders is to pursue the executives at banks
and insurance companies who have serious interest in
environmental issues and liabilities. Calling on the assistance of
local individuals, such as an economic development agency and a
private developer with influence, may help generate interest.

3Mr. Clark is currently developing 1,700 acres near Fredericksburg, VA, as a
mixed-use residential, commercial, farming, and light industry community. It
will include 200 acres for industrial parks. See Appendix A for a description of
this ecologically planned community, Haymount.
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2.5.2

Risk Reduction Strategies are Important to Securing
Some Types of Financing
We have emphasized throughout this fieldbook that an EIP is a

Strategies for Reducing EIP
Investment Risk
b Investment of public
land

b Municipal bond
financing

public/private partnership. This collaboration is, itself, a means of
reducing the risk of investment. Each side can work for trade-offs
that ensure that the public benefits of an EIP are earned by
compensating private-sector players who risk their capital.

Commitment by an
anchor tenant

This idea is the foundation of the specific strategies we describe

b

Commitments by local
utilities

Drawing on these strategies wherever possible will indicate to

b

Partial site
development

b

Limiting the number of
new ventures

b

b Support to start-up
companies
b A liability-free site

here for reducing the risk of industrial real estate investments.
investors that the EIP developers and planners are effectively
safeguarding their investment in the EIP. We note several specific
strategies.
in public land reduces the

lnvestment ofpublic land-Investment

risk of equity or debt capital invested in the project. The land
provides collateral to secure later rounds of investments.
Municipal bond financing-Low-interest,

tax-free bonds can create

a block of debt financing that makes taking a position in the
development easier for lenders or equity investors. Because an EIP
combines economic and environmental benefits for the whole
community, it is a good candidate for municipal bonds.
Commitment by an anchor tenant -A

contract with a major

corporation (with AAA credit rating) demonstrates that the EIP
concept has market appeal. The anchor’s manufacturing processes
will also suggest other companies to target as suppliers and
customers for its energy and material byproducts, thus making the
resource exchange aspect of ElPs more concrete to investors.
Commitments by local utilities-In

addition to possible investment

of land, companies may contribute planning time, demand-side
management programs, and discounts to recruited companies.
(Some utilities also make grants to support economic development
planning.) Investors see such in-kind investment as an indication
that projects have strong community support.
Partial site development-Teams

can develop a master plan for a

larger parcel of land and develop an EIP on only one parcel. The
rest can be developed as a conventional industrial park or held in
reserve.
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Limiting the number o f new ventures as tenants-Institutional
investors (pension funds and insurance companies) prefer investing
in parks with established and proven companies (AAA ratings). If
seeking capital from these sources, teams may have to limit the
number of new local ventures in the park or create an adjoining
incubator park as a separately financed property.

Support to startup companies-New companies may be important
to the development plan. New companies can enhance their odds
for success by including in the EIP development plan a business
incubator, a strong entrepreneurs’ coaching network, and training
from local educational institutions.

A liability-free site-Investors and lenders are very suspicious of any
site for which they might incur liabilities for environmental

contamination. (This can include remediated sites that might later
prove to be still polluted.) On the other hand, reuse of industrial
land is environmentally preferable to opening virgin land.
Developers can back up application of high-quality remediation
technology by negotiating with regulatory agencies for clearance of
past liabilities. Chapter 5 further discusses clearing liability for
brownfield sites.

2.5.3

A Number of Sources are Available for EIP Financing
The strategies described above suggest an overall financial strategy
for ElPs that emphasizes local sources, possibly draws on state
funds, and explores several innovative investment entities. With
luck and the right demographics, federal money may still be
available from sources like the Economic Development
Administration or HUD’s Empowerment Zone programs.
Several trends in investment suggest some newer possible sources of
financing:

+ Mainstream investment houses, pension funds, insurance
companies, and some major individual investors have
entered the field of socially responsible investment.

+

Large foundations such as Ford and Rockefeller (as well as
some smaller ones) invest part of their capital in programrelated investments in for-profit ventures that reflect their
areas of interest.
Municipal bond financing is now regularly used for
environmental protection as well as industrial development
initiatives.
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While investment managers in the first two categories are open to
innovative investments, they expect the projects to be
fundamentally good risks. If the project’s feasibility analysis is
strong, with a compelling demonstration that it will provide an
adequate return to investors, such innovative sources may not be
needed. However, they may play an important role in seeding early
demonstrations of the EIP concept.

Municipal Bond Financing
Two forms of municipal bonds may be appropriate for funding the
purchase of property, construction of infrastructure (on and off the
site), and development of manufacturingfacilities (including
pollution controls).

General obligation bonds require voter approval and cannot exceed
the statutory debt limit set for a city. If the EIP is under its limit, this
approach offers relatively low interest and the least risk to investors.

Industrial development bonds are issued by a municipal corporation
to finance manufacturing, production, processing, and assembly
facilities for specific companies. The companies that benefit secure
such bonds through letters of credit and bond insurance.
Many cities are financing construction of solid waste transfer
stations through municipal bonds (Coldschmidt, 1995). Such a
transfer station could provide a solid anchor facility for an EIP,
generating material feedstocks and possibly energy for other plants.

Tax Increment Financing for Brownfield
Redevelopment
In many states, legislation allows local government to establish a
redevelopment authority (RDA). This authority designates areas that
meet blight, slum, andlor deteriorated conditions and need public
investment to recover. The RDA borrows long-term money to be
repaid out of property tax increases resulting from growth of new tax
base in the area (Watson, 1995).
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lnvestment of Pub/ic/y Owned Land
It may be possible to develop an EIP on land owned by the city, an

economic development corporation, a public utility, a port or
airport authority, or other public entity. An alternative is for the city
to take an option on private land and complete the purchase when
project feasibility has been demonstrated. Another variation is for

the land owner to create a joint venture with a public entity in the
development. lnvestment of land indicates to investors that the
community is solidly behind the project, provides collateral, and
reduces the total financing needed.
Private utilities and railroads may be willing to invest land for an EIP
because they expect to benefit from the overall economic
development it generates in the area. Utilities often own major
blocks of land adjacent to power plants and sewage treatment
facilities. Energy industry deregulation is pushing them to make
productive use of this land. They can benefit from having EIP firms
near their plants, purchasing energy and materials that they
currently consider wastes.

State Economic Development Funds
Availability of economic development money from state commerce
departments varies from state to state. It may take such forms as
employee training grants and industrial development bonds to
finance equipment purchases (with equipment leased to the
recruited company). States generally do not fund land purchases or
infrastructure development except in rare cases where it i s required
to attract a very large employer. The drawbacks of using state
financing include long review and approval processes and often
burdensome requirements on the recipient and private companies
participating (Watson and Laughlin, 1995).
In some states, commerce or environmental agencies support
recycling and environmental industries (e.g., Oregon, Texas, New
York, and California). Environmental agencies also offer training,
technology transfer programs, and financial incentives. Indiana, for
instance, offers performance-based tax credits to encourage P2
(Laughlin, 1995). An EIP team can draw on such programs in
building a total financial package, including in-kind contributions
and incentives.
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Local Commercial Banks
Commercial banks provide a majority of short-term debt financing
of land acquisition or construction costs for industrial parks. They
may provide lines of credit to the developer to finance construction.
They can also provide short-term bridge financing to cover the gap
between construction loans and permanent financing of the
development.
Involving local bankers in early phases of the EIP project is useful.
They will need to understand the project's concept and can help
build its feasibility as an investment.
Banks are forming regional consortia to support worthy projects that
individual banks are unable to fund due to regulatory requirements.
The Community Reinvestment Act (CRA) i s the primary basis for
consortia. However, the CRA legislation focuses on social issues,
with no environmental goals. It may be possible to use the basic
form of collaboration among banks, without the CRA involvement,
to support EIP development.

lnsurance Company or Pension Fund Environmental
Venture lnwestment Funds
Institutional investors have a major stake in the future. lnsurance
companies and pension funds benefit from the health and welfare of
their beneficiaries. At the same time, they are a prime source of
long-term permanent mortgage financing and participate in
industrial park financing through joint ventures. They will generally
come into a project only after it has tenants of sufficient quality
under contract.
Companies like American Reinsurance and pension funds like
CALPERS have dedicated a fraction of their huge holdings to
somewhat higher risk investments in social or environmental
ventures. They generally have staff capable of evaluating more
innovative projects and they know how to structure deals to control
risk (Black, 1995). These sources may be possible investment
sources for EIPs.

incentives
Financial packages for industrial development have included a
variety of state and local incentives to attract industry, as we note
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above. These include tax abatements, funding for employee
training and infrastructure improvements, and even purchase of
factory equipment. States have used incentives as a major strategy
in their competition for new industrial plants and the jobs they

bring. However, grass-roots groups are beginning to challenge large
incentive programs on the basis that they divert tax revenues from
education and support for local business. These objections have
stalled an Alabama incentive package worth $253 million offered to
a European auto manufacturer. This sort of challenge may grow as
competition for tax revenues increases (Spald, 1995).
How One Private Developer Would Finance an EIP

We asked JohnClark to describe how he would put together the
financing for an EIP.
“To start, I’d have to be in position to finance the land purchase with
equity, so I would just have opportunity loss, rather than dealing with
lenders. Because of the vast uncertainties in zoning and entitlements,
if you borrow money at the start you’ll never get to finish. Loans
assume that everything goes right and it never does in development.
“I’d look at the location and assess the likelihood of the entitlement
process being the worst case. What are the worst difficulties I could
have in getting all the permits I would need (wetlands, non-point
source pollution, air quality, waste water, etc.).
“Once I have determined that I could handle those risks, I’d ask, how
can I acquire this land? (I’d not just try to get an option.) Is there an
opportunity for a joint venture? Is there a possibility of owner
financing from the seller? An ideal structure would be reasonable
financing with the owner, who remains a participant in the project.
This would give him a good investment and the project could go
forward with my equity available for other expenses.
“Then I would have the dollars in place to analyze the environmental
constraints of the site and how to design around them in a sustainable
way. I’d find the consultants who could bring the greatest expertise to
the process. I’d think in terms of the companies, how waste equals
food. How do I recruit those that can work together to use that food.
I’d ask, how can I make the buildings technically advanced in
performance. I would want the park infrastructure performance right.
All the elements of the organization have to function in an exemplary
way.
I would have to finance out-of-pocket the preplanningand planning to
demonstrate project feasibility. This is the developer’s capital
investment. The up-front costs are less than a million even in a major
project.
(continued)
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“I would build an economic analysis to show that by following this
ecological planning path the infrastructure costs would be reduced, the
operational costs would be reduced, and the productivity enhanced. It
would be a straight return on investment and cash flow analysis. Let
the financial institutions stay focused on the process of retirement of
debt, that’s their expertise. Give them the confidence they will
recapture their investment.’’

What if you were joint venturing with a public agency that put the land
on the table?

“If they put the land in and I took the rest of the development, that
would allow me to borrow for the planning and entitlement dollars. A
commercial bank, merchant bank, investment bank, or insurance
company could provide that with the land free and clear.
“Then I would look at the local bonding capability? How can we use
municipal bonds in the whole package?”

2.6

EASING THE PUBLIC APPROVAL AND
REGULATORY PROCESSES
The process by which communities decide the location, type, and
timing of industrial park development is highly political. Supporters
of ElPs will face all of the public approval and regulatory hurdles
that traditional developments face, unless the community is
motivated to reduce these burdens. We discuss many of the
regulatory issues involved in EIP development in Chapter 4. Here,
we mention a few strategies for easing the public approval and
regulatory process.
Agencies can streamline codes, enforcement, permitting, and
zoning:
Streamline and combine the inspection programs of various
agencies to eliminate conflicting, confusing, and redundant
regulation. This process can reduce the burden of
inspections on agencies as well as industries.
Make inspection checklists available to companies so that
they can do their own self-auditing if they aren’t already
doing so.
Create separate boards for commerciaMndustria1and
residential permitting.
Institute a total quality management (TQM) program for city
hall or for state and county agencies to improve quality and
productivity as well as citizen and industry satisfaction.
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Work with regulatory agencies to promote integrated,
multimedia, sitewide permitting instead of individual permits
for each piece of equipment, each operation, and each
environmental factor (e.g., air, water, hazardous waste)
Revision of federal regulations regarding solid and hazardous waste
handling, transportation, and recycling may support the success of
byproduct waste exchange. Currently, recycling and reuse is
discouraged because of liability concerns and strict regulations over

the handling of "waste" including recycled materials. While local
communities may not have a great deal of influence over federal
and state regulatory issues, they may be able to gain cooperation
with state environmental agencies and the U.S. EPA to opt for a
flexible interpretation for environmental statutes. This issue i s
discussed more thoroughly in Chapter 5 of the accompanying
report, Eco-lndustrial Parks: A Case Study and Analysis of
Economic, Environmental, Technical, and Regulatory lssues (Martin

et a!., 1996).
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Participating in an
EIP: Challenges to
Potential EIP
Members
Companies considering joining an EIP must carefully weigh the
potential benefits, costs, and risks involved. In this chapter we focus
on the challenges raised by the most controversial element of EIP
design-the

intentional development of a byproduct resource

exchange. We briefly consider other elements of EIP design, but it

is important for companies to give special attention to assessing the
feasibility of participating in a location-based resource exchange.
Potential EIP members face several challenges in maximizing the
benefits and minimizing the costs and risks of EIP membership.
First, a careful assessment of company operations may provide a
fairly accurate estimate of the potential benefits of EIP membership.
Second, working with the EIP managers and the EIP team to find and
recruit an appropriate mix of suppliers and customers will maximize
the benefits from the EIP byproduct exchange and minimize
customer/supplier risk. Third, a company must find the appropriate
technologies for transforming its byproducts into the usable inputs
for other companies and for transforming other company’s
byproducts into usable production inputs. Finally, a company must
work with regulatory agencies and EIP managers to reduce its
uncertainty regarding regulatory status and limit its liability for the
environmental errors of other members.
Many of these challenges are shared among the tenant companies,
the EIP management, the community, regulators, and the designers
and builders of the EIP. In this chapter, we focus on the first two
challenges and briefly discuss the last three.
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3.1

A company
considering EIP
membership needs
to consider the
economic costs,
benefits, and risks of
alternative EIP
design options.

ESTIMATING EIP BENEFITS AND COSTS
A company considering EIP membership needs to consider the
economic costs, benefits, and risks of alternative EIP design options.
Some EIP design options will be easier to analyze than others. For
example, determining whether companies will save money by
outsourcing some environmental management services to the EIP
may be easy. Determining the economic benefits, costs, and risks of
participating in a byproduct exchange may be more difficult. In this
section, we discuss methods for examining the costs and benefits of
some EIP design options.

3.1 .l Perform a Preliminary Economic Analysis of the
Potential for a Byproduct Exchange
Several analyses can provide a preliminary indication of the
potential for economic benefits of participating in an EIP byproduct
exchange. If the results of these preliminary analyses are positive, a
more detailed accounting of costs and benefits may be needed to
determine which exchanges will be profitable.

Perform a Waste Minimization Assessment
A first step in assessing the potential for byproduct exchange is to
conduct a waste minimization assessment or audit. The EPA defines
a waste minimization assessment as “a systematic, planned
procedure with the objective of identifying ways to reduce or
eliminate waste (U.S. EPA, Hazardous Waste Engineering Research
Laboratory, 1988). For a company considering membership in an

EIP, the waste assessment can identify opportunities for waste
reductions that are not technically or economically feasible for a
company working alone but may be feasible for a company working
with a complementary company.
The waste assessment team will collect information about the
company’s waste streams from a number of sources. The team will
review data such as waste stream records, samples, raw material
purchase records, material inventories, emission inventories,
equipment cleaning records, waste manifests, and other company
records. The team will also conduct a site inspection to monitor
operations, interview operators, and collect additional data. The
result of analyzing the data and other information collected during
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the site visit will be a description of the origins and causes of waste
generation.

As the waste
minimization
assessment team
identifies
opportunities, they
should follow a
hierarchy in which
source reduction
options are explored
first, followed by
recycling options.

Once the team understands the origins and causes of waste, it will
identify opportunities for waste reduction. As the waste
minimization assessment team identifies these opportunities, they
should follow a hierarchy in which source reduction options are
explored first, followed by recycling options. This hierarchy is
based on the environmental desirability of source reduction as the
preferred means of minimizing waste.
After the team has exhausted opportunities for minimizing waste inhouse, opportunities for byproduct exchange and other partnerships
with EIP members will emerge. Below, we describe a few examples
of these kinds of opportunities.

Input Material Changes. Some input material changes may only be
environmentally beneficial and economically feasible if a plentiful,
low-cost source of alternative material is available. For example,
the Brownsville EIP case study conducted by RTI performed a
hypothetical analysis of the use of process steam as a substitute for
residual oil for vaporizing crude oil. This substitution, which
resulted in a net reduction in the amount of fossil fuel burned,
resulted from a cogeneration relationship with a collocated power
plant (Martin et al., 1996).
Reclamation. Some reclamation efforts may only be economically

feasible if the costs of transporting the reclaimed material are very
low. For example, the Brownsville EIP case study conducted by RTI
included hypothetical analysis of a gypsum wallboard plant and a
chemical manufacturer that produced gypsum as a byproduct. The
reclamation and exchange were only economically feasible if the
wallboard manufacturer was located close to the chemical company
to reduce the transportation costs (Martin et al., 1996).
Reuse. Opportunities to reuse materials may only be feasible within

an EIP byproduct exchange. The Brownsville EIP case study
includes a discussion of using brownwater from a seafood
processing facility to cool the roof of a textile company. This type
of water cascading is more economically feasible if the distance
between partners i s relatively small.
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Many ElPs will involve the development of new facilities and new
production processes. It is easier to avoid waste generation during
the R&D or design phase than to go back and modify a process after
it has already been installed. Chapter 5 reviews design options for

industrial facilities that minimize the environmental impact of an
industrial process. Designers can conduct a waste minimization
audit procedure in the planning stage of a new project to ensure that

the process is designed to minimize waste.
EPA publishes and distributes a variety of materials to help
companies conduct their own waste assessments, including guides
and worksheets for conducting the assessment and calculating the
potential economic and environmental benefits. Other sources of
advice regarding waste minimization options include trade
associations, published literature, state and local environmental
agencies with technical assistance programs, equipment vendors,
and private consultants (EPA, 1988).

Assess Sources of Raw Materials
The waste minimization assessment team can expand the
assessment to include all sources of raw materials. The audit can
determine whether any of the materials, especially virgin materials,
can be replaced by recycled or reclaimed materials from other
potential EIP partners. A thorough examination of the technological
implications of these substitutions, including associated changes in
processes and product quality, is necessary for an accurate
economic assessment.

3.1.2

Consider the Benefits of Outsourcing In-House
Activities that are Not Part of the Company’s Core
Competency
The EIP may offer i t s members centralized services for functions
such as purchasing, building services, training, marketing and sales,
and environmental management. The potential tenant must
examine whether any of these services can be outsourced without
adversely affecting the company’s primary business. Then they
must determine whether outsourcing these services will save them
money, based on the EIP fees for the service and the corresponding
reduction in labor, materials, and capital expense for the company.
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Determine the Potential for Using Membership in the
EIP as a Marketing Strategy
Another consideration in determining whether EIP membership will

be economically beneficial is to determine whether customers,
investors, and potential employees will value the company’s
membership in the EIP. If customers are sensitive to the
environmental impact of their suppliers, an EIP membership may
increase sales revenues. Banks and investors may consider EIP
membership a sign that a company is well managed and therefore a
good credit risk. EIP membership may also attract talented
management, engineers, and other specialized employees.

3.1.4

Examine the Potential to Reduce Regulatory Costs by
Becoming a Member of an EIP
A company must also consider whether EIP membership will reduce
the costs of environmental compliance and the proper treatment
and disposal of wastes. EIP environmental managers experienced in
regulatory matters can assist tenants with environmental permits. A
byproduct exchange may reduce the quantity of waste that must be
processed or disposed of, reducing tipping charges and process
costs. EIP membership may also support the joint solution of
common problems and sharing of experiences among EIP members.

3.1.5

Perform a Formal Economic Analysis of Alternative
Design Options

If preliminary analyses of potential EIP opportunities seem
promising, potential EIP tenants should perform a formal economic
analysis of the EIP design options. The economic analysis should
include an estimate of the following costs:
increases in lease prices, land costs, or building costs at the
EIP site;

* that
any investment in infrastructure or specialized equipment
may be required to implement a design option;
>

any renovation of buildings that may be required to meet the
EIP’s covenants;

>

any increase in energy, water, or materials that might be
required to facilitate a byproduct exchange;

>

training costs; and

h EIP fees for services.
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An example of an economic analysis of a byproduct exchange is
provided by the Brownsville EIP case study. Although a number of
assumptions and abstractions were required to facilitate the analysis,
it demonstrates many of the factors that must be considered.

For

example, one of the EIP scenarios was an exchange of byproduct
gypsum between a power plant and a gypsum wallboard company.
Some of the factors that entered the analysis included the following:

the investment required to purchase and install a new flue
gas desulfurization (FGD) system at the power plant that was
capable of producing gypsum with the level of quality
required by the wallboard manufacturer;
the additional electricity needed to operate the new FGD
system;

the additional electricity needed to dry the gypsum from
35 percent moisture content (its moisture content coming
out of the FGD system) to 5 percent moisture content, which
is required by the wallboard company;
the reduction in landfill costs due to selling, rather than
landfilling, the byproduct gypsum;

the costs of transporting the gypsum to the wallboard
company; and
the price that the wallboard company currently pays for
virgin gypsum.

3.2

DETERMINING THE RIGHT MIX OF EIP
PARTNERS AND REDUCING RISKS
Participating in an EIP i s one way of taking advantage of partnering,
or networking, as a source of competitive advantage. Large and
small companies, including direct competitors, are recognizing
strategic partnering as a key source of competitive advantage.
Companies do not enter these relationships blindly; instead, they
carefully analyze the opportunities and risks. This section provides
several examples of partnership opportunities and examines
strategies for minimizing their risks.

'The limits of the Brownsville EIP case study were due, in part, to limits on the
availability of confidential company data to the external analysis team. A

company analyzing its own costs can complete a more accurate analysis.
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3.2.1

Strategic Partnerships Among Companies Are Not
Uncommon
Large corporations often ally closely with smaller companies to
ensure a critical supply or even to conduct research and
development. In 1991 S.C. Johnson, a producer of household
cleaning materials, encouraged environmental excellence among its

70 top suppliers through its Partners in Quality program
(Schmidheiny, 1992). To prepare for European legislation requiring
auto manufacturers to take back their products, Renault and BMW
formed a partnership to research disassembly and recycling
technology and to share networks of recycling companies (Business

and the Environment, 1992a).
Small to mid-size firms are forming alliances called value-adding
partnerships, flexible networks, or manufacturing networks (Hatch,
1991). This form of partnership relies on a hub company that
coordinates marketing, and in some cases research and purchasing,
for the loosely bound network. Companies in ElPs may be able to
draw on this strategy for managing their business relations. See
Chapter 5 for more information on such value-adding networks.
A growing number of companies are contracting to purchase
material and energy byproducts in one-to-one partnerships
resemblingthe exchanges at Kalundborg. The box below illustrates
a two-way trade. Another example is U.S. Gypsum buying gypsum
from utilities (where it is generated in FGD scrubbers) and paper
from recycled paper companies for its completely recycled sheet
rock (Business and the Environment, 1992b).
A Partnership in Wisconsin
A public utility plans to use a paper mill’s wastes to generate power for
the mill. Wisconsin Public Service (WPS) and Rhinelander Paper Co.
(RPC) will build a cogeneration power plant next to the RPC paper mill
in Rhinelander, Wisconsin. It will burn virtually all of RPC’s wastes,
along with some of the utility’s wastes.

The power plant will operate using fluidized bed low-sulfur coal
combustionto generate steam for the Rhinelander Paper Co.
Condensate from the steam will be returned to the WPS utility for
water reuse.

(continued;
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The two companies estimate that they will reduce wastes to landfills by
25 percent. The system will generate 90 to 122 megawatts of power,
supplying most of the power needs of business and residents in two
local counties.
Other neighboring lumber processing companies in this Northwoods
logging region are also considering participation in the development,
scheduled for completion in 1998. A staging area is being designed to
handle wood waste drop-offs, reducing the transportation costs for
local lumberyards and mills (Eversman, 1995).

3.2.2 The Challenge to EIP Tenants is to Maximize
Partnership Opportunities While Minimizing Risks
Prospective EIP tenants must work with EIP managers and other
potential tenants to maximize the opportunities for partnerships.
Below, we describe the sources of risk in EIP partnerships and
suggest strategies for minimizing these risks.

Loss of a Critical Supply or Market
If an EIP partner closes down or changes its product mix, its
An EIP member can
minimize the risk of losing

a critical supply by writing
appropriate supply
contracts and maintaining
standby capability with
alternative suppliers.

suppliers and customers may risk losing a key supply or market. To
some extent, this risk can be managed in the same way as other
supplier relationships: writing contracts that stipulate supply
reliability and include recourse if obligations are not met, and
maintaining standby capability with alternative suppliers. However
the risk to companies increases if they must invest in process
changes or transportation infrastructureto accommodate exchanges
with specific EIP suppliers.
Kalundborg provides an example of the risks and ways to diffuse
them. Asnaes Power Plant supplies gypsum to the Gyproc
wallboard plant at a cost saving over imported, mined gypsum.
Gyproc can also buy recycled gypsum from sources in Copenhagen,
which is 100 km east of Kalundborg and still maintains supplier
relations for buying virgin gypsum to safeguard supply reliability
(Grubb, 1994).

Misuse of Proprietary Information by Competitors
Competitors can use information about a company’s inputs and
outputs to understand and copy proprietary production processes.
Currently, many electronic waste exchanges do not name the source
of materials until a buyer initiates an exchange. In an EIP, the level
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of cooperation that is required for successful exchanges will
preclude the possibility of anonymity.
The greatest risk occurs when one company discloses inputloutput
or process information to all EIP partners through an information
network. Adequate security systems on the network should reduce

this risk. However, EIP members must negotiate contracts that
protect sensitive process information and build trust among partners.

Uneven Quality of Byproduct Materials Could Cause
Damage to Equipment or Poor Products
The handling of this issue is a fairly standard contracting procedure
for any supplier relationship. Dealing with a supplier in an EIP
would be no different. Both park management and tenant
companies would need strong quality control standards and
processes.

Reduced Flexibility for Waste Reduction and
Substitution of Toxic Materials
~~

The P2 solutions of
materials substitution or
process redesign should
take priority over trading
toxics within an EIP site.

The P2 solutions of materials substitution or process redesign
should take priority over trading toxics within an EIP site. The
commitment of the companies to the EIP’s performance
objectives will keep this basic P2 principle active. Smaller
companies should have continuing support from park
management and environmental agencies or consultants in
finding ways to eliminate toxics from their operations.

3.3 FINDING THE RIGHT TECHNOLOGIES AND
REDUCING TECHNOLOGICAL UNCERTAINTY
It may take some creativity to identify opportunities to maximize

relationships with other EIP members. Often, the waste of one
company and the input required by another are not a perfect match.

EIP managers and members might have to research technologies or
methods that enable the relationship (e.g., improving the quality or
consistency of a byproduct or altering a production design to
accommodate an alternative input).
Similarly, the economic and technical viability of the EIP may
depend on transportation, water cascading, energy, environmental
monitoring, and information technologies. As described in
Chapter 6 of the Brownsville case study report, many of the
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technologies may be young or unproven (Martin et al., 1996). A
cost and benefit assessment of these technologies i s needed to
determine whether a specific EIP relationship or function is viable.

A number of sources can help a company identify and assess these
technologies. Appendix D of the Brownsville case study report
provides a list of sources (Martin et al., 1996). Another source of
information regarding process technologies is the Manufacturing
Extension Partnership (MEP). The MEP is a program supported by
the U.S. Department of Commerce, National Institute for Standards
and Technology (NIST). NlST funds at least one MEP center in each
state. These MEP centers provide technical assistance to small- and
medium-sized businesses, and some specialize in environmental
technologies. MEP centers can be located by calling NlST at
301-975-5020 or emailing mepinfo@micf.nist.gov.

3.4

REDUCING REGULATORY UNCERTAINTY
AND LIABILITY
Companies participating in ElPs will do so only if the EIP
development team and regulators can guarantee their regulatory
status and limit their regulatory liability. This is especially true of
participation in byproduct exchanges. Although a number of state
and federal initiatives for increasing the flexibility of environmental
regulation are underway (see Chapter 6 of the Brownsville case
study report [Martin et al., 1996]), many of these initiatives are
relatively new, and a company may believe that EIP membership
and its associated regulatory innovations are prohibitively risky.
Several differences between the normal permitting and reporting
process and the permitting and reporting process for a member of an

EIP are currently possible, depending on how a state interprets and
enacts federal legislation, as the following examples illustrate:
& The EIP management may take over some responsibility for
environmental permitting and reporting.
The EIP may be permitted as a single facility under an
umbrella permit.

& The transportation of hazardous materials between
companies may not require a transportation permit if public
roads are not traveled.
& EIP companies may be granted accelerated permit review
due to their use of P2 (Martin et al., 1996).
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Some regulatory innovations will require changes in federal
legislation. These include

>

the definition of a solid waste and a hazardous waste, as
defined by the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act ;
and

>

the definition of an emissions source, as defined in the
Clean Air Act (Martin et al., 1996).

Because predicting whether Congress will pass these kinds of
statutory changes is difficult, the regulatory status of ElPs is
somewhat uncertain.

EIP members would be wise to take some steps to reduce the
regulatory risk of EIP membership. The EIP developer and its
tenants will have to be sure that there is early agreement among
local, state, and federal regulators regarding the regulatory status of
the EIP. They will have to think together about the potential hazards
to EIP companies and to the environment of innovative permitting
processes. The company’s attorneys should carefully examine the
future regulatory risk before approving the environmental
compliance arrangement.
EIP managers can also play a role in reducing the risk to EIP
members of being held liable for the regulatory mistakes of other EIP
members. Regulatory auditing, monitoring, training, and technical
assistance will help to ensure that all EIP members meet all
regulations. We discuss the role of EIP management in
environmental monitoring and management in Chapter 6.
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Encouraging EIPs:
The Role of
Government
The second research question for this project is, “What is the range
of government’s appropriate role in facilitating the development and
management of EIPs, and how might this role vary in alternative EIP
venues?’’ This chapter addresses this question and discusses the
challenges to the regulatory community that were identified in
Chapter 1.
Government has a role to play in EIP development because ElPs can
potentially provide benefits beyond the private benefits to their
participants. As detailed in Chapter 2 of the EIP case study, ElPs can
bring economic and environmental benefits to their local and wider
communities (Martin et al., 1996).
However, the appropriate role of government at each level depends,
in part, on how widely the benefits are shared. For example, local
government’s efforts are most appropriately focused on specific EIP
developments in their communities. State governments may play a
wider role, enabling the development of ElPs across a state through
state regulatory innovations, tax policies, and the statewide
technology transfer offices. The federal government can play an
even wider role, encouraging ElPs through revision of federal
legislation, development and transfer of technologies broadty
supportive of EIPs, and support of information sharing among ElPs in
different parts of the country.
Government also places a number of constraints on what a
company can do. Most of these constraints have a clear purposeto protect some public interest that would not normally be
considered by the company.
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The challenge to all levels of government is to balance the public’s
*

interest in controlling the activities of industry with industry’s need
for flexibility in implementing the EIP strategy. Specific challenges
to the regulatory community include

b streamlining zoning, permitting, and other development
regulations;
adding flexibility to environmental regulations;
developing appropriate technology, promoting technology
transfer, and providing technical training; and
encouraging the exchange of information among EIPs.
Below, we discuss how government can respond to these
challenges. We discuss the roles of state, local, and federal
governments in a successful EIP.

4.1

STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS’ ROLE IN
SUCCESSFUL ElPS
State and local governments can play several important roles in the
success of an EIP. As explained in Chapter 2, an EIP represents a
public/private partnership between the community and the firms
involved in the EIP. State and local government can
take the lead in the EIP development process;

b include the EIP as part of state and local economic
development strategy;
streamline zoning, permitting, and other laws related to
industrial park development;

b participate in EIP financing;
provide technical assistance, technology transfer, and
training;

b remain flexible in their implementation of federal
environmental regulations; and
provide other incentives-such as tax breaks, industrial
development bonds, and pub1icized award programs-and
export support programs.

4.1.1

State and Local Government Can Take the Lead in
the EIP Development Process
The leaders of the EIP development, including the local champion
and the core team, may come from state or local government. State
and local government has played an important role in EIP sites in
Chattanooga, Brownsville, and Baltimore. In each case, state or
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local government teamed with other community organizations to
build public support. Appendix D contains descriptions of these
projects.

4.1.2

State and Local Government Can Incorporate the EIP
into its Local Economic Development Strategy
An EIP will be more likely to succeed if it is part of broader

The Northampton County‘s
Sustainable Development
Action Strategy was
adopted in June 1994 by
the Board of Supervisors as
the comprehensive
economic
developmenthesource
protection program for
Northampton County. The
Port of Cape Charles
sustainable technologies
industrial park i s an
important part of that
strategy (President’s
Council on Sustainable
Development [PSCD],
1996).

community and state initiatives such as the following:
creating a community or state strategic plan that reduces the
total waste stream (residential, commercial, public, and
industrial)

k strengthening economic development planning to encourage
businesses that turn wasted resources into products and jobs

k mobilizing educational resources to support the
community’s business and government operations to
increase energy efficiency and prevent pollution
developing a highly effective industrial resource exchange
providing markets for materials now discarded as wastes
State and local government will be the lead organization for most of
these efforts. By supporting the EIP as part of a wider strategy for
sustainable development, state and local government can provide
the context that will build local support.

4.1.3

State and Local Government Can Streamline Laws
Related to Industrial Park Development
As discussed in Chapter 2, EIP development will face all of the
public approval and regulatory hurdles that traditional
developments face. Industrial parks typically must contend with the
following regulatory documents (much of this section is summarized
from Urban Land Institute [1988]):

k public plans, which are the basic guiding document of the
public approval process

k zoning ordinances, which specify restrictions and land use
and development for each district type and identify
procedural requirements for the zoning process
subdivision regulations, which apply when a piece of land is
divided into two or more parcels

k permits for grading, demolition, building, and other
construction phases

k growth management regulations, which may place special
restrictions on development
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Local governments can support the EIP by streamlining these and
other regulatory processes, as mentioned in Section 2.6. As
described above, incorporating the EIP into the long-range growth
plan of the community will be especially helpful in streamlining the
public review process.

4.1.4

State and Local Government Can Participate in EIP
Financing
Initiatives led by state and local governments can play an important
role in EIP financing. As discussed in Chapter 2, ElPs may be
funded through municipal bonds, tax increment financing, or state
economic development funds. ElPs can also involve land owned by
state or local governments. Even if funding comes from other
sources, state and local governments can play an important role in
marketing the EIP to financiers by participating in the marketing
plan or offering incentives, as explained in Section 4.1.8.

4.1.5

State and Local Governments Can Support the EIP by
Participating in Recruitment
Although we discuss recruitment of companies as one of the
challenges of EIP managers in Chapter 6, industrial recruitment is
also a function of state and local economic development agencies.
These agencies respond to inquiries from companies interested in
locating in the area and develop marketing materials that discuss
local business amenities. They may host company representatives
that are visiting the area in the search for a new location. These
officials might be a key contact for potential EIP members.
The Brownsville Economic. Development Council (BEDC), the lead
community organization responsible for promoting economic and
industrial development in Brownsville, i s participating in the
management of Brownsville’s EIP effort.

4.1.6

State and Local Governments Can Provide Technical
Assistance, Training, and Technology Transfer
State and local governments can provide technical
assistance, training, and technology transfer to the EIP
development and management team and to potential EIP
members. State environmental agencies often have off ices

of P2 and waste reduction that employ industrial engineers
who assist companies in identifying sources of waste and
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reengineeringtheir processes or products to reduce waste. These
agencies also often participate in marketing programs for recycled
products. These offices could support the EIP planning process by
consulting with EIP planners regarding the EIP byproduct exchange,
industrial process design to minimize waste, and efficient building
design.
Local universities and community colleges also have extensive
outreach and extension programs that may be helpful to EIP
planning teams or managers. For example, university or community
college faculty may be able to design and teach a course
introducing prospectivetenants or EIP team members to the
principles of IE; design for environment; P2; and sustainable
architecture, construction, and planning. These courses can be
videotaped or offered in other forms of distance education.

4.1.7

State and Local Governments Can Support ElPs by
Remaining Flexible in their Implementation of Federal
Environmental Regulations
State environmental agencies can support EIP development by
remaining flexible in their implementation of environmental
regulations. States generally are given flexibility in administering
federal regulations as long as they do not violate the regulation.
For example, permitting officials of the TNRCC indicated that they
have issued permits for several sites under a single umbrella permit.
Although these facilities usually have been owned by the same
company, permitting a number of organizations under a single
permit may be possible.
State environmental agencies can also address EIP issues that are not
addressed at the federal level. For example, a number of states have
enacted legislation to encourage the clean-up and reuse of
contaminated properties.

4.1.8

State and Local Governments Can Provide Other
Incentives
State and local governments can provide a variety of incentive
programs that will encourage companies to participate in EIPs.
They can give firms in an industrial region or park the incentive and
assistance needed to implement P2, energy efficiency, and other
environmental programs. These incentives include publicized
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award programs, technical assistance and training, tax incentives,
export promotion programs, and other financial incentives.
Financial packages for industrial development have included a
variety of state and local incentives to attract industry. These
include tax abatements, funding for employee training and
infrastructure improvements, and even purchase of factory
equipment. States have used incentives as a major strategy in their
competition for new industrial plants and the jobs they bring.
However, grass-roots groups are beginning to challenge large
incentive programs on the basis that they divert tax revenues from
education and support for local business. These objections have
stalled an Alabama incentive package worth $253 million offered to
a European auto manufacturer. This sort of challenge may grow as
competition for tax revenues increases (Spald, 1995).
The nation has seen a dramatic increase in the number of local
jurisdictions using incentive programs to encourage the business
sector to adopt P2 practices, comply with environmental
regulations, or develop various innovative environmental programs.
The box below provides one example.
Incentives in California

The Peninsula Conservation Center Foundation has an annual Business
Environmental Awards Project. The awards recognize San Francisco
Bay Area businesses that have made positive contributions to
preservingthe environment. The awards are given in the following
five categories: Land, Air, Water, Sun and Other.
Sonoma Green Business Program, Santa Rosa, CA, is an incentive
program rewarding businesses that are in full compliance with
environmental regulations with a Green Business Sticker. Media
campaigns educate the public who can then target their consumer
dollars to environmentally responsible businesses.
The Solano County Small Business DevelopmentCenter in Solano
County, CA, has instituted an “Environmental Checkup” program.
Qualifying businesses can get a half-day mini-audit done of their
facility by a local environmental consultant at a low cost. The audit
highlights major areas of compliance and noncompliance and offers a
good perspective on areas where companies need improvement.
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4.2

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT ROLES IN EIP
DEVELOPMENT
Like state government, the federal government can play a number of
roles in the development of EIPs. The federal government can
support ElPs by

k enacting regulatory changes that allow ElPs to take
advantage of their opportunities for reducing environmental
burden while improving their economic performance;
funding EIP planning and development;
funding R&D and technology transfer for environmental
technologies;
promoting voluntary initiatives for EIP participants; and
facilitating the transfer of information among EIPs.

4.2.1

The Federal Government Can Support ElPs Through
Regulatory Innovations
One of government’s roles in supporting EIP development is to
increase the flexibility of the regulatory structure so that it functions
to encourage greater innovation. Changing the regulatory structure
to more flexible, more resilient, systemic solutions will require
environmental regulations that are less focused on single-medium
and single-source controls. This type of flexibility will allow ElPs to
respond to environmental issues of greatest concern in their
communities.

As described in Chapter 5 of the EIP case study, optimal regulatory
solutions for future EIP developments will require these efforts:
clearly defining regulatory problems associated with ElPs to
reduce the uncertainty members feel because they don’t
know how they’ll be regulated
allowing industry maximum flexibility consistent with
solving environmental problems
encouraging open communication and cooperation among
key stakeholders
encouraging a systems approach to regulation (Martin et al.,
1996)
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4.2.2

The Federal Government Can Participate in EIP
Funding
Although ElPs must be ultimately sustainable without relying on
federal funding, federal funding may play a role in some stages of

EIP planning and development. For example, the U.S. Department
of Commerce’s Economic Development Administration provided
funding to the EIP efforts in Brownsville and Cape Charles. The
federal role in funding EIP planning and development must be
based on the EIP’s potential for providing broad-based economic
and environmental benefits. Early ElPs will also provide public
benefits by serving as models for later EIPs.

4.2.3

The Federal Government Can Support Technology
Development and Transfer
Even in the absence of direct funding for EIPs, the federal
government may opt to fund development in environmental
technologies that support EIPs. As explained in Chapter 6 of the EIP
case study report, technology can play an important role in the
success of the EIP (Martin et al., 1996). Funding for technologies
that could be broadly applicable across many ElPs would benefit
many states and communities.
The federal government funds environmental technology
development through a number of avenues. The National Science
Foundation, the U.S. Department of Energy, and EPA all contribute
to environmental technology development, either by funding grants
to universities and other researchers or by conducting research in
their own laboratories.
Technologies can only benefit ElPs if they are used. Technology
transfer efforts are key to getting technologies from the laboratories
into the EIPs. A number of technology transfer efforts are occurring
at the federal level. These efforts include direct technical assistance,
such as the Manufacturing Extension Partnership; dissemination of
environmental technology information via databases such as those
listed in Appendix D of the EIP case study report (Martin et al.,
1996); and technology referral. One recent referral initiative is a
“virtual national lab” for sustainable development (Bell and Farrell,
1996). Interested parties can contact this center with technical
questions about sustainable development. The center would then
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refer individuals to the appropriate scientists or research groups at
the national labs.

4.2.4

The Federal Government Can Provide Voluntary
Initiatives for EIP Participants
The federal government can also support ElPs through voluntary
initiatives. Here are a few current federal voluntary initiatives:

Wastewise: EPA helps companies set goals for preventing
waste, collecting recycling, and buying or making products
with recycled trash. Contact: 800-EPA-WISE
Energy Star Buildings: Companies cut energy for
commercial and industrial buildings by boosting efficiency
of heating, ventilation, air-conditioning, and other systems.
Contact: EPA 202-233-9146
Green Lights: This EPA program encourages participants to
use more energy-efficient lighting. Contact: 202-233-9178

+

4.2.5

33/50 Program: This voluntary P2 initiative derives its name
from its overall goals-a 33 percent reduction by 1992 and
a 50 percent reduction by 1995 of emissions nationwide of
17 high-priority toxic chemicals. Thousands of companies
have committed to and reached the 33/50 Program goals.
Contact: 202-2 60-6907

The Federal Government Can Encourage Participants
in ElPs to Share Ideas and Resources
The federal government can support ElPs by encouraging the
transfer of information among EIP sites. Bell and Farrell (1996) note
the lack of communication and awareness among EIP developers
and managers working on different EIP sites. This lack of
information sharing can lead to redundant efforts.
Sharing successful strategies for meeting the challenges of EIP
development is especially important in this period of EIP
experimentation. As we have noted, there are no fully developed

ElPs in the U.S.; therefore examples and advice are lacking for
individuals pursuing EIP development. Bell and Farrell suggest
developing an EIP webpage or newsletter and establishing an EIP
workshop. The PCSD has met this challenge to some degree by
convening meetings of people involved in ElPs and circulating
information about ElPs (PCSD, 1996).
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Designing and
Building EIPs:
Challenges to
Developers,
Designers, and
Builders
Many industrial parks being built today incorporate some of the
design options that EIP planners seek to integrate into their designs.
For example, most buildings are designed to be energy efficient, and
some contractors recycle and reuse construction waste. However,
these innovations are still piecemeal and are not standard industry
practice.

The challenge to an
EIP designer is to
incorporate as many
E/P design options as
is economically
feasible.

The challenge to an EIP designer is to incorporate as many EIP
design options as is economically feasible. This includes
choosing a site that will maximize the economic and
environmental benefits of an EIP,
designing park infrastructure that incorporates the needs of
the EIP members for specialized services,
designing industrial facilities that provide the flexibility that
allows the EIP to grow and evolve,
designing buildings that maximize the efficiency of energy
and materials, and
using construction practices that are consistent with the EIP
vision.
In this section, we describe ways in which these challenges can be
met. We begin by discussing the site selection and planning
process. Then we discuss the design of infrastructure, the design of
industrial facilities, the design of buildings, and the construction
process.
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Examples of ElPs that have met these challenges are few. Since few
of the emerging ElPs in the U.S. have advanced to this stage in the
planning and design process, we offer some examples from
developments that are not necessarily ElPs but have incorporated
some EIP design elements.

5.1

One challenge that EIP
planners face is the
choice between virgin
land, previously used
land, and brownfield
sites.

SELECTING, ASSESSING, AND PLANNING A
SITE
Because ElPs aim to maximize environmental and economid
performance, special care should be taken when selecting and
planning a site. One challenge that EIP planners face is the
choice between virgin land, previously used land, and brownfield
sites. We discuss these choices and offer criteria that should be

considered when choosing among these options. Then we discuss
other site-selection criteria, including the use of an environmental
performance framework for site assessment.

5.1 .I EIP Planners Can Consider Virgin Sites, Functioning
Industrial Parks, and Brownfield Sites
An EIP planner must choose among three possible types of EIP sites:

F
F
F

virgin land (greenfield sites)
currently operating industrial parks
contaminated (brownfield) sites

Examples of each are currently under development. Teams are now
considering EIP strategies in the creation of new, greenfield parks,
(Brownsville, TX); in older, operating parks (Dartmouth, Nova Scotia
and Matamoros, Mexico); or in the redevelopment of partially
vacant and possibly polluted sites (Chattanooga, TN, and Baltimore,
MD). Appendix C describes these projects. Greenfield, currently
operating, and brownfield parks offer very different challenges and
opportunities for creating EIPs.

A greenfield industrial park has the following characteristics:
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In the design phase, greenfield projects offer the highest
degree of freedom for applying and testing new approaches.

F

Points of control in the design process (i.e., costlbenefit
analysis, regulations, planning, and zoning) are relatively
well defined and commonly understood.

>

Greenfield design projects often engender a high level of
innovation in participants.
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The conversion of currently operating industrial parks to ElPs
requires working with established parks and their companies to
fundamentally enhance environmental performance and, where
necessary, clean up past pollution. Its characteristics include the
following:
Existing parks have a relatively high degree of constraint in
the basic mix of companies (with their plants and
equipment) in place, established attitudes and
environmental practices may hinder innovation, and existing
pollution and liabilities limit choices.
Points of control in the transformation process are less
clearly defined than with greenfields. These points in an
existing site include government regulatory compliance,
incentive programs in P2 and energy efficiency, training,
business associations, and demonstrations of the economic
benefits of P2.
Demonstrating EIP strategies in existing parks opens
opportunities for widespread improvement in environmental
performance.
Brownfield sites, as defined in EPA’s Brownfield Action Agenda, are
abandoned, idled, or under-used industrial and commercial
facilities where expansion or redevelopment i s complicated by real
or perceived environmental contamination. Brownfield sites
include urban industrial parks and may be located in industrial
regions that have suffered from the decline of heavy industry such as
the steel and auto industries. States and local governments are
working on ways to revitalize these old industrial areas. They may
also include the hundreds of military bases throughout the country
that agencies, community members, businesses, universities, and
developers are planning to transfer and revitalize. They hope to
replace the tens of thousands of jobs lost because of base closures.
In the past, there have been two major obstacles to developing these
extreme brownfield properties:
The cost of cleaning up environmental contamination often
exceeds the market value of the property.
Once cleaned up, new owners may still face liabilities for
past contamination.
For these reasons, developers have preferred working with
greenfield sites. However, there are some compelling reasons to
use brownfield sites and regulators, developers, and several
organizations, including the Urban Land Institute, the Nature
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Conservancy, and the Trust for Public Land, are working together to
remove these obstacles in some circumstances.

5.1.2

Brownfield Sites Pose Difficult Challenges But Some
Advantages
In the past, developers have avoided brownfield developments
because of the financial risks they pose. However, these sites may
offer some advantages that are difficult to find in virgin sites.
Changes in regulations regarding the redevelopment of brownfields
and the limits of owner liability are meeting some of these
challenges. A thorough site assessment will be necessary to assess
potential risks. Many of these sites will require remediation and
removal of derelict buildings and facilities.

Liability and Land Ownership
The major obstacle to the redevelopment of these areas is
environmental contamination or the threat of discovering
contamination in the future. Under the Comprehensive
Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act of 1980,
commonly known as "Superfund," landowners and operators can be
held liable for the entire cost of cleaning up sites contaminated with
toxic chemicals, regardless of the original source. Clean-ups
commonly have multimillion dollar price tags and, due to litigation,
can take decades to complete.
From the viewpoint of the prospective tenant, developer, or investor
in the property, the potential liability from previous use represents
unlimited and uncontrollable financial risk: risk that contamination
will be discovered, risk that it will be very expensive to clean up,
and risk that the regulatory processes will greatly extend the time
required for the new tenant to construct new buildings and facilities
and to move in. Many properties are left to deteriorate because no
one wants to be the one to discover contamination. If the property

is cleaned up there may be a risk of recontamination from stillpolluted neighboring sites.
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Some Advantages of Brownfield Sites
Many old, abandoned industrial areas lie in prime real estate
In its Brownfield Action
Agenda, EPA announced
the Brownfields Economic
Redevelopment Initiative,
which encourages the
redevelopment of
brownfields. "The U.S.
Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) firmly
believes that environmental
cleanup is a building block
to economic development,
not a stumbling block-that
revitalizing contaminated
property must go hand in
hand with bringing life and
economic vitality back to
the community" (EPA,
1995).

locations. They are often located near major highways, shipping
ports, and rail lines. They are usually close to high concentrations
of potential employees. Valuable infrastructure such as roads,
sewers, and electric and phone lines are in place. Buildings and
other structures are often usable and save the high cost of
constructing new buildings.
Abandoned military bases offer valuable resources, including
airstrips, housing, hospitals, and recreational areas (ball fields, golf
courses, pools, and bowling alleys). The property i s often available
at a very low price and, in theory, the government is responsible for
cleanup.
The environmental, social, and economic benefits of redevelopment
may be significant. Redevelopment means that farmland, wetlands,
and forests are spared from further development. Formerly destitute
areas of crime and poverty may be revitalized with new jobs.
Redeveloping these areas removes the eyesore of dilapidated
buildings, and new opportunities for small businesses are created.

Encouraging the Redevelopment of Brownfields
The EPA has announced a brownfields redevelopment initiative.
The efforts outlined in the BrownfieldAction Agenda can be
grouped into four broad and overlapping categories:

I. Brownfields Pilots: EPA will select 50 states, cities, towns,
counties, and tribes for brownfields pilots by the end of
1996. The pilots, each funded at up to $200,000 over
2 years, will test redevelopment models, direct special
efforts toward removing regulatory barriers without
sacrificing protectiveness, and facilitate coordinated public
and private efforts at the federal,.state, and local levels.
II. Clarification of Liability and Cleanup Issues: EPA is working
with states and localities to develop and issue guidances that
will clarify the liability of prospective purchasers, lenders,
property owners, and others regarding their association with
activities at a site. These guidances will clearly state EPA's
decision to use its enforcement discretion in specific
situations not to pursue such parties. EPA anticipates that
these clear statements will alleviate concerns these parties
may have and will facilitate their involvement in cleanup
and redevelopment.
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I l l . Partnerships and Outreach: EPA is committed to building
partnerships with states, cities, and community
representatives and among federal agencies to develop
strategies for promoting public participation and community
involvement in brownfields decisionmaking.

IV. Job Development and Training: EPA brownfields staff, local
contacts, and community colleges have established
partnerships to develop long-term plans for fostering
workforce development through environmental education,
to ensure the recruitment of students from
socioeconomically disadvantaged communities, to provide
quality worker training, and to allow local residents an
opportunity to qualify for jobs developed as a result of
brownfields efforts.
EPA’s document outlines the specific activities planned under each
of these four areas and their associated benefits.
A number of states have also enacted legislation to facilitate the
clean-up and reuse of contaminated properties and to limit the
liability of local governments, developers, and new owners. State
programs are summarized below.

Minnesota’s Property Transfer Technical Assistance Program was
established in 1988. Since then, nearly 300 parties have
volunteered to investigate and, if necessary, clean up contaminated
property. State and local agencies have worked with buyers, sellers,
developers, and lenders, as well as many small and large private
companies. Once a clean-up is certified by the agency, subsequent
landowners will not be held liable under state law for any
contamination subsequently found on the property. Minnesota is
assisting other states to develop legislation parallel to the recycling
land act that supports this program.’

California’s Voluntary Cleanup Program allows remediation of
lower risk sites (nonstate Superfund sites) to move forward faster to
get property back to productive use. The program allows motivated
parties who are able to fund the clean-up-with

Agency oversight-

to move ahead at their own speed to investigate and remediate their
sites. When remediation i s complete, the Agency issues a certificate

For information on Minnesota’s program to clear liabilities, contact: Kenneth M.

Haberman, Supervisor, Voluntary Investigation and Cleanup Program, Ground
Water & Solid Waste Division, Minnesota Pollution Control Agency, 520
Lafayette Rd., Saint Paul, Minnesota, (612) 296-0892.
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of completion or a ” N o Further Action” letter, and the property is
ready for productive use (Salvesen, 1995).
Pennsylvania has recently passed a law on the restoration and reuse
of industrial sites that reflects reforms being considered to change
the national Superfund. This state package establishes flexible
cleanup standards based on scientific analysis and future use. It
provides relief to developers and businesses coming into a site who
are not responsible for its contamination. The law also offers funds
to needy communities seeking to bring industrial sites into
productive use (Pollution Engineering, 1 995).
Connecticut’s Urban Sites Remediation Program allows the state to
acquire and clean contaminated properties and then lease or sell
them to recover their cleanup costs. To encourage voluntary cleanups, the state works with landowners to develop remediation plans
that, if implemented, the state certifies as meeting its environmental
standards. The certification removes much of the uncertainty
regarding the cost of clean-up.
NewJersey enacted legislation in June 1993 that allows the
Department of Environmental Protection and Energy to adopt
cleanup standards based on the future uses of contaminated
property. Standards for land slated for industrial development will
not be as strict as standards for land for residential development. In
addition, the law clarifies that local governments will not be liable
for contamination on property they acquired through foreclosure,
unless they were responsible for the contamination. The law also
provides grants to local governments to conduct site assessments
before foreclosure (Salvesen, 1995).
lndiana enacted legislation that encourages voluntary clean-up of
contaminated sites. The landowner and the state negotiate a
cleanup plan. Once the owner completes the clean-up, the state
inspects and certifies that it meets its environmental standards
(Salvesen, 1995).
Michigan’s Site Reclamation Program provides grants of up to

$2 million per site to local governments to clean up contaminated
sites for redevelopment. Eligibility is limited to sites with a
redevelopment plan and a developer willing and able to build. The
state has funded seven projects under the program. Michigan also
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protects local governments against liability for contamination of
foreclosed property (Salvesen, 1995).
The redevelopment of brownfields is a rapidly changing field with
federal, state and local initiatives, both public and private. The
President’s Council on Sustainable Development and EPA are
changing policies to resolve the issues we have described. People
considering a brownfield project need to get current information on
how these changes will affect their state and community.
For current information on brownfield development, the following
are good sources:
The Urban Land Institute (202-624-7141) has a task force
working on brownfield redevelopment.

+

The National Council for Urban Economic Development
(202-223-4735) is also following developments closely.
Regional EPA and state environmental agency offices can
help track the current status of federal and state brownfield
efforts.2

When considering brownfield sites, EIP developers should compare
state programs and policies and determine whether their laws and
processes eliminate past liability for prospective tenants. If not,
developers should begin work now with state agencies to work out
improved ways of handling site remediations. They should discuss,
in particular, ways to consolidate ownership of sites assembled from
many separate parcels of land.

5.2 CHALLENGES IN THE DESIGN OF PHYSICAL
INFRASTRUCTURE
An industrial park infrastructure encompasses the physical support
systems used by most, if not all, of the tenants of the park (and their
employees and support services). These systems include facilities
for transportation of materials and people to and from the site (e.g.,
roadways, railways, docks and harbors, and canals); for production
and supply of energy (e.g., photovoltaic and wind farms, other
generating stations, electrical distribution lines, gas pipelines); for
storage, treatment, and flows of water to and from the site; and for
(te1e)communications (e.g., telephone cables, fiber-optic networks,
satellite dish antennas, and meetingconference rooms).
2For more information, refer to website http://www.epa.gov/brownfields.
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EIP infrastructure design differs from that of traditional industrial
parks because designers aim to integrate options that minimize the
environmental impact of infrastructure and the operations they
support while meeting technical, financial, and logistical
requirements. EIP infrastructure designers must also build flexibility
into their designs to ensure that the infrastructure will not become
obsolete as the EIP evolves.
Several overall guidelines may be useful to consider in infrastructure
Flexible Infrastructure

design:

Design
EIP infrastructurewill

require less investment if it
uses modular or
decentralized
technologies. When
additional capacity is
required, it can be added to
existing facilities rather than
replacing the existing
infrastructure. For
example, when installing
renewable energy
equipment, install the
*numberof wind turbines or
solar-cell arrays that are
currently required and
place them as close to the
point of use as possible.
This approach is much
cheaper than building a
large, central fossil-fueled
power plant, based on
projected needs 15 to 20
years in the future.

Infrastructure i s the foundation on which the whole EIP will
be built; everything depends on it. It must be reliable,
attractive (where visible), unobtrusive, easy to maintain, and
economic to operate.
Involve regulatory and other permitting agencies early when
considering any innovative technologies. Present codes may
block some.
Emphasize ease of maintenance as well as ease of redesign
and reconstruction to accommodate continuing cost savings
and technical innovation. (For instance, common
underground utilities for water, gas, and communications
could be in easily opened subsurface channels, not requiring
breaking up and repaving streets.)

Seek infrastructure technologies that can operate in a
modular and/or decentralized fashion, whenever this is
economically and technically feasible. Energy cogeneration
units, for instance, can be installed where needed over time,
in contrast to a large centralized power plant.
Design installation of infrastructure to maintain natural
characteristics of the site, including landforms, slopes,
waterflows, windflows, trees, and plants.
One example of this last principle is a civil engineering approach
called trenchless technology. This is a method of laying pipes,
cables and other utility items using underground excavation with
almost no disturbance at the surface. This method can be used
when installing pipes through tunneling, microtunneling, and pipe
jacking techniques. The method can handle pipes from 100 mm

(4 inches) up to 3m (10 feet) in diameter (Robinson, 1995).

5.2.1

Transportation
Effective transportation infrastructure is important to the success of
any industrial park. Each tenant requires easy access for its
customers, employees, and suppliers. Each needs dependable and
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economic transport of raw materials to the site and of finished
products from the site to the customer’s location. An EIP that
incorporates a byproduct exchange strategy also needs
transportation between EIP tenants.
Key environmental performance objectives in the design of the
transportation infrastructure include reducing energy use, air
emissions, and ground contamination; minimizing the impact on the
land; and optimizing the use of materials. Below are some ideas for
infrastructure design that may help achieve these objectives. We
discuss transportation of materials and byproducts among
companies in Section 5.2.4.

Roads and Parking
Porous paving allows water to percolate through the surface rather
than run off in concentrated flows. For solid paving, materials
should be selected for durability (e.g., crumb rubber added to
asphalt extends asphalt life significantly). An appropriate
performance measure for paving is the ratio of occupied EIP floor
space to the area of paved roadways.
I

Transportation of Materials and Products
At present many developers see close access to an interstate
highway as an essential success factor in industrial park location.
They also see rail access as secondary except for a relatively few
heavy materials industries (Laughlin, 1995). Rail infrastructure can
reduce energy and air emissions from transportation. In addition,
rail transport is simply less costly as long as flexibility in the logistics
of getting products to market is maintained. This could be served by
including a piggy-backingterminal with an overhead crane and
truck tractors to move trailers onto rail cars when necessary.

Transportation of People
Movement of employees to and from work and in the course of their
work is a major use of energy and source of air emissions. EIP
design can reduce these environmental costs by creating a range of
transportation services in coordination with the local/regional public
transportation system. Some options include the following:
When climate and residential patterns permit, walking or
biking to work is an option. (Some industrial parks in
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Mexico even include residential areas as part of the
development. The merit of such mixed-use planning will
depend on the industrial mix in the park.)

EIP services can support car pooling and offer van
transportation, integrated with regional transportation
programs.
Park management may coordinate access to (dependable
and prompt) transportation services that can be scheduled
for occasional work trips by employees of any companies at
the site.
Using vehicles (buses, vans, taxis) powered by electricity or
compressed natural gas (CNG) might be considered.
Attractive waiting areas at bus stops and taxi stands with
appropriate weather shelters are important.
Limiting or eliminating “free” parking for employees can act
as a disincentive to single-driver trips. Alternatively, tenants
may provide incentives to achieve this goal.
Tenants can consider staggered shifts or starting times that
can significantly reduce peak traffic congestion.
Management can provide a transportation coordination
service to support this approach.
Telecommuting can be a major contributor to traffic
reduction and employee satisfaction.
Some basic services at the EIP can reduce employee
transportation needs before and after work: a day care
center for children, a bank branch or ATM machines, a
pharmacy, and similar facilities may significantly reduce the
need for local travel.
If parking areas are placed under buildings, the location of
entries to the buildings should be carefully considered to
avoid having polluted air from the parking areas enter the
buildings.

5.2.2

Energy
In Appendix B we suggest two basic environmental performance
objectives for energy: optimize total energy use and maximize use
of renewable sources. A feasible goal within the first objective
could be reducing energy usage by 50 percent in the total system of
the EIP, its infrastructure, and its plants compared with
conventionally designed parks and plants. Potential for renewable
energy sources will vary greatly from area to area.
Energy infrastructure offers a good illustration of the need for
systems thinking in EIP design. As companies contract to become
tenants, the design team can offer energy-efficiency planning
resources to those not already aware of the full range of
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opportunities. As they design their plants embodying a high level of
energy efficiency, their estimates of peak power needs will go
down, reducing the capacity of grid and on-site power sources
needed.
Below are some ideas for optimizing energy use and maximizing the
use of renewable energy in the design of physical infrastructure.

Optimizing Energy Use through Cascading and
Cogeneration
Energy efficiency is maximized by using the grade of energy that is

the best match for the application. High-gradeenergy, such as
electricity or high-temperature, high-pressure steam, is required for
certain applications that require a concentrated energy source.
Other applications, such as district heating, can be accomplished
with lower-grade energy.
Many opportunities are available for energy cascading or "getting
more bang for the buck" by using energy two or more times at
various grades. Cogeneration is an example of this tactic
(generating electricity and heat together). The fuel-derived energy
used to generate electricity degrades to heat (often in the form of
steam) which can then be used in a process requiring hightemperature heat (or steam). Perhaps the low-grade steam from this
process can be used to heat the office areas or a warehouse.
Cascading tactics may be used within a single facility or between
two or more separate plants.
Energy cascading requires conduits for the steam or hot water
moving between plants. At Kalundborg, this infrastructure had to be
built by the two companies involved in the exchange. In a new EIP,
such piping can be added into the site plan as companies needing it
are recruited and strike their deals. As they negotiate their
contracts, they will determine who pays for this.
Electricity for an EIP may be generated on-site,
brought in via high-voltage lines from the local
utility, or both. If it i s feasible to generate it onsite, there are excellent opportunities for
cogeneration and cascading:

If on-site electricity production involves a
conventional steam turbine-driven
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generator, the EIP could explore beneficial use of the byproducts from pre-treating the boiler water or from the fluegas treatment (fly ash, or gypsum, resulting from the use of
limestone to “scrub” noxious chemicals from the flue gas).

If a gas-turbine generator set is used, the EIP could consider
how the waste heat (in the turbine exhaust) can be captured
(cogeneration) and used for process or space
heating/cool ing.

+

Gas turbines have another advantage over conventional
boilerkteam turbine/generator sets; they can be installed in
smaller capacity modules so that as power needs increase,
the capacity can quickly be expanded. This dramatically
lowers the cost (and risk) of building a larger power plant
sized for the (future) needs of the EIP. This advantage is
useful for solar and wind power installations, as well.

+ Modular gas turbines, when feasible, may be distributed

around the EIP. Decentralization reduces the risk (fire,
accident, power outage) and the distance that cogenerated
heat must be piped.

Relations with Utilities
With few exceptions, the EIP will need to be tied into the local
utility’s electrical grid, even if it has on-site generation capacity.
Depending on the load pattern on the local grid, it may be very
attractive for the utility to put generating capacity on the EIP site in
excess of the site’s needs. The (cogenerated) heat from this
additional capacity would then be available for on-site use while

the excess electricity goes out on the grid.
Most utilities in the U.S. now have conservation or demand-side
management (DSM) specialists to help customers identify energysavings measures and to counsel them on the purchase and
installation of newer, more efficient equipment and appliances. In
many states, the public utility commissions have allowed or ordered
utilities to offer various rebates or cost-sharing plans to encourage the
use of the most energy-efficient equipment.

Maximize Use of Renewable Sources
The use of renewable energy sources in an EIP will depend on the
region’s solar, wind, biomass, and other renewable resources and the
energy needs of the EIP’s tenants. Although the potential uses of
renewable energy are site specific, we offer a few ideas for renewable
sources that may provide economic as well as environmental benefits,
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Many facilities managers
are not yet convinced of
the relative dependability
of photovoltaic or solar
thermal energy sources.
Designers will be
challenged to show
technical evidence for each
particular application.

One argument for on-site energy generation (from any source) is
dependability of supply. Production shutdowns due to blackouts
and brownouts are very costly. Avoiding them reduces a significant
risk. Photovoltaic or solar thermal energy sources are dependable
and clean and can be deployed in portable or remote units,
avoiding the costs of lines.
Environmentally, renewable sources other than combustion of
biomass (or its products like ethanol) avoid the emission of
greenhouse gases and the depletion of finite fossil fuel resources.
A simple example of photovoltaic solar cells in an EIP would be
using them to power lighting, controls, and environmental sensors at
remote locations on the site. This reduces the need for cables and
possibly enables more flexible control systems.
A more sophisticated option would be including in the park's
infrastructure portable photovoltaic or possibly solar-thermal
generators to serve seasonal or intermittent processes. These might
be used to drive pumps for unloading liquids, grains, and powders
from rail cars to plants. Or a food processing plant could use these
energy modules to help manage seasonal demand for heating and
cooling by augmenting central sources. (The movie industry has
pioneered development of solar generators because of their quiet
operation.)
Acquiring and using such portable solar generators in an EIP's
power system could lower the peak demand of the park on the
power grid. This would reduce the cost of transmission lines to the
power grid and to the plants. When not scheduled for park use,
these modules could feed electricity back into the grid. All of these
factors should be taken into account in determining the costeffectiveness of such renewable energy sources.

5.2.3

Water
An EIP has environmental objectives that require innovations in
water infrastructure design that reduce demand on external supplies

by efficient use and reuse. As with energy cascading, multiple-use
strategies could be considered. It is reasonable to set a goal that all
water used on the site will be recycled or reused in so far as there is
demand for it.
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Water, just like energy, has different grades. Although we
traditionally consider two grades-drinking

water (potable) or

wastewater (sewage)-there are obviously many possible
intermediate grades that can be profitably used in a well-conceived

EIP:
hyper- or ultra-pure water (for use in making semiconductor
chips);
de-ionized water (for use in biological or pharmaceutical
processing);
drinking water (for use in the kitchens, cafeterias, and water
fountains);
wash water (e.g., to clean delivery trucks, buildings); and
irrigation water (used on the lawns, shrubs, trees in the EIP
landscape).
One common water supply does not need to meet each of these
uses. Wastewater from the semiconductor manufacturer, for
example, might be ideally suited for less demanding operations
within that same plant and in other EIP plants or to wash floors or
trucks. ElPs located on coasts or near brackish surface waters may
use this available water for cooling purposes (in power plants,
foundries, paper mills, chemical plants, or oil refineries).
In hot climates, it may be feasible to spray wastewater onto the roofs
of the EIP buildings to help cool them, thereby reducing the airconditioning costs. Certainly, the site landscaping can be watered
or irrigated, as required, with “wastewater” to enhance the beauty
and marketability of the EIP.

N P designers are
challenged to find a
way to reduce the
infrastructure cost of
water cascading.
One possible
solution is to reduce
the distance
between plants.

A water cascading system for an EIP will require a more complex
network of pipe systems for different qualities of water, which will
require a greater initial investment. The challenge will be to find a
way to reduce the cost of this infrastructure so that water cascading

is economically attractive. One possible way to meet this challenge
is to reduce distances between plants to minimize infrastructure
investment.
Local authorities are likely to require on-site wastewater treatment.
This provides an opportunity to maximize water efficiency and
increase the level of byproduct exchange within the EIP.
Wastewater can usually be recycled or made suitable for use in
other processes. The treatment facility may be developed as a
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partner in the EIP byproduct exchange. It may purchase byproduct
materials from other tenants or supply them or the park
management with dried sludge as a boiler fuel or for landscaping
compost.
The treatment plant can also become an attractive part of the EIP
site. A biological treatment system can include greenhouses (in
cool climates), lagoons, and wetlands (providing habitat for
wildlife). ElPs can work with a system that recycles water using
processes adapted from nature in small-scale facilities on-site.
Although not yet a common concept, such installations are
increasing around the U.S. and elsewhere. Some of these are
treating municipal sewage waters (Arcata, CA; Providence, RI;
Frederick, MD; and San Diego, CA), while others are handling
industrial waters (an M & M Mars plant in Waco, TX, and Henderson,

NV) (Todd and Todd, 1994).3
The best of these water treatment plants use no noxious chemicals,
release no foul odors, produce salable byproducts, and look more
like a horticultural operation than a sewage works. Most make use
of ponds and wetlands areas as an essential part of their water
recycling processing, which can be creatively used to enhance the
beauty of the EIP site. These water areas also attract wildlife.
Storm water and melting snow runoff offer an additional source of
low-grade water. In Appendix A we describe the created streams
and wetlands at Herman Miller’s Phoenix Designs plant designed by
William McDonough Architects. These provide purification for
road runoff before the water flows out to a neighboring river and
wildlife habitat.

5.2.4

Materials Byproducts and Solid Waste
Materials handling in a traditional industrial park is almost
exclusively managed by each company. In an EIP, it may be useful
to provide an infrastructure to support the exchange of materials
among plants and to handle some byproducts marketed off-site.
These park facilities could also try to find markets for those
byproducts that no one has yet figured out how to market.
3A new edition of Bioshelters, Ocean Arks, City Farming: Ecology as the Basis of
Design. 1984. Sierra Club Books, San Francisco. The Todds work in biological
design at New Alchemy Institute, and Ocean Arks international has pioneered
exploration of many IE themes.
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When unmarketable byproducts are toxic, EIP management and
tenants would need a clear legal framework around liabilities,
probably similar to those used by toxic waste disposal companies.

EIP materials infrastructure options might include:

Developing storage
structures for toxic
materials that
incorporate a failsafe design,
impeccable quality
control, and an
emergency
management system
is a significant
challenge to EIP
designers.

conveyors, pipes, or other appropriate means of moving
byproduct materials from one plant to another;
storage structures to accumulate byproducts for sale off-site;

b storage structures to accumulate toxic materials for on-site
processing or off-site disposal (with fail-safe design,
impeccable quality control, and an instant emergency
management system);
a toxic treatment and refining unit (on-site or a portable unit
making regular visits, as described above in transportation);
and
a composting operation for landscaping and kitchen
byproducts.
Any of these facilities (other than toxic storage) could also handle
materials from other plants outside the park, making them profit
centers for EIP management.

5.2.5

Telecommunications
Telecommunicationstechnologies are central to business and can
reduce,many environmental burdens (i.e., cutting paper use,
movement, and the need for travel or providing rapid access to
feedback on environmental conditions). Telecommunications
technologies will have an impact on ElPs comparable to those for
making energy and materials products available for reuse.
Telecommunications includes a wide variety of technologies:
telephone, telex, fax, video conferencing, the Internet, e-mail,
beepers and pagers, satellite linkages, and Electronic Data
Interchange (EDI), the protocol used widely today in placing and
confirming orders to suppliers). Electronic sensors and controls may
also be considered an extension of telecommunications.
The EIP’s telecommunications infrastructure can contribute to the
success of its tenants, especially small to mid-size companies, and
to the operation of the park itself.

A few options for the site infrastructure include the following:

b Satellite downlink equipment and a sitewide network of
fiber-optic cables (for high band-width communications)will
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connect the EIP to the world for business communications
and learning and EIP companies to one another.
Employees in shared training and conference rooms and
their individual plants will be able to use this network for
long-distance video conferencing and education. They can
access video transmissions from universities, colleges, and
private training firms as well as computer-based learning
networks.
Building and grounds operations can be automated by
installing a local area network to monitor, sense, and control
access, lighting, temperature and humidity control, security,
and fire or flooding alarms.
Water use can be reduced by installing moisture sensors in
the landscape to control irrigation.
Air and water quality sensors linked to computers can
provide a continuing record of environmental conditions at
and around the site. Sensors on water and materials lines
from one plant to another or from plants to treatment
facilities can indicate potentially dangerous situations. This
monitoring record could help resolve regulatory difficulties
or conflicts over the quality of byproducts.
Occupancy sensors automatically turn lights off and turn
down the thermostat in unoccupied conference rooms,
auditoriums, and office areas. Install light intensity monitors
to adjust lighting fixtures near windows when sunlight is
avai I able.

A Sitewide Information System for ElPs
An information system linking companies on-site will be a vital
component of an EIP’s telecommunications system. This system can
use many of the elements just described, as well as
an onsite network linking all firms for high band-width
communications,
geographic information system (CIS) application,
intercompany e-mail and conferencing (bulletin boards or
forums),
environmental sensors with reports available online,
tools to support byproduct transactions among EIP
companies and with those outside the park, and
some common databases for shared marketing and research.

5.2.6

The Commons
Because an EIP is a community of companies, physical space that
enables employees to interact is important. Common areas can also
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allow companies to share facilities that would not be fully used by a
single company.
Some possible components of this EIP commons include the
following:
an auditorium and meeting rooms suitable for
educationaVtrainingactivities, business meetings,
conferences, and community meetings, which could include
a learning center operated by a local college or university;
a cafeteria, restaurants, private dining rooms, and a take-out
counter;
a health, sports, and fitness center;
a library, telecommunications, and audio-visual center;
an EIP visitor center with educational displays on the design
and functioning of the park and reports on its environmental
and economic performance;
a day care center;
an emergency response center; and
offices for firms providing common support services to
tenants.
We discuss shared services using these facilities in Chapter 6 .

5.3 CHALLENGES OF INTEGRATED FACILITY
DESIGN
Companies building new plants in an EIP have an opportunity to
apply sustainable architecture, P2, energy efficiency, and IE in the
design of their production processes. These can lead to more
efficient and profitable plants, more productive employees, and
fewer burdens on the environment. These advantages add to the
competitiveness of an EIP and may translate into additional
revenues.
The EIP team will have limited control over tenant companies’ plant
designs. Some large companies may be interested in incorporating
some EIP design options. However, plant managers and industrial
facility designers may be reluctant to consider any external design
requirements (beyond regulations) that might create problems in
their production process design. The challenge to the EIP team is to

help them understand the implications of EIP participation and the
concrete benefits to their process.
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Smaller companies locating in the EIP may need support for
integrating environmental design concepts. They may contract with
the EIP development company to manage their design and
construction processes.4 This will place more of the responsibility
for design integration on the team and the consultants and
contractors. The management of the firms will need a clear
understanding of the benefits they will gain since design costs are
likely to be higher.
Some options for supporting more integrated facility design include
the following:
Create a database of designers and consultants capable of
supporting tenants in this approach.
Include consultants in socio-technical systems (STS) methods
of designing facilities and work systems for high
performance.5
Offer workshops on integrated facility design for tenants’
design teams (possibly through local engineering and
architecture sc hook).
Link companies’ design teams through an online bulletin
board for sharing ideas (chiefly, on their design processes,
not results).
The team discovers the byproduct exchanges possible among the
initial recruits, this will affect their planning in two ways. They will
start negotiating the terms of their energy or materials trades and
they will need to include in their facility plans the process changes,
equipment, or building features needed to enable the intercompany
flows. These plans need to be reflected in the EIP’s site and
infrastructure design.
Questions about facility design are very specific to the industry and
company, often involving proprietary information. The tenants’
design teams may think they have little to learn from designers who
are not in their field. However, a more integrated design approach
enables visualizing the plant as a whole system, with performance
of all subsystems optimized together. For instance, operating costs
can be lowered significantly by a holistic approach that links office

41nvestors are now financing relatively few speculative industrial parks where
plants are built without tenant’s already under contract.
5Companies using this approach include Volkswagen Canada, Hoescht Celanese,
and Exxon Canada. See Appendix H for a brief overview.
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and plant lighting and heating, process heating or cooling needs,
and other plant energy requirements.
Compaq’s Energy Efficient Buildings

Compaq facilities manager, Ron Perkins, learned of the Rocky
Mountain Institute and its work on efficiency, particularly lighting, and
the systems integration of lighting with heating, ventilation, air
conditioning (HVAC) and building design. It was, in his words, “a
critical connection.’’ Improved lighting alone in the latest Compaq
buildings would have provided savings with a direct 2.7-year payback.
But coupling the improved lighting with a better insulated building
shell allowed the use of smaller HVAC units, which resulted in zero
marginal costs when consideringthe entire building. In other words,
the buildings cost the same as the earlier ones to construct but had
significantly lower energy costs. Year after year, these efficient
buildings have saved Compaq hundreds of thousands of dollars’’
(Romm, 1995).

Although many
innovations in
sustainable design
are relevant to
industria1 facilities,
certain
considerationsplace
limits on their
application.

Although many innovations in sustainable design are relevant to
industrial facilities, certain considerations place limits on their
application. A sustainable construction researcher, Charles Kibert

(1995) observes, ”A major problem in applying sustainable design to
industrial facilities is that technical performance issues in systems
and materials are a lot more stringent than those needed for
residential and commercial buildings.” For instance, the
performance requirements for a power plant or chemical process
plant, at any scale, make it difficult to base materials selections on a
recvcled
content criterion. The first-order needs are safetv.
,
durability, and successful operation and maintenance.
I ’

5.4

CHALLENGES IN EIP BUILDING DESIGN
An EIP has environmental objectives that require innovations in
building design. Innovations have emerged over the last two
decades that address energy sources and efficiency, choice of
materials, water use, and efficiency. We have already discussed
some of these in the context of infrastructure design. In addition,
some building designers are using design processes that consider
the full span of a facility’s life.
We begin our discussion of building design with a review of what
life-cycle building design means for the design process. Then we
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review some options for the design of energy, materials used, and
water systems in buildings that will help designers meet their
environmental and economic performance criteria. (Some are
actually re-discovered traditional practices.) Appendix I includes a
wide variety of organizations and references to help the EIP team
gain access to designers capable in all of these areas.

5.4.1

Life=CycleBuilding Design
For designers the long-term challenge is to consider each stage of a
building’s life-cycle and to seek an overall plan that balances
economic and environmental needs through all of these stages.
Ideally, this design will be supported by a budget using life-cycle
costing to demonstrate the return on investment and life-time
savings gained by paying the likely higher initial construction costs.
The issues range from constructability to maintainability and finally
de-constructability.
Logistics engineering offers integrated methods and tools to help
designers consider these qualities of a building. These methods
include support for weighing the trade-offs among these different
aims of building design. (Design for environment and analytical
hierarchy process methods also supports analysis of trade-offs. See
Appendixes A and B.)
Life-cycle building design incorporates the following environmental
factors:

Constructability: Rather than considering only schedule
and budget, an EIP design team will also consider the impact
of design choices on the environmental impact of the
construction process. Construction is discussed further in
Section 5.5.

Durability: The objective of conserving environmental and
economic resources suggests design for durability.
Durability interacts with flexibility, as explained below.

~
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Flexibility: Building designers can extend the life
of the building if it is easy to redesign, expand, and
retrofit as uses and technologies change over time.
This implies that less-durable building components
should be readily replaced without affecting more
durable structures. This includes the use of
modular renewable energy, as explained above. In
an eco-park plant, design should readily enable
changes needed to accommodate new materials or
energy byproduct exchanges.
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Maintainability: Designers can offer building managers
major cost savings by designing to minimize maintenance
effort and to enhance the ease of maintenance. These
qualities also increase the durability of structures and
components and reduce the possibility losses due to
production downtime (Blanchard, 1994).
livability: Designers are giving increasing attention to
people’s comfort in the design of manufacturing, service,
and office space. The quality of indoor air and light, the
opportunity to interact comfortably with each other, and
access to a natural environment are important elements of
livability. Employees are more productive in a livable work
space, as demonstrated by projects incorporating such
features as daylighting, a good supply of fresh air, and
avoidance of materials emitting low levels of toxins (Romm,
1995).
Deconstruction: Design for deconstructionseeks to capture
the highest value from the energy and materials invested in
this structure at the end of a building’s life-cycle. Possibly
the intersection between durability and flexibility offers the
most fruitful answers in the planning stage. For instance,
modular design of structures and equipment could enable
recycling of whole construction units into new projects.

5.4.2

Energy
The costs of operating a building’s energy systems over a lifetime
may easily surpass its construction costs. This realization has led
designers to seek new (and sometimes old) methods for operating
buildings with a much higher level of energy efficiency. Utilities
with DSM programs have offered technical support and loans repaid
by savings in energy bills to encourage the3e innovations. Tools for
life-cycle costing of energy systems are more highly developed in
the area of energy than in other areas of design. The fields of
sustainable architecture and industrial process design have probably
advanced further in this realm than any other.
Energy i s also the area where designers have clearly demonstrated

the benefits of systems thinking in planning buildings. Passive solar
design for heating, cooling, and daylighting reduces the required
size of heating, cooling, and ventilating systems. Cogeneration from
industrial processes can also reduce HVAC requirements. This
suggests the value of a design integrating the building energy
systems and its manufacturing processes.
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A 5uilding’s Total Energy 5udget
A building consumes energy in two fundamental ways:
Operating energy: Through the operation of its lighting,
heatingkooling systems, and the equipment needed for the
functions performed in it.
Embodied (or embedded) energy: Through the energy
embodied in it by the creation, processing, and
transportation of all construction materials and building
equipment and by all processes of construction and ultimate
demo1ition.

A total energy budget is the sum of these two accounts. What do
these distinctions mean for designers? The most significant energy
savings in recent decades have come from innovations in
operational energy (i.e., application of passive solar heating and
lighting, or energy-efficient equipment and lighting). Designers
need to apply these approaches more broadly, but the next real
breakthroughs will be in reducing the energy embodied in buildings
(St. John, 1992).
Life-cycle analysis indicates how much embodied energy is
necessary to maintain, replace, and repair materials over the lifetime
of a building, including final demolition and disposition of
materials. Design for environment’s more qualitative tools may be
very useful to support designers who want to consider embodied
energy in their choices.
Computer-aided design (CAD) programs can include access to
databases for measuring embodied energy (and other life-cycle
data). These enable the designer to determine how materials or
process choices affect the embodied energy investment. For
instance, how do the energy demands of high-rise complexes differ
from those of low-rise structures? What is the difference in
embodied energy invested for pouring concrete, or for putting steel
structural forms in place?

Energy Efficiency
Designers can draw on a variety of building automation
technologies to conserve energy:
Scheduled switching lights are programmed to turn on or off
at prescribed times.
Occupancy sensors detect when space is occupied and only
then activate lighting. When space is vacant, lights are
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turned off. Systems employing this technology can save 30
to 50 percent over conventional lighting (AIA, 1992).
Occupancy sensors can also detect when a space i s too
crowded, which leads to oxygen depletion and carbon
dioxide build-up. The sensor signals the ventilation system
to provide more fresh air.
Dedicated controllers in HVAC systems enable local
adjustment of temperature and air flow to suit the needs of
individuals or zones within a building. Users can customize
heat, cooling and ventilation, saving energy and increasing
employee comfort and productivity.
Integrated HVAC systems can be designed to optimize total
system performance. Chilledheaters can provide
simultaneous heating and cooling by recovering waste heat.
Load tracking should respond to real space conditioning
needs.
Additional means of gaining higher efficiency include selecting
heatingkooling systems that embody heat exchangers,
dedicated controllers, and closed-loop cooling towers;
double-glazed windows with high ”R” (insulative) qualities
because they are most efficient. Windows that open aid in
ventilation and personal comfort. For passive lighting and
heating, install windows with low-E glazing, which permits
the sun’s visible energy to enter while preventing indoor
heat from escaping; and
insulation with appropriate R values for the climate.
Motors used in industrial processes and building systems offer
another major opportunity for energy efficiency. According to
Romm (1995):
Motors use a vast amount of energy-in the U.S.,
about half of all electricity and almost 70 percent
of industrial electricity. Yet motors are unusually
inefficient and oversized. A typical inefficient
motor uses ten to twenty times its capital cost in
electricity each year. Thus high-efficiency
motors, new control systems, and systematic
process redesign afford tremendous opportunities
for energy savings.

Energy Sources
Industrial facilities typically use fossil fuels (coal, natural gas, and
oil) as the primary source of energy. The efficiency of fossil fuel use
can be increased through cogeneration, as discussed in
Section 5.2.2. The cost of operating HVAC systems can be cut by
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using excess heat from the generation of energy or manufacturing
processes.
Passive Solar. Passive solar energy is the best developed renewable

energy option for building design so far. Designers are applying this
ancient energy technology in state-of-the-art manufacturing, service,
and office buildings for lighting and heating. We describe some
successful options:
Sunspaces collect solar heat for the building when it is
needed but can be closed off from the building at night or
during the summer.
Thermal storage walls absorb heat from sunlight, then slowly
release the heat during the evening and night.

b Natural air flows cool building spaces on hot days using
cross ventilation. Install windows on the windward side that
are smaller than those on the leeward side to create a
positive air flow.

b Deciduous trees (existing or introduced) shade buildings
during the summer and open them to sun exposure in the
winter. (Forested areas in the landscaping can reduce
temperatures across the whole site.)

b Passive solar energy for lighting is known as “daylighting.”
Locations and orientation can be tested to determine where
daylighting can provide a significant portion of a building’s
lighting needs without heat or glare. Daylighting interiors is
practical even on overcast days. “Light shelves” on the
outside of a building can bounce light into a room through
windows along the ceiling.
Active Solar. See Section 5.2.2 for a discussion of applications of

active solar energy, which may be suitable in facility design at
current cost levels. Active or passive solar water heating may be
useful at the EIP.
Beyond considering such short-term possibilities, the important
guideline is to design for flexibility. Plant energy managers should
be able to readily incorporate active solar energy sources as the
technologies become fully competitive with fossil fuel sources.

5.4.3

Materials
Sustainable designers are considering several environmental factors
in their choice of materials: embodied energy content and other
life-cycle impacts of the material, the source, the recyclability of the
material, and toxic content. These factors complement traditional
criteria of durability, strength, and appearance.
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The AIA is collaborating with EPA in conducting life-cycle analysis
of building materials. Results of this analysis are published regularly
as installments of the Environmental Resource Guide, organized by
the Construction Specifications Institute (CSI) materials categories.
The Environmental Resource Guide (ERG) team is currently working
to restructure these data to make them more accessible to designers
in the course of their work. NlST plans to release this life-cycle
analysis data together with the rest of the Guide in electronic form
on a CD-ROM.
CAD and DFE tools may also be useful to guide materials choices.
CAD systems can enable quick reference to life-cycle databases.

Embodied Energy
Embodied energy is the total energy required to produce a
product-from

initial extraction of raw materials to final delivery.

Studies of the embodied energy impact of different building
materials reveal wide disparities. Production of aluminum requires
70 times more energy than an equal weight of lumber. Steel
requires 17 times more energy than wood, brick 3.1 times more,
and concrete block 3 times more than wood (Boyer, no date).
Aluminum and steel, however, are considerably stronger by weight
than an equal weight of wood. Further, the designer should also
consider other issues when choosing sustainable construction
materials (e.g., durability, recyclability, forestry sources).
From the perspective of minimizing embodied energy, materials
should be recycled whenever possible and recycled material should

be used. Recycling bypasses the most energy-intensive steps of
manufacturing such as the conversion of ores and feedstocks into
basic materials, particularly in metals.

Sources
Sustainable building practice favors the use of material that has
recycled content and/or material that comes from renewable
resources. At times the high performance standards of industrial
facility design may outweigh this criterion.

A wide range of materials have recycled or waste content from
engineered wood systems, agriboard panels, tiles with recycled tire
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or glass content, roofing shingles made from recycled plastics, and
many others.
Designers need to use virgin wood products with attention to the
renewability of the source. Tropical hardwoods such as mahogany
are generally nonrenewable. Harvest of such tropical woods leads
to rainforest deforestation. However, some virgin wood products
may be ecologically superior to products containing energy-

intens ive recycIed material.

Recyclability
Another environmental factor in material specification is the ability
to recycle materials in the construction process and at the end of the
building (or component) life-cycle. We discuss means of recycling
during construction in Section 5.5. Designers can specify
dimensions and forms of materials to make recycling and reuse
easier during construction.

Nontoxic Materials

Designers also need
to minimize use of
materials with toxics
that affect building
inhabitants or the
surrounding
environment.

Designers also need to minimize use of materials with toxics that
affect building inhabitants or the surrounding environment. Over

1,000 indoor air pollutants have been measured in buildings. These
toxics are in such products as floor coverings, insulation, composite
wood products, floor and wall coverings, paints, ceiling tiles, caulks
and resins. For example, some carpets and carpet glues contain
formaldehyde, and paints often contain VOCs.
Many suppliers are emphasizing nontoxic alternatives. Benign
nontoxic material, such as hardwood, can be used for floors and
walls, ceramic tiling in floors, and steel in some internal structure.
Adequate supply of fresh air through HVAC and openable windows
mitigates the effects of materials that have no functional alternatives.

5.4.4

Water
Efficiency
Designers can gain significant savings in water use through
equipment choices. Options include low-flow shower heads,
faucets, and toilets and electronic sensors or foot pedals to control
faucets. Efficient design of open-cooling tower systems should
reduce water use and minimize pollution from chemicals used.
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Recycling/Reuse
Design options here include the following:

>

Dual systems of pipes can separate human wastes from
graywater.

b Depending on reuse opportunities, the EIP may need a
system to accommodate several grades of water, with
equipment or natural means for filtering and processing.
Deep soil beds may be sufficient for most graywater.
Passive recovery systems or heat pumps can recapture heat
in industrial process water.

>

Tanks or ponds for capture of stormwater from roofs may be
useful in dry regions.

Overall, designers will need to design building water systems in
terms of actual or potential interchange with other plants at the EIP.

Audubon Society House: Sustainable Design and Construction
The National Audubon Society’s renovation of a 19th century building
for its headquarters put sustainable design and construction principles
into practice.
The project enhanced energy efficiency, indoor air quality, pollution
avoidance, solid waste management, water conservation, light quality,
and thermal comfort. This was accomplished with substantial savings
and an improved relationship with the natural environment-in the heart
of New York City!
Project architects and designers used an integrated approach that relied
on the cumulative effect of no-cost or low-cost design solutions, in
tandem with advanced technologies. The design team purchased only
readily available “off-the-shelf” products and materials to ensure
economic and environmental performance.
Retrofitting an existing building cost the environmental group $24
million versus new construction that would have cost $33 million.
Operating costs are about $1 00,000 a year less than costs would be in a
building that merely complied with code.
Economics, however, only begin to suggest the quality the Audubon
House achieved. The goal of the planners and designers was to produce
a “staff rejuvenated by their workplace instead of repelled by it.” The
Audubon design team made decisions throughout the project based on
user comfort and well being.

(continued)
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Architects designed natural lighting and ventilation into the building:
large floor-to-ceiling windows fill offices with sunlight, while operable
windows allow fresh breezes. Builders installed material that helped
guarantee good indoor air quality.
The design team mandated contractors to recycle constructionwastes
and to use recycled building materials with post-consumercontent.
Countertops are made from recycled detergent bottles, while floor tiles
are composed of recycled light bulbs.
The project continues innovation in the day-to-day operations with longterm waste management and energy operational changes.
Audubon has a goal of recycling 80 percent of office wastes generated.
Four recycling chutes (for mixed paper, aluminum cans, plastic bottles
and food wastes) run the length of the building from the eighth floor to
the subbasement recycling room.
Designers boosted operational energy efficiency by using computer
modeling. The Audubon design team used DOE-2, a computer software
program developed by the U.S. Department of Energy, to demonstrate
how cost-effective, energy-saving design could perform far beyond code.
The Audubon House now consumes 62 percent less energy than a codecompliant building would consume.
The design team used a standard 5-year payback formula for all energyrelatedsystems. Photovoltaic cells (which convert sunlight to electricity)
were ruled out as an energy source, for instance, because payback in the
New York climate was determined to be about 10 years.
The Audubon design team had to make compromisesto reach
completion: builders installed nonrecycled flooring in one section of the
building because of structural weakness; safety concerns forced the
installation of carpetingwith toxic glues on staircases (versus tacking
carpets). The design team realized from the outset, however, such
individual compromisesare necessary to achieve a greater goal-what is
called a “90 percent solution.’’
Designers, architects, builders, and contractors spent more time than
usual in education and integrationof their working group. The project
team, however, believes this higher level of integration across
professions will become standard practice.

Based on National Audubon Society (1994).
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5.5 CONSTRUCTION PROCESS

Because environmental
construction practices
are not yet
commonplace, it may
be difficult to find
contractors who will
understand and
implement them.

5.5.1

The construction process is an opportunity for the EIP team to
implement EIP principles and work toward meeting environmental
performance standards by minimizing the impact of construction
practices on-site, minimizing energy demand, and re-using and
recycling construction materials. However, because these
environmental construction practices are not yet commonplace, it
may be difficult to find contractors who will understand and
implement them. An integrative project management plan can
hele the EIP team meet this challenge.
"

Integrate Project Management
Construction of the EIP's infrastructure, common buildings, and
tenant plants will mobilize a large number of firms, some contracted
with the development company, some working for prime
contractors, some for the tenants. Employees of these firms should
understand the project's vision and broad objectives. With this
context, they will be able to intelligently follow the specifications in
the project plans and discover opportunities for superior solutions.

Enlisting Contractors to the Vision
Site preparation and construction for an EIP make new demands on

the variety of prime and subcontractors required. The development
team may use a qualifying process for contractors similar to the one
described in Chapter 4 for design consultants. The Request for
Proposals or RFQ will set standards and specifications relating to
construction practices to assure environmentally sensitive work.
Contractors' personnel may need training if they do not already
have such capabilities as low-impact site preparation or
reusehecyclingof construction wastes. ElPs might consider
conducting a contractor conference at the bidding stage and then
just before construction begins. These meetings will introduce the

EIP concept and enable the contractors to develop plans to achieve
the project goals in their areas. Outside consultants can also be
brought in for training workshops as needed.
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Set fing and Monitoring Performance Goals and
Measures
The development team can require each contractor to create an
environmental management system with performance goals in line
with the overall project objectives. This plan would include

b environmental goals in fulfillment of the contractor’s area of
responsibility;

b procedures for realizing these goals; and
b specific work procedures, emergency plans, and
management control systems, including the form for
reporting on performance and variances.
The development team may also create penalties and/or incentives
to ensure contractor and subcontractor performance. Quality
control may be largely a matter of self-regulation in the context of
open information flows, augmented, of course, by site inspections
from permitting agencies (Kibert, 1994).

5.5.2

Minimize Impact of Construction Processes on the
Site
By minimizing the impact of construction on the site it will be easier
to create landscaping with natural ecosystem features. The
contractors will need briefing on the landscape design objectives
and plan. Incentives should be considered to encourage lowimpact practices and training, as needed. If the firms working on
the development clearly understand the result the team wishes to
achieve, they will be better able to create specific performance
goals and adapt their processes to achieve them.
The degree of sensitivity needed will depend on the nature of the
site. However, even if the team is cleaning up and redeveloping a

contaminated brownfield property, they should keep in mind the
objective of developing the site as an ecosystem and think about
choices in clean up and construction practices.
Some measures include the following:

b Create site-specific guidelines on site preparation,
movement and compaction of soils, preservation of surface
and subsurface water flows, avoidance of ground and water
pollution, and similar issues.
Develop with contractors means of monitoring and reducing
emissions and effluents from construction machinery and
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materials, including control of chemicals, dust, odors, noise,
and runoff.

5.5.3

Minimize Energy Demand of Construction
Construction itself requires significant amounts of energy (around

6 percent of the energy consumed in the U.S.) (Kibert, 1994). We
offer some recommendations for anticipating and minimizing
energy consumed during the construction process as well as
pollutants that result from energy use at the site:

+

Heavy machinery should be tuned up and energy efficient.

b Heavy machinery should not be warmed up for too long.

+

Fueled equipment and heavy machinery should not run idle.

b Design construction site-circulation patterns in advance with
staging of activities to minimize movement.

b Designate machine-free zones for workers on foot and
worker-free zones for heavy machine traffic areas.

b Apply logistics engineering approaches to effectively
schedule machinery usage and preparation of materials.

5.5.4

Reuse and Recycle Construction Materials
Construction wastes constitute about 15 percent of the U.S.’s landfill
volume. Construction and demolition volume in the U.S. municipal
waste stream is around 20 percent (AIA, 1994; Center for
Construction and Environment, 1994). The construction (and
demolition) process represents a good opportunity for recycling,
especially if potential wastes are separated at the source of their
generation.

Construction Waste Recycling Plan
The design team can create a construction materials recycling plan
as part of overall project specifications implemented in contracts
and subcontracts. The plan includes
performance goals for maximizing recycling of materials;
strategies and tactics for achieving these goals;

+

an analysis of the project, a plan of the project,
recordkeepingtools, cost-trackingcost-control tools, and a
post-project evaluation; and
an educational element for planners, designers, and
construction workers.
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Construction Waste Program Documentation
Documentation of a waste management plan serves two purposes:
waste shipment documentation shows compliance to the plan and
provides a long-term record for the contractor and owner.
Construction waste program documentation should provide
information on classification of waste (e.g., hazardous, inert waste);
description of the material (lumber, sorted; drywall, sorted); amount
of waste disposed (volume and weight); signature of receiving party;
tipping fees charged; mileage; and labodequipment hours for
disposal.

Reuse and Recycling Logistics
The project’s reuse and recycling plan can include elements such as
contracts with customers requiring regular pick-ups;
reusable, standard construction forms to avoid wastes in
single use wooden forms (this tactic works best when the
design team takes it into account from the beginning); and
marked bins and staging areas for different materials, with
segregation of materials for on-site reuse.

I
Recycling Construction and Demolition Waste:
The Oregon Arena Project

A recycling program within a $262 million construction and
demolition project in Portland has saved 36,050 tons of waste, while
allowing only 1,117 tons to go to the landfill (3 percent). A new 1.7
million square foot NBA Portland Trailblazers arena has also saved
$141,000 in materials rebates and reduced landfill fees.
The Oregon Arena Corporation (OAC) and its contractors Turner
Construction and Drake Inc. established an overall environmental plan
with goals for waste reduction and recycling during construction.
Working with environmental consultants River City Resource Group,
OAC also prepared a recycling program for the lifetime of the arena
complex.
All bid specification packages put out by the project contractors
included a detailed section on construction waste management. The
section clearly outlined the waste management plan and on-the-job
recycling requirementsfor all subcontractors. The plan also
encouraged contractors to reuse as many materials as possible during
construction (e.g., wooden framing).
(continued)
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Portland is an ideal location for building material recycling, according
to a program designer with River City Resource Group. The Portland
area has at least 50 different building material recyclers, and 15 alone
are devoted to wood recycling. Furthermore, Portland’s high landfill
tipping fees, about $80 per ton, make recycling especially costeffective (in contrast, tipping fees for Austin, TX, are about $21 per ton;
Salt Lake City, UT’S landfill fees are about $14 per ton).
River City Resource Group and the project contractors analyzed the
best possibilities for efficient job site collection of recyclable material.
They established a site plan, and clearly marked bins were placed on
the job site. The contractors provided separate containers to recover
and recycle wood, metals, gypsum board, cardboard, concrete, and
trash; bins were placed relative to where each product was generated
on the large site (Palermini, 1995).
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6

Challenges to EIP
Managers
Managing an EIP is different from managing a traditional industrial
park. An EIP manager must respond to the needs of two distinct but
overlapping business interests: a real estate development property
that must be managed to provide a competitive return to its owners,
and the "community of companies" that must manage itself to gain
common benefits for its individual members. The latter is a looser
association in business terms, but the owners of member companies
will be no less concerned with their return on investment.
In this chapter, we discuss the challenges that face EIP managers.
First we discuss the challenges of managing the design and
development process. This process is usually managed by the EIP
developer. Next, we discuss recruiting companies to an EIP. This i s
usually a joint effort between the developer and public-sector
agencies. Third, we discuss the management of an operational EIP.

We describe the dual management structure that results from the
two business interests of the EIP and the allocation of EIP
management responsibilities between the two management entities.
Then we discuss the challenges to the EIP management entities
including maintaining the community of companies; managing the
EIP property, administration, and support functions; and ensuring
the future viability of the EIP.
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6. I MANAGING THE DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
PROCESS
The design and development process for an EIP is more complex
and challenging than that of a traditional industrial park. In any
industrial park project the development agency or private developer
must manage relationships with community and environmental
organizations; designers; prospective tenants; and zoning, planning,
and regulatory agencies. The added challenge in an EIP is seeking
environmental performance beyond compliance while maintaining
the financial viability of the project and its attraction to tenants.
Coordinating the mix of organizations, personalities, and interests in
achieving these twin objectives is a major management challenge.
We review several tasks in the design and development process that
pose special challenges in an EIP project. These include the
following:
securing finance for the planning stage of the EIP,
developing EIP covenants,
accessing professional services,
managing project communications,
keeping up to date about changing regulations and other
constraints on the EIP development, and
integrating across different systems of planning.
We will not attempt to discuss the full range of development
management activities that are fairly standard practice in industrial
park development. A good resource for this information is Urban
Land Institute’s Business and Industrial Park Development
Handbook (Urban Land Institute, 1988).

6.1 .l The EIP Will Require Financing for the Planning
Process
We have already discussed EIP financing in Section 2.5. The
planning process will usually need to be financed separately,
because the main financing for the project cannot be secured until
much of the planning work is completed.
Sources of financing for the planning process include the following:

local financing: Funds may be available from the city’s
general fund; the economic development department or
council; and the solid waste, planning, and zoning budgets.
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Utilities, banks, and larger corporations may be willing to
contribute pre-planning funds or staff time.
Regional and state planning organizations: Regional and
state organizations may have internal reserves or they may
have federal planning funds. The State Department of
Commerce may have feasibility planning seed money
available to program areas like solid waste, transportation,
environment, or international trade. If the state supports
creation of foreign trade zones, an EIP might qualify.
Federal programs: In the past, the Economic Development
Administration (U.S. Department of Commerce) has made
technical grants to economically distressed communities for
development feasibility studies. The Department of Housing
and Urban Development Empowerment Zones program has
been another source. If these funds survive federal budget
cutting, they may be additional sources for the project.
Foundations: A community or state grantor might be
interested in EIP demonstration projects with policy
implications. Such an entity could subsidize the initial
planning if the project offers a strong strategy for
disseminating the development model for replication.

6.1.2

Designers of EIP Covenants, Conditions, and
Restrictions (CCRs) Must Seek Environmental
Excellence without Discouraging Possible Tenants
Restrictive covenants typically set limits on design of individual
facilities to protect the park's investors, other tenants, and the
community (Urban Land Institute, 1988). They cover aesthetics,
potential nuisances, maintenance assessments, design guidelines,
and review processes. They also refer directly to environmental
compliance issues such as protection of natural landscape, air and
water emissions, and toxic materials. Covenants typically include a
time period, means of revising them, and provisions for enforcement
and mediation.
Because CCRs can place stronger limits than local zoning, but not
weaker, the EIP management should not put CCRs into effect until the
planning agency has granted project zoning (or rezoning). At times

EIP developers might seek to implement a strategy that i s less
restrictive on each plant's performance but generates higher
performance for the park as a whole. For example, a sitewide waste
water pretreatment plant or solid waste management facility could
lower the total effluents of the park by absorbing wastes from tenants.
Such common infrastructure may require zoning variances as well as
covenants or incentives for the tenants. Design of EIP covenants will
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require creative collaboration among the development team, potential
tenants, and zoning and regulatory agencies.

Some Principles for Defining Covenants in an EIP

b Use the EIP performance objectives that were set as the
foundation for covenants, incentives, and guidelines.

b Seek a balance between covenants and incentives to create
acceptance of shared environmental management activities;
emphasize voluntary solutions and incentives wherever
possible.

b Focus on desired outcomes (performance measures), not
specific means for achieving them.

b Reflect the understanding that EIP performance is based on a
balance between economic and environmental objectives
and goals.

b Protect the rights of all parties.
Applying these principles will be very specific to the site,
community, and local environmental conditions. The plant
designers will need flexibility, because they must balance savings
from lower building operating costs, costs of design, and costs of
construction and equipment. EIP developers might consider offering
a useful incentive like technical support in design and budgeting,
especially for smaller tenants. This support could include referrals
to experienced designers and perhaps a conference for tenant
design teams. Utilities in the state may also offer incentives and
technical assistance for energy efficiency.

6.1.3

An EIP Developer Needs Professional Services That
Share the EIP Vision

EIP developers need a
broad range of consultants
at each stage of EIP
planning, including
developers, accountants,
land use planners,
architects, attorneys,
ecologists, economists,
and engineers (e.g., civil,
logistics, chemical,
environmental).

EIP developers need a broad range of consultants at each stage
of EIP planning, including developers, accountants, land use
planners, architects, attorneys, ecologists, economists, and
engineers (e.g., civil, logistics, chemical, environmental).
Given the level of innovative thinking required in designing an

EIP, EIP developers can benefit from using a Request for
Qualifications (RFQ) rather than the usual Request for
Proposals to solicit consulting assistance. With an RFQ, firms
respond to a detailed set of questions about their training,
specific professional capabilities, and their track record in
applying them. Responses are used to narrow the field of
candidates to two or three or to make the final selection.
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Then, with the most qualified prospect(s), the developer negotiates

the terms of the project. Through this process, the contractor can
collaborate with the firm to develop an effective scope of work.
The project needs architectural, engineering, and planning
consultants experienced in applying new environmentally sensitive
approaches. But, at the same time, it needs people in these
specialties familiar with the codes, zoning, and regulations of the
state and region. If the area lacks the former, local capability can be
developed by importing top consultants from outside to work in
concert with local firms and to provide training.

6.1.4

Managing Communications Is Essential to a
Successful Planning Process
Communications within the immediate project design team and
with the broader set of stakeholders will be vital to the planning and
design process. The development team will need to understand
how the project is unfolding in different specialized areas. EIP
developers should keep citizens informed and understand their
issues and creative ideas. In addition, continuing communications
with economic development, planning, and regulatory agencies will

be critical. New methods and technologies enable EIP developers
to meet these needs effectively. Online networks and skilled design
and facilitation of meetings complement traditional media.

The Project Online
A community e-mail and bulletin board system may already exist in

the community. If not, one can easily be set up to enable ready
access by the project core team and citizens. (Terminals in libraries
and at city hall open access to those without computers.) The
system can be designed with different levels of access and
conference spaces for working groups. An Internet connection
enables communication with other EIP projects and with consultants
outside of the area. An alternative is to use a commercial online
service able to create dedicated spaces for the project.

Conferences, Workshops, and Charrettes
The project will probably hold frequent meetings, ranging from
small team sessions to broad community conferences. Certain
design and facilitation methods enable even groups at odds with

each other to work together creatively. These methods help diverse
participants work effectively with complex initiatives. They include
the Search Conference (Weisbord, 1992) and Open Space meetings
(Owen, 1993).

EIP developers should seek consultants with the following
capabilities and experience: accustomed to working with different
cuI tu ral backgrounds; good at supporting decisionmaking processes
and resolving conflicts; and strong in supporting design of whole
systems change efforts. Most important, the meeting
designer/faciIitator must know how to support people in moving
forward with their action agenda. This person may be a
management or organization developmental consultant. Perhaps he
or she is trained in mediation or conflict resolution. Some architects
are very imaginative in designing community meetings.
The phrase ”design charrette” is an architectural term for a very
intensive design session. EIP planners in Chattanooga and
Baltimore have used design charrettes for a variety of meetings to
build project vision and integrate design ideas from various
disciplines. Usually a charrette is a 2- to 3-day intensive session
including the project core team and design consultants.

Other Media
A project newsletter, columns in local newspapers, and radio and
TV presentations (with call-ins) are all valuable for keeping the
community informed on the project’s progress.

6.1.5

An EIP Developer Must Be Alert to Changes in
Regulations
The developer of a traditional industrial park needs to carefully
watch emerging trends in regulation, permits, and zoning. Early EIP
teams may go beyond this to help create the trends. EIP designers
must communicate with federal, state and local regulators; the
community’s planning departments; and future tenants. Questions
addressed to these groups include the following:
How can regulatory agencies enable innovations in
environmental management like sitewide or umbrella
permitting?
To what extent is it possible (and advisable) to establish the
whole Dark as the regulated entitv?
I
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What are the implications of tenant companies outsourcing
some environmental management functions to the park
management company or third parties?
What changes (or special permits) in water, waste water, and
solid waste regulations and ordinances will be needed to
permit byproduct exchanges or shared treatment facilities in
the park?
Will current zoning need to be changed to allow the mix of
industries needed for such exchanges?
Can federal and state agencies certify cleanup and clear
liabilities to permit redevelopment of contaminated
brownfield sites?

6.1.6

An EIP Developer Must Integrate Across Different
Systems of Planning
Developing an EIP demands integration across many fields of design
and many businesses and organizations: the core EIP team; city
economic development, planning, and public works departments;
developers; potential tenants; professional firms; regulatory
agencies; and community/environmental organizations.
An infrastructure feature, such as an integrated waste
management facility serving all firms in an EIP, provides an
example of the need for integration. Planning this facility
requires coherence across business, engineering,
regulatory, financial, and company recruitment systems. Its
design must work economically, technically, legally, and
organizationally. At another level, it may serve as a backup
system for the set of companies engaged in trading
byproducts in the region. In turn, the broader trading
network may absorb surplus byproducts from firms in the

EIP. So EIP developers will also need input from the
economic development or public works agency managing
creation of the community byproduct exchange program.

6.2

RECRUITING COMPANIES FOR ElPS
Recruiting companies to an EIP will usually be a joint
public/private-sector effort. The organization that has financial
responsibility for filling the park will take the lead in controlling the
overall recruitment strategy. Public-sector agencies may take a
major role in the recruitment of companies for an EIP, even if a
private developer is financially responsible. Furthermore, public
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agencies may use the EIP as part of a state or regional strategy for
attracting new industry. When the public sector has the main
responsibility for recruitment, a commercial real estate firm may be
retained to assist in the recruitment.
Recruiting companies to ElPs poses unique challenges because it
requires achieving balance between
traditional marketing strategies and an EIP’s unique
advantages,
economic and environmental goals,
filling the park and getting the “right” mix of companies for
byproduct exchanges (the industrial ecosystem), and
outside recruitment and local business development.
We cover each of these themes in detail below, but we want to
emphasize that the third point of balance is particularly important.
We do not yet know how feasible it is to deliberately create a
network of companies using each other’s energy and materials
byproducts (an industrial ecosystem). Our primary examples,
Kalundborg and major petrochemical complexes like the Houston

Ship Channel, developed spontaneously, not as the result of
industrial park recruitment. However, there are strong precedents
for companies locating in parks or regions where they will be near
suppliers or customers. Testing the feasibility of recruiting a mix of
companies exchanging energy and materials byproducts is one
important goal. But it must not damage the financial viability of the

EIP by posing severe constraining the basic objective of filling the
park.
Before discussing EIP recruitment strategies, we discuss recruitment
from the point of view of a company searching for a potential site.

6.2.1

How a Company Looks at Site Selection
From the point of view of companies seeking new plant locations,
the possible advantages of an EIP will be considered along with a
host of traditional criteria. Each site-selection team will be
screening locations to be sure that its priority criteria are all met.
Screening of candidates is likely to build a list of desired companies
that will find EIP benefits attractive as long as the park meets their
other criteria.
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We first outline the traditional company site-selection criteria and
then provide a checklist that could be used by EIP candidates to
explore the value of locating in an EIP.

What Does a Company Seek in a Site for a New
Facility?
Adequate Labor Supply. A company will consider the availability

and cost of workers with the requisite skills. They may also
examine the quality of the school system and the availability of
vocational training.
Materials Supply. For some firms, proximity to raw materials i s a

major requirement (e.g., ore and minerals processing and food
processing). Companies will consider the availability of
transportation infrastructure (harbor, airports, highways, railroad,
barge canals or rivers, pipelines) for these materials.
Energy Supply. Companies will ask whether an adequate supply of

energy is available and its price relative to other locations. For
some, this issue is paramount (e.g., aluminum refining,
electrochemical processing, and power plants).
Market Proximity. Close proximity to customers is a major

requirement for some industries, (e.g., those who produce products
with a high weight-to-value ratio). For these products,
transportation costs represent a high percentage of total production
costs, and a competitive advantage may be gained by reducing
these costs.

“A Good Place to Live, Work, and Raise a Family.” A key question
is whether the decisionmakers would want to live in the area
(whether or not they will not be relocating to this new site). This is
a very personal decision that may not be articulated. Site-selection
teams often include at least one person who will actually work at

the new facility.
Capital Availability. For some firms, especially start-up companies,

close proximity to investors may be important.
The Local Business Climate. This includes tax laws, labor laws,

environmental regulations, financial rules affecting transfer of funds,
in and out and types of ownership permitted (for foreign companies
locating in the U.S.).
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A company site-selection team will examine the working
relationship between state and local government officials, the
Chamber of Commerce, the local banks and real estate interests,
labor unions, schools, and colleges.
Another factor they consider will be the availability of “special
incentives” such as governmental aid through tax reductions or
“holidays,” subsidies on land and/or building purchase,
infrastructure support (e.g., construction of new roadway to site,
railroad siding, or expansion of airport facilities), industrial
development bonds to support purchase of equipment, or employee
training programs.

Topics to be Considered by a Prospective Tenant in
an EIP
The EIP plan probably addresses many of these site-selection
concerns. Recruiters can adapt the following questions to support
their site-selection teams as they inquire into the implications of
locating in a community.

What EIP benefits will be available to us? How will they affect our
profits?

+

Will we spend less management time and effort on
environmental matters and permitting?

J Will the EIP managers assist us in applying for operating
permits, etc.? Are they experienced, having done this for
other tenants, too?
J We will also be able to learn from our neighbors. Is there
a cooperative attitude there, among the various tenants,
supporting the joint solution of common problems and
sharing of experiences? Would their experience be
pertinent to our situations?

+ Will we find a better quality labor force more highly
motivated?

J Will people prefer to work in this EIP? Do they
understand and share in the goals of the EIP and the
tenant companies?
J Will they have lower absenteeism and feel better about
themselves and their work due to the benefits and
facilities they enjoy in the EIP, such as a day-care center
for their children; choice of cafeterias with good food
and a nice, relaxing ambiance; or excellent public
transportation?
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J Will our training and skills improvement programs cost
less and be more effective becaus of the shared
facilities provided on the EIP cam us?

J

Will we achieve lower costs and gain new revenues for
energy and materials?

J Can we adapt our processes and methods to use the
waste energy or materials streams available from other
tenants?

J Can we supply byproducts that will be attractive to our
neighbors? Surplus energy, material byproducts of our
processes, used packaging, or other materials?

J Will we be comfortable working closely with our
neighbors? We’ve learned a lot about strategic
partnerships with our suppliers in recent years. Can we
do something similar with our neighbors, helping some
of them become our customers or suppliers?
J Will our people, inspired by what they see around them
at the EIP, discover new ideas to further lower our costs
and improve our quality?

J How much will the EIP’s recycling programs affect our
operations and lower our trash disposal costs?

Will we achieve lower costs for other needs of our company?

J We’ve always handled things like purchasing, building
services, training, and staff functions such as health,
safety and environment internally. Will it work for us to
outsource many of these to the shared services provided
by the EIP managers and service companies?

J Will these shared services really lower our costs,
including the burden on our management’s time? How
will they respond when we have a rush or emergency
situation?
Can we gain benefits from cooperative marketing and sales?

J We’ve heard that in ElPs smaller companies may
develop cooperative or joint marketing and sales
programs. Will that work for us? Only certain kinds of
products/services could be co-marketed with ours; are
these available in this EIP?
Will we gain an improved corporate image?

J What will our customers think about us being in an EIP?
Will this help the sales force land new business too?
J What will our bankers and investors think? Will they
view EIP tenants as better managed and therefore better
risks? Will this result in less hassle getting loans and
letters of credit?
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J Will being in an EIP help us in recruiting senior
management, engineers, and other specialized people?
Various services of the EIP will cost us in service charges
and in our lease payments. Will they add enough value to
our people and our company to offset these costs?

6.2.2

An EIP Recruitment Plan Can Combine Traditional
Marketing Strategies and an EIP’s Unique
Advantages
Conventional industrial park developers recruit companies on the
basis of the factors that matter to industrial site-selection officers, as
enumerated above. A successful EIP must offer some of these
traditional features.
An EIP may offer additional features and potential benefits to
participating companies. These features and potential benefits
include improved economic and environmental performance
through eco-efficiency and synergistic relations among the park’s
companies. The EIP marketing strategy can feature these advantages
to supplement the more traditional features of an industrial park.

ElPs might offer the following benefits to companies:
Park environmental management infrastructure and services
enable tenants to outsource major responsibilities in these
areas:

J sitewide or umbrella permitting (when it is feasible)

J shared solid and liquid waste management
J shared training in new regulations and technologies
J shared emergency management services
Sales of material and energy byproducts increase revenues
and reduce disposal costs.
Membership in an EIP gives companies an authentic green
image in the marketplace.
Potential collaboration among some companies in
marketing, training, or R & D may offer a new source of
competitive advantage.
Other possible shared services in the EIP reduce costs to
companies:

J cafeterias, day care center

J purchasingof nonproduct related supplies
J educationkraining faci I ity
J transportation services
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6.2.3

N P Managers

Balance Economic and Environmental Goals in EIP
Recruitment
The economic and environmental goals of the EIP, as described in
Section 2.3, will guide EIP design and influence the industrial
makeup of the park. Setting goals will necessarily attract some
potential tenants while turning others away. For example, some
types of companies may see a potential for using EIP membership as
a strategy for differentiating themselves from their competitors. For

other companies, a “green” image may not provide any competitive
advantage. Similarly, some types of companies will gain more than
others from a byproduct exchange, shared infrastructure, or special

EIP-provided services.
Including potential EIP members in the goal-setting process may
help to ensure that the EIP’s goals are compatible with their
preferences for site selection. This may inevitably set up conflicts
between economic and environmental goals.
For example, design guidelines that require comprehensive energyefficiency strategies in all EIP buildings (infrastructure and plants)
could conflict with project financial goals by raising costs of
construction above thresholds important in the feasibility analysis.
A straight trade-off (lower efficiency goals for lower up-front costs)
would reduce long-term savings from higher efficiency, thus
optimizing project short-term economics only. It also would result
in greater consumption of energy and use of resources over the life
of the project. To the investor these are social goods, not corporate
goods.

6.2.4

Balance Recruiting for a Byproduct Exchange
Network with Filling the Park
Exploiting the potential benefits of collocation is not a new business
strategy, although the nature of these proximity advantages has
changed over time. At one time collocation strategies were based
primarily on the proximity of suppliers and customers. The
importance of this factor has decreased over time for many
industries as distances have become less important with advances in
telecommunications and transportation systems. As noted above,
materials and products with high weight-to-value ratios still depend
to some extent on proximity to reduce production costs. Similarly,
some services are difficult to transport to customers at remote
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locations (e.g., servicing capital equipment requiring frequent
attentian by external contractors).
More recently, location advantages are based on the availability of
specialized services that are important to a particular type of
business. For example, pharmaceutical manufacturers require the
services of laboratories to perform clinical trials of new drugs.
Textile manufacturers may require the services of individuals with
specialized knowledge of textiles machinery; chemical companies
may require specialized environmental services.
Location advantage can also be based on the opportunity to share
ideas with other individuals working on similar problems. The local
availability of technical conferences or meetings may be important
to companies working in industries with a high rate of technical
change.
Finally, location can bring the advantage of recognition. Research
Triangle Park, North Carolina; Massachusetts Route 128; and Silicon
Valley are all known as being premier locations for knowledgeintensive industries.
An EIP provides a form of location advantage related to each of
these strategies. It can provide proximity to customers and
suppliers, it can offer unique services, it can provide technical
assistance and the opportunity to network, and it may provide an
address with some renown. The difference is that the EIP focuses on
not only economic, but also environmental, aspects of these
location advantages. An EIP that incorporates a resource exchange
strategy is an example of combining a traditional proximity strategy
(locating near suppliers and customers) with an environmental
objective (reducing the quantity of byproducts wasted and the
quantity of virgin resources used). Thus, recruiting companies to
complete an industrial ecosystem may take more time and effort
than traditional industry recruitment, but it i s within a limit familiar
to any developer.
We will outline a number of strategies to support enlisting the
“right” mix of companies for an EIP resource network and for
maintaining the exchange patterns as companies change. In the
following sections we will describe some of the possible community
initiatives that would place an EIP in a larger industrial ecosystem.
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Strategies for Forming an Industrial Ecosystem
~

~~~

The industrial
symbiosis in
Kalundborg,
Denmark, evolved
spontaneously as a
series of bilateral
deals driven in part
by regulatory
demands, not as a
planned system.

The industrial symbiosis in Kalundborg, Denmark, is one of the
premier examples of an ”industrial ecosystem’’ in action.
Companies are linked in a web of byproduct exchanges including
materials, water, and energy (see Appendix C for a detailed
description). This arrangement evolved spontaneously as a series of
bilateral deals driven in part by regulatory demands, not as a

planned system. In other words, environmental regulations made it
economically sound to turn some major wastes into products and
exchange them locally. Two by two, the companies organized
themselves into an elegant system of exchange. The symbiosis
members estimate that economic benefits of the resource exchange
have outweighed the investment required by a ratio of 2 to 1.
This suggests that EIP teams seeking to recruit companies to form a
similar byproduct exchange network must not overplan. Teams
should build a strategy based on economic feasibility and use
industrial databases and information networks to enable companies
to discover the benefits of collocation in the park. Trying to design
a complete set of “right” companies (or industries) to recruit would
place a heavy constraint on recruitment.
One strategy for finding a starting point for recruitment is to develop
a list of target industries based on the area’s existing industrial mix,
work force, markets, and resources. Teams then brief candidates on
the concept of a resource exchange network in the park and
community. Teams test recruitment of companies that would
particularly benefit from having their unmarketed energy and
materials consumed as byproducts (i.e., many food processing
plants generate waste heat, water, and organic materials). Also
teams could check the potential of targeting companies that can use

the currently unmarketed byproducts of the existing industrial base
and the first recruits. Appendix E includes a varied list of industries
engaged in exchange of energy and materials, suggesting types of
tenants that might benefit from the inputs and outputs of local
industry.
The recruitment team’s main responsibility is to support candidate
companies in exploring development of an exchange and to help
identify additional recruits who could be trading partners to them.
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Steps in Analysis of the Byproduct Exchange Strategy. Local and

state economic development and environmental agencies can
provide input to a feasibility study of a byproduct exchange within
an EIP. The process consists of eight steps:

1. Analyze the material and energy inputs and outputs of major
industries in the area:

J composition and nature of flows of materials and energy

J amounts
J distribution of flows in time (steady, periodic, episodic,
or irregular)
J material and energy quality (consistency over time and
purity)
2. Assess the potential of pooling small quantities of some
materials to create flows sufficient to market.

3. Disseminate information and check for matches with
existing businesses.
4. Determine material or energy processing required to achieve
quality requirements.

5. Identify potential customer industries (as candidates for
recruitment) to use existing material or energy flows.

6 . Define volume requirements of potential customer
industries.

7. Establish relative importance of byproduct exchange in your
recruiting strategy.
8. Test recruitment of industries that have been identified. O n
the basis of results, adjust the byproduct exchange strategy.
Define Existing Sources and Customers. Existing industrial base can

help define likely candidates for EIP recruitment. Survey existing
companies in the neighborhood of the site (or larger community) to
determine their primary inputs, potential byproduct outputs, and
openness to participating in a resource exchange network. An
economic development agency might team with consultants or with
a local university or college engineering department to conduct
such a survey with student interns. Analyzing this information will
suggest industries that could benefit from location in proximity to
these plants. It will be a first step in forming a community or
regional byproduct exchange. It may also identify new business
development niches for intermediatecompanies that process major
wastes into usable feedstock.
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Appendix F contains the survey form used in the Brownsville case
study interviews.
The Anchor Tenant Option. A typical development practice is to

seek a major anchor tenant to serve as attractor by its prestige and
potential for other firms to be suppliers or customers. In an EIP the
major inputs and outputs of this anchor will help define the search
for the next round of companies, ones capable of using its
byproducts or supplying it with theirs. Once this first major
company has signed a contract to locate in the EIP, its staff will
probably be able to help identify recruitment candidates who fit
well with it. After several other companies have committed, there
will be a richer mix of potential exchanges, which will define the
next wave of recruitment.
A Waste Transfer Station as EIP Hub. Cities developing solid waste

transfer stations through municipal bonds suggest a potentially
useful variation of the anchor tenant strategy. Local trash collection
trucks deposit their loads at these stations for sorting and transfer to
landfills and recycling companies. Such a transfer station could
provide a solid anchor facility for an EIP. It would provide raw
materials for other EIP companies, turning wastes into industrial
feedstocks, construction materials, and various end-user products.
The inputs and outputs of this round of companies would then open
niches for further recruitment (Goldschmidt, 1995).

The larger Exchange Network. Exchanges of
byproducts within a park can be supported by
embedding the EIP in effective community, regional, or
state waste exchange programs. This broader market
will give greater resilience to the pattern of trades,
maintaining alternative suppliers and customers to step
in as business conditions (and companies) change.

Creating the Conditions for an EIP
Exchange Network
The approach to recruitment we are charting sees an

EIP as a “complex self-organizing system,” with the
development team providing conditions that increase
the likelihood of a successful outcome.
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Whether the specific byproduct exchange strategy plays a major
role in the EIP depends in large part on the self-organizing
interactions among the companies who join and between them and

the next candidate companies. The recruitment team cannot
control these interactions, but they can offer the conditions that will
help companies discover the value of working together. These
conditions are as follows:

b a clear statement of the project’s vision and performance
objectives,

b screening of candidates to attract high-quality corporations,
b methods and information to support companies in seeking
byproduct trades,
flexibility in your recruitment strategy, and

b assurance of continuing support for the exchange network.
Clear Vision. El P marketing materials and presentations must

provide a clear statement of the project’s vision and performance
objectives. Candidates need to know the community’s expectations
of them, as well as their own expectations from the park. In
addition, include cases demonstrating the economic and
environmental values of resource exchange (as well as other key EIP
strategies).
Screening. Prospects for an EIP will want to know they can trust the

other tenants to perform capably as suppliers or customers, as well
as in all matters of environmental management. This requires
gathering intelligence on potential recruits beyond the usual
economic performance criteria, including their performance as
suppliers and customers and their environmental and community
outreach record.
Methods and Tools. Candidate companies will need support as

they consider the value of byproduct trading as one factor in their
site selection.
Teams could consider holding recruitment conferences where firms
can explore potential exchanges, while learning about other EIP
strategies. This will also allow them to test the idea of being in a
community of companies and experience the type of candidates the

EIP is attracting. A conference might include a session in which
they role play firms in an operating EIP dealing with possible
breakdowns and creating strategies for recovery. Chapter 6
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provides additional suggestions for supporting the development of

the EIP community of companies.
A valuable tool for the recruitment team and possible tenants would
be an evolving computer model of the exchange network, supported
by materials and energy databases. This would enable the
prospectivetenants to simulate process interactions within the
network of companies, step-by-step. The survey of community
industries and a commitment by an anchor tenant would define
initial input needs and byproducts that other companies might
consume. As other companies commit, the list of potential
exchanges grows, and the recruitment strategy would be adapted to

fit what is available, with support from future tenants.
The model would allow each company to test the feasibility of
possible trades and to simulate potential impacts of technical and
business changes on their exchanges. The EIP team would be able
to use it to work toward optimization of the whole system,
HexiMify. As in any industrial development, the EIP recruitment

strategy will have to adapt as recruiters gain experience with
alternative strategies. Each new contract may shift targeting to some
degree. In some cases, this may mean playing down the byproduct
network if the companies wishing to locate in the EIP do not find
that of central value.
Assurance of Future Support. Companies who recognize the value

of being in a byproduct exchange network will want to know that

EIP management will be committed to maintaining the system.
Future recruitment to fill vacancies, assistance to firms that have lost
a byproduct supplier or customer, and coordination of exchanges
outside the EIP are some ways to meet this need. Each company
could also play a role in a self-managing entity similar to a
condominium owners association to work with the EIP
management .

Challenges and Risks in Creating Byproduct
Exchanges
As described in Chapter 3, EIP tenants face some challenges and
risks if they participate in byproduct exchanges. These include

loss of a critical supply or market,
misuse of proprietary information be competitors,
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uneven quality of byproduct materials, and
reduced flexibility for waste reduction and materials
substitution.
In addition, industrial park recruitment based on forming a
byproduct exchange network could make it difficult to fill the park
or to attract investment.
Below, we discuss several measures for mitigating these risks.

Some Fail-safe Measures
An industrial ecosystem for an EIP may emerge fairly early in the
recruitment effort. On the other hand, the industrial ecosystem goal
may slow the recruitment process. Testing the feasibility of
generating a mix of companies using each other’s byproducts is an
important EIP strategy. But it is only part of a much broader
strategy. The EIP recruitment team can limit the investment into a
resource exchange that will not work by targeting a reasonable level
of resource exchange; by developing a schedule in testing the
strategy; and by limiting the goal of resource exchange if it delays

the recruitment process. As Chapter 5 demonstrates, there are many
other design options for an EIP.
Target a Reasonable Level of Resource Exchange. Until the first EIP

members commit, the EIP’s goals regarding resource exchange
should be very general. For example, We will seek to optimize

consumption ofenergy and materials byproducts generated by the
companies in the EIP. Then EIP members can work with first
recruits to define more concrete targets based on their inputs and
outputs and knowledge of potential markets.
Work to a Schedule in Testing the Strategy. The project’s schedule

for industrial recruitment should include a milestones for
determining whether the byproduct exchange network strategy is
working.
Limit the Goal of Resource Exchange If It Delays the Recruitment
Process. Even if most of the EIP recruits cannot use many of each

other’s byproducts, their commitment to other environmental
strategies will help to build an EIP that meets its environmental and
economic goals.
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This project’s case study in Brownsville, TX, identified a number of
excellent candidates for forming an industrial ecosystem at the city’s
Port (Martin et al., 1996). Executives in several key local companies
(including the refinery and utility) were enthusiastic about the idea that
co-siting could save costs and generate new revenues. They were
already aware of a number of other plants that would be likely
suppliers to them or consumers of their byproducts in an EIP. The
simulation of a prototype EIP based on their data suggests this
enthusiasm may be well founded. (See Martin et al., 1996).
Assuming Brownsville moves forward to develop an EIP, it appears that
the development team will be able to incorporate the resource
exchange strategy into the project plan. The extent to which other
teams can do this in their communities depends on the nature of local
industries, the types of industries already targeted by the economic
development plan, and the types of firms attracted to locating in the
area. We expect this strategy to play a greater role in some ElPs and a
relatively minor role in others.

6.2.5

Balance Attraction with Growing New Firms
The most effective strategy for filling an EIP may be to balance
attracting existing businesses with supporting the formation of new
companies. A large anchor company may create niches for new
local businesses as suppliers and reprocessors or users of its
byproduct stream. In some cases a local entrepreneur may license
technology from a cutting-edge firm elsewhere or from public
technology transfer agencies I ike the National Laboratories
Consortium or individual federal labs (see Appendix I).
There is one important drawback to new business development in

EIP recruitment. Institutional investors seek to reduce the risk of
financing industrial parks by focusing on projects with wellestablished, AAA-credit rated tenants. (See the discussion of EIP
financing in this chapter for some ways of dealing with this
limitation.)

An EIP Creates Niches for Business Development
Many facets of EIP operation open specific opportunities for
developing new businesses or attracting firms. Chapter 6 in the
accompanying report discusses technologies required to support an
EIP and may be a source of many ideas for possible companies that
would enable parks to function effectively as a materials and energy
exchange (Martin et al., 1996). Other aspects of EIP design suggest
further opportunities.
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Some business opportunities in an EIP include the following:
decomposer firms practicing recovery, recycling, and reuse;
remanufacturingplants;
environmental monitoring and information firms;
transportation services; and
environmental management services.
The “DecomposePNiche. Raymond C6t6 ( 1 994) at Dalhousie

University has identified the need for potential “decomposer”
companies in the brownfield industrial park at Burnside. The
decomposer niche includes companies that consume otherwise
unusable wastes, processing them into usable feedstocks, and
companies that take apart equipment and market re-usable
components and materials.
Decomposer plants would use recovery technologies that allow
extraction of valuable materials from waste streams (i.e./ extracting
metals from liquid or solid wastes) and recycling technologies that
prepare a byproduct for reuse (i.e., shredding plastics). These
processor companies play a useful intermediate role and are
especially important where they accumulate small flows of residues
from companies and generate economically useful masses. A
solvent recycler is one example.
New decomposer industries could be incubated at ElPs to prove the
concept and demonstrate their technical and financial viability. By
incubating or recruiting firms in this category, an EIP may better
fulfill the goal of becoming a closed-loop system, optimizing the
reuse and recycling of surplus products or materials.
Remanufacturing Firms. Remanufacturing firms offer potentially

strong export opportunities for well-situated industrial parks. Many
newly developing countries (such as Vietnam) seek to leverage
limited capital by purchasing used capital equipment. An
environmental objective is served by extending the life of products
(and the energy and materials invested in them). If the
remanufacturingprocess includes upgrades for energy efficiency,
process control, and pollution prevention, the resulting products
demonstrate further environmental and economic benefits.
Environmental Monitoring and Information Systems. A company

in an EIP could assume the role of independent auditor of
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environmental performance and provide feedback to individual
companies, EIP management, and the community. This firm would
operate and maintain monitoring systems and an EIP information
system linking all companies. It could also provide third-party
reporting that is required in many voluntary programs.
See Chapter 5 for a discussion of other EIP business opportunities,
including environmental management services, day care, and
transportation services.

Mining the Regional “Waste” Stream
One strategy for discovering potential sources of EIP recruitment
opportunities is to conduct an analysis of city and regional
materialdenergy flows in cooperation with a city’s economic
development and public works departments. Some of this
information required for the analysis may already be available. The
required information includes
percentages and tons of municipal landfill waste by type of
material;
characteristics of waste from specific sectors: residential,
industrial, commercial, and institutional;
materials listed by companies in local or state waste
exchanges;
types and amounts of materials collected in recycling
programs;
major emissions of waste heat;
sites and amounts of wastewater discharges;
types of industries by SIC code; and
industrial input/output data.
The analysis involves identifying opportunities for attraction or
incubation of new firms. A recycling industrial park at the landfill
itself may be a viable option. This could absorb major components
of the community’s waste stream.
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Business lncubators for ElPs
Local economic development agencies can enhance the success
rate of new businesses in an EIP by setting up an incubator on-site
through public/private collaboration. This resource can play an
important role in helping to fill niches in the industrial ecosystem
with new companies such as the niche firms described above.
These may be firms that reprocess the outputs of one plant to make
them suitable inputs to another or plants that convert major
components of the community waste stream into suitable feedstocks
(i.e., converting tires to crumb rubber and metals) and service
providers.
Business incubators typically help entrepreneurs in several areas.

>

support in venture financing, marketing, accounting,
organization design and other business capabilities

>

access to common secretarial, bookkeeping, and office
equipment

>

collaboration among businesses in a shared facility
access to timely information on markets and emerging
technical opportunities

>
>

access to training in business basics through local schools
mentoring from entrepreneurs in the area
Incubators can range from profit-making entities
allied with venture capital funds to public
institutions with no financial interest in the
incubator businesses. The latter model is probably
preferable in an EIP setting. Here the park
developer, business, government, and the
community (especially environmental and labor
interests) cooperate in incubator planning.
A mix of public and private sources may provide
incubator startup funding. Local utilities and banks
have significant self-interest in seeing new
businesses succeed and have helped seed the
development of incubators in some areas.

The National Business Incubation Association (see Appendix I)and
its local affiliates offer extensive informational and networking

resources.
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Value-Adding Net works
An advanced concept of business networks called value-adding
partnerships or flexible networks offers small to mid-size companies
in an EIP important advantages (Johnston and Lawrence, 1988;
Corporation for Enterprise Development, 1987). With this model,
several businesses cluster (physically or "virtually") around a
broker/coordinator company to leverage resources. This
collaboration enables the cluster to compete more effectively with
much larger companies in national and global markets. The
network may also conduct joint R&D and product development or
procure common goods and services for members. Flexible
manufacturing networks have demonstrated success in Italy,
Denmark, and some areas of the U.S.
This concept is very complementary to our definition of an EIP as a
community of companies and to the strategy of developing
byproduct exchanges within that c0mmunity.l Flexible networks
suggest that providing conditions to facilitate such interfirm
collaboration is possible. Pioneers such as Richard Hatch at New
Jersey Institute of Technology have identified these conditions and
supported formation of new networks in the U.S.
At least 15 states have started programs to support network
development. For instance, Oregon's Office of Economic
Development program has created a training program for network
brokers and offers grants supporting development of flexible
networks. Several networks there function in environmentally
related fields.
Local community colleges or university extension programs could
provide similar training. State or local economic development
agencies could provide seed grants similar to Oregon's (Oregon
Economic Development Department, 1993).

6.3

EIP MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
As described above, the EIP has two separate operations to manage:
the EIP property and the community of companies. In this section,
we describe these two operations and the management entities that
'In fact, Cornell University has made such networks a core ingredient in its
ecological industrial park concept and its work supporting projects in Baltimore
and Rochester (see Appendix C).
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assume these responsibilities.2 Then we provide a table that shows
how EIP management functions might be divided among these two
management entities. The remainder of the chapter summarizes
each of these management functions.

6.3.1

There Are Two Management Interests in an EIP
Managers of the EIP property will be accountable for the business
performance of the developed property. This group aims to
maintain stability of tenancy, fill vacancies as rapidly as possible,
and keep the park functional and attractive. It can also provide
high-quality and profitable support services to individual tenants
and the community as a whole.
Managers of the community of companies will share the property
managers’ concerns, but their primary concern is maintaining their
cohesiveness without compromising their autonomy. Except where
external regulation is involved, the community will probably have
to depend on voluntary participation in any common initiatives.
Companies will also need a management system for their
community that uses their employees’ time efficiently.
Management of the tenant community will be a self-organizing
process, with facilitation and support from the project development
team and park management. This process will begin in the
recruitment and planning phase, as future tenants explore potential
advantages they can gain from collaboration, including exchange of
unused byproducts. The process of forming relationships will
continue as plant design teams work to embody project
performance objectives in their plans.

By the time tenants are ready to move in, the community may
already be taking shape. An effective formal management entity
may be a tenants association or companies own their own buildings
and land (an owners trust). The community will represent its
2The writing of this section on EIP management was supported by two excellent
teams of graduate students and their professors. Bill Eldred, John Ormond, and
Curt Aasen worked with Dr. Barry Clemson in their engineering management
program at Old Dominion University. Their paper is “A Proposal for the Design
of the Hampton Roads Eco-IndustrialAuthority Using the Viable System
Model.”
In the Haas School of Business at the University of California, Berkeley, MBA
students, Lisa Callan, Jennifer Lowry, and James Slipe wrote “The Role of
Management in an Eco-Industrial Park” under Dr. Chris Rosen. Dr. Allena
Leonard provided additional input applying the Viable System Model to EIP
management.
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members’ common interests, which in an EIP is continuing
evolution of economic and environmental performance. Plants
locating in the EIP may be able to use each other’s energy or
material byproducts at a significant level. Their market interactions
will strongly support the self-organization of the community.
Maintaining and growing these markets will require administrative
and research support services, which could be supplied by park
management.

6.3.2

The EIP Has Two Overlapping Management Entities
The EIP requires two different types of management entities to serve
its two different management interests: the property management
company (PMC) and the community self-management system
(CSMS). Although these entities have different roles, they share
some responsibilities. Table 6-1 provides a summary of the roles of
each management entity. These roles are divided into three main
functions: maintaining the community of companies; managing the

EIP property, administration, and support; and ensuring the future
viability of the EIP.

The Property Management Company

The PMC has
primary
responsibility for
maintaining the
property, recruiting
firms, negotiating
leases, managing
lease revenues,
interacting with the
public, managing
infrastructure, and
providing support
services.

The PMC has primary responsibility for maintaining the property,
recruiting firms, negotiating leases, managing lease revenues,
interacting with the public, maintaining infrastructure, and
providing support services.
The PMC handles traditional business functions for the park owners,
such as negotiating leases, managing the lease and service revenues,
and maintaining the property. New services the EIP offers will mean
new expenses for the tenants and new revenues to the PMC.
Companies may pay in the form of fee for service, or some expenses
may be factored into the terms of their leases. To justify the
additional expense, the PMC must present a total package to tenants
on the economics of locating at the EIP. This package should
explain how higher costs for shared services are offset by the savings
they realize from procuring these functions from the PMC rather
than maintaining staff and facilities for them. Evidence of savings to
existing companies can support this argument.
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Table 6-1. Distribution of Management Functions
Our comments suggest possible balance in each function for a generic EIP. The actual distribution will have to be
worked out to meet the needs of the particular situation.

Community Self-Management
System (CSMS)
Maintain the Community of
Companies
Evolve and maintain the
community’s values, culture,
and identity

Facilitate self-organizing
community development
process
Resolve conflicts
Manage EIP Property,
Administration, and Support
Maintain EIP property
> Manage shared infrastructure
Support byproduct exchanges
on- and off-site
Enforce standards governing
operations and performance
requirements
Conduct audits of successes
and failures in performance
Operate a sitewide
information system, including
monitoring and feedback
Coordinate provision of
shared support services
Ensure EIP’s Future Viability
Recruit firms to keep the park
fully leased and maintain the
byproduct exchange
Track trends and emerging
challenges/opportunities for
the whole system
Support evolution of
economic and environmental
performance for companies
and the park
Coordinate ongoing public
involvement process
Represent the park before
public agencies
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Ongoing responsibility will
be focused in the CSMS

Primary responsibility in the
long term
Primary responsibiI ity

Equal responsibiIity
Shared responsibility

Equal responsibility
Secondary responsibility,
especially in defining
informatioddata needed
Defines needs and quality
standards
Secondary support role
through suggestions of
candidates
Supports PMC through
inputs from individual
companies
Equal responsibility

Property Management Company
(PMC)

The development team will
begin this process and the PMC
as a member of the community
will participate
Initially development and park
management teams will play
key role
Secondary responsibiI ity, except
in enforcement of covenants

Primary responsibility
Primary responsibility
Equal, although PMC will
manage information tools
Shared responsibility with PMC
responsible for covenants and
feedback systems
Equal, except PMC responsible
for auditing park systems
Primary responsibility

Primary responsibility

Primary responsibility

Primary responsibility

Equal responsibility

Primary responsibility
Primary responsibiI ity
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With some services, the PMC may be competing with external
service companies. It will have the advantage of proximity and
synergies between the different services it offers. However, park
staff will have to maintain high quality and fair pricing to support
these advantages.
This side of EIP management may be assumed by one of several
entities:
the real estate development company that built the park;
an economic development agency, if the park i s publicly
owned;
an independent industrial park management company; or
a management company set up as a joint venture between
the developer and EIP companies.
The first three options are the likely choices in most cases. The
fourth would probably best suit an EIP where companies own their
own facilities and land.

The Community Self-Management System

The CSMS is a
tenants’ association
(an owners’
association or trust if
the companies have
purchased their
sites) that will
handle functions for
which the
companies share
joint responsibility.

The CSMS is a tenants’ association (an owners’ association or trust if

the companies have purchased their sites) that handles functions for
which the companies share joint responsibility. The development
team will probably include a property covenant in the site’s CCRs
requiring membership.
The association’s board may include representation from all larger
firms and revolving seats for members who represent smaller
companies. A member from the PMC would help link the two
systems. Subcommittees might be organized by the main functions
described in Table 6-1. The CSMS has primary responsibility for
functions relating to sustaining the community itself.

The haterconnection
The PMC’s highest priority is protecting the investment of park
owners. The CSMS’s highest priority is maintaining synergy among

its members and viability of the community. These goals are
obviously closely connected. The twin management systems may
reflect this intertwining of interests through representation on each
other’s boards and clear agreements on mediation of possible
conflicts.
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Probably the most important responsibility shared between the two
systems will be the management of byproduct exchanges (see
Section 6.4.1) and the enforcement of standards.

6.4

BUILDING AND MAINTAINING THE
COMMUNITY OF COMPANIES
Building and maintaining the community of companies requires
sensitivity to companies’ concerns about interdependence. The EIP
manager can encourage collaboration by creating a context in
which companies can learn first hand the benefits of selforganization and cooperation. Maintaining the community requires
a process for resolving conflicts and maintaining the values, culture,
and identity of the EIP as a community.

6.4.1

The EIP Manager Must Balance Community and
Autonomy
Critics of the EIP concept often suggest that a primary obstacle is the
reluctance of companies to become interdependent. An effective
management system must embody fundamental respect for the
autonomy of each member. As much as possible, constraints on
this autonomy should develop through incentives, voluntary
agreements, and market mechanisms. If full participation in the
community of companies provides business, environmental, and
personal benefits to members, they will see the value of any
constraints they agree to.
A fundamental assumption of EIP operation is that companies can
self-regulate their behavior more effectively than any outside
regulator (including the CSMS). Their employees know their
facilities, technologies, management and operating systems.
Provided the right conditions, staff will act to meet standards and
often exceed them. These conditions include clear performance
objectives, a free flow of necessary information, and an incentive
system rewarding the desired behavior. Regulatory agencies are
beginning to test this assumption in voluntary programs such as the
EPA’s 33/50 initiative.
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6.4.2

Building and Maintaining the Community of
Companies Are Challenges for the EIP Developer and
Manager
Many signs indicate that large, medium, and small firms can benefit

Managers at
Kalundborg have
said that their close
sense of community
was essential to the
development of the
byproduct exchange
network.

from partnering to build competitive advantage. Managers at
Kalundborg have said that their close sense of community was
essential to developing the byproduct exchange network.
The developer and manager of an EIP must build on the existing
trend to support tenants in forming their community. The key
method is to provide the context that supports self-organization.
Park management can provide events and tools to support the
process, such as
conferences for possible recruits and actual future tenants (as
described in Section 6.2),
a computer bulletin board where future tenants can start
getting acquainted and explore beneficial ways of working
together (this communication then links to the EIP
information system once they have moved in),
a welcoming party (and informal idea session) as each new
tenant moves in,

creation of a tenants’ association as a community system of
governance (including conflict resolution capabilities), and
education in the flexible network (value-adding network)
concept for business collaboration (see Section 6.2).
In an EIP with a byproduct exchange network, the negotiation of
contracts and implementation of exchanges will contribute to the
sense of community. Park management may play a role in
supporting the ongoing viability of the network and identifying new
opportunities. Shared support services the park offers tenants (e.g.,
education/training, dining facilities, day care) will also help build
relationships.
The EIP manager has some other responsibilities for maintaining the
community of companies, including
maintaining the values, culture, and identity of the EIP as a
community, and
resolving conflicts between companies, between park
management and tenants, and between the needs for future
viability and present efficiency.
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6.5

MANAGING EIP PROPERTY,
ADMINISTRATION, AND SUPPORT
The EIP manager is responsible for maintaining EIP property,
managing shared infrastructure, supporting byproduct exchanges,
auditing members and enforcing standards, and coordinating the
provision of shared support services. In this section, we focus on
two responsibilities that pose special challenges to EIP managers:
supporting the byproduct exchange and overseeing shared support
services.

6.5.1

Supporting the Byproduct Exchange
The exchange of byproducts within an EIP should be seen as a selforganizing, market system. For the most part, pairs of companies
will negotiate deals and sign contracts like any other
supplierkustomer agreements. They will cover standard issues such
as reliability and quality of supplies; mode and timing of delivery;
and legal recourse for nonperformance. Purchasing agents will
remain aware of alternative sources for critical inputs. The only
added level of dependency stems from the lower costs of supplies
made possible by collocation.
The community and park management organizations will have a
role in supporting the operation of this market exchange. They will
offer the following critical support activities:

1. Recruiting companies to fill niches when key suppliers or
customers move, change processes, or go out of business;
2. Modeling the whole network of exchanges to reveal new
opportunities;

3. Researching technologies, vendors, and markets for
presently unmarketable materials;

4. Linking the park exchange system into regional, national,
and global resource exchange systems;
5. Negotiatingwith agencies to assure a regulatory framework
open to exchange.
The PMC will have primary responsibility for recruitment, with
informed support from the CSMS and individual companies.
Activities 2 through 4 are primarily information services that the

PMC could provide. Both management entities would need to be
involved in negotiations with regulatory agencies.
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6.5.2

Overseeing Shared Support Services
The EIP companies will need a range of general services not directly
related to their production systems. Although the services they need
will vary with each EIP, they may include environmental
management services, educational faci I ities, dining faci I ities,
transportation and logistics, and purchasing, among others.

Well-managed
shared services can
contribute to
tenants’ profitability
by reducing the
indirect costs of
opera tion especiaIly
for small companies.

Well-managed shared services can contribute to tenants’
profitability by reducing the indirect costs of operation especially for
small companies, and some may contribute to reduce the collective
environmental burden of park businesses. For instance, common
dining facilities would reduce the total construction on the site;
transportation scheduling would reduce the number of solo auto
trips.
The PMC may increase its revenues by coordinating delivery of
these services. It may provide some of these services and
coordinate procurement of others from independent companies or
agencies. The latter will create business development opportunities
for local entrepreneurs.

Environmental Management Services
Regulatory Supporf. All tenants will have to comply with

applicable local, state, and federal laws, including EPA and
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulations.
Many companies find it difficult to keep abreast of changes in these
rules and regulations. It i s time-consuming and expensive to handle
the paperwork-the

process of collecting data, filling out the proper

forms, and filing them on time.
The EIP management team could include a staff person (or a
contractor) who would be available to all tenants to
perform environmental auditing of member facilities;
be knowledgeable about EPA, OSHA and state or local
regulations and reporting requirements;
maintain an on-site library and online information sources,
including copies of the laws, newsletters, and other
reference information;
assume reporting tasks for smaller companies;
schedule seminars or workshops on new regulations,
beyond-compliance environmental management, IE, P2, and
other subjects of common interest;
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maintain a database of consultants to support park
companies in environmental management; and
administer sitewide (umbrella) permits, if applicable.
Management of EIP Environmental Facilities. If the EIP

infrastructure includes shared water treatment or materials
handling facilities, the EIP manager would handle reporting,
monitoring, and other functions they require.

Emergency Management System
A critical environmental and business function of EIP
management will be maintaining an excellent emergency
planning, prevention, preparedness, and response system. If the
first three activities are done well, the need to respond will not
arise often. The requirements in a sitewide system will, of
course, depend on the industries present and the quality and
proximity of city services.
At minimum, the PMC should manage sitewide emergency
prevention and preparedness planning; information systems assuring
that all data on hazardous and toxic materials are instantly
available; and coordination with public services. In some cases, the
park may also need to maintain equipment and personnel for fires,

spills, and other accidents.
Learning Systems
An EIP learning center in the commons could be a satellite campus
for local colleges, making it easy for employees to further their
training and education.
It could offer courses and workshops from universities,
community colleges, and private vendors.

Its telecommunicationscapabilities would enable electronic
distance learning from a wide range of educational
institutions.
A print and media library could also include access to
online information services.
A visitor education center would enable people from the
community and from around the world to learn about the EIP and
how it functions.
3See Chapter 5 of the accompanying report Eco-Industrial Parks: A Case Study and
Analysis of Economic, Environmental, Regulatory, and Technical Issues (Martin
et al., 1996).
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Other Possible Shared Services
Dining Facilities: The commons can include a cafeteria, rooms for
private business meals, and cafes, perhaps serving food grown onsite.

Transportation and Logistics: This service could coordinate
employee transportation services such as van lines, carpooling, and
access to vehicles needed during the business day. Smaller
companies might benefit from logistics services around movement
of supplies and products.

Purchasing: Group purchases of office supplies and equipment and
other common supplies can cut costs for tenants.

Employee Recruiting and Screening: A shared office could advertise
job openings, receive and process job applicants, and prescreen
these applicants. Pre-selected candidates would then be sent to the
hiring supervisors in each tenant company. Pre-employment
physicals could also be provided at a central first-aid station in the

EIP. By sharing such a facility, it may be possible to afford to have a
doctorhurse team on-site around the clock. Other services could
include employee identification, parking permits, or first-aid team
training.
Day Care Center: Time and travel demands on employees could be
cut by providing-aday care center. (A number of industrial parks in

the U.S. and Mexico now provide this service.)

6.6

ENSURING THE FUTURE VIABILITY OF THE
EIP
Ensuring the future viability of the EIP requires that managers
perform a variety of ongoing activities:
Recruit firms to keep the park fully leased and maintain the
mix of companies needed to best use byproducts as
companies change by

J directing marketing efforts,
J coordinating recruitment with local and state economic
deveI opment agencies,

J qualifying prospective tenants, and
J negotiating contracts.
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+

Track present trends and emerging challenges and
opportunities, including

J patterns of intercompany collaboration,
J technologies and firms that support byproduct exchange,

J changes in regulations at all levels of government, and
J domestic and export opportunities.

+

Support continuous evolution of economic and
environmental performance for individual companies and
the park as a whole by

J managing a learning center and
J designing new interfirm initiatives.
Manage relationships with the community, including
coordination of an ongoing public involvement process, to
ensure support and buy-in from community stakeholders
and represent the park before public agencies.
Community relations are especially important to the long-run
viability of the EIP. Managing the interests of public partners who
do not have a direct business stake in the EIP will be an important
management function. Public agencies may have given incentives
to companies and the development in the form of industrial
development bonds, advantageous rates for services, tax breaks, or
possibly investment of public land.
This public investment in the project was based on its promise to
provide benefits to the community-business

and employment

opportunities, a cleaner environment, and participation in projects
improving the local quality of life. Park management needs to
assure that these public benefits are delivered and that community
stakeholders have continuing access to information and input to
the management of the EIP.
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Summary: EIP
Success Factors and
Transportability
This fieldbook is part of a research project designed to expand the
body of knowledge about the viability of ElPs and to provide
guidance for EIP design. The project addressed the four primary
research questions that were proposed in Chapter 1. The project
team took two approaches to addressing these questions. The first
approach was to develop an EIP case study. The report describing
the results of the EIP case study addresses each of the four research
questions in detail (Martin et al., 1996).

Overall, the
transportability of
the EIP concept
depends on our
ability to adapt the
solutions suggested
in this fieldbook to
specific local
circumsfances.

The second approach to addressing the research questions was to
develop this EIP fieldbook. In this fieldbook, we took an eclectic
approach to answering these questions. We identified the
challenges to the success of ElPs and, drawing on a variety of
disciplines, including industrial design, engineering, architecture,
ecology, economics, management, and pub1ic policy, addressed
how these challenges might be met.

EIP development faces many challenges for each of the participants
and stakeholders. Below, we address the fourth research question,
the transportability of the EIP concept, by summarizing the
conditions that are favorable to meeting the challenges to EIP
success. Overall, the transportability of the EIP concept depends on
our ability to adapt the solutions suggested in this fieldbook to
specific local circumstances.
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7.1

PUBLIC/PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS
The EIP development process must be a public/private partnership.

The EIP
development
process must be a
public/priva te
partnership.

While an EIP can provide benefits to the community beyond those
of traditional industrial parks, ElPs also impose additional challenges
because they call for new methods of integration among diverse
disciplines and cooperation between the public and private sectors.
These additional benefits and challenges argue for an expanded role
for community organizations, which have at their disposal many of

the tools required to meet the challenges to EIP development.
Among the more important roles of community organizations in EIP
development is the enlistment of public support. EIP organizers can
be more effective in building public support by
conducting a careful assessment of the available resources;
enlisting a local champion who i s committed to the
principles of IE, is capable of selling these concepts to all
stakeholders, and is credible with individuals or
organizations capable of taking a financial interest in the
success of the park;
forming a core project team to work with the champion;
assisting stakeholders in understanding the local context and
potential benefits of the EIP;
integrating the EIP with a larger community planning
process; and
demonstrating the commitment to stakeholder interests by
setting performance objectives.
Aside from building community support, environmental and
community organizations have another important role. Their
participation must ensure that EIP developers, designers, and
managers are serious about implementing the environmentally
progressive aspects of EIP design.

7.2

Potential EIP members
must carefully consider
which of the EIP design
options will maximize
their opportunities to
benefit from the EIP.

EIP MEMBERSHIP
The profitability of EIP tenants i s crucial to an EIP’s success.
Unprofitable tenants will mean a high tenant turnover rate and
endanger the long-term viability of the EIP. Therefore, EIP
success requires that potential EIP members carefully consider
which of the EIP design options will maximize their
opportunities to benefit from the EIP.
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To preserve their economic viability, potential EIP tenants must
carefully consider which EIP design options will be most beneficial
for their company. They must estimate the benefits and costs of EIP
byproduct exchanges, carefully consider outsourcing overhead
activities, consider the benefits of integrating elements of sustainable
design, and examine the potential for using EIP membership to
reduce their regulatory costs and differentiate themselves from their
competitors.

EIP members must protect their long-run profitability by limiting
their risks of supplier/customer dependence, environmental
compliance problems, and environmental liability. Because the EIP
is an emerging form of business partnership, these details must be
worked out individually between companies and between
companies and regulatory agencies. In time, standard contracting
practices and regulatory procedures will reduce the uncertainty
facing EIP members. Until that time, EIP members are wise to enlist
legal counsel to carefully construct contracts and agreements to
minimize risk.

7.3

Government
agencies must
balance the public
interest with
industries’ needs.

BALANCING PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
INTERESTS
Government at all levels can support ElPs by enabling them to take
advantage of potential economic and environmental benefits.
However, the government must do so in the context of its other
important role-protecting

the public interest. In supporting EIPs,

givernment agencies must balance the public interest with
industries’ needs.
Local governments can play a key role in the development and
support of ElPs in their communities. Because they control the
public approval process for local projects, they can support the EIP

by incorporating it into their local development strategy and by
streamlining zoning and subdivision ordinances and permitting
processes. Local government can also participate in EIP financing
and recruitment. Perhaps the most critical role of local government

is to ensure that, as the EIP planning, development, and
management process proceeds, the local public interest is served.
Local government should participate in setting and monitoring EIP
economic and environmental performance objectives. This i s
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particularly important when the public has invested resources in the

EIP project.
State government can support ElPs with statewide initiatives that

enable EIP development. For example, some environmental
regulations are enforced by states with some latitude in the
implementation of federal statutes. Increased regulatory flexibility at
the state level may support the ElPs without sacrificing the public
interest in environmental performance. States can also contribute

by providing technical assistance through universities and state
outreach agencies; by participating in industry recruitment activities,
or by providing public land for specific EIPs.
The federal government can play a widely supportive role in EIP
development. Through regulatory innovation, the federal
government can remove regulatory disincentives to EIP
development when this can be done without sacrificing
environmental quality. In the early stages of EIP development, the
government can participate in funding demonstration projects and
can support technology development and transfer. Existing
voluntary initiatives can also provide incentives for companies to
participate in EIPs. Finally, the federal government can provide the
means for members of communities participating in ElPs to share
ideas and information.

7.4

N P designers must
incorporate N P
design options that
balance economic
and en vironmentaI
performance.

DESIGNING FOR EIP PERFORMANCE
EIP designers must incorporate EIP design options that balance
economic and environmental performance. The EIP’s economic
and environmental performance objectives should guide the choice
of an EIP site, the design of physical infrastructure, the design of
industrial facilities and buildings, and the choice of construction
practices. In some cases, tension might exist between economic
and environmental objectives. Although many choices that
contribute to environmental objectives also contribute to economic
objectives, this may not always be true. The community and other
stakeholders must provide input regarding which of the objectives
have the greatest weight, but building these preferences into the EIP
is the designer’s responsibility.
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An EIP manager
must respond to the
needs of two distinct
business interests.
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MANAGING DUAL EIP INTERESTS
Two management functions are critical to an EIP’s success. The first
is the management of the real estate development property, which i s
successful if it provides a competitive return to its owners. The
second is the management of the EIP community, which i s
successful if the members collaborate to improve their performance.

A successful EIP manager must learn to perform both management
roles and balance these interests.
Two management entities must work together to ensure the success
of the EIP. The property management company’s primary
responsibilities include maintaining the property, managing shared
infrastructure, coordinating shared support services, recruiting firms,
coordinating the public involvement process, and representing the
park before public agencies. Although these are traditional property
management functions, they will be more complex for an EIP
because of the integration of economic and environmental
objectives. The CSMS will be responsible for evolving and
maintaining the values, culture, and identify of the EIP; for
facilitating the community’s self-organization process; and for
resolving conflicts among EIP members. The two management
interests will share some responsibilities, including supporting
byproduct exchanges, enforcing standards, and setting and
monitoring the EIP’s performance objectives.
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Theoretical and
Practical
Foundations

A

The EIP concept is based on several emerging areas of theory and
practice: IE; P2; and sustainable design, architecture, and
construction. These fields contribute to the broader movement to
demonstrate the principles of sustainable development in concrete
projects. New patterns of intercompany relationships and
organization design offer additional support for the EIP concept.
Familiarity with the principles and practices of these EIP foundations
will help development teams plan an effective project. These
principles and practices are complementary to, not substitutes for,
traditional development principles and practices.

A.1

INDUSTRIAL ECOLOGY
IE is both a field of research on the global impacts of
industrialization and an emerging framework for design and
decision. It provides a systems context for understanding the
implications of environmental management across many levels of
design (products or services, production processes, plants,
intercompany relations, and public policy). To many pioneers in

this field, IE’s definitive contribution i s in moving design from a
linear, mechanistic model to a closed-loop system, more akin to
natural ecosystems.
In our present linear system, movement of materials through the
economic system is the basis for calculating the value of industrial
activity. Creating and consuming objects are the dominant
economic activities. Materials move from natural sources through
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factories to consumers and into the dump, often in a very short
period. Compare this to ecosystems where production and
decomposition are well balanced and nutrients recycle continuously
to support the next cycles of production. Industrial ecology offers a
theoretical foundation as well as tools to support the transformation
to a sustainable industrial system that operates in such a balanced
fashion.
Industrial ecologists make several basic assumptions:
All industrial operations (private and public manufacturing,
service, and infrastructure) are natural systems that must
function as such within the constraints of their local
ecosystems and the biosphere.
To better design and manage our industrial systems we
should learn from the principles and dynamics of
ecosystems.
Achieving high energy and materials efficiencies in
production, use, recycling, and service will generate
competitive advantage and economic benefits.
The ultimate source of economic value is the long-term
viability of the planet and its local ecosystems.
The proposal that the design of industrial systems may benefit from
understanding natural system dynamics has suggested the concept
of industrial ecosystems. In 1989 Robert Frosch and Nicholas
Gallopolous (at that time General Motors research executives)
provided the following definition:

. . . the traditional model of industrial activity-in

which
individual manufacturing processes take in raw materials
and generate products to be sold plus waste to be
disposed of-should be transformed into a more
integrated model: an industrial ecosystem. In such a
system the consumption of energy and materials is
optimized, waste generation is minimized and the
effluents of one process . . . serve as the raw material for
another process.
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SOME PRINCIPLES OF INDdSTRIAL ECOLOGY (taken from Tibbs, 1992)
The word "industrial" is used here to also denote service and construction, not just manufacturing
industries.

Connect individual firms into industrial ecosystems
Close loops through reuse and recycling.
Maximize efficiency of materials and energy use.
Minimize waste generation.
Define all wastes as potential products and seek markets for them.
Balance inputs and outputs to natural ecosystem capacities
Reduce the environmental burden created by releases of energy and material into the natural
environment.
Design the industrial interface with the natural world in terms of the characteristics and
sensitivity of the natural receiving environment.
Avoid or minimize creating and transporting toxic and hazardous materials (when needed;
synthesize locally).
Re-engineer industrial use of energy and materials
Redesign processes to reduce energy usage.
Substitute technologies and product design to reduce use of materials that disperses them
beyond possibility of recapture.
Do more with less (technically called dematerialization).
Align policy with a long-term perspective of industrial system evolution

In an industrial ecosystem, the interactions among companies
resemble the dynamics of natural ecosystems, where all materials
are continually recycled. One may view major petrochemical
complexes as examples of industrial ecosystems, as in the following
example.
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The Houston Ship Channel
The Houston Ship Channel is a large petrochemical complex where
companies have long turned their “wastes” into raw materials for their
own or other companies’ processes.
The Channel stretches dozens of miles, making this inland city one of
the largest harbors in the United States. Numerous chemical,
petrochemical, and energy production facilities are located on each
side of the ship channel.
These industries exchange products that are generated as byproducts of
their primary production activities. Energy companies purify raw
natural gas, for example, to remove constituents (carbon dioxide,
hydrogen, nitrogen, ethane, propane, and ethylene) that are then either
used on site, or sent by pipeline for use in neighboring plant processes.
The marketplace for exchanges of “byproducts” (versus what might be
“wastes” in another industrial system) is active among all companies in
the Houston Ship Channel complex. Economic, not environmental,
forces encouraged companies to strive for these efficient operations.
See more detailed description in Appendix C.

The patterns of exchange at petrochemical complexes stem from a
long-establishedtradition in the chemical industry of turning wastes
into salable byproducts. A complex like the Houston Ship Channel
simply focuses in one place a large number of plants, in the same
industry, that are potential suppliers and customers. Awareness of

this industry pattern led a team at Georgia Institute of Technology to
research the possibility of “synergistic co-siting of industrial
activities” in the late 70s. Their work under a National Science
Foundation grant is a remarkable precursor to present work on ElPs
(Spurlock and Ward, 1980).
Industrial ecologists have celebrated Kalundborg, an industrial
complex in Denmark, as an outstanding example of an industrial
ecosystem. Here, a complex web of byproduct exchanges
spontaneously evolved over a 15-year period between companies i n
several different industries. Motivated solely by economic returns at
first, the companies gradually discovered that their profit motive was
generating significant benefits for the environment.
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The Industrial Symbiosis’ at Kalundborg
Kalundborg, Denmark, is an operating industrial ecosystem modeling
healthy interaction between industry, community, and the
environment. This network of exchanges has developed between an
electric power generating plant, an oil refinery, a biotechnology
production plant, a plasterboard factory, a sulfuric acid producer,
cement producers, local agriculture, and the district heating utility.
Water, energy (for both heating and cooling), chemicals, and organic
materials flow from one company to another. This pattern of
intercompany reuse and recycling has reduced air, water, and ground
pollution; conserved water and other resources; and generated new
revenue streams from the byproducts exchanged.
Through 1993, the $60 million investment in infrastructure (to
transport energy and materials) has produced $1 20 million in revenues
and cost-savings.
(See Appendix C for more detail on Kalundborg.)

The example of Kalundborg has suggested the possibility of forming

this sort of exchange pattern deliberately. This has led a number of
industrial ecologists to conceive the concept of the EIP. (See
Appendix C for descriptions of a variety of EIP projects.) However,
the on-site exchange of formerly wasted resources is only one
strategy in creating industrial ecosystems.
Ecosystems in nature demonstrate many more strategies relevant to
industry and designers.
The sole source of power for ecosystems is solar energy.
Concentrated toxic materials are generated and used locally.
Efficiency and productivity are in dynamic balance with
resiliency. Emphasis on the first two qualities over the third
creates brittle systems, likely to crash.
Ecosystems remain resilient in the face of change through
high biodiversity of species, organized in complex,webs of
relationship. The many relationships are maintained
through self-organizing processes, not top-down control.

“Industrial symbiosis is cooperation between different industries by which the
presence of each increases the viability/profitability of the other($, and by
which the demands of society for resource savings and environmental
protection are considered. Symbiosis is the living together of dissimilar
organisms in any of various mutually beneficial relationships. Here the term is
used to mean industrial cooperation with mutual utilization of residual
products.” (A definition used by the companies at Kalundborg.)
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In an ecosystem, each individual in a species acts
independently, yet its activity patterns cooperatively mesh
with the patterns of other species. Cooperation and
competition are interlinked and held in balance.
Industrial ecologists propose that a sustainable industrial system will
more closely resemble an ecosystem than a machine or even a
computer, the dominant metaphors that have guided design until
now.
The same strategies will enable designers of ElPs (and their
individual plants) to increase the viability and resilience, as well as
the efficiency, of their projects. For instance, companies can
maintain their bilateral resource exchanges through a selforganizing (market-driven) process. Park management will add
resilience to the pattern by maintaining connections into regional
resource exchanges with alternative suppliers and customers. If one
plant moves or shuts down, it will not disable the system of
exchanges.
Creators of ElPs will draw on many other elements of industrial
ecology and related fields such as P2, energy efficiency, and total
quality environmental management. See Appendix I for books and
articles on these fields.

A.1 .l Design for Environment
DFE is a stream of work in industrial ecology with very direct
application to EIP planning. Evolving out of product life-cycle
analysis and concurrent engineering, this work considers all
potential environmental implications of a product: energy and
materials used in the product, its manufacture and packaging,
transportation, consumer use, reuse or recycling, and disposal.
Designers can apply this holistic process to resolve EIP trade-off
issues in infrastructure, site design, buildings, and other park
systems. Making design judgments about these trade-offs requires a
sophisticated system, balancing diverse issues, including the burden
on virgin resources, energy use at each stage of the construction
materials life-cycle, materials recyclability, construction processes,
and costs.

DFE offers systems analysis tools to integrate decisionmaking across
all environmental impacts of a product. Adapted to industrial park
and building design, it can include design for reuse, reconstruction,
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demolition and a means of achieving higher efficiency and
resilience throughout a project’s life-cycle.
This method also enables designers to consider the traditional
design issues of construction process, cost, and quality as part of the
same decision system. Thus equipped, designers will be better able
to enhance environmental performance while keeping prices
competitive (Allenby, 1994; Allenby and Craedel, 1994).
We discuss how DFE can be applied to EIP design in Chapter 5 as
one of the integrative tools for EIP teams.

A-1.2

Pollution Prevention
P2 is another important foundation for EIPs, particularly in terms of
the design of industrial processes within plants. This approach has
led to development of many strategies, assessment methods, and a
wide range of “clean technologies” that often improve both
environmental and economic performance. P2 focuses primarily on
individual plants and processes and usually not on the relationships
between them. Nevertheless, its strategies are complementary to
industrial ecology strategies for improving performance among sets
of plants. At present regulatory barriers to intercompany waste and
material exchange impose limits in P2.
In the 1980s and 9Os, American companies evolved from reactive to
proactive environmental management, and P2 was a major result.
Drivers for this evolution include the explosion of environmental
laws in the 80s and 9Os, making waste management increasingly
burdensome. With the passage of the land disposal restrictions in
1984, American industry saw skyrocketing costs for hazardous
waste treatment and disposal costs. Public access to toxic release
data (i.e., the Toxic Release Inventory) required under the Superfund
Amendments and ReauthorizationAct increased pub1ic pressure on
American corporations to reduce toxic emissions.
Companies that adopt P2 approaches are enjoying many benefits,
including reduced waste disposal and raw material costs, improved
worker safety, and better public image. Many firms have developed
companywide, systematic P2 programs that include a detailed
investigation and assessment process, employee training and
incentives, and setting of P2 goals. Companies often adopt cleaner
production techniques like switching from chlorinated solvents to
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less toxic nonchlorinated solvents with or without a P2 context. In
addition many states now mandate that companies submit detailed
information about their waste minimization goals and progress.
The goal of P2 is to change existing or planned operations so that
the volume and/or toxicity of wastes are minimized, thus preventing
waste generation altogether. Ideally, developers of new product

lines should embody P2 concepts in their designs. The approach is
fully applicable in new industrial process design and should play an
important role in designing facilities of companies locating in EIPs.

By applying P2 in redesigning manufacturing processes, companies
are likely to discover new efficiencies and save on regulatory and
waste disposal costs.

To guide companies in identifying P2 opportunities, the EPA created
an Environmental Management Hierarchy. The hierarchy builds
environmental protection into the industrial waste management
process. It places highest priority on reduction of hazardous wastes
at the source and internal recycling rather than treatment and/or

disposal of wastes to land, air, and water. The strategies, from most
to least favorable, are
source reduction,
recycling,
treatment, and
disposal.
The preferred P2 strategy, source reduction, eliminates or reduces

the use of hazardous materials and/or the generation of hazardous
waste at the point of generation. It includes the following
approaches:
materials substitution,
product substitution,
product reformulation,
process or equipment changes, and
improved plant operations (e.g., housekeeping, material
inventory control, spill prevention).
According to EPA guidelines, off-site recycling, although generally a
good waste management technique is not P2. This philosophy
makes industrial ecosystems problematic from a P2 point of view.
EPA’s thinking is that, when transporting materials off-site for
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recycling, companies increase the risk of releases during transport.
Off-site recycling also increases worker exposure to chemicals
because of an increase in material handling. In addition, residuals
generated from the recycling process must often be treated,
transported, and disposed of. Some of EPA’s concerns regarding off-

site recycling are met in an industrial ecosystem approach. By
clustering industries in close proximity, transportation hazards are
reduced, lowering risk to drivers, the public, and the environment.
Thus, “off-site recycling’’ within an industrial park more closely
resembles on-site recycling in terms of risk and benefit.
A related issue is waste and material exchange between companies.
Waste exchange, although not an official P2 strategy, is generally
encouraged by EPA as an alternative to treatment and disposal after
source reduction opportunities have been exhausted (EPA, 1994).
However, many regulatory barriers exist that discourage material
and waste exchange. Essentially, complying with hazardous waste,
solid waste recycling, and transportation regulations often offsets
any economic benefit companies might enjoy by trading materials
and wastes. Chapter 5 of the case study report summarizes these
barriers and EPA’s current and future goals for lifting some of these
barriers when the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)

is amended (Martin et al., 1996). As with off-site recycling, many of
the public health and environmental risks are alleviated in an
industrial park setting because of the close proximity of companies
and information sharing among them.
Some Examples of P2 Results
At a Ciba-Geigy plant in New Jersey, two improvements in the
dye-making process made possible a 40 percent increase in yield,
reduced iron waste by 100 percent, and reduced total organic
carbon waste by 80 percent, resulting in an annual cost savings of
$740,000. Additional analysis showed that the process
improvement could increase the yield another 15 percent.
A multidisciplinary team-based approach to process redesign
allowed Fisher Scientific to identify 28 improvements that cost a
total of $79,000, increased production yield an average of 28
percent, and saved the company a total of $529,000 a year.

(contin ued)
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After receiving a $1.2 million fine for the mishandling of
hazardous waste and undertaking a soil and groundwater cleanup program estimated to cost the company $60 million, Martin
Marietta’s Astronautics Group formulated a P2 strategy. Their first
project targeted TCA, the favored solvent for degreasing rocket
components. By 1993 TCA vapor degreasing was completely
eliminated. The up-front costs of the program included $70,000
in study and research plus $200,000 in implementation. The
benefits include $50,000 yearly savings in material costs;
$400,000 a year in avoided ozone depletion taxes through 1995;
and $150,000 yearly reduction in operating, maintenance, and
waste disposal costs (Romm, 1994).

A.2

SUSTAINABLE ARCHITECTURE,
CONSTRUCTION, AND PLANNING
Another major foundation for EIP development is the greening of

Description of a New
Herman Miller Office
Systems Plant Designed by
William McDonough
Architects.

“Optimization implies
looking at all the data
available about the
products or systems (of a
building) related to their
initial cost, the potential
savings in energy and/or
benefit to productivity and
health of the occupants and
the environment over their
life-cycle and then
incorporating this
intelligence into the design
solutions. It means having
an attitude regarding design
as a signal of an intention
to “invest,” in every
profitable sense of the
word, in a program that
understands: there will be
a tomorrow.’,

architecture, industrial facility design, and construction. Designers
in these fields are beginning to apply principles parallel to those of
industrial ecology. (See box on next page.) The need is great since
the “built environment’’ (buildings and infrastructure) absorbs a
large proportion of the planet’s material and energy resources. Just
in energy, buildings (heating, cooling, lighting, and other systems)
use approximately 25 percent of all energy consumed in the U.S.
(Rejeski, 1994).2 The construction and operation of buildings and
infrastructure have major impacts on local ecosystems and
communities, as well as worldwide effects such as global climate
change and depletion of natural resources.
Fortunately many design strategies such as energy efficiency can cut
the costs of operating buildings, including industrial facilities, and
can reduce environmental impacts. Lockeed, for instance, saves
over $300,000 a year on energy in its Building 157, the engineering
development and design facility. The key innovation was designing
the building to optimize use of daylight. Decreased dependence on
electric lights also reduced the size of heating, ventilating and air
conditioning (HVAC) systems, further cutting costs and energy use

2Croxton Collaborative (1994) estimates that office and industrial buildings
consume this much electricity alone at peak load times.
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SOME PRINCIPLES OF SUSTAINABLE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION*

Apply these principles across time to each stage of a project: development, planning, design,
construction, operation, and deconstruction. The bullets suggest a few ways to apply these principles
to energy, water, materials, and land resources.
Minimize resource consumption. (Conserve)

*

Design for energy efficiency in building design, HVAC systems, and lighting.
Use passive solar and daylighting features.

Select materials and design for durability. Maximize resource reuse. (Reuse)
Redevelop existing sites rather than breaking new ground.
Reuse construction materials, assemblies, and products.
Include greywater systems to reuse water.
Use renewable or recyclable resources. (Renew/Recycle)
Use building materials with recycled content (e.g., tiles with recycled glass).
Specify woods from sustainableforests (i.e., forests maintained with a continuing cycle of
growth, management, and harvest [AIA, 1991I).
Protect the natural environment (Protect Nature)
Minimize disruption of the natural environment in site preparation and construction.
Select materials for low impact in their extraction and processing.
Create a healthy, nontoxic environment. (Nontoxics)

>

Select nontoxic materials and equipment.
Provide fresh air for all occupants.

Integratebuilding and infrastructure design into the natural and iuman environments.

>

Landscape the site using native plants of the region and ponds or wetlands to capture
stormwater runoff.
Incorporatefeatures to reduce impact of development on community transportation systems.

Integrate design teams across professional, business, and agency boundaries in applying these
principles.
(Architects, engineers, and other designers have created many strategies, technologies, and tools for
realizing these principles in buildings and infrastructure. See Chapter 5 for more detail on design
options.)

* The first five principles are based on Kibert (1994).
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(Romm, 1995). The computer manufacturer, Compaq, estimates it
saves close to a million dollars a year through efficient lighting and
the systems integration of lighting with HVAC and building design.
Notable green office projects like the Audubon Society’s retrofitted
headquarters building in New York also demonstrate bottomline
results from this new approach to design.

A.2.1

.

Industrial Facility Design
Architects and planners have led the sustainable design initiative
first in residential and commercial buildings and new approaches to
urban design. The American Institute of Architect’s (AIA)
Environmental Resource Guide is a large compendium of principles,
guides to practice, and life-cycle analysis of materials. Although
many of these ideas apply to industrial facilities as well, there is
little direct exploration of the unique plant design needs of industry
in this guide. The majority of case studies in sustainable design are
commercial and office buildings and master planned
residentialkommercial developments. Generally, architects play a
secondary role in designing factories.
Construction engineering firms such as Bechtel and Flour-Daniels
play the central role in designing of industrial facilities. A small
team in Bechtel corporate R&D is exploring the implications of
industrial ecology for their companies. A member of this team,
David Cobb, says that design for energy efficiency is standard
operating procedure. This includes co-generation projects and use
of waste heat as a supply to lower temperature processes (energy
cascading). The extent to which P2 plays a role in their projects
depends on the industry and the client, but their designers
encourage clients to realize the cost savings possible in eliminating
wastes.
Cobb and several industrial designers we interviewed indicated
there has been no effort in plant design comparable to the AIA’s
institutional leadership for sustainable architecture (Cobb, 1995).

EIP development can provide an important focus for a newly
emerging field of sustainable industrial facility design. EIP projects
will offer a laboratory for integrating architectural and landscaping
innovations with the engineers’ new green approaches in
infrastructure, plant, production process, and equipment design.
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Two industrial facility designs illustrate the potential of these new
approaches: a planned Herman Miller office systems and furniture
plant in Zeeland, Michigan (designed by William McDonough
Architects and associated firms), and the Ecover soap and household
products ecological factory in Belgium. We describe the latter in
Chapter 5.
See also William McDonough’s Hannover Principles in
Appendix G.

Herman Miller’s Phoenix Designs Project*

Phoenix Designs is a Herman Miller subsidiary that manufactures
office systems and furniture, largely from recycled materials. A design
team led by William McDonough has applied the company’s
environmental values to planning a 290,000 square foot building, with
spaces for manufacturing, storage, offices, a Wellness Center, cafeteria,
and docks. “The environmental impact of the building is a primary
concern; the objective is to minimize the visual impact of the building,
to preserve and enhance the existing natural habitat and to seek to
achieve a zero-emissions building. The health and well being of the
employees is also a major concern.”
The Phoenix Designs building will be closely integrated into its
ecosystem, which is a transition between oavhickory and
beech/maple habitats. Landscaping will feature native trees, shrubs,
grasses, and wildflowers. The pattern of re-forestation will shelter the
new building from winter winds and snow drift. Existing and new
wetlands will provide wildlife habitats and cleanse stormwater runoff
before it goes into the adjacent Black River. (Runoff from paved areas
will first go into settlement basins to remove petroleum or metals.)
Exercise and nature paths for employees will wind through the layered
site, prepared with minimal impact on natural forms. The landscape
will “enter” the building through plantings in courtyards and along an
internal skylit street.
The building itself will be structured to allow maximum flexibility for
the rearrangement of manufacturing and warehouse space and easy
expansion as the project moves to a second phase. The design also
enables possible future “recycling” of the plant into completely
different uses, should the company no longer need it for manufacturing
(i.e., high-bay areas could be converted to two-story use).
(continued)
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Designers will consider life-cycle analysis of environmental impacts in
selecting materials, including their sources, manufacture, embodied
energy, and toxicity. In selection of materials, systems, and assemblies
they will consider recyclability, durability, disassembly, and reuse,
including the “recyclability”of the entire structure. (See Chapter 5 for
description of energy and materials life-cycle tools that McDonough’s
design team used in this project.)
Phoenix Project designers seek energy efficiency and the comfort of
employees through the optimal use of skylights (with solar optic and
diffusion features), clerestory windows, and both automatic and
manual controls. Electronic sensors will control artificial lighting to
adapt it to the level of daylight available and to turn off lights when
areas are not occupied.
A central “interior street” will function as a solar furnace and visual
magnet for the building. Its features include natural and heat
absorbing finishes and a continuous, optimized expanse of sloped
glazing formed along a gently curving linear aspect. It will provide
substantial daylight for adjoining offices and manufacturing areas,
while facilitating movement of people and the warmth it generates.

The Phoenix Project team estimates that these features of the building’s
design will reduce annual energy consumption by 30 percent over
baseline costs for a moderately energy-efficient building. Daylighting
and passive solar strategies will save $80,000 annually, with a simple
payback period of just over 5 years. Similar projects also show further
savings can be expected from increased productivity thanks to indoor
air quality, daylighting, and thermal comfort.

Filtered fresh air systems will insure an abundant supply of fresh air to
all manufacturing and office workers at their work stations. Also,
windows can be opened when weather permits to create air currents.

* Taken from William McDonough + Partners and Herman Miller Inc.
(1 994).

A.2.2

Sustainable Urban Planning
EIP designs call for strong integration into their communities. In the
previous chapter we indicated how a number of initiatives such as
resource exchanges could help meet this need. Another level of
integration implies broader urban planning. Sustainable urban
planning seeks to integrate land use, transportation, waste treatment,
and infrastructure into a unified plan optimizing community use of
energy and materials. While seeking a healthy relationship to
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ecosystems, a sustainable community plan also addresses issues of
social and economic justice.
The necessary interaction of the EIP team with planning agencies
may offer an opportunity for the community to adopt principles of
sustainability in local and regional planning processes. For
instance, when selecting sites for ElPs the design team needs to
consider land use and transportation with local planners. Must the
park cover presently undeveloped land or are brownfield sites
available that can be redeveloped? Will the site selection extend
urban sprawl? How will it affect traffic density? Will the EIP’s
energy, water and waste infrastructure effectively reduce demand on
the public infrastructure?
The American Planning Association offers services and publications
to support local planners in learning about sustainable communities.

Environmental
Performance
Framework

B

In this appendix, we propose a framework for setting environmental
performance objectives for an EIP. This framework will also enable
the team to integrate these objectives with the economic, technical,
and social objectives of the project.
We begin with a very brief overview of the evolution of thinking
about what constitutes environmental performance. We follow this
discussion with a description of the elements of a proposed
environmental performance framework. We then describe one
method for analyzing trade-offs between environmental objectives.

EIP teams can also use this method to consider trade-offs between
environmental and economic objectives.

B.1

CONCEPTUAL CONTEXT FOR
ENVIRONMENTAL PERFORMANCE
ASSESSMENT
Thomas Craedel and Braden Allenby (1995)-two

IE pioneers at
AT&T-describe the interactions of industry and environment in
three time scales, as follows:
There are three time scales of significance in
examining the interactions of industry and
environment. The first is that of the past, and
concerns itself almost entirely with remedies for
dealing with inappropriate disposal of industrial
wastes. The second time scale is that of the
present, and deals largely with complying with
regulations and with preventing the obvious
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mistakes of the past. Hence, it emphasizes waste
minimization, avoidance of known toxic
chemicals, and ”end-of-pipe” control of
emissions to air, water, and soil. (p. xvii-xviii)
Within the context of these first two time scales, both government
and industry have generally viewed environmental performance as
compliance with environmental laws and regulations. Graedel and
Allenby propose that industry-environment interactions in the third
time scale, the future, will be governed by IE principles and
practices. In the United States and Europe, several major
corporations have led the emergence of this movement.

IE’s holistic view of environmental performance focuses on the
elements of long-term sustainability, especially minimizing the use
of materials and energy in industrial processes. IE broadens
awareness from the regulatory focus on hazardous or
environmentally problematic materials to analysis of industry’s use
of all materials and energy flows. In the past and present time
scales, waste is seen as a necessary byproduct of industrial
production, a cost of production. In the IE view, processing
residuals are evidence of process inefficiency. Waste is seen as
potential feedstock to other processes.
Finally, IE focuses on the interface and interactions between
industrial processes and processes in nature. It views human
industrial activity as part of, not separate from, the natural world.
This more holistic approach to environmental performance is
reflected in our proposed framework of environmental performance.
The environmental performance of an EIP is most appropriately
measured for the entire park, rather than for each individual facility.
At the level of an EIP, the facilities cooperate to reduce the
environmental burden of the park as a whole. This approach is not
well supported by current regulatory practice in the U.S. In
Chapter 4, we explore alternatives that could ease these limits in
developing an EIP.
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B - Environmental Performance Framework

ELEMENTS OF ENVIRONMENTAL
PERFORMANCE
Environmental performance is not a single, simple measurement; it
is a combination of three elements. At the core of environmental
performance is resource utilization within industrial processes
(Figure B-1). This element is concerned with the amount and type
of resources used and consumed within a plant’s industrial process,
(what goes on inside the fence). The second element, emissions
from industrial processes, relates to emissions or releases from
processes to the environment (what passes over the fence). The
third element, interactions of industrial processes and releases with
natural system components, concerns the impacts of the industry on

the natural environment. Environmental performance is a function
of combined performance in these three elements. However, we
need to break them down further to develop detailed objectives.

B.2.1

Resource Utilization within Industrial Processes
Resource utilization focuses on the materials and energy used
within the EIP. Three subdivisions of this category are important:
energy use, water use, and material usage.

Energy Usage
Energy usage objectives seek to minimize energy use and
incorporate renewable sources. It includes the total amount of
energy used; the degree to which energy-efficiency measures have
been incorporated into design, construction, and operation of
facilities; and the use of solar, wind, water power, and geothermal
energy.
The design team might consider the following objectives:
Optimize total energy use within the EIP. Stated another
way, the objective is to minimize energy usage subject to
the requirements of the industries involved.
Maximize the use of renewable energy sources subject to
constraints on the amounts and quality of energy required
and the location and setting of the EIP.
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Figure B-1. Elements of EnvironmentalPerformance

\
interactions

Neighbors

Physical

In energy efficiency and use of alternative energy, the absolute level
of usage is not the most appropriate measure. In most cases, the
energy requirements of the industrial processes involved are such
that it i s neither physically possible nor economically feasible to
fully use alternative s0urces.I in these cases, the optimal (most
favorable for the purpose) level of usage will be lower than the
For example, alternative energy sources will not be of value in production
processes for metals in the near future. However, such sources might be
feasible for plant lighting and some options for air conditioning.
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maximum possible level. This optimal level varies depending on

the location and situation. The contribution of these strategies to
environmental performance must be evaluated relative to the
optimal level for the site and the companies located there (or those
targeted for recruitment).

Water Usage
Water usage focuses on three aspects of water conservation: the
total amount of water used; water-use efficiency (the use of
recycling, quality cascading, and other techniques to maximize the
use of water); and the degree to which the facility captures and uses
precipitation and water that enters the site from landscaping
sources. Water-use efficiency and use of precipitation and run-off
are similar to the analogous elements in energy. They must be
evaluated relative to some potential optimum rather than in absolute
terms.
The design team might consider the following objectives:
Optimize the total water use within the EIP. Minimize water
use subject to the requirements of the park infrastructure and
the industries involved.
Maximize the use of renewable water sources, subject to
constraints on the amounts and quality of water required,
and the location and setting of the EIP.

Material Usage
Material usage focuses on three aspects of material selection:
Virgin materials-the types of virgin materials used and
relative environmental impacts of materials as determined
from life-cycle analysis.
Recycled materials-the amounts and types of recycled
materials used. As with energy- and water-use efficiency,
process and customer quality constraints impose potential
optimum levels of usage. Measurement of this element,
therefore, is relative to those optimum levels of usage.
Hazardous or toxic materials-types and amounts of
hazardous materials used in processes and projects to
reduce that usage.
The design team might consider the following objectives:
Optimize the total material use within the EIP. The
objective is to minimize material use subject to the
requirements of the park infrastructure and the industries
involved.
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Maximize the use of recycled materials, subject to
constraints on process quality requirements.
Minimize or eliminate the use of hazardous materials.
Minimize or eliminate transportation of hazardous materials
to or from the site. (The highest form of this objective would
be requiring that hazardous materials used within the EIP be
generated on site, unless that process poses a greater risk
than transport.)

8.2.2

Environmental Emissions
Environmental emissions include releases from industrial processes
to the environment in the form of water effluents, solid waste, and
atmospheric emissions. Each of these categories involves further
subdivision on the basis of type of material. The focus here is on
the release itself separate from the environmental impact involved.
Minimization of emissions from the three categories will improve
environmental performance.

Atmospheric Releases
Atmospheric releases include point source releases from stacks and
vents and distributed releases from processes or process
infrastructure and fugitive emissions. This includes emissions from
process plants and from vehicles involved in transporting people
and materials.
The design team might consider the following objectives:
Minimize emissions of greenhouse gases.
Eliminate the use of ozone-depleting substances (ODs).
Minimize releases of SOXand other acidifying substances.
Determine the amounts and types of particulate releases.
Minimize releases of photochemically active substances.
Minimize the use and emissions of volatile organic
compounds (VOC).
Minimize releases of substances with noxious odors.

Solid Waste
Solid waste includes factory process residues and refuse and
garbage generated by operation of the EIP.
The design team might consider the following objectives:
Minimize solid waste generation and disposal.
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Maximize the re-use of solid residues, subject to product
,and process quality requirements.

Liquid Waste
Liquid waste includes residues from processes and operations of the

EIP.
The design team might consider the following objectives:
Minimize the amount of liquid residue requiring treatment.
Minimize the treatment burden of water effluent leaving the
EIP.
Maximize the recovery and recycling of solvents, residual
oil, and other hydrocarbons.

B.2.3

Environmental Interactions
With environmental interactions the EIP considers the impacts of the
industrial processes and their releases and emissions on the larger
environment. These impacts include impacts on the natural
ecosystem, wildlife, and wildlife habitat; interactions with
neighbors, both other industries and area residents; and interactions
with the physical setting-the

land, air, and water. At this point the

hazard and risk inherent in the emissions that were identified in the
previous step are evaluated. This element of environmental
performance is very much softer, (i.e., more subjective and value
laden) than the other two elements, which are more readily
quantified. Also, the interactions can be either positive or negative
in terms of their influence.

Ecosystem Interactions
EIP’s might be built within areas that are habitats for a variety of
plants and animals, not just endangered species. Routes by which
animals travel to reach food or shelter may be affected. Releases of
residual material to the land, water, or air have the potential to
degrade habitat quality. Properly recognizing these potential
problems in the design, construction, and operation of the EIP
minimizes potential ecosystem degradation. Enhancement of the
natural habitat can substantially improve the quality of life for the
humans that live and work in and around the EIP.
The design team might consider the following objectives:
Ensure that facilities enhance the natural ecosystems.
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Maximize the use of native plants and natural landscaping,
subject to requirements of safety, site integrity, and security.

Interactions with Neighbors
The EIP does not exist in a vacuum. Other industrial facilities in the
vicinity of the EIP may have already altered the environment.
Residential areas border on, or are in the vicinity of, many sites. To

the extent that employees working in the EIP commute to work, they
pass by and through neighboring communities. By recognizing
these realities in the design, construction and operation of the EIP,
its interactions with the existing human environment can be
positive. In addition, pre-existing negative affects can potentially be
mitigated or at least not exaggerated.
The design team might consider the following objectives:
Ensure that the operations within the EIP minimize additive
negative impacts on other neighboring facilities.
Ensure that the facility enhances the environment of people
living in the vicinity.

Interactions with the Physical Environment
Construction and operation of the EIP can alter the landscape and
hydrology of the site. The presence of structures in the EIP can alter

the local micro-climate. Project designers, builders, and plant
operators within the EIP can use objectives in this element to
become conscious of these potential changes in the physical
environment and to minimize the disruption of it.
The design team might consider the following objectives:
Ensure that the facility and its operations do not cause
deterioration of the physical environmental systems of
atmosphere, landscape, habitats, surface water, geologic
framework, and ground water.
Take measures to enhance the quality of the surrounding
physical environment.
See Chapter 5 for an example of applying environmental
performance framework to examine the trade-offs involved in site
selection.
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B.3

RESOLVING GOAL CONFLICTS AND VALUE
TRADE-OFFS
When the team considers these environmental performance
objectives together with the project’s necessary economic
performance objectives, it will probably appear impossible to
achieve all of them. In some instances, these different objectives
(and the goals that will be derived from them) will be in direct
conflict. Achieving high levels of performance for all the
environmental objectives in the previous section will require a
substantial commitment of financial resources. Therefore, the team
requires a method to resolve conflicts among the objectives and
goals.
The team also needs a means of ranking the different elements of
environmental performance in terms of the priorities for the site and
community. The nine elements we outlined above will not be
equally important in any two EIPs. For instance, local conditions
and issues will result in greater importance being attached to
environmental interactions in one project or water usage in another.
Individual stakeholders will have different ideas of the relative
importance of the various elements.
A variety of decision analysis and support techniques are available
to assist the team in resolving conflicts between economic and
environmental performance and between different elements within
each. Although they vary in complexity, rigor, and approach, these
tools have in common a valuable quality: they make explicit the
underlying assumptions and values of the decisionmakers. This
attribute makes them ideal for facilitating group decisionmaking.
We describe one such technique, the Analytic Hierarchy Process
(AHP), as a method to establish the relative importance of the
various elements of environmental performance and for resolving
competing objectives (Erkut and Moran, 1991; Golden, Wasil and
Harker, 1989; Saaty and Alexander, 1981) described in more detail
in Section B.5. Table B-1 provides a brief overview of the AHP
methodology.
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Table B-1. S u m m a r y of
the Analytic Hierarchy
Process Method

1. Analyze the decision into a hierarchy of interrelated decision

elements.
2. Collect input data about the relative importance of each of the
decision elements through a series of paired comparisons of each
element against each other element in the same grouping.

3. Estimate the relative weights of decision elements using matrix
algebra. A software package, such as EXPERT CHOICE (Decision
Support Software, 1983), automates this process.
4.

Determine the relative effectiveness of each of the decision
alternatives in satisfying the objectives by aggregating the relative
weights of decision elements.

The AHP does not find an “optimal” solution. It generates a ranking
of alternatives, consistent with the decisionmakers’ perceptions. The
process involves quantifying subjective judgments, which in many
cases are inconsistent. The real power of the technique does not lie
in the numerical values derived from the analysis. Rather, it makes
the basis of the decision or judgment explicit. AHP allows project
decisionmakers to examine the assumptions underlying their
judgments and to seek resolution at this deeper level. They can also
evaluate any incongruent factors within the analysis that result in
outcomes that are counterintuitive.

B.4

USING THE ENVIRONMENTAL
PERFORMANCE FRAMEWORK IN SITING AN
EIP
EIP siting can affect each of the nine elements of environmental
performance described in Section B.2. We discuss each
performance assessment component from the perspective of a
community in which there is sufficient variability to differentiate
specific sites. Table B-2 summarizes the relationship between
environmental performance elements and EIP siting issues.

8.4.1

Resource Use-Energy
There are systematic, regional variations in potential for
development of alternative energy sources. Some areas are
naturally more sunny or more windy than other areas, therefore
affording greater opportunities to supplement energy requirements
with alternative sources.
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Table B-2. Relationship between Environmental Performance Framework and Impact of Siting

Environmental Performance
Element

impact of Siting on Environmental Performance

Energy use

Location and orientation relative to sun and wind, access to byproduct
energy sources

Water use

Precipitation, lakes, streams, and landscape features favorable to
retention and routing water and access to byproduct water flows

Materialhesource use

Existingfacilities and infrastructure, prime farm land, access to byproduct
supplies reducing use of virgin materials

Atmospheric emissions

Wind patterns, inversions, existing emission sources, commuting
distance, and truck traffic

Liquid waste emissions

A function of facility operation and proximity to potential users of liquid
byproducts resulting in lower emissions

Solid waste

A function of facility operation and proximity to potential users of solid
byproducts resulting in lower waste flows

Ecosystem

Natural habitat disturbance

Neighbors

Other industrial sites or facilities, residential areas, traffic and commuting
routes

Physical environment

Hydrologic setting of the site can affect potential for contamination of
surface and ground water

These regional variations are controlled by factors such as sun
angle, cloudiness, and regional wind patterns. Similar variations
occur at the local level within regions. These smaller-scale
variations are control led by interactions between local topography
and the sun or wind.

Wind Exposure
Wind exposure can affect EIP facilities in two ways:
Exposure to cold winter winds or hot summer winds can
increase energy requirements for heating or cooling,
respectively.
The potential for wind power is controlled by the strength
and steadiness of wind. The setting of a site relative to
topography, stands of trees, or buildings can result in
exposure to or shielding from wind. Variations in
effectiveness of wind generation are controlled by
interactions between regional wind patterns with local
topography, large water bodies, and forested areas.
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Solar Exposure
In areas of steep terrain, specific sites may be shaded from the sun
during part of the day. Sites in narrow, deep valleys or at the base
of mountainous ridges may experience fewer hours of exposure to
the sun than sites in the same area that are out in the open. As with
wind exposure, reduced passive solar heating during periods of
shading can increase requirement for heating during winter or lower
energy requirements for cooling during summer. More shaded sites
have lower potential for using the solar energy to supplement
building energy requirements.

Stored Solar Energy
The temperature of ground water is constant at depths of a few tens
of meters below the surface. The constant temperature reflects the
long-term mean annual temperature of the region. The temperature
difference between the ground water and hotter air during the
summer and colder air during the winter creates a temperature
gradient that is increasingly being exploited to heat or cool
buildings. The higher capital cost of installing this type of
residential heating system relative to conventional systems is
recovered in 3 to 5 years through savings in fuel costs (Wyatt,

1995).
Spatial variation in the geological framework beneath many
communities results in variations in subsurface temperature profile
and the geologic conditions necessary to exploit this temperature
gradient as a heat pump.
Mapping these variations will indicate those sites in which greater
potential exists to supplement the energy requirements of the EIP.

B.4.2

Resource Use-Water
Facilitation of Water-Use Cascading
Climate, topography, and drainage all play a role in creating natural
conditions that facilitate retention and integration of natural water
and water from facilities. The absence of naturally favorable
conditions within the EIP can be compensated for through
engineering and construction of ponds and drainage but at
increased cost to the EIP. Site characteristics commonly vary across
communities.
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Amount of Natural Water Available
The amount of water available within the landscape varies within
communities. In regions where water is generally scarce, siting the

EIP in a setting with more water than is typical in the area can offer
opportunities to achieve environmental and economic benefit. In
regions where water is abundant, selecting a site to avoid excess
water and minimize water management requirements may have
advantages.
Distribution of lakes, ponds, and streams varies from place to place
in most communities. An EIP sited near a body of surface water
may be able to integrate the natural drainage with its water
management system. Water quality regulations or land-use
restrictions of zoning ordinances will place constraints on the
degree to which the surface water bodies can be integrated into the
site water management system. At the very minimum, ponds and
streams can be used as part of the storm-water run-off management
system. They may provide water for landscaping and potentially for
cleaning and cooling.
In some larger metropolitan areas, precipitation may vary
significantly across the community. The heat and particulate matter
released from industrial and transportation processes within the city
may result in higher precipitation in some parts of the city. In
addition, variations in topography across a city can produce
substantial changes in precipitation. The rising land on the east side
of Salt Lake City, for instance, produces much higher rainfall in the
east than in the west. In communities such as this, the selection of a

site for an EIP affects the amount of water available to the EIP.
Depending on the overall water balance of the facility, this
difference may be significant enough to consider in the siting
decision.
In many sites, the natural landscape can be incorporated into a
landscape water-handling system as part of the EIP (even though not
part of permanent, natural drainage). This may minimize earth
moving needed in site preparation. Siting the EIP with these
landscape features in mind can open up options for integrating the
total water management system of the park. The lower cost of using
natural landscape features relative to the more extensive
construction required for a site without natural advantages may be
an important factor in siting.
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6.4.3

Atmospheric Emissions
Atmospheric emissions are one of the most significant potential
environmental issues related to any industrial facility. Clearly, the
most significant factors controlling emissions are the types of

.

industrial operations in the parks, the pollution prevention practices
in the design and operation of the facility, and the pollution control
equipment installed in the plants. Nevertheless, siting of the EIP can
influence the potential of atmospheric contamination resulting from

the park in three ways, as explained below.

Local Atmospheric Conditions Conducive to
Inversions or Smog
Siting factors relating to potential atmospheric contamination to the
air shed setting of prospective sites should be considered. These
include the meso-scale and micro-scale atmospheric settings. In
some communities, the interaction between atmospheric circulation
patterns, air temperature profiles, and local topographic features
creates conditions leading to atmospheric inversions that trap any
airborne contaminants. Some locations within these communities
are more susceptible to this type of situation than others.

Vehicular Emissions as a Function of Commute
Distances
The emissions from employees’ vehicles constitute an increasingly
large proportion of the total emissions from many industrial
facilities. Beroitz (1993) reported that the emissions from
automobiles of employees commuting to and from work exceeded
all other emissions from the plant itself by a factor of 1.5 times at an
aircraft factory in the Los Angeles area. The influence of an EIP’s
location on commuting distances of potential employees may be
one of the most significant impacts of the siting decision on the
environmental impacts of the EIP.

Location Relative to Rail or Truck Transportation
Trucks or trains are used in the shipment of raw materials and parts
to industrial facilities and of products to market and byproducts to
treatment or disposal. Depending on the industry and location, rail
shipment may be more or less important. In most areas and in most
industries trucks play a major role. Trains are able to move the
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same amount of freight as trucks at a significantly lower burden in
atmospheric emissions.
Siting of the EIP with respect to key facilities elsewhere in the
community can affect the number of truck miles driven within the
city as well as the total truck miles. As with commuting distances,

this impact of siting on truck traffic can influence the total
atmospheric emissions related to the EIP. Where the industry mix in
the EIP could use rail transport, location of the EIP on a rail line
maximizes the potential reduction in emissions related to trucks.

Potential Contamination of Surface Water and Ground
Water
Industrial operations that handle liquids or chemicals always have
the potential to produce contamination of surface water and ground
water. Siting restrictions, construction codes, and operating
practices have sought to prevent the occurrence and severity of
incidents of contamination. Location of the EIP with attention to
surface water and ground water systems can contribute substantially
to preventing future contamination.
Engineered containment can minimize potential for contamination
but concrete does crack, pipes do break, and design fluid loading of
containment structures is exceeded. If the facility is sited to enable
ready access of spilled fluids to ground water reservoirs or to surface
streams or lakes, contamination will occur. If the geology and
hydrology of candidate sites are considered in site selection, ElPs
will incur minimum expense to engineer the same level of
containment and they will reduce the potential for contamination.

B.4.4

Interactions

Loss or Disruption of Habitat
Construction of an industrial facility on an undisturbed, greenfield
site results in the loss or disruption of natural habitat. Depending on
the degree to which the region has been affected by previous
development, this disruption can have greater or lesser impact on

the natural vegetation and wildlife in the area. It is difficult to
evaluate the importance of this type of loss in financial terms or
even in terms of importance relative to other impacts. Where the
disruption involves obstruction or blocking of access to water, food,
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or cover for larger animals, design of the landscaping of the park
can mitigate the loss.

Loss of Prime Farm Land
Location of highly productive farm land is one of the factors that led
to the original development of many of the cities in the United
States. Over the years, much of this land has been lost to urban
sprawl. One of the concerns with location of greenfield industrial
parks is the potential loss of prime farm land. Location of this
valuable land is an important value in EIP siting. Where the only
greenfield sites available are high-quality farm land, redevelopment
of existing industrial land may be a much better overall solution for
the community.

lmpact on Neighbors
Proximity to Residential Housing. Close proximity of industrial sites

to residential areas is generally considered undesirable. This
concern reflects the noise, unpleasant odors, risk, and general
perception of unsightliness associated with many of the industrial
operations of the “old economy.” Many of the industries of the
“new economy” tend to be quiet and have low emissions and low
visual impact; therefore, there is no especially adverse effect of
siting such a facility relatively close to residential housing. A buffer
such as a landscaped greenbelt of adequate width to produce visual
and audio separation of houses from the industrial facilities can
render the site an innocuous neighbor. Clearly, such a location
would make certain types of operations that are noisy or smelly or
create physical or environmental risks problematic for an EIP.
Careful planning of truck and rail access as well as scheduling of
truck and train operations would be required to ensure minimum
disruption within the community.
An EIP sited in close proximity to the homes of employees working
in the park creates opportunities to substantially reduce vehicle
commuting requirements and thereby significantly reduce
atmospheric emissions.
Proximity to Other Industry. The potential success of the EIP can

be enhanced during the siting phase by identifying the potential to
link the closed-loop recycling within the proposed EIP with the
existing industrial base of the community. The first step in this
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process is to conduct a material input/output analysis of major
industries in the area. This analysis involves determining the
location; type; amount; quality (in terms of consistency with time
and purity); and distribution in time (steady, periodic, episodic, or
irregular) of the major materials used. This material mix is then
analyzed to identify potential opportunities for exchanges with the
proposed EIP.
Because the potential for an exchange to occur decreases with
increasing transaction costs, sites in proximity to high potential
sources or users of material would be favored over those at greater
distance.

Pre-existing lndusfrial Condifions. Pre-existing industriaI sites may
be the optimum location for the EIP, either as an addition to an
operating industrial site or as a redevelopment of an abandoned
industrial site. Existing infrastructure can reduce the costs of
developing a new site. Using land that is already industrialized
prevents loss of farm land or natural areas.
Existing industrial sites create challenges for the potential EIP that,
although difficult, may create real opportunity. Previously used
industrial sites frequently contain areas of contaminated soil or
ground water. If the areas of contamination are not well
understood, investigations to determine location and severity of
such contamination can be protracted and expensive. Where such
contamination exists, it may be necessary to clean the site to
comply with regulations and to render the site safe. Because of the
potential liabilities, former industrial land is difficult to sell and the
price i s generally low.
Some jurisdictions are recognizing that not all contaminated sites
represent sufficient hazard to health or the environment that they
must be remediated. In addition, some states are developing
programs to assist developers in managing the liability associated
with redevelopment of former industrial sites. Before dismissing a
former industrial site out of hand, it is worth taking the time to
determine the likely nature and degree of potential contamination.

With that information, it will be relatively simple to determine from
state regulatory authorities whether a prohibitively expensive
remediation program would be required for the site. It would also
be possible to determine whether the state government has initiated
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a program to help mitigate liability for developers of former
industrial sites.
Where expanding an existing industrial site or considering a site in
close proximity to existing industrial activity, it is important to
determine if air quality problems that exist would be amplified by
either the load or character of emissions from the new park.

B.5

DECISION SUPPORT AND THE ANALYTIC
HIERARCHY PROCESS
In Sections B.2 and 8.4 we discussed an environmental
performance framework and outlined a process for applying it to
various aspects of an EIP. A critical aspect of this process is the
decision process. It is important to use some formalized, explicit
decision support process throughout the initiation, site selection,
design, construction, and operation of an EIP. A variety of
stakeholders with different points of view, interests, and biases will

be involved throughout the process.
A formalized, explicit decision support process enables the project
team to understand and value the perspectives of its disparate
members. Techniques of this type also assist individuals to identify
and understand their own assumptions and biases, thereby making
them more constructive contributors to the team effort. Such a
process also provides an "audit trail" that enables others to
understand and evaluate decisions at a later date.

A wide variety of such techniques have been developed by
practitioners of decision analysis. Most management consulting
firms have staff skilled in using one or more of these techniques.
Decision analysis techniques generally provide a discipline to

clearly differentiate the decision alternatives from the criteria by
which the decision is made.
Most of us make many decisions on the basis of implicit
assumptions and "emotional logic." The decision analysis
techniques use various approaches to bring these assumptions to the
surface and to develop explicit statements of the criteria by which

the decision is reached. All good decision analysis tools recognize
the fundamental emotional, noncognitive nature of decisionmaking
by incorporating a final "gut-level" check of the outcome of the
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analysis. If the result doesn’t make sense or doesn’t feel right, the
practitioner is sent back to re-evaluate the inputs to the analysis.
We have found the AHP to be a strong method for decision support.
The AHP has a sound mathematical foundation, allows inclusion of
monetary and nonmonetary, as well as abstract, “values” in the
same analysis and can be used effectively in group process. Expert
choice software supports teams in applying this method.’
A wide variety of business and government organizations use AHP
as their primary decisionmaking tool. See Appendix I for AHP
references.

If you need assistance in finding consultants familiar with the AHP, contact
Thomas Saaty at Expert Choice, 4922 Ellsworth Ave, Pittsburgh, PA 15213.
412-682-3844 fax: 412-682-7008.
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EIP Cases

C,im THE INDUSTRIAL SYMBIOSIS AT
KALUNDBORG
One of the favorite cases presented by industrial ecologists is the
story of the spontaneous but slow evolution of the “industrial
symbiosis” at Kalundborg, Denmark.l This web of materials and
energy exchanges among companies (and with the community) has
developed over the last 20 years in a small industrial zone on the
coast, 75 miles west of Copenhagen. Originally, the motivation
behind most of the exchanges was to reduce costs by seeking
income-producing uses for “waste” products. Gradually, the
managers and town residents realized they were generating
environmental benefits as well through their transactions.
While this case is inspiring, it reflects only part of a full EIP concept.
To date, the focus of collaboration has been on developing interfirm
exchange of byproducts. The companies at Kalundborg are now
considering the next steps in the ongoing evolution of their
symbiosis.
The Kalundborg system comprises five core partners:

>

Asnaes Power Station is Denmark’s largest power station,
coal-fired, 1,500 megawatts capacity.

’“Industrial symbiosis. A cooperation between different industries by which the
presence of each increases the viability/profitabilityof the other($, and by
which the demands of society for resource savings and environmental
protection are considered. Symbiosis is the living together of dissimilar
organisms in any of various mutually beneficial relationships. Here the term is
used to mean industrial cooperation with mutual utilization of residual
products.” (Kalundborg companies, no date)
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Statoil Refinery i s Denmark's largest, with a capacity of 3.2
million tons/yr (increasing to 4.8 million tons/yr).

N

Gyproc is a plasterboard factory, making 14 million square
meters of gypsum wallboard annually (roughly enough to
build all the houses in six towns the size of Kalundborg)
Novo Nordisk is an international biotechnological company,
with annual sales over $2 billion. The plant at Kalundborg
is their largest, and produces pharmaceuticals (including
40 percent of the world's supply of insulin) and industrial
enzymes.

N The City of Kalundborg supplies district heating to the
20,000 residents, as well as water to the homes and
industries.
Over the last two decades, these partners spontaneously developed
a series of bilateral exchanges that also include a number of other

companies. There was no initial planning of the overall network; it
just evolved as a collection of one-to-one deals that made economic
sense for the pairs of participants in each. This suggests that EIP
teams seeking to recruit companies to form a similar byproduct
exchange network must not overplan. EIP planning teams should
conceive a strategy that respects current market forces and then use
industrial databases and information networks to let companies
know what the EIP has to offer.
We illustrate the gradual development of the symbiosis in
Figures C-1, C-2, and C-3, showing the extent of the material and
energy exchanges in 1975, 1985, and 1995, respectively.
The symbiosis started when Gyproc located its facility in
Kalundborg to take advantage of the fuel gas available from Statoil.
Today, Gyproc is still the only company to have located there to
take advantage of an available supply.
The second arrangement, the pharmaceutical plant to farms flow,
has become the largest single exchange flow. Novo Nordisk
provides without charge 1.1 million tons/year of sludge (containing
nitrogen and phosphorus) to about 1,000 farms. This began in
1976, four years after the Statoil-Gyproc contract.
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Figure C-1 The Beginning of the Kalundborg Symbiosis

Industrial Symbiosis

(enzymes, insulin)

Another 3 years passed before Asnzes began to supply fly ash to the
Aalborg Portland cement company, the first contract involving a
company not even in Kalundborg. Finally, in 1981-82, more
exchanges developed: Asnaes began supplying steam to the city,
Statoil, and Novo Nordisk. Hence, the first decade encompassed

the evolution from one contract to the beginnings of a real "food
web" with each of the three largest companies involved in two or
more separate contracts.
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Figure C-2. Ten Years Later, the Web Begins to Develop
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Energy Flows
The Asnas power station is coal fired and probably operates at
about 40 percent thermal efficiency. Like all other fossil-fuel power
stations, the majority of energy generated goes up the stack. At the
same time, another large energy user, the Statoil refinery flared off
most of its gas byproduct. Then, starting in the early 1970s, a series
of deals were struck:
The refinery agreed to provide excess gas to Gyproc, which
had seen Statoil's flares and recognized that this burning gas
was a potential low-cost fuel source.
Asnaes began to supply the city with steam for its new
district heating system in 1981 and then added Novo
Nordisk and Statoil as customers too. This district heating,
encouraged by the city and Danish government, replaced
about 3,500 oil furnaces (a significant nonpoint source of air
polIution).
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Figure C-3. Today's Web of Exchanges: About 3 Million Tons per Year
Kalundborg
Industrial Symbiosis
Anno 1995

I

The power plant uses salt water, from the fjord, for some of
its cooling needs. By doing so, they reduce the withdrawals
of fresh water from Lake Tiss~.The resulting byproduct is
hot salt water, a small portion of which they now
beneficially supply to the fish farm's 57 ponds.
In 1992, the power plant began substituting fuels, using
surplus refinery gas in place of some coal. This only
became possible after Statoil built a sulfur recovery unit to
comply with regulations on sulfur emission; their gas was
then clean enough to permit use at the power plant.

C.1.2

Materials Flows
In 1976 the Novo Nordisk plant started the pattern of materials
flows, matching the evolving energy flows at Kalundborg.
Sludge from Novo Nordisk's processes and from the fish
farm's water treatment plant is used as fertilizer on nearby
farms. This is a large portion of the entire Kalundborg
exchange network, totaling over 1 million tons per year.
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A cement company uses the power plant’s desulfurized fly
ash. Asnaes reacts the SO2 in their stack gas with calcium
carbonate, thereby making calcium sulfate (gypsum), which
they sell to Gyproc, supplying two-thirds of the latter’s
needs.
The refinery’s desulfurization operation produces pure liquid
sulfur, which is trucked to Kemira, a sulfuric acid producer.
Surplus yeast from insulin production at Novo Nordisk goes
to farmers as pig food.
This web of recycling and reuse has generated new revenues and
cost savings for the companies involved and reduced pollution to
air, water, and land in the region. In ecological terms, Kalundborg
exhibits the characteristics of a simple food web: organisms
consume each other’s waste materials and energy, thereby
becoming co-dependent on each other.
Although we do not have what the engineers call a complete mass
and energy balance, covering all of the Kalundborg participants, we
can make some estimates from the information that has been
published, which we summarize in Table C-1.
Table C-1.

Estimates of the Material Exchanges in the Symbiosis

Material

Quantity
[T/yrl

From

To

Sold/free

Began

Statoil

Gyproc

sold

1972

8,000

Sludge

Novo
Nordisk

1,000farmers

free

1976

1 ,I 00,000

Fly-ash & clinker

Asnaes

Aalborg Portland

sold

1979

200,000

Steam

Asnzs

Kalundborg

sold

1981

225,000

Steam

Asnaes

Novo Nordisk

sold

1982

21 5,000

Steam

Asnzs

Statoil

sold

1982

140,000

Water (x-cooling)

Statoil

Asnaes

sold

1987

700,000

Hot sea water

Asnm

Fish Farm

free

1989

Sulfur (liquid)

Statoil

Kemira

sold

1990

2,800

Water, biotreated

Statoil

Asnaes

free

1991

200,000

Fuel gas (x-flue gas)

Statoil

Asnaes

sold

1992

60,000

Gypsum

Asnaes

Gyproc

sold

1993

85,000

Fuel gas (x-flare gas)

Total annual auantitv:

06

?

2.9 million
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The quantities involved in these exchanges are about the same as
the amount of coal that Asnm buys (2+ million tondyear) or the
tonnage of North Sea crude oil refined by Statoil (3.2 million tons,
now being increased to 4.8).
Note that water is the material exchanged the most; almost

85 percent is water, in either liquid or gaseous (steam) form.

C.1.3

Lessons from Kalundborg
What can we learn from the Danes’ experience over the past two
decades? Here are some comments from those directly involved:
All contracts have been negotiated on a bilateral basis.
Each contract has resulted from the conclusion by both
companies involved that the project would be economically
attractive. It made, in other words, good business sense to
do it.
Opportunities not within a company’s core business, no
matter how environmentally attractive, have not been acted
upon.
Each partner does its best to ensure that risks are minimized.
Each company evaluates its own deals independently; there
is no system-wide evaluation of performance, and they all
seem to feel this would be difficult to achieve.
Without a conscious intent at the beginning to develop an industrial
ecosystem, a very effective, and environmentally beneficial
symbiosis among half a dozen companies has evolved, albeit
slowly.
Jorgen Christensen, Vice President of Novo Nordisk at Kalundborg,
identifies several conditions that are desirable for a similar web of
exchanges to develop:
Industries must be different and yet must fit each other.
Arrangements must be commercially sound and profitable.
Development must be voluntary, in close collaboration with
regulatory agencies.
A short physical distance between the partners is necessary
for economy of transportation (many transfers are not
economically or technically feasible over long distances).
At Kalundborg, the managers at different plants all know
each other. (This was a big help but may not be absolutely
necessary at other locations.)
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Suggestion:
Encouraged by the successes at Kalundborg, EIP planners could
consider all the ways they can do even better than Kalundborg has
done and achieve goals more quickly. Planners can take advantage
of their experience as they carefully plan for a tightly integrated EIP,
seeking environmental benefits and providing many tenant services
that even today are not available at Kalundborg.

c.1.4

Applying These Lessons
Industry Match
An important element of the Kalundborg symbiosis has been
matching the industrial players in terms of inputs and outputs. The
five major companies are in essentially different industries with
different input requirements and byproducts. Opportunities to
develop symbiotic relationships might be more limited where the
companies involved are in essentially the same type of industry,
requiring similar inputs and producing similar byproducts. As in
nature, diversity seems to have its advantages, providing both
stability and resilience. (However, in some cases same industry
plants might be able to cascade materials through firms needing
different levels of quality, for example, plastics.)
As we have seen, water is the most common material exchanged at
Kalundborg. Even similar companies may have beneficial
exchanges of water and steam. We also have the example of the
Houston Ship Channel, older and many times larger in scope than
Kalundborg, where most of the participants are in the oil
refining/petrochemical industry.

Size Match
The companies at Kalundborg are of compatible size in terms of
their material flows. Thus, a single agreement between two
companies is typically able to use a significant proportion of the
byproducts from the supplier and meet a large proportion of the
demand on the part of the buyer. Where large size differences exist
between supplier and buyer the complexity of the arrangements
involved may increase for the large player.
Scrap metal dealers, of course, have successfully provided a
brokerage function for many decades, matching the needs of
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suppliers and users. Hence, in an EIP, one solution might be to
have the park management company play the role of broker or to
have them contract with an off-site broker to serve the needs of the

EIP. Then each industrial party would only negotiate with one
party, the broker. If internal supply and demand are mismatched,
the broker can go outside of the bounds of the EIP to find other
sources or customers for suitable materials.
We observe that several companies in Kalundborg have successfully
found distant customers for some of their available byproducts:
Asnaes, fly ash; Statoil, sulfur; Novo Nordisk, sludge.

Suggestions:

EIP planners may wish to survey the industries in the area or
region and the scrap dealers, recyclers or other
intermediaries are already there who might be able to
provide the brokerage services required for the EIP.
EIP planners can check landfills also to see what materials,
in large volume, are disposed of there. Are these same
materials used elsewhere in the country, rather than being
thrown away? Is that because there is no local recycler or
(re)user of these materials?

Is some of the waste material (both solid and liquid)
produced locally being "exported" to other regions of the
country where there are willing buyers?
The answers to these questions may very well reveal local
opportunities for new industries and new jobs in the community.

Close Physical Distance
One of the important elements in many of the material and energy
exchanges at Kalundborg is the physical proximity of the plants. As
distance between plants increases, the transaction costs increase.
Where the exchanges involve transfers by pipeline, the capital costs
of construction increase; where they involve trucks, or other
wheeled transport, the initial costs are less a factor; but operating
costs become more important as do the environmental
consequences of noise, dust, traffic and fuel usage. Where
transactions involve transferring heat in the form of steam or hot
water, close physical distance is extremely important in minimizing
transmissions losses. Low-pressure steam, for example, is generally
not attractive for off-site use, unless the quantities exchanged
exceed 500,000 Ib/hr.
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There i s no single answer to the question of how close is close
enough, because the answer involves a complex analysis of the sitespecific characteristics of the individual transactions. The following
questions should be addressed by the parties to the proposed
transaction:
What material or energy flow is involved?
What is the cost of obtaining existing or alternative materials
or energy?

+

What material disposal costs could be eliminated or reduced
by finding a willing user, even if a company has to pay them
to take the material?
Do you need to change corporate financial or tax factors
that tend to block capital spending to reduce operating
costs? (Changes in equipment or new infrastructure may be
required to supply or use byproducts.)

Close Mental Distance
In discussing the conditions that enabled the Kalundborg symbiosis,
Jorgen Christensen of Novo Nordisk stresses the importance of what
he calls the close mental distance. He goes on to describe a
commonality of mind that has existed among the leaders of the local
companies and the City of Kalundborg. The city is small, with a
population of about 20,000, surrounded by a farming region and at
some distance from other urban centers. All the managers are of
about the same age and have children of similar age who attend the
same schools. They are members of the same clubs and attend the
same churches. The symbiosis among their companies thus grew
out of personal relationships of shared values, understanding, and
trust.
One additional lesson from Kalundborg in this regard is that close
interaction at all levels in the companies can be an important
ingredient of success. The Danes found that, although good, trustbased communication at senior levels is essential to establishing the
exchanges, close interaction among employees at all levels is
essential for optimal implementation.
Cooperative efforts among the companies on such activities as
training have also contributed to the “close mental distance’’ feeling;
as they have worked together on materials and energy-related
matters, they have learned that they share other problems that can
also be profitably addressed in a collaborative manner.
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A critical question, then, is how can a set of company employees
create this close mental distance without growing up together in a
small Danish town? We discuss some ways to build a sense of
community among companies in Chapter 6.

Regulations Create Financial lncentives
The Kalundborg symbiosis highlights two important aspects about

the relationship of government to the success of an industrial
ecosystem. The first is that government regulation can be effective
in forcing industries to recognize and pay some of the so-called
societal or “externality” costs associated with their products. The
second involves the clear evidence that the proper role of
government is to establish requirements and goals but not to specify
how to meet them.
Government regulations have played a major role at Kalundborg, as

the symbiosis has evolved. First, they restricted emissions of certain
materials, such as sludge, to the fjord and sulfur dioxide to the air.
Second, they banned certain practices (e.g., discharging hot water
“thermal pollution’’ to the fjord). And third, they compelled certain
industries to do specific things but then provided subsidies to help
defray some of the costs (e.g., the district heating program for
Kalundborg).
Where government has established requirements, but has not
specified technological solutions to meet these requirements, the
companies have been very creative in finding effective,
economically feasible solutions. Once these externalities became
costs to the firm, they were quick to find ways of lowering costs. In
many cases the solutions have had unanticipated collateral benefits
that increased profits or reduced total resource utilization.
The mandated reduction in the allowable level of SO2 emissions is
but one example. Asnaes Power Plant was able to find a scrubber
technology that produced commercial-grade gypsum as a
byproduct. Sale of the gypsum to Gyproc resulted in a reduced
demand for imported mineral gypsum, thereby lowering Gyproc’s
costs while improving the Danish balance of trade. This success
required extensive collaboration between A s n a and Gyproc and
others, such as the scrubber manufacturer.
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But, where the government has stipulated the specific
implementation for the companies to follow, the results have been
much less successful. A s n a was required by the government to
initiate a fish-farming operation as a way to consume excess sludge.
The operation was a money-loser until the government permitted
sale of the fish-farm to an independent operator who has converted
it into a profitable venture. (Fish farming just didn’t “fit” into Asnaes’

kind of business.) The government also was in favor of greenhouse
operations, but these plans were finally abandoned after growers
elsewhere in the country complained of unfair competition; the
greenhouses in Kalundborg would have enjoyed especially low
heating costs, and the government was not willing to subsidize all

the other growers enough to compensate them for their potential
losses.

Suggestion:
The EIP management should carefully consider its membership and
participation in the local Chamber of Commerce; in various industry
or trade groups; and in periodic discussions with the state and
federal environmental authorities, OSHA, and other regulatory
agencies. By being proactive in such areas, the entire EIP can be in
a better position to affect future legislation and rules, as well as
being able to communicate back to the tenants the current thinking
in the governments about all issues of relevance to successful
operation of the tenant companies.

Negotiations at a Local Level are More Effective
The companies at Kalundborg, most of which are branch operations
with headquarters elsewhere (Statoil is a Norwegian firm, and
Gyproc is owned by a Dutch company), have found that the
successful exchanges making up the symbiosis have been
negotiated at the local level. In many cases, the success of the
negotiations have depended on knowledge of the local situation that
was not available to staff at corporate headquarters.

Suggestion:
Make sure each potential tenant in an EIP understands the degree of
autonomy management requires to function in the exchange. The
local plant manager may wish to establish local responsibility for
negotiating the details of the EIP participation.
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C.2

DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY’S BURNSIDE
INDUSTRIAL PARK AS ECOSYSTEM
The Burnside Industrial Park in Nova Scotia is the subject of
research and development by the School for Resource and
Environmental studies at Dalhousie University. An interdisciplinary
team at the large site (including 1,200 small and medium-sized
businesses) has developed principles, guidelines, and strategies for
enabling an existing collection of plants to become an industrial
ecosystem. The project focuses on several key areas:
Enabling materials and energy cycling among companies
through co-location of businesses, a waste exchange
information system, and attraction of scavenger and
decomposer businesses that typically use or trade ‘secondhand’ materials;
Relating buildings and the park as a whole to the natural
environment, including use of passive solar heating in
buildings and use of wetlands to filter runoff and sewage;
Making information available to resident companies on
materials used, energy required, and wastes generated in
Burnside; and
Creating feedback loops within and between companies,
and with park management, and regulators (Dalhousie
University, 1994).
In 1992 the project team surveyed a sample of 278 businesses to
gather information on the nature of raw materials used and wastes
generated, the types of facilities, attitudes toward and opportunities
toward P2, and perceptions of what factors would motivate change.
The results indicated high (over 90 percent) interest in participation
in initiatives to minimize wastes by using them as byproducts
among the companies.
A software decision-support system, ECOPARK, is under
development for use by industrial park managers and business
people in parks. It contains databases on businesses, materials
used, technologies, techniques, law and regulation, government
assistance, products made from recycled and recovered materials,
and case studies. ECOPARK is designed to support businesses in
discovering potential markets and sources for byproducts and to do
cost-benefit analysis of potential trades.
The project has entered its second phase with a program of
demonstration projects, technology transfer, and applied research
studies.. The team is establishing a Burnside Cleaner Production
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Center t o support outreach and technical training for the companies
there.
The local newspaper carries a weekly column from the project,
educating readers in IE, the nature of industrial ecosystems, and the
ways that individuals and companies can begin to function in this
way. Past columns have been compiled into a booklet, “Toward a
Burnside Ecosystem,” which can be ordered from the project office.
This channel of communication could be very useful in any EIP
project.
See Appendix I for a description of the Dalhousie handbook,

Designing and Operating Industrial Parks as Ecosystems. The
guidelines, strategies, and project description apply to developing
new industrial parks as well as to retrofitting older ones. Every EIP
project team should have this valuable resource.

c.3

CHATTANOOGA, TN: ElPS IN A LARGER
CONTEXT
Don’t do anything that someone else can do. Don’t
undertake a project unless it is manifestly important and
nearly impossible. If it i s manifestly important, then you don’t
have to worry about its significance. Since it’s nearly
impossible, you know that no one else is like to be doing it,
so if you do succeed, you will have created a whole domain
for yourself.
Edwin H. Land, founder of Polaroid
Corporation
Chattanooga has created a sustainable community initiative with
broad citizen involvement. It features ecosystem cleanup, an
environmental business economic development plan, and
identification of four potential sites for EIPs. Funds for planning two
of the parks have already been raised. Other communities can learn
from the experiences and processes that have moved this city
forward.
In January 1995 Indigo Development Associate Douglas Holmes
visited Chattanooga to attend a meeting of the President’s Council
on Sustainable Development and its task force on EIPs. Following
are his reports on what he discovered.
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Building a Sustainable Community Vision
Chattanooga today is widely hailed as a city way out in front of
most in such areas as planning for their future in the next century.
They seemed to know what they want and are already working hard
to achieve those goals. In this section we briefly explore how they
arrived at this enviable position.

A City’s Vision
Chattanooga didn’t always have “vision,” either literally or
figuratively. In 1969, for example, the U.S. government branded
them as having the dirtiest air of any major city with very low
visibility. That may have been the nadir, the point when citizens of
Chattanooga and the surrounding Hamilton County decided to do
something about it.
All over town, people began to talk in small groups with very local
agendas. The neighborhoods talked about their problems:
unemployment, terrible air quality, quality of streets, schools, and
health services. The business community complained of poor
quality of education of their workers, costs, and government
regulations. The governmental people met and talked about low tax
revenues, high unemployment, and companies leaving. A lot of
energy went into these meetings, and a lot of good came out several
years later. The changes taking place were not immediately obvious
to the people who lived there.

Tough Problems Require Tough Measures
By the mid-80s, the air was much cleaner. Chattanooga faced the
fact that they lived in a basin, which trapped foul air. Hence, the
usual methods of pollution control were not going to work, because
they had an unusual problem, compounded by the topography and
lots of older, heavy industries (foundries, coke ovens, chemical

plants). So they adopted a city ordinance that was much stricter
than other cities’ air quality regulations, and they made it stick.
Most industries added scrubbers and bag filters to their smokestacks.
Some left; some closed. But the air got dramatically cleaner. By the
end of the decade, they had the cleanest air of any major city in the
Southeast and could proudly claim to be the only city in the region
that did not fail one single EPA criterion for clean air.
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Vision 2000
By this time, too, other amazing things were happening. In 1984,
Chattanooga Venture, a nonprofit, privately funded group, decided
to organize a citywide planning process to involve the whole
community. They recruited and trained facilitators to go into every
neighborhood to set up local meetings. Hundreds of facilitators
guided hundreds of meetings, and this produced thousands of hours
of talk and involved many people who had never before felt
involved in their community. In short, Chattanooga Venture had
successfully tapped into the very heart, mind, and soul of the
community, and the ideas poured forth. They called this effort
Vision 2000. With clean air and somewhat fewer than 2,000 clean,
crisp visions, Chattanooga began to tackle its problems.

Electric Buses and Free Shuttle Service
The downtown received a major facelift; old, abandoned buildings
were removed, while others were restored and recycled for new
functions. The public transport agency, CARTA, recognized that
diesel buses were just not an appropriate vehicle in this low valley,
and trolleys were not going to be much better because of the
overhead wires. So CARTA brought electric battery-powered buses
to town, tried them out, and found them wanting.
A local company agreed to help by modifying these buses. Three
years later, Chattanooga now has the ”third generation” design of
electric shuttle buses running every 5 minutes, from 6 am to 10 pm.
This is the largest fleet of electric buses in the U.S. and the ride is
free. They assigned parking fees from city-owned parking garages
around the periphery of the downtown area to support the free
shuttles. The local company that helped redesign the buses has
evolved into a new company dedicated to designing and building

the best electric transit vehicles in the country, for sale to other
cities. Hence, a problem became an opportunity that created a new
firm with new jobs.
Chattanooga’s electric buses run on 5 centdmile for electrical fuel
(versus 16 cents/mile for diesel buses); the maintenance costs are
half, and they are cleaner and more comfortable. CARTA is now
looking at flywheels for energy storage, composite materials to
lower the weight, and rapid recharging (20 minutes vs. 8 hours).
Purchase costs today for the 31 -foot bus are 10 percent more than a
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similar diesel bus but are much cheaper on a life-cycle basis
(Hitchcock, no date).

Environmental Forum
Following Vision 2000’s success, Chattanooga Venture decided in

1993 to try something new-an

Environmental Forum. They invited

some of the best minds from all around the country to help them
out. They listened and they were inspired. The next year,
Chattanooga Venture decided that Vision 2000 was getting a bit
rusty; it was time for an update-Revision

2000-another

success

with even greater citizen involvement. And then they hosted
another Environmental Forum to continue the work of the first one.
By now, several projects were being planned:

the new Tennessee aquarium
a beautiful bridge across the Tennessee River, slated to be
torn down, was “recycled” as a linear park for pedestrians
and cyclists only

plans for a new trade center and a stadium
over $700 million committed to new projects, new ideas,
and the future of Chattanooga

The Nation and the World Begin to Take Notice
“Bold,” “courageous,” “brilliant,” are just some of the words heard
recently in Chattanooga from the lips of the President’s Council on
Sustainable Development members, who met there so they could
see what had transformed this dirtiest of cities. Clearly, the Council
and the United Nations University visitors, in town at the same time,
were genuinely impressed., Chattanooga has been invited to tell its
story around the world, and the “official visitors” coming to see the
city by the river are growing rapidly in numbers.
Many people wonder if their cities could undergo the same type of
transformation. The answer is not necessarily simple or evident, but
city officials need to consider the following questions:

Do we have the people to take the initiative, such as the
Chattanooga Venture group did?
Do we have elected leaders i n city hall and elsewhere who
are truly prepared to have the entire population join in,
contributing their thoughts and dreams to the visioning
process, and then to govern accordingly?
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Do we have corporate citizens in our city, prepared to work
with the rest of the community, to change their processes,
retrain their employees, and convince “headquarters”wherever that may be-that the costs of doing this are
investments in the future and not unnecessary costs to be
avoided?
Do we have the locally available funding to support many of
these community activities in the early stages, before they
can obtain outside financing from higher levels of
government or before they can amass the evidence to
convince the funders of the validity of their ideas?
Chattanooga has the Lyndhurst Foundation; they have been
around at many critical moments over the past 20 years
ready to provide critical funding when it was most needed.
When they started, the citizens of Chattanooga knew only that
things had to change; they didn’t know exactly what they would do.
They still have huge problems and lots of unanswered questions.
They don’t yet know how they are going to solve some of the largest
remaining problems. But they are continuing to work on them.
Chattanooga seems to have taken Land’s counsel quoted at the
beginning of this section to heart. No one else was going to solve
their problems, so they did it themselves. Their own welfare and
quality of life were on the line; this was manifestly important to all
of them. And to most of them, things looked impossible. But now,
things are looking better, and they have already carved out a small
domain “electric transit vehicles” just for themselves.

C.3.2

Chattanooga’s Four EIP Sites
At the President’s Council on Sustainable Development meeting in
Chattanooga, City Councilman David Crockett described the four
sites selected for development as ElPs in the coming years. One of
these, adjacent to downtown and the site of former industrial
activity, is being given a new zoning category, M 0 =
Manufacturing, Zero Emissions.

Site # f: Environmental Technology Complex
Zero emissions industrial park, within Chattanooga Enterprise
Community Zone, also referred to as the South Central Business
District.

Site Characteristics
100 acres, adjacent to the Tennessee Valley Authority’s power
headquarters, but including abandoned foundries, dilapidated
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commercial structures, and vacant lots. Property is in 500 parcels,
many of them contaminated.

Infrastructure
Some abandoned buildings will be reclaimed. The city’s electric
shuttle busses will travel through this industrial park. Future
development will include pedestrian orientation and greenway
parks. A stadium will also be built nearby.
Active Partners
TVA, city, county, state, University of Tennessee-Chattanooga,
Chattanooga State Technical Community College, Carter Street
Corporation.
Project Status
$1.2 million planning and design grant awarded by the city and
county; $0.7 million from the state for site planning and
reclamation. Planning chartered for Phase 2 held in October 1994.
Intended Uses
Environmental business incubator, trade mart, environmental
resource center, conference and training center hotel/inn,
demonstration projects for zero-emissions manufacturers; close to
stadium (to be built).
Opportunities
Showcase for sustainable development in center city; fosters use of
environmental technologies; leverages public and private
investments; attractive business location in environmental city; close
to residential areas.

Site #2: EIP
The former Volunteer Army Ammunition Plant located several miles
northeast of downtown

Site Characteristics
6,500 acres, of which about 4,000 acres are under control of city
and county for industrial use and development by RiverValley
Partners. Army ammunitions facilities will continue to be
maintained in readiness, for the production of TNT. Army/DOD
have agreed to assume all liabilities for environmental liabilities.

Infrastructure
Extensive buildings, warehouses, roads, rail sidings, water and
sewer. Originally designed to be self-sufficient for water, water
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treatment and electricity production. Independent fire department
and specially trained hazardous materials team.

Active Partners
IC1 Americas, Explosives Division is the Army's prime contractor for
site management. DOD, city, county, Southeast Tennessee
Development District, RiverValley Partners, University of
Tennessee-Chattanooga, Chattanooga State Technical Community
CoIIege.
Project Status
$0.5 million planning grant from DOD; $2.5 million initial
commitment for marketing and development. LDR International of
Columbia, MD, has been retained for land use planning. $0.1
million for Environmental Network Project for integrated waste
exchange.
Intended Uses
Environmental research, recycling industries, integrated industrial
sites.
Opportunities
DOD, explosives remediation research; environmental remediation
technology testing; technology transfer and business incubation;
landfill for regional municipal/commercial/industrial wastes; market
rate industrial park for companies that can use or process waste raw
materials.

Site #3: Mixed-Use Greenfield Park
Site Characteristics
1,000 acres, mountain and creek valley site, to be assembled by city
and county for development by RiverValley Partners.

Infrastructure
Greenfield, adjacent to 1-24; roads, rail sidings, water and sewer are
in place.
Active Partners
City, county, Southeast Tennessee Development District,
RiverValley Partners
Project Status
Planning charrette held in October 1994, with same design team as
for downtown project.
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Intended Uses
Mixed light industrial, business, commercial, and residential use;
opportunity to demonstrate that people will live where they work.

Opportunities
Innovative, state-of-the-art design, integrating work/residential/
leisure areas. Suburban, greenfield site, attractive to investors
willing to minimize emissions and incorporate renewable resources,
but not willing to risk the center city development.

Site #4: Brownfield Reclamation Park
Site Characteristics:
Former Anchor Glass manufacturing site, surrounded by lowincome, predominantly black residential community, near
Chattanooga Creek Federal Superfund site.

Infrastructure
Buildings, warehouses, roads, rail sidings, water, and sewer.
Active Partners
City, county, Howard School for Academics and Technology, a
magnet school; Southeast Tennessee Development District;
RiverValley Partners; Chattanooga Neighborhood Enterprise; U.S.
HUD; Tennessee Dept. of Environment and Conservation.
Project Status
University of Tennessee-Chattanooga completed a development
study in 1991; EPA environmental equity grant received for
community involvement in Superfund remediation; planning
underway for environmental learning lab with science, math, and
technology curriculum. The Southeast Center for the Restoration of
Waters has completed preliminary evaluations of the benefits of
using Living Machines to clean up Chattanooga Creek and are
awaiting approval from EPA.

Intended Uses
Manufacturing and services, especially for environmental
businesses.

Opportunities
Overcoming barriers to reuse of abandoned industrial sites by
limiting cost of remediation; job creation and neighborhood
revitalization in economically distressed area; small business
incubation; market rate industrial park for companies requiring
access to employees.
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Clearly, Chattanooga is rich in opportunities with four
complementary sites of different characteristics. To date, most of
the effort at developing these sites seems to have been concentrated
on Sites #1 and #2. There is, however, an interesting conflict
emerging between some of the City’s priorities and the present site
situations.
At the presentations during the PCSD meeting in January 1994, it
seemed quite obvious that the City would prefer to develop Site #1
first. There are several reasons for this, but perhaps most significant
among them are the visibility, to everyone in town, and the desire to
bring jobs back into areas adjacent to existing and future housing,
where public transportation is already in place. However, this
downtown site, consisting of over 500 separate parcels, is a long
way from being ready for new tenants to begin building; title to all
these parcels needs to be consolidated; and more importantly, all
the preparatory work to check each site for possible past pollution
needs to be done. There is a feeling that, under the constraints of
existing EPA regulations and procedures, this process could take
several years.
Meanwhile, the Army has contracted with IC1 Americas to serve as
landlord and to proceed with development of the Army Ammunition
plant site. This area, with its long history of military munitions and
explosives manufacture and storage, obviously has many potential
environmental liabilities too. But here, with one owner throughout
the history of operations, the responsibility is clearly assignable to
the U.S. government. Recognizingthis and anxious to move
forward, the Army has agreed to assume all environmental
liabilities, removing this burden from their contractor and from the
future tenants.
So just a few miles from downtown, in a rolling, partially wooded
area, is a military base of over 6,500 acres, ready to invite private
industry to come onto the base as leasing tenants to either reactivate

the Army’s own chemical production facilities or to build their own
new facilities to make other materials. Since environmental liability
will not be an issue and the assembling of the parcels into one
developable piece of land has already occurred, the sense in
Chattanooga i s that it will be much easier and faster to bring in
Yet Site #2 lacks the public
tenants at Site #2 than at Site #l.
transportation and other amenities of the downtown site.
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The city held much discussion about this dilemma and discussed
possible ways to speed up development of Site #l.
Options
included having the city, or more likely, the State of Tennessee step
in and agree, like the Army, to assume all ”potentially liable party”
responsibilities for these 500+ parcels. It’s too early to predict the
outcome, but this situation will be worth watching for many others
throughout the U.S. contemplating creating urban area EIPs.
For further information: Mr. David Crockett, Member of City
Council, City Hall - Room 111, Chattanooga, TN 37402; 61 5/ 7575196; fax 615/ 757-4857.

JOBS-Job Opportunities Bring Success
One of the many fascinating features of being in Chattanooga for the
President’s Council on Sustainable Development meeting was
learning about RiverValley Partners and their JOBS 2000 program.
The following is a description of their market research on industrial
recruitment, which is quite significant for any EIP development
project. This is derived from an extensive customer surveys/studies
that RiverValley Partners conducted in 1994.

Sites and Buildings-Research

Findings

Most manufacturing and office prospects seek an existing building
or qualified site and will eliminate an area that does not satisfy the
real estate requirement. Over 80 percent of the companies who
have looked at Chattanooga in 1993 and 1994 came looking for
buildings.
Industrial relocation and expansion are relatively short-term
decisions. Most industrial land users want to move to a new space
within 6 to 15 months of the corporate decision to expand or
relocate.
Without an additional supply of industrial sites and buildings,
Chattanooga is not in a good position to lure expanding or
relocating companies to increase the area’s job base. The land
needs to be ready to build with a “fast-track,” “one-stop shop”
permitting process. Companies have choices in selecting a location
and will not wait for zoning, environmental clearances, permits, and
utilities. The buildings must be flexible enough to meet the needs of
firms who want to move in immediately.
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Based on actual prospect interest shown in Chattanooga in 1993
and 1994, combined with other forecasting methods, the following
annual demand was projected:
Space (leased, build-to-suit, and purchase of existing space): 1.2
million square feet
Acreage: 125 acres
The fact that Chattanooga has many brownfield sites does not make
it unique. However, it is important to improve these areas and
create a critical mass to bring new economic opportunities back to
formerly active manufacturing locations where infrastructure is
already in place. Reclaiming brownfield sites should be a priority
for the community.

RiverValley Parfners, Inc.
RiverValley Partners is the public/private, nonprofit organization
that has areawide responsibility for economic development. Their
mission is to implement a realistic economic strategy that will create
jobs for the Chattanooga region’s citizens through growth, while
building on the character and quality of life that make this a unique
and special community in which to live and work.
RiverValley Partners was established in November 1993 and formed
from the merger of Partners for Economic Progress, a primarily
publicly funded economic development agency, with the Rivercity
Company, the privately funded, noprofit corporation that has led
development along the Tennessee River front and within the central
business district.
RiverValley Partners was capitalized with the privately funded assets
of the Rivercity Company, which generates nearly one-half of
annual funding for the organization. One-third of its annual funding
comes from the city and county, and the balance is provided from
the private sector.
RiverValley Partners believed that these conclusions were probably
applicable to any city in the country; there was little in the
characterization of what a company is looking for when shopping
for a site that was specific to. Chattanooga or the southeast U.S.
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A company shopping for a site really does not care about the brown

or green aspect nearly as much as about the other characteristics
summarized above: Will we be clear of liability for past
contamination? Can we start building immediately? What permits
do we need, and how long will it take to get them?
Chattanooga has more than enough land in both brown and green
categories. What Chattanooga lacks is land ready to build on and
the one-stop shop for permits, but they are now working hard to
achieve both of these goals.

C.4

BROWNSVILLE, TX
The Brownsville project began with a proposal from the Texas
Natural Resources Conservation Commission to EPA. This led to
designation of Brownsville as a demonstration project for the
President’s Council on Sustainable Development and as a case
study for the EPA research project on ElPs conducted by RTI and
Indigo Development. Local leadership has come from a city
commissioner and the director of the economic development
counci I.

C.4.1
,

Getting Started in Brownsville
City Commissioner Jackie Lockett used the site visits conducted by
RTl’s and Indigo Development’s research team to build support for
the city’s EIP project. We went to Brownsville to gather information
for the case study and the EIP Fieldbook, but this process depended
on first briefing a broad range of stakeholders on IE and EIPs.
Commissioner Lockett and Brownsville Economic Development
Council (BEDC) Director Marie McDermott organized a series of
meetings for our team with private developers; staff from public
agencies with land to develop; industrialists; bankers; educators;
staff from environmental agencies; environmentalists; media; and
various city officials, including the Public Works Director and City
Manager. Several of these meetings also included people from
Brownsville’s sister city in Mexico-Matamoros.

After an

introductory session with approximately 50 participants, most of the
groups ranged from 10 to 20 people.
By the end of our third visit most civic leaders were aware of the
potential economic and environmental benefits of developing an
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EIP. They had been able to discuss challenges and barriers, and
many indicated support for a project. In a letter to BEDC, the
Director of Marketing for the Port said, ”The Port of Brownsville is
very interested in being selected as a site for a demonstration ecoindustrial park.”

C.4.2

Creating A Context in Brownsville
An EIP requires strong public/private partnership in its development,
including creating a broader economic development context for the
park itself. We briefly describe how Brownsville is creating the
context for an EIP.
In one of our first project meetings in Brownsville, Tom Dunham, an
entrepreneur, listened to our description of companies trading their
wastes as byproducts. H e suggested that we redefine waste as a
product with no market. Later he returned with a brief business
plan for a community resource exchange entitled “Under-utilized
Industrial Products, Inc.”
The previous morning, City Commissioner Jackie Lockett had
insisted on taking the project team to the landfill (also known as the
Mexican Crow Park on a map of local wildlife sanctuaries). Public
Works Director, Carlos Ayala, pointed to the resources piling up for
costly burial, the sun, and the prevailing wind, stating “Let’s harness
this energy and use these resources to create jobs for our people.”
In a later visit, we began charting a potential EIP at Brownsville’s
Port with a possible new power plant at its center. The Public
Utilities Board CEO, Don Ouchley, quickly started tracing potential
exchanges between that plant and others at the site and in the larger
community.
Commissioner Lockett, a former chemistry instructor, emphasized
the vital role that the University of Texas-Brownsville and other
educational institutions will play in training management and
workers to operate individual companies and the park itself in this
new mode.
In our three visits to Brownsville, discussions continually returned to

the idea that their ElPs would be part of a whole community effort,
not just a set of companies inside a fence. They also emphasized
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that their community extends across the border to their twin-city,
Matamoros.

C.4.3

The Brownsville Prototype EIP
Our project team from RTI and Indigo surveyed selected local
companies to identify potential players in an EIP in this cross-border
region. Our project’s purpose was to build an economic and
environmental model to simulate the benefits and costs of an EIP.
The process uncovered the possibility of creating a park at the
Brownsville Port with links to other companies in the area.
The anchors for this possible EIP would be an electric power plant
and a petroleum refinery (two of the key industries at the celebrated
example of byproduct exchange network, in Kalundborg, Denmark).
The power plant would use gas from the refinery and provide the
refinery with steam. Other companies would include an asphalt
plant (using residual oil from the refinery and steam from the power
plant), a wallboard company (using gypsum from the power plant),
a tank farm (using steam from the power plant), and a number of
others including a water pre-treatment plant and an oil recycler.

A detailed description of the Brownsville case study and prototype
EIP can be found in Martin et al. (1996).

C.5

THE BALTIMORE EMPOWERMENT ZONE EIP
The Baltimore Development Corporation (BDC) has led the local EIP
initiative by including the concept in the city’s successful
Empowerment Zone proposal to the Department of Housing and
Urban Development. With support from a Cornell University team,
BDC has moved the project forward through a search conference to
build a vision and broad community support and a planning
charrette. Larisa Salamacha, Development Director for BDC, is the
project leader. Ed Cohen-Rosenthal is the director of the Cornell
team, based in the Cornell Center for the Environment.
The Baltimore project focuses on an established industrial region of
the city, the Fairfield district, covering approximately 2,000 acres.
The area features companies whose production is based on
petroleum and organic chemicals. It is a “carbon” economy of oil
company marketing sites, asphalt manufacturing and distribution,
divisions of multinational chemical companies making cleaning
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solutions, herbicides, or plating solutions. Some of the chemical
companies use dock facilities for importing and exporting raw
materials and products. However the largest use of the port
facilities is the homologation companies who customize
automobiles for export and upon import. Asphalt is also integrally
connected to this ”carbon economy.”
Indusiry in Fairfield also include smaller companies that have filled
links between and around these primary producers. Trucking
companies, rail service and port services represent the
transportation interests. Environmental companies have grown,
based on normal maintenance of tank trucks and storage tanks as
well as specialized clean up jobs. There is also a small but diverse
manufacturing and distribution base including box manufacturing,
tire retreading, and materials handling machinery.
Unlike most “build to suit” industrial areas in America, where
company mix has come from a developer’s ability to sell plots of
land and a concept, the Fairfield area has grown around a few
common industries. Manufacturing networks have developed
naturally and could form the basis for an expanded EIP network.
Companies currently doing business in the Fairfield area are not
networked in the sense of carrying on “industrial park business’’ nor

is there a Fairfield business association, but natural alliances have
developed for mutually beneficial reasons.
Cornell’s support team has surveyed companies in Fairfield and
used Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) input-output tables to
discover potential resource exchanges. (These 1-0tables show U.S.
industrial activity and the interdependencies among companies for
material inputs in the generation of a product or service as well as

the flow of finished goods for other material processes. They
provide an effective tool for studying material flows in any one or a
number of industries.)
This project goes beyond strictly environmental goals in its new
approach to economic development and business organization. It
emphasizes a network model of economic and industrial
development in which smaller companies collaborate to achieve
marketing advantage and develop joint products.
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Another innovative aspect of this project is its support to businesses
in developing high-performance work systems. These systems
promise more productive industrial organizations through greater
worker participation in planning and self-management. The Cornell
team indicates such participation also improves environmental
performance. The public/private partnership in this development
will have strong participation from labor, as well as industry and
economic development agencies.
The Baltimore EIP project suggests that enhancing the
competitiveness of manufacturing in North America is possible
through the combination of EIP environmental and energy
efficiencies and high-performance business practices.
The Cornell team working with Baltimore has also proposed
redevelopment of an existing industrial park in Rochester, NY, with
companies drawing feedstock from a resource recovery plant.

C.6
C.6.1

THE PORT OF CAPE CHARLES SUSTAINABLE
TECHNOLOGIES INDUSTRIAL PARK
Project Background
The Port of Cape Charles Sustainable Technologies Park, located on
the Chesapeake Bay at the southern tip of Virginia’s Eastern Shore,
was chosen by the President’s Council on Sustainable Development
as a demonstration project site for eco-industrial development. The
Town of Cape Charles has entered into an agreement with the
County of Northampton to form an Industrial Development
Authority to administer the park jointly. William McDonough +
Partners was commissioned by this partnership to organize and
facilitate a design charrette to develop a conceptual master plan for
the park. The charrette was held in April 1995.
The Town of Cape Charles is an old railroad town, planned and
developed by the Pennsylvania Railroad in the later part of the
nineteenth century. Its harbor was the terminus for passenger ferry
and rail car barge service linking the Eastern Shore to mainland
Virginia. While ferry service was halted by the construction of the
Chesapeake Bay Bridge-Tunnel in the 1960s, Cape Charles has
retained modest commercial waterman, rail cargo and other
shipping, and seasonal recreational uses of its harbor. In the past
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several decades Cape Charles and the surrounding agricultural
communities within Northampton County have been plagued with a
declining population, high unemployment, and an eroding
economic base further threatened by environmental degradation of
the Chesapeake Bay.
Much of the land immediately surrounding the Port of Cape Charles
harbor is undeveloped. Vacant land to the north separates the
harbor from the town’s commercial street. An expanse of rail yard,
barge loading, parking lot, boat launch, bulkhead, and a U. S. Coast
Guard station frame the east harbor. The south side of the harbor
includes a small commercial fishing structure, vacant industrial
buildings, and a large concrete manufacturing plant. Agricultural
and wooded areas surround much of the town and harbor. More
than 400 acres of the publicly and privately held lands surrounding
the harbor were included as the preliminary planning area for the
park.
William McDonough

+ Partners interviewed more than 30 political,

cultural, and business representatives of the town and county; state
and local agencies; land owners; and potential tenants prior to the
charrette. The purpose of the interviews was to gather issues
affecting site development and to catalogue suggested land uses and
activities to be located in the park. The two major planning issues
identified involved constraints on access, circulation, and land use
due to the juxtaposition of the sprawling rail yard between the town
and the harbor and the visual and economic impact industrial
development would have on the historic town. Suggested land uses
included light industrial of varying size; commercial harbor uses;
recreational and transient marina and support facilities; commercial
uses such as offices, restaurants, hotels, and shops; affordable
housing; museums for railroad and cultural history; and parks,
plazas and other public open space. Environmental and
infrastructure inventories were conducted concurrently with the
interview process; wetlands and limited ground water were
identified as the major environmental factors restricting
development.

C.6.2

The Design Charrette
The 3-day charrette was divided into two parts: a 1 -day public
workshop and a 2-day design charrette. More than 100 residents
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participated in the public workshop that was designed to provide
graphic communication tools to those not usually enfranchised with
land planning responsibilities. The participants were divided into
ten groups, randomly formed to ensure diversity. Each group was
given a site map of the park and an ”icon” packet containing images
of each of the land uses identified in the preliminary interviews.
The icons allowed participants to consider and place land uses on

the site plan without facing the intimidating task of drawing their
intentions. This methodology was very quickly grasped by the
groups and the 2-hour work period produced both comprehensible
and comprehensive plans. The success of having actively engaged
the community in developing the park plan through this planning
exercise was made evident by the enthusiastic response from
participants.
At the conclusion of the planning exercise, a representative of each
working group presented the plans to the workshop participants.
Because the icons were color-coded according to planning
standards the re-occurring similarities and unique features in the
overall land use organization of each plan were very clear. A
Community Consensus Statement, developed by compiling the
similar intentions of the plans, provided the basis for the ”Port of
Cape Charles Principles”; these documents, in turn, provided the
planning framework for the charrette.
A resource team of designers, technicians and scientists, assembled
by William McDonough + Partners, then spent 2 days preparing a
series of studies for the industrial park, including a master plan
concept diagram, strategies for ecological infrastructure, and
evaluation of environmental impacts of proposed uses.
To ensure continuation of the community-based planning process,
the charrette remained open and accessible to the public and work
in progress was presented to the community for comment and
confirmation.

C.6.3

Master Plan Concept Development
Two planning issues-development impact on the town and
juxtaposition of the railroad-were

major site and organizational

determinants of the master plan concept. The pattern of existing
wetlands, maintenance of service and recreational access to the
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harbor, and large truck circulation to and within the park were also
significant planning issues. These issues were addressed in various
ways in the plans produced by the community. The design
charrette resolution, however, reflects significant adjustments in the
layout of the park from those suggested during the workshop.
Larger industrial uses are sited in an area set back from the town
and the harbor, somewhat screened by a large, man-made earthen
berm containing harbor dredging spoils. These industrial parcels
are laid out as city blocks and organized around a greenway and
wetland water management system that continues throughout the
park. Smaller-scaled industrial and commercial uses are sited at the
interface of the park with the town’s commercial street to
complement and support existing commercial uses and to buffer the
town from the rail yard. The rail yard, occurring between these
industrial use area, remains accessible from the harbor, and rail
linkage to proposed development parcels is feasible. A communal
docking facility provides harbor loading for the entire park. A new
access road is aligned to focus the entrance sequence on the harbor,
allowing for large truck service and limitation of heavy traffic
disturbance within Cape Charles.

Ecological Infrastructure for Water Management
The greenway and wetland corridor that occurs throughout the park
is proposed as a utility or an “ecological infrastructure’’ for water

management, the critical environmental issue for the Eastern Shore.

It is intended to provide natural storm drainage, retention, and
aquifer recharge, as well as enhance wildlife habitat corridors.
An outline of watershed management guidelines developed during
the charrette established an environmentally intelligent approach to
site and infrastructure development. They included guidelines for
storm water and waste water management, water quality
improvement, water conservation and reuse, protection and
enhancement of existing habitats, and management of groundwater.

C.6.4

Environmental Impacts of Proposed Industrial Uses
Although no specific industrial park tenants were identified at the
time of the charrette, there were several potential industrial uses
considered in the development of the master plan concept. These
include aquaculture and food processing, lumber mill and furniture
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manufacturing for plantation-grown exotic wood shipped from
Africa, and photovoltaic manufacturing. A preliminary analysis of
the uses included identifying materials to be recycled, composted,
or treated and materials requiring disposal.
Resource Team: Charrette Planners and Facilitators: William
McDonough + Partners ; Environmental Planning: Paradigm
Design; Landscape Architecture: Michael Vergason; Architecture:
University of Virginia School of Architecture; Industrial Ecology:
Institute for Local Self Reliance; Hydrology & Wetlands:
Environmental Concern; Civil Engineering: Espey Huston &
Associates and Shore Engineering Company, Inc.

C.6.5

The Cape Charles Principles
Prepared by William McDonough + Partners, April 6, 1995, for The
Port of Cape Charles Sustainable Technologies Industrial Park
1. The Sustainable Technologies Park will seek to provide
support for industrial, job creating opportunities to
support existing local enterprises,
attract new ecologically compatible enterprises,
create new ecologically compatible industries, and

+
.

offer a national model for environmentally sound coastal
development.

2. The design of the park will encourage the revitalization of
the Cape Charles’ historic residential, commercial, and
industrial landscape. The sense of place embodied by
historic Cape Charles, with its culturally and historically rich
landscape, architecture, and society, provides the keystone
for the responsible future development of the town.
Working with the historic landscape aims to discourage
ruinous sprawl on surrounding open and rural land.

3. The town and the park will serve as a model for preserving
and advancing the Eastern Shore’s traditional settlement
pattern of compact villages and towns surrounded by
productive land and water. Consistent with this
development pattern, the town of Cape Charles will be
reestablished as an integrated employment and residential
center for the region.

4. The park will seek to create “family wage” local
employment, training, and opportunities for advancement.
The design, capitalization, construction, and occupation of
the park should seek to achieve local training and
employment during every phase. Local companies that
assist citizens in saving energy and water should be created
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immediately to begin the entrepreneurial activity in the
community consistent with the park‘s goals.

5. All designs should attempt to be ameliorative or restorative of
the coastal watershed’s natural systems to consider and
support the fundamental hydrological and biological
characteristics of the site’s natural state.
6. The park should provide evidence of world leadership in
coastal resource management, particularly water quality
management. It will consider all scales-from the entire
watershed to individual water conservation-as models of
conservation and remediation. It should discharge only
water unavailable for reuse and in a clean and safe
condition.

7. As part of a comprehensive resource management program,
the park will implement “industrial ecologies” and “zero
emissions” protocols and establish recycling and composting
facilities for the region.
8. Through the information and technologies fostered by the
park, the community will seek to become more reliant on
natural energy flows. The citizens of Cape Charles have
adopted the concept of becoming a ”Solar City.”
9. The park will serve as a model of integrated agricultural and
industrial growth and will foster technologies/enterprises that
add value to seafood and agricultural byproducts.

C.7

THE ZERO EMISSIONS RESEARCH
INITIATIVE (ZERI) (Gertler, 1995)
The Zero Emissions Research Initiative, or ZERI, is a new program
based in Japanthat seeks to improve the profitability of
manufacturing while reducing its environmental impact by striving
for zero waste. ZERl is the brainchild of Belgian economist and
entrepreneur Gunter Pauli, who pushed the frontiers of corporate
environmentalism and drew worldwide attention as owner,
president, and CEO of Ecover, an “eco-factory” producing
environmentally benign cleansers.2 But however green Ecover’s
operation became, it could only reduce waste, not eliminate it
completely. This limitation gave rise to Pauli’s Zero Emissions
vision: multiindustry clusters of factories, in which emissions from
one plant are used as inputs by another. The trick, according to
Pauli (1994), is finding the “missing links” to complete the cycles.
ZERl is based in the United Nations University’s (UNU) Tokyo
headquarters, from which Pauli has marshaled a global network of
2See description of the Ecover factory later in this chapter.
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researchers and interested participants. The UNU is a university
without students, which serves as a hub and clearing house for
research efforts of international scope. Work on the project began
in April 1994, with the first ZERl Business Roundtable held in July in
Tokyo. Funding will be secured in part by ZERl Foundation
memberships offered to 50 selected companies who would benefit
from priority access to research results and by participation in ZERl
projects (CMI Reporl, 1994 and 1995).
While advancing a broad philosophy, the ZERl project is currently
focused on three research initiatives: recovering high-value green
biomass from logging residue, redesigning paper recycling for zero
emissions, and clustering beer brewing and fish farming as
complementary industries for the elimination of waste. It is the
clustering of industries that is of interest to us here.
Consistent with the notion that complementary industries can form
zero-emissions clusters, the ZERl project has undertaken to combine
beer brewing and fish farming in a scheme that uses the nutrientrich byproduct of the brewing process as fish food. According to

the outline of ZERl feasibility studies released in September 1994,
the brewing of beer, for which hop, barley, malt, sugar, and rice are
the primary raw materials, results in a fermentation residue called
"cake." This cake has significant protein content and has
traditionally been disposed of as cattle feed. Increasing economies
of scale in brewing have forced large breweries to dry, package, and
deliver the cake to widely dispersed cattle ranchers.
Seasonal fluctuations in beer consumption require similar
fluctuations in production, resulting in greatly increased cake
production during the summer, for which there is often no useful
outlet. Storing or landfilling the extra cake is costly (Pauli, 1994).
The clustering of brewing and aquaculture i s further motivated by
the inherent inefficiency of cattle ranching: even when cake is fed
to cattle, its protein content i s not used to i t s fullest potential, since
it takes 7 tons of feed to produce 1 ton of beef. In contrast, 1 ton of

fish requires only 1.8 tons of feed. Pauli also notes that world prices
for selected fish are steadily increasing, while world meat prices are
in decline. The nuisance created by the foul odor of brewery cake
adds to the impetus for using it on-site.
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The ZERl vision is of fish farms operated in immediate proximity to
beer breweries. In this way, the byproduct cake could be reused
immediately as fish feed, with apparently no need for processing.
However, the brewery waste cake is high in fiber, so that it cannot
be digested completely by the fish. Unutilized fish excretions
would constitute a waste stream, thereby stopping short of the zero
emissions ideal. The proposed solution to this snag is the
introduction of algae into the fish farms. With over 2,000 types of
algae to choose from, ZERl researchers are confident that they can

identify those that can reprocess fish excrement and can in turn be
fed to the fish. Since algae need nothing more than sunlight as an
energy source, they are an efficient way to proceed.
Fermentation processes also produce heat, comprising another
byproduct of beer brewing. Using this excess heat to elevate and
regulate the temperature of the fish ponds would permit the more
rapid hatching of higher grade fish. Recall that Kalundborg’s Asnaes
Power Station also uses its excess heat in its fish ponds.
Although the European, American, Australian, and Japanese markets
for beer are apparently saturated, Pauli has identified expanding
markets throughout the developing world. With growing demand
goes increasing production, providing opportunities to introduce
brewery/fish farm clusters as new facilities are constructed. Using
the worldwide reach of the UNU, Pauli has recruited researchers
and participants from places as diverse as Nepal, China, Barbados,
and South Africa. With additional research support from major
engineering firms, the project is likely to net favorable results.
The brewery/fish farm project is a single application of the concept
of zero emissions clusters. If successful, it promises to increase the
efficiency of beer and fish production, while decreasing their
environmental impact. It remains to be seen, however, if other such
clusters will be identified and developed. As a feasibility study, the
beer/fish connection can be a very poignant demonstration of the
ZERl concept. For it to revolutionize manufacturing, as the ZERl
charter indicates, the zero-emissions idea will have to take hold in
the hearts and minds of member corporations.
It is interesting to note that ZERl proceeds without any reference to

IE or to sustainable development. Eliminating waste i s presented
primarily as a means by which to obtain maximum economic value
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from one’s resources and maintain or enhance competitiveness,
although reduction in environmental impact i s also seen as a
benefit. Gunter Pauli is more than anything else an entrepreneur,
not an environmentalist. His is a strategic vision for industry, and it
reaches the same conclusion as IE, which could just as easily be
motivated by purely environmental and sustainability concerns as

by business interests. Industrial ecologists have claimed that I E
represents a (perhaps more appropriately the) convergence of
environmental and business interests. The success of ZERl in
developing what are essentially industrial ecosystems by appealing
to traditional business interests would go a long way toward bearing
out that claim.

C.8

THE ROTTERDAM HARBOUR INDUSTRIAL
ECOSYSTEM PROJECT (ENIS)3
Companies in Europe’s largest port have initiated ENlS to explore
the potential of creating a byproduct exchange modeled on the one

that developed spontaneously at Kalundborg. This 2-year pilot will
explore the feasibility of creating an industrial ecosystem within the
Rotterdam Harbour region. The Netherlands government and the
European Community have provided funding.
The companies around the harbor have created an organization
with a small staff to facilitate communication among participating
companies. Of the 80 companies in the organization, 60 to 65 have
agreed to participate in the ENlS project.
In September 1994 ENlS conducted training for participating
companies that included corporate environmental management
systems, prevention, change management, and industrial
ecosystems. At this point the companies began a network analysis.
Interduct, an institute at the University of Delft supporting the
project, circulated a questionnaire on a computer disk.
Eighty-one percent of the companies responded to the
questionnaire. They provided quantity and quality information
concerning resources, products and wastes. The questionnaire
responses documented 3.2 million tons of “wastes” per year and the
3Based on a site visit by Indigo Principal, Laurence Evans, Fall 1994, and a
presentation by Dr. Donald Huisingh at the Industrial Parks of the Future
Workshop, University of California, San Diego, May 4 & 5, 1995.
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waste management costs of 68 million guilders. They also provided
quantitative information on wastes.
The team evaluated the results on the basis of success factors, such
as prevention potential, economic potential, and corporate
participation. They established priority projects to explore issues,
such as the handling of bio-sludges, oil-rich petroleum wastes,
sulfur recovery, and use of low pressure steam, off-specification
products, and ballast water. By the second half of 1995 ENlS plans
to move forward with several pilot projects to research the potential
of trading unsold byproducts among companies at the port.

C.9 A SUSTAINABLE MIXED-USE DEVELOPMENT
AT HAYMOUNT, VA4
Haymount is a new town planned with the belief that sustainable
development is based on the integration of ecology, sociology, and
economics. Haymount i s a 1,700-acre residential and commercial
development in Caroline County, VA. Located along the banks of
the Rappahannock River, Haymount lies between Frederickburg and
Port Royal, just off Route 17.
The community will be a series of neighborhoods, each providing
for residents’ typical daily needs (home work and shop) within a 5 minute walk. Residents’ employment opportunities will include
jobs at light industrial parks on between 200-250 acres. Eventually,
Haymount will contain approximately 4,000 residential units;

500,000 square feet of office space and light industrial space; and
250,000 square feet of retail space. Of the 1,700 acres, 578 acres,
or 34 percent of the total, will be used for development.
Haymount will employ state-of-the-arttechniques in wastewater,
stormwater, and wildlife management; use nontoxic building
materials and techniques; practice energy and water conservation, ‘
including constructed wetlands and other biotechnical measures.
The builders will also provide two free bicycles for each household
and a fleet of 300 community bikes. A farmers’ market and an
organic farm are in the plan.
Haymount will have a full time environmental manager to
administer environmental and ecological education programs for
4This section is based on interviews with John Clark, April 27 and May 22, 1995.
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residents countywide, including recycling. An inventory of all of

the wildlife species was conducted prior to Haymount's design, and
the wildlife corridors were preserved. The landscape code will
result in the planting of an additional 50,000 trees and shrubs to
augment the current forest, resulting in more tree cover after
development than before.
Economic development of Haymount will be centered around small
businesses and larger employers typically found in suburban office
and light industrial parks. Planners expect to provide jobs for its
residents and other citizens of Caroline County. The jobs-perhousehold goal is 1.2. During its 15-year construction phase.
Haymount is expected to generate over 19,159 jobs, resulting in
wages of $432 million.

C.10

THE ECOLOGICAL FACTORY: A FACTORY
TAILORED TO PEOPLE (Ecover, 1992)
Ecover is making an important contribution to starting an
environmental revolution by building the "ecological factory,

"

which opened in 1992 in Flanders. It is a sustainable development
achieved by using ecological and advanced technologies that are
neither complex, large-scale, nor expensive. The system of closed
cycles, for example, is powered by the sun and has neither a
chimney nor a polluting discharge pipe.
Environmentallyfriendly liquid and powder household products will

be made in the new factory. Solid waste is collected selectively and
waste water is re-used after purification in a reedland (completely
closed water cycle). The consumption of energy and raw materials
is kept as low as possible (energy efficiency) or limited by ecological
alternatives (e.g., biological building materials, alternative energy,
heat recovery). The global approach takes the total life of building
materials into account and endeavors to "welcome nature back" by
conserving the natural environment wherever possible (nature
creation) with, for instance, a reed field, grass roof, and bank with
rich fauna and flora.
Every day Ecover produces pol luted wastewater, which is, however,

easily biodegradable. This wastewater i s purified in stages and
turned into water, which, after disinfection with ozone, can be
reused. The recycled water is used for cleaning floors and
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machinery and sanitary fittings and irrigating the grass roof, thereby
closing the water cycle. The purification process takes place via a
natural and energy-saving system of successive basins containing
algae and large water plants.
The building materials have been chosen for their ecological quality
and their price. Ecological quality means low energy consumption
and polluting effects during production of the building materials; the
possibility of recycling (i.e., how easy it is to re-use them after
demolishing an old-fashioned factory); and no negative effects on
health. This is why biological building materials, such as natural
wood preservatives, mineral or recycled insulation materials, and
only European wood, which partially comes from sustainable
forestry, were chosen. In general, the factory can be considered
“organic architecture,” where buildings are subordinate to the laws
of nature. They have to be optimally integrated with regard to form
and materials into their natural environment.
One of the purposes, for example, of the insulating grass roof is to
minimize visual pollution. A beautiful roof garden with space for
meetings is a welcome bonus. The roof cuppolas in the ridge of
each hall and the numerous vertical window-walls with their high
insulating value lead to considerable energy saving.
Ecover hopes to create a valuable nature reserve with indigenous
plants on the grass roof and against the walls, a reed field with
several species of flora and fauna, a varied natural indoor garden,
and a grass bank rich in flora and fauna. Afterwards, natural
processes will take over our job. Thus Ecover hopes io “welcome
back nature” and give back to it, although with a little help, a small
piece of what they took for it when constructing the factory.
A healthy, pleasant working climate is achieved by choosing
insulation materials that breathe plus wooden floors in all the areas
where people have to work. The outside walls consist of special
bricks made from clay-containing residue of the coal industry (slag
or spoil heaps). The inner walls are made partially of unbaked
bricks, silicate bricks, and an insulating blend of loam and argex.
Glued wooden rafters, treated with borax and linseed oil varnish,
support the grass roof.
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Carpooling, cycling to work, or public transportation are greatly
encouraged. Employees receive higher travel expenses if their car
uses no more than 5.5 litres per 100 kilometers.
This means that the ecological investment will be recovered after
3 years as a consequence of lower absenteeism and higher
personnel involvement, less maintenance, no charges on waste
watere, lower water consumption, and lower electricity and heating
costs. Also more indirect factors play an important role, such as the
higher credibility of Ecover, which creates more goodwill with the
consumer, and the important publicity value that accompanies the
innovative aspect.
The advantages at the macro-economic level are even more evident;
the purification costs of waste water are not passed on to the general
public; quite the contrary-this

factory turns a small piece of

industrial site into a “green industry buffer,” a gentle transition
between the industrial estate and the natural surroundings.

C,l I EDIBLE LANDSCAPING AND INDUSTRIAL
ECOLOGY
At the Industrial Parks of the Future Conference, Scott Murray,
President of Murray Farms, presented an existing project in Tijuana
and one proposed for a Sony plant in Rancho Bernardo. Murray
developed an intuitive approach to IE based on his years of
experience as an organic farmer. These projects suggest how ecopark designers could integrate landscaping with supplying food to

the employees and managing water and energy issues for industrial
facilities.
Sony Electronics has a 3,000-employee plant in Rancho Bernardo,
CA, the largest U.S. TV set plant. (Industry Week named it one of
the ten best plants in the U.S.)

Plant executives there invited

Murray to design a farm to supply the company cafeteria, ,because
employees were protesting about the quality of their food. After
touring the 60-acre site, Murray proposed a more systemic solution.
The plant has nine large cooling towers, dumping heat from the
tube manufacturing process. Plant manufacturing processes release
an acre-foot of water each day, which costs $1 7,500 a day for
treating it. The site loses the value of an additional 60 acre-feet of
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rainwater annually. Landscaping maintenance costs $100,000 each
year and landscaping water costs $65,000.
Working with Sony VP Ken Wheatley, Murray has proposed
“converting wasted energy, water, and underutilized land into major
components of a self-sustained recycling system (Murray, Landon,
and Wheatley, 1994). Elements of the design include

w developing a 6-acre organic farm on now fallow land, using
intensive agriculture practices for high productivity;

w

redesigning landscaping using food-producing trees and
plants, as well as ornamentals;

w

increasing efficiency of irrigation systems and designing for
use of reclaimed water;

w creating a 30-foot deep lake as a reservoir for biologically
purified reclaimed and runoff water;

w creating aquaculture ponds to produce fish;
w

building 2.5 acres of greenhouse;

w directing cooling tower heated water flows to the
greenhouse and aquaculture pond and under some outdoor
growing beds;

w

using food products in the plant cafeteria and a cafe and for
employees’ families; and

w

developing a composting area to recycle all green waste
from the site and neighboringfacilities.

Murray estimates that the site, developed in this fashion, could
easily produce enough food to feed all plant employees and their
families. Sony would save millions each year on water, energy, and
landscaping costs. He reported in San Diego, “Our proposal has
gone straight to the Sony Chairman in Tokyo.”
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BROWNFIELD SITE-ASSESSMENT PROCESS
Brownfield sites require a thorough assessment of the
current state of the property. This assessment is normally
done in the form of a “Phase I Site Assessment.’’ A
similar process is currently used to evaluate closing
military bases and serves as a good model for all
brownfield sites. The following steps are important in
evaluating the property:

D=I.I

Examine Historical Uses of the Property
Conducting a title search will determine all past owners of the
property. Developers should gather information on the use of the
property for all owners or tenants that operated facilities on the
property. On many former industrial sites, the land is divided into a
number of parcels, each with separate ownership and its own
history. It i s important to determine the operations for each user
(including building systems such as heating); the materials and
wastes that resulted; and ways that wastes were handled, if possible.
Historical uses can be investigated through interviews and
document reviews. Aerial photographs will also be helpful. This
method will not provide a complete picture but will indicate
possible contamination concerns.
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D.i.2

Characterize the Use of Hazardous Materials
Developers should determine where hazardous materials were used
and look for evidence of underground or surface tanks or
abandoned equipment that could have leaked materials. They
should look for any history that might indicate any radioactive
contamination (important on military bases) and determine if any
pesticides were used or stored.

D.i.3

Determine the Extent of Contamination

If hazardous materials were used, it is likely that some
contamination has occurred, especially if hazardous materials were
used before waste management laws were implemented in the
mid-70s. Site sampling can determine the extent of contamination.

D.i.4

Investigate Existing Structures
Developers should determine whether the current buildings contain
asbestos piping or insulation, PCBs (e.g., in transformers), or lead
paint.

D.i.5

Conduct Remediation of Contamination
In cases where the contamination poses a health or environmental
hazard, there is no alternative to remediation. In some cases,
particularly in the early phases of the remediation, it will be
impossible to develop the site until investigation is completed and

the cleanup process is in place.
In other cases, the risk may be sufficiently low that there is no threat
either to human health or to the environment. “No threat’’ means
that construction and future land use will not cause environmental
releases or human exposure. Once immediate hazards are removed
or contained activities can resume at the site. Many facilities have
on-going remediation systems in place while industrial activities
continue.
In some cases, relatively long-term, passive remediation
technologies, generally involving bioremediation, can be
implemented at relatively low cost. Through its Center for
Environmental Research Information (513-569-7562)-EPA’s
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technical and scientific information center-EPA

has information on

acceptable new site remediation technologies.'
The first step in using these new technologies i s a thorough,
technically credible hazard evaluation and risk analysis. The
second, and probably more difficult step, i s creating the regulatory,
financial, and legal context for a project to move forward. In many
jurisdictions, regulations are still in place that require expensive site
remediation regardless of true environmental or health risk.

D.2 APPLYING THE ENVIRONMENTAL
PERFORMANCE FRAMEWORK TO
BROWNFIELD SITES
The Environmental Performance Framework can support the
selection of a site for an EIP. Two fundamentally different
approaches can be taken in this analysis. The first is to select
candidate sites on the basis of optimized natural characteristics that
influence environmental performance and then seek to acquire
development rights to the appropriate parcels. The second is to start
with a series of candidate sites and characterize and compare them
in terms of natural characteristics that influence environmental
performance. The comparisons are used as a way to select from
among the candidate sites.

EIP siting can affect each of the nine elements of environmental
performance. The greater the topographic and geologic complexity
of the community, the more impact the siting decision will have on
natural conditions that influence environmental performance. At
the one extreme are communities such as Fargo, ND, or
Brownsville, TX, which are characterized by relatively flat surface
topography and surface materials that are generally the same with
minor repeating differences across the area. In these communities,
different sites will generally have little difference in the amount of
influence of siting on environmental performance.
At the other extreme are communities such as Salt Lake City, UT or
Pittsburgh, PA, which are characterized by significant changes in
topography and surface geology across the area. In these
communities, differences in substrate and microclimate can result in
'The CERCLA hotline has information on Superfund regulatory guidance and
publications-800-424-9346.
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substantial differences in environmental performance among various
sites.
Table D-1 summarizes the principle ways that variations in site
characteristics can affect environmental performance. Appendix

B

discusses each type of impact in more detail.

D.3 SITE INVESTIGATION AND ANALYSIS
METHODOLOGY
The following five-stage process is proposed for evaluating the
various sites:

1. Conduct a preliminary characterization of the physical and
biological environment of the sites.
2. Identify potentially significant differences among sites.

3. Conduct a more thorough characterization of elements
relating to significant differences.

4. Evaluate the impacts of differences among sites on
environmental performance.
5. Compare impacts of differences among sites on
environmental performance.
Existing data sources on geology, soils, ground water, surface water,
climate, wildlife, and vegetation form the basis for a preliminary
characterization of the physical and biological environments of the
sites. The federal government and nearly every state have
conducted scientific surveys and provide data at a nominal cost.
The state surveys operate under a wide variety of names in a wide
variety of organizational homes, ranging from universities to
regulatory agencies. Professors in the relevant disciplines at a local
college or university can provide expert advice on accessing this

type of information. If the team does not include professionals in
the earth sciences or biology, they should use professionals in
synthesizing these data.
The second stage of the siting analysis should consider differences
between or among the sites. Considerable time and money can be
saved by not making complete descriptions of the site until later in

the process. Using this approach means investing in the
characterization of a smaller number of sites, thereby saving money.
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Table D-1. Summary of Advantages and Disadvantages of Various Conditions of the Natural
and Constructed Environment of Potential EIP Sites

Condition at Site
High wind exposure

Advantages
Opportunity for wind generation

Disadvantages
Increasedrequirementfor heating
in winter

,

Minimum potential for
atmospheric inversions
High sun exposure

Opportunity for solar generation

Increasedrequirementfor cooling
in summer

Decreased requirementfor heating
in winter
Potential for cost-effective
integration of landscape into water
management system

Higher potential for contamination
of surface water

Higher rainfall

Increased water available

Greater water management
chaI Ienges

Farm land

Relatively low potential for site
contamination

Location near surface
water
Natural drainage and
depressions

~~

Loss of productive farm land

Low potential for loss of natural
habitat
~

Undisturbed land

No site contamination

High potential to disturb natural
habitat

No loss of productive farm land
Industrial land

No loss of productive farm land

High potential for site
contamination

Low potential for loss of natural
habitat
Proximity to residential
areas

Potential to substantially reduce
commuting-related vehicular
emissions

Potential limitation to types of
industrial tenants

Proximity to railroad

Potential to substantially reduce
vehicular emissions from trucks

May restrict siting options

Proximity to industrial
lnfrastructure

Minimizes truck traffic within
community, resulting in lower
emissions as well as other benefits

Proximity to industry

Potential to form material or
energy exchange transactions that
result in reductions in wastes and
demand on resources

Location over major
aquifer

May increase (or decrease)
potential for heating with stored
solar energy

Increasedpotential for
contamination of ground water
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In communities with very limited topographic relief and minimal

geologic variability, significant differences are likely to be much less
than in communities with more variability.
Communities such as Brownsville, TX; Fargo, ND; or Toledo, OH,
for example, are characterized by flat to very low relief topography,
a limited variation in soils that represent repetition of a few basic

types, and minor micro-climatic variability. In this type of
community, the natural factors influencing siting are much less
likely to produce significant differences among sites. In
communities with higher relief and complex topography or geology,
substantial natural differences can be expected among sites.
Communities such as Pittsburgh, PA; Denver, CO; and San Diego,
CA, are examples of this latter type of setting.
The third stage of the investigation requires collecting new, primary
data to confirm or further define the substantive differences that
appear to differentiate various sites. Any data collection during the
site selection phase should focus on properties that differentiate the
sites. Once a site is selected, a more thorough characterization of
the site will support the design process.
The fourth stage involves mapping the various properties of interest
on a common base and overlaying the maps. The properties of the
landscape combine to create particularly favorable or unfavorable
conditions for siting the EIP at each location under consideration.
There i s considerable research on this type of map analysis. Most
soils, geological, and engineering environmental consulting firms
use this type of technique as a standard tool for siting facilities such

as landfills. Geographic Information System (GIS) methodology has
been highly evolved to support this type of analysis. By its nature,
GIS technology requires significant amounts of high-quality data.
Where data are adequate to support a CIS application, the analysis
can be a powerful analytical and presentation tool to select a site
and sell the site selection within the community.
The fifth stage involves comparing the candidate sites using an
explicit decision support process, such as the Analytic Hierarchy
Process (AHP).
This analysis provides a systematic way to evaluate the trade-offs
between various sites. Table 8-2 in Appendix
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impact of various siting characteristics on the nine elements of
environmental performance framework described in Section 3.4.
In addition to the environmental performance aspect of the siting
decision, the AHP hierarchy should be set up to include economic,
social, and other factors relevant to the siting decision. In Appendix

B, Figure B-1 is an example of the types of factors that might be
included in the overall siting decision. An analysis at a level of
detail similar to the environmental analysis is required to support

the other elements of the siting decision. The importance of the
environmental performance factors relative to the other factors in
the decision is evaluated using the AHP paired comparison.
Figure D-1 illustrates the decision hierarchy process for a typical EIP
siting decision.
Figure D-1. Example of a
Decision Hierarchy for a
Typical EIP Siting
Decision

Resource

Regulatory
Technical
Factors

Existing
Industrial Mix

Environmental
Social
Factors

Population
Distribution and
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D-8

Examples of
Byproduct
Exchanges

E

A wish list for forming networks of industrial byproduct exchange.
The following are examples of waste exchanges grouped by industry
type or waste exchanged.' Scanning through these varied firm-tofirm flows of byproducts may be useful to the team in identifying EIP
recruitment candidates, once they know some of the materials
needed by or available from companies in the park or region.

E.1

PAPER MILLS AND CEMENT COMPANIES
Champion International, a paper mill located in Hamilton, Ohio,
sells 100 percent of its sludge (120 tons wet or 60 tons dry) as well
as 50 tons of boiler ash per day to portland cement companies.
Costs are $30 to $35 per ton, which is comparable to the cost of
dumping it in a landfill (Pollution Prevention Review, 1992).

E.2 CHEMICAL, PHARMACEUTICALS, AND
COATINGS INDUSTRIES
DuPont now sells hexamethyleneimine (HMI), a former waste
product, to pharmaceuticals and coatings industries (Tibbs, 1992).

'This list was compiled by Nicholas Gertler, Graduate Student at MIT, from recent
publications and waste exchange networks.
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E.3

CHEMICAL COMPANY AND FERTILIZER
COMPANY
Huntsman Chemical Co. sells some of its wastes to Harmony
Products, Inc. Harmony is a producer of organic fertilizer ( / n
Business, 1993).

E.4

LUMBER
Natural Products Corp. of Shippensburg, PA, gets 75 percent of its
raw materials through waste exchanges. Natural Products obtains,
free of charge, scrap lumber from Quaker Maid (Leesport, PA) and
produces products such as potpourri and bird houses. The cost for
Quaker are $350 less per load than dumping would be (Biocycle,
1990; Wall Street journal, 1991).
A TV antenna manufacturer in Danville, IA, previously disposed of
1,000 2x4’s each month until they found that they could send them
to Design Engineering Management Co. who uses them to make
shipping crates (Byproduct and Waste Search Service [IA],
1994-1995).
A pallet rebuilder and a nail gun maker have a mutually beneficial
agreement. The nail gun maker gets scraps of wood for free from
the pallet maker. It tests its nail guns on the scraps rather than on
new wood and then gives the scraps back to the pallet maker who
burns the wood, and sells the nails as scrap metal (Garbage, 1991).

E.5 SEWAGE SLUDGE
Contra Costa Water District (Concord, CA) sends dried sludge to
Port Costa Materials where it will be used in lightweight concrete
bricks. About 700 tons of sludge will be exchanged annually
(Biocycle, 1991).

E.6 CHEMICAL AND PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRY
DuPont will use polyester waste to replace p-xylene for use in
making dimethylteraphthalate (DMT). It is expected to cost $12
million to convert the production unit at Cape Fear, NC. The
facility is expected to open in 1995 and will produce 100 million
Ibs/yr of DMT and 30 million Ibs/yr of ethyl glycol. This will supply
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10 percent of Dupont’s polyester intermediates needs (Chem Week,
1994; Chemical and Engineering News, 1994).
Mobil Chemical Company’s Joliet plant sells 22,000 gallons of
styrene/ethylbenzene every 6 weeks to a recycler. Before, it cost
Mobil over $1 per gallon to dispose of the wastes, but now they
receive $.50 per gallon for it (United Press International, 1989).
Lyondell Petrochemical Co. (Houston, TX) buys used lubricants
from manufacturing plants, railroads, transportation fleets, and
refines it to gasoline of a grade equal to that refined from crude.
They started by recycling about 7.5 million gallons per year. This
number is expected to rise to 30 million gal/yr (Biocycle, 1992).
DuPont and Waste Management recycle plastics and produce resins
to be used by DuPont as feedstock (Society for the Advancement of

Management, 1992).
Ashland Chemical collects the ultra pure solvents it sells to
semiconductor customers and then resells the used solvent to
industrial customers (Chemical Week, 1993).
Allied Chemical saved thousands of dollars when an exchange
found a buyer for its alkali byproduct (Chemical Week, 1984).
Witco sellduses the ”bottoms” left after production of detergent
alkylate to companies that make high molecular weight sulfonates

(Chemical Week, 1981).
Unnamed company earns $300 each year by selling 1,600 Ibs of
propylene glycol to another that saves $302 by buying it used (The

Business Journal-Charlotte, 1993).
Unnamed company bought 260,000 Ibs of waste calcium oxide. It
saved $10,400 and the seller gained $1 1,440 (The Business journal-

Charlotte, 1993).
Unnamed company that makes dashboards sold 4.1 tons of plastisol
to a resin manufacturer (The Gazette [Montreal], 1992).
Syntax Inc. in Springfield, MO, uses HBr in many processes. In
1993 they returned approximately 6.1 million gallons of used HBr
to their supplier, for a total disposal savings of about $830,000 plus
they gain revenue from resale of some of the HBr. They also sell
65 drums (55 gallons each) each quarter of acetic acid to a
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reclaimer. This results in a yearly savings of $260,000 (Luxton,
1995).
DuPont also markets dytek A, another waste from nylon production
(Gannet News Service, 1990).

DuPont sells acetonitrile ACE, a derivative of acrylonitrile (used in
some DuPont fabrics) to pharmaceutical companies. It i s also used
in the production of agricultural chemicals (Gannet News Service,
1990).
Clorox Co. sold 120 tons of cat litter that would have been waste to
humane societies and state highway department to clean up oil on
highways (Business Week, 1990).
Arc0 refinery saves $2 million each year by selling spent alumina
catalysts to Allied Chemical.

E.7 METALS RECOVERY
Horsehead Resource Development Co. (PA) buys waste from steel
foundries, metal finishers, electroplaters, and zinc diecasters for use
in its metal recovery kilns (The Business journal-Charlotte, 1993).
Parker Hannifan Corp. (Cleveland, OH) ships 8,800 gallons of
sludge every 90 days to Encycle Texas, Inc., a metal waste recycling
company in Corpus Cristi, TX. This saves Parker Hannifan about

$80,000 each year (Wall Street journal, 1991).
A greeting card manufacturer sends metal contaminated nitric acid
waste to a company that recovers the metals and reclaims the acid.
This has reduced the card company’s waste handling costs by onethird (Ontario Waste Exchange).
British Steel sends leaded steel byproducts to a secondary lead
smelter about 50 miles away. They break even on the deal.
(Process Engineering, 1993).

E.8 WALLBOARD MANUFACTURING
Northern Indiana Public Service Co.’s Bailly Station installed a sulfer
dioxide ( S 0 2 ) scrubber that is 95 percent effective in cleaning SO2
from waste streams derived from burning coal. The sulfur is
converted to gypsum, which is sold to a nearby wallboard
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manufacturing plant, owned by U.S. Gypsum Co. (Power

Engineering, 1992).
Trendway of Holland, MI, sells left over fiberglass, vinyl film, and
scrap gypsum to other companies. The gypsum gets turned into cat
litter and chemical spill cleaning products. Trendway saves about
$40,000 per year in disposal costs of gypsum (Grand Rapids

Business journal, 1991).
New England gypsum plant in Windsor, VT, uses sheetrock waste
from a NYC company and makes it into cat litter and an oil
absorbent drying agent (Vermont Business Magazine, 1991).

E.9 ALUMINUM RECYCLING
IMCO Recycling, Inc. has developed aluminum recycling
technology that produces fertilizer as a byproduct (Business and the

Environment, 1994).
Aluminum anodizers save money by selling aluminum hydroxide
filter cake and aluminum trihydrate crystal. About 3,000 tons per
year have been diverted from landfills. These products are used as
raw materials in the production of aluminum sulfate (alum). This
saves the alum producer purchasing costs, the anodizer saves on
disposal costs, and it generates less waste than bauxite (the material
replaced by this reuse). (Ontario Waste Exchange).
In Shandong, China, red/brown mud, a waste from alumina
production at an aluminum plant i s mixed with fly ash from a
nearby coal-fired power station, and used to make bricks. Other
potential uses for the redbrown mud include road construction and
ceramics, cement, rubber, and paint production and as a soil
additive for agriculture (Willums and Goluke, no date).
Aluminum Waste Technologies, Inc., uses dross, a byproduct of
secondary aluminum smelting, to make fine aluminum oxide, salts,
and nonmetallic products. They use 160 tons of dross each day

(Biocycle, 1994).
Eastalco Aluminum Co. of Frederick, MD, sells flourspar, a powdery
grey chemical waste from aluminum smelting to an industrial firm in
Pittsburgh. It used to cost them $70 per ton to dump it, now they
get $20 per ton for selling it (Chicago Tribune, 1992).
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E.10

IRON FOUNDRIES AND ASPHALT/CEMENT
COMPANIES
Ten iron foundries in Ontario are considering selling moulding sand
to asphalt companies. It would be screened and washed and
shipped to the asphalt companies. It would cost the foundries
anywhere from $10 to $40 per ton less than dumping it in a landfill
(MacLean Hunter Ltd. [Canada], 1990).
Blackhawk Foundry sells its waste sand to a local portland cement
company (American Foundryman's Society, 1989; Modern Casting,
1989).
Hickson and Welch of Castleford (England) sell 80 tons of iron
oxide each week to a cement company (Process Engineering, 1993).

E.11

FOOD WASTE
In Minnesota, restaurant food waste is delivered to pigs

(Minneapolis-St. Paul City Business, 1992).
Bakery leftovers are sold to animal food makers (Financial Times,
1991).
Sioux-Preme Packing Co. (Sioux Center, IA) sends 5,000 Ibs of hog
hair each day to Boyer Valley in Denison, IA. The hair is processed
into a powdery substance and added to livestock feed to serve as a
nondigestable protein. Saves about $500 to $600 per month in
disposal fees (Choose to Reuse, 1993-1994).

E.12 ACIDS AND BASES
,
Unnamed pickle factory sells its waste brine solution to textile plant
as a replacement for virgin acetic acid (Pollution Prevention Review,
1990/1991).
Collis Tool Corp. generates black oxide sludge in their tool
manufacturing operations. The sludge, which is a base, is used to
neutralize an acidic material generated by a nearby manufacturer.
This saves about $7,000 per year (Byproduct and Waste Search
Service (IA), 1994-1995).

GE Aircraft, Rutland, VT, uses a high purity acid to etch metal to
very specific tolerances. When it is no longer pure enough, the acid
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is sent to a nearby GE facility where it i s used to wash engine parts

(Pollution Prevention Review, 1993/1994).

E.13

FILM
Unnamed X-ray manufacturer flakes and bales waste polyester
coated film then sells it to another firm. It sells about 20 million
Ibs/yr and saves $200,000 in collection fees, and revenues from
former waste film are $1 50,000 per year (Pollution Prevention

Review, 1990/1991).

E.14

TEXTILES
Unnamed textile manufacturer sold 900,000 Ibs of waste for
$9,000, plus saved $5,000 in dumping fees (The Business Journal-

Charlotte, 1993).
Cotton lint from a diaper service is delivered to paper making
classes (Minneapolis-St. Paul City Business, 1992).

E.15

UNIVERSITIES
A pharmaceutical company gave 700 kg of pancreatic lipase
enzyme to a university. Company saved $2,750 in disposal fees,
and the university saved $54,000 in purchasing costs (Ontario
Waste Exchange).
In MN, surplus water treatment chemicals from a sewage plant are
delivered to a university chemical lab (Minneapolis-St. Paul City

Business, 1992).

E.16 SOLVENT RECOVERY
A control valve manufacturer saves $21,000 a year by sending paint
sludge waste to four different companies who reclaim the solvent
from the sludge (Ontario Waste Exchange).
Planar Systems of Beaverton, OR, sells leftover isopropyl alcohol
from its production of computer screens to Western Foundry of
Tigard, OR, which uses it to clean casts for steel products. Planar
saves $300 per drum on isopropyl alcohol that it does not dispose of
in a landfill (Chicago Tribune, 1992).
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Screening Form for
Brownsville
Case Study
The RTI project team developed this form and used it in the initial
screening of plants for the Brownsville case study. It may suggest
useful questions to begin exploring the potential for creating a
network of byproduct exchanges. A next step would require a more
detailed level of inquiry, including questions about energy
efficiency, P2, and management of environmental performance.
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INFORMATION TO ASSESS POTENTIAL FOR WASTE,
WATER AND ENERGY EXCHANGE

Introduction
The residents of Brownsville, TX, and Matamoros, Mexico are
currently engaged in an important experiment in the application of a
new strategy for organizing business relationships. This new
strategy, based on the principles of IE, can be profitable for the
businesses involved because it develops markets for byproducts. By
turning a waste into a source of revenue, the application of IE can
improve the environmental performance of businesses while also
improving their bottom line. Similarly, by taking advantage of the
opportunity to add value to the manufacturing in the
Brownsville/Matamoros area, the application of IE can stimulate
entrepreneurial business development. These new businesses
would serve as brokers and technical linkages, enabling the existing
business to take full advantage of the potential benefits of IE.
Three major types of inputs and outputs must be analyzed to
determine the IE applications that might be viable in a specific
instance: water, energy, and other materials. Companies may be
able to use wastewater from other companies when the
requirements for purity and temperature ”match up” between the
potential supplier and the potential user. Similarly, energy
cascading might be possible when waste heat from one company is
created at a temperature similar to what i s needed by a proximate
company. Materials exchange is often possible when the
byproducts of one company are of sufficient quantity and quality to
be substituted for a virgin material currently being used by another
company. These three waste streams in any company-water,
energy, and materials-could

represent potential profit that is not

being exploited. The accompanying document provides concrete
examples of how some companies in Kalundborg, Denmark are
applying “industrial symbiosis” to take advantage of that profit
potentiaI.
The purpose of this interview i s to conduct a preliminary assessment
of the potential for incorporating your firm in a prototype
application of IE in the Brownsville/Matamoros area. Your
cooperation will help us to determine how your plant’s production
process might benefit through cooperation with other companies in
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the area. Once we determine, through analysis of preliminary
information on a number of plants, that your plant might fit in such
a plan, we will, with your permission, work with one of your plant

engineers or plant managers to work out the technical details.

Preliminary Information
1. What products are produced at this plant, in approximate order
of value?
SIC Code

Rank

Product Description

(if known)

1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

2. What are the top 10 materials (by value) used by your company
in producing these products? Note: Be as descriptive as
possible. Note any technical requirements (i.e. water
temperature or purity, form of material, etc.) offered by the
interviewee.

I

Rank

I

5.

I

7.

Material Description

I
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3. Is your production process particularly water-intensive or energy
intensive?

4. What is your source of water?

5. What is your source of energy?

6 . What byproducts are produced as a result of the manufacturing
process?

Note: include byproducts that are disposed of as solid waste, are
emitted into the air or water, or are recycled, either on premises or
off-premises. If offered, pay special attention to describing the form
the byproduct is in, i.e. purity of wastewater, form of solid waste.

I

Rank

I Byprodud Description

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

3

1

4

5

I
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7. How important is controlling the cost of environmental
management and compliance to the competitiveness of your
product?
(Note: These costs include: tipping fees for solid wastes; air,
water, underground storage tank permits; hazardous waste
transportation and storage permits, etc. and the time to do
paperwork)
Below are some suggested choices to give the interviewees:

1. Very important-Cost containment in this area is essential to
our competitiveness
2. Important-We

aggressively seek ways to control these cost

3. Not particularly important-We would like to control these
costs, but other components of cost have a much higher
priority

4. Not important at all-Our environmental costs are so small
we give them little consideration

8. Would you be interested in participating in a project that might

help you find ways to purchase inputs more cheaply, generate
revenues from your byproducts, or reduce your environmental
management and compliance costs?

9. If so, is there an engineer or plant manager who would be
helpful in working out the more technical aspects of such an
arrangement, including estimation of cost implications?
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Afterword from Indigo Development:
In designing a plant survey for your project you may find it useful to
also include questions about energy wastes that could be re-used in

the plant or by neighboring facilities, energy needs that might be
met by outputs from other firms, and other opportunities for
increasing the efficiency of energy use. Has there been an energy
audit of the facility?
Other useful questions include: To what extent are employees
aware of and practicing P2 measures? How are environmental and
energy issues integrated into the plant's management structure?

.
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The Hannover
Principles
William McDonough + Partners developed these principles to guide

the design and operation of the Hannover Worlds Fair to occur in
the year 2000. They embody a comprehensive approach to the
design of the built environment grounded in a deep vision of
sustainable development.

1. Insist on rights of humanity and nature to co-exist in a
healthy, supportive, diverse, and sustainable condition.
2. Recognize interdependence. The elements of human design
interact with and depend upon the natural world, with broad
and diverse implications at every scale. Expand design
considerations to recognizing even distant effects.

3. Respect relationships between spirit and matter. Consider
all aspects of human settlement including community,
dwelling, industry, and trade in terms of existing and
evolving connections between spiritual and material
consciousness.

4. Accept responsibility for the consequences of design
decisions upon human well-being, the viability of natural
systems, and their right to co-exist.
5. Create safe objects of long-term value. Do not burden future
generations with requirements for maintenance or vigilant
administration of potential danger due to the careless
creation of products, processes, or standards.
6. Eliminate the concept of waste. Evaluate and optimize the
full life-cycle of products and processes to approach the
state of natural systems in which there is no waste.

7. Rely on natural energy flows. Human designs should, like
the living world, derive their creative forces from perpetual
solar income. Incorporate this energy efficiency and safety
for responsible use.
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8. Understand the limitations of design. N o human creation
lasts forever and design does not solve all problems. Those
who create and plan should practice humility in the face of
nature. Treat nature as a model and mentor, not an
inconvenience to be evaded or controlled.
9. Seek constant improvement by the sharing of knowledge.
Encourage direct and open communication between
colleagues, patrons, manufacturers, and users to link longterm sustainable considerations with ethical responsibility,
and re-establish the integral relationship between natural
processes and human activity.
The Hannover Principles should be seen as a living document
committed to the transformation and growth in the understanding of
our interdependence with nature so that they may adapt as our
knowledge of the world evolves.

All rights reserved 0 1992 William McDonough
here with permission of WMA.
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Viable Systems and
Socio=Technical
Systems
In Chapter 5 we suggested that Socio-technical Systems (STS)
methods could be very valuable to plant design teams. In Chapter 6
we outlined EIP management functions in terms of the Viable
System Model (VSM). The following overview of the two methods
discusses the strong synergy between them in creating high
performance, total qual ity organizations

.

Major corporations in North America and Europe have applied STS
methods to engage line employees in the design of manufacturing
operations.1 Applications include the design of new industrial
facilities (greenfield plants), where design of the total work process
is tightly integrated with design of the physical plant. The result is a
high performance system, optimizing both social and technical
design. STS design methods easily incorporate environmental
performance objectives and goals into standard practice.
Integrating the two methods in the design and management of ElPs
could contribute strongly to a project’s economic and
environmental performance.
VSM x STS = Structure for Total Quality Management
By Allenna Leonard and Ernest Lowe, Viable Systems International

0 1 997.

A few of these companies include Hoescht-Cellanese, Volkswagen Canada, Esso

Canada, and Proctor and Gamble.
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H.1

INTRODUCTION
This appendix offers preliminary insights into the synergy between
VSM and STS in support of total quality management (TQM). It is
based on working with the partners of STS Associates (Carolyn
Ordowich, Audrey Bean, and Andre Montclair) in a week-long
seminar on change management and a joint presentation in the first
ICOD/Goal-QPC TQM conference.
In JapanTQM operates through a systemic view of the organization,
closely linked internally and with its customers and suppliers. In
North America TQM often operates as a grab bag of tools applied
piecemeal in a traditional fragmented management structure. In
some companies it competes with other change initiatives as one
more special function. The quality effort may be poorly integrated
with the strategic planning process. The challenge in such
companies is to align TQM with a systemic view grounded in our
own culture.
Together, STS and VSM offer American companies a chance to
match and possibly surpass Japanesemanagement’s holistic
approach to TQM:
Both look at organizations as living whole systems of closely
related subsystems.
They strongly emphasize building autonomy and selfmanagement into operations, placing decisionmaking close
to the action.
Both create close ties to the environment of the
organization.
Both emphasize design of strong feedback loops to ensure
that each level of the system remains self-regulating.
The two technologies, in team, offer a deep foundation for
managing TQM as a transformation of the whole organization.

H.2 STS CONTRIBUTION TO TOTAL QUALITY
STS focuses most strongly on detailed design of the valueproducing operating units of the organization-the stream of
work creating goods and services for the business
environment.
This technology includes powerful methods for designing
interrelated social and technical systems of production that
ensure both high product quality and quality of work life.
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STS variance control sets a systemic context for applying
classic TQM tools in the realm of daily process control.
The environmental scan is a potent STS tool that supports
the VSM development function. A scan is executed by a
team drawn from a diagonal slice of the organization to
survey the company as a whole in its business environment.
The scan helps use the voice of the customer to guide the
work design process.

H.2.1

Variance Control and Self-Management
A strong feature of STS work design, central to total quality, is the
identification and control of variances. A variance is a deviation
from standard that has an impact on the quality of final output.
Variances need to be controlled as close to their sources as possible.
A work group responsible for its own testing, for example, assures
that its outputs to the next stage meet quality requirements. As
workers at each stage receive quality goods, any variances will be
ones they can address in their own process.

A work process designed to control variances at the source implies
consideration of the boundaries between the stages of the process.
STS enables workers to create meaningful boundaries so that
responsibilities do not overlap, all relevant information is close to
hand, and changes and coordination can take place within the work
team. Such work design requires substantially less managerial
oversight.
Self-managing operating units responsible for any given output need
similar responsibility for the way they use resources and the flow
and timing of needed materials. STS design aims for this level of
work authority in the production team.
STS principles of organization design provide a powerful basis for
total quality.
For instance, the principle of compatibility demands that people in
an organization “walk the talk.” If a philosophy of continuous
improvement and participation is to be introduced on the shop
floor, this must be done with real worker participation, not by
command.
The principle of minimal critical specification calls for management
to specify output goals and get out of the way. Give the people who
do the work ample room to design the means of achieving the goals.
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Another principle, bridging the transition, acknowledges stresses
and dislocations likely in any change process. When going through
work redesign, teams must have some respite from tight production
quotas and other usual demands. (The VSM supports these and all
other STS principles.)
Workers’ involvement in all work design processes enabled by STS
results in a powerful commitment to total quality on the shop floor.
The design of jobs themselves is done with quality in mind. Units
are designed to be multifunctional, to make work more challenging,
and to allow workers to develop a larger skill base. Quality
products are a natural output from workers whose roles and
responsibilities have been defined with as much consideration as is
given to technical factors such as plant layout and machine
integration.

H.3 VSWs CONTRIBUTION TO TOTAL QUALITY
The VSM complements STS by designing management roles,
responsibilities, and processes so they naturally support selfmanaging work teams. (Its distinctions also inform the structuring of
self-managing work teams themselves.)
This technology provides explicit work design at middle and
upper levels of organizations-a process that creates a
dynamic infrastructure for integrating all other streams of
change with the total quality effort.

It enables the organization to evaluate and select proposed
quality and change initiatives in terms of corporate identity
and culture.
Such a change management organization consciously
balances change with the stability needed to maintain
viability in day-to-day operations.
The VSM also offers powerful techniques for designing
robust communication channels internally and between the
organization and its environment.
The VSM identifies five basic functions existing in any successful
organization. These distinctions support change management and
total quality in the following ways:

Operating units (System 1) create value for the environment,
producing the goods and services that it delivers to customers. This
is the level of organization where TQM’s daily process control tools
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are applied. It is also the prime focus for STS design of the core
process, self-managing work teams, and variance control. Each selfcontained operating unit is itself organized in terms of these five
basic VSM functions.
The coordinating function (System 2) supports operating units by

smoothing their demands on common resources and
communicating and monitoring standards that apply across all units.
Many basic administrative functions are found here. Once quality
breakthroughs are achieved, this function ensures their conversion
into operating standards.

The synergy function (System 3) supports day-to-day operations
with the aim of multiplying their combined output through creative
allocation of common resources. This function plays a central,
stabilizing role in the Change Management Organization. When
managers are wearing this hat, they must assess the feasibility of
proposed quality or change initiatives, with input from their
operating units. This is the VSM system that provides the crossfunctional management called for in TQM. The focus here on the
viability of present operations provides an essential counter-balance
to the drive for change emerging from the development function.

The audit function (System 3") conducts sporadic inquiries into
operations to investigate either negative or positive variances. Why

is one operating unit surpassing quality targets? Is worker morale
being undermined by too many change initiatives? Such audits may
be carried out by management, worker teams, or external
consuItants.

The development or change function (System 4) creates the future
of the organization, scanning for trends and surprises in its total
business environment. When performing this function managers are
evaluating both the changes imposed by the environment (new
regulations, shifts in competitive situation) and the methods of
change that will enable the company to continue adapting and
evolving (TQM, STS, new manufacturing technologies, just in time
supply, concurrent engineering). A basic, often neglected, need
here is to coordinate all change initiatives to build a coherent,
synergistic change effort. Total quality is the strongest focus for
organization-wide change, and it should inform strategic planning,
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human resource development, and the basic design of
organizational structure.
People in the development and synergy functions, Systems 3 and 4,
must maintain an intense dialogue to keep balance between the
short-term and long-term interests of the organization as a whole.
The coherence function (System 5) sustains and evolves the identity

and culture of the company. Ideally people fulfilling this
responsibility reflect all stakeholders in the organization. Change
initiatives proposed by the development function are evaluated here
against the basic identity of the organization as a whole. Does a
particular approach to total quality match our principles and values?
Does our reward system support our personnel in making the
changes demanded? And, most important, are we maintaining a
viable balance between change and stability as we transform.
System 5 intervenes, when needed, in the dialogue between the
future and present functions to bring closure.
Six distinct internal communication channels connect these
functions. Operations and the development function have direct
channels to the relevant business environments. Communications
may also flow from one part of the organization, through the
environment, to another part.
Each operating unit is itself a viable system, with the full set of
functions and channels active within it. This nesting of the full
model within System 1 operations (called recursion) provides a
coherent picture of an organization across levels. The explicit
design of communication channels supports rapid movement of
information concerning the quality effort throughout the company:
as in the TQM catchball process. A company’s balance and clarity
in performing these functions is fundamental to total quality
management.

H.4 CONCLUSION
Applied separately, STS and VSM offer powerful support to
achieving total quality in an organization. The combination of the
two methods offers a unique synergy. Together they fill major gaps
in present TQM practice:

+ strengthening horizontal and vertical management
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clarifying channels of communication within a company
and with its environment
creating high performance work design for self-managing
workers and management alike
This synergy can make a notable contribution to focusing a whole
company (and its various change initiatives) around a core identity

of full commitment to total quality.
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1.1

ORGANIZATIONS

1.1 .l Several Central EIP Resources
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 New York Ave,
NW, Washington, DC 20006-5292, Tel: 202-626-7300
The Committee on the Environment (COTE) is a professional interest
area of the American Institute of Architects, the Institute’s forum for
the compilation, exchange, and dissemination of environmental
information integral to design and the practice of architecture. The
mission of COTE is to create sustainable buildings and communities
by advancing, disseminating, and advocating environmental
knowledge and values to the profession, industry, and public.
The following AIA publications are available by calling

1-800-365-ARCH:
The AIA Environmental Resource Guide (ERG). The ERG is
a collection of checklists, guidelines, and thought-provoking
writings for the design community to use to plan and build
sustainability. Its quarterly reports are based on an
integrated approach to environmental considerations from
the planning stage through use, maintenance, and reuse or
demolition. The ERG addresses critical issues and emerging
trends with articles and reports on environmental site design,
natural resources, energy, recycling and waste management,
and indoor air quality. Sections devoted to case studies,
references, and life-cycle analyses of building materials
provide design professionals with useful information that
they can apply in their everyday practice.
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Healthy, Productive Buildings: A Guide to Environmentally
Sustainable Architecture (order #N3000).
Designing Healthy Buildings (order #J344). Available only
on AIA Online in the Environment PIA Forum, it is a
compilation of papers from the COTE Seattle Symposium
titled Sustainable Strategies for Communities and Building
MateriaIs.

CENTER FOR CONSTRUCTION AND THE ENVIRONMENT,
FAC 101, POB 115703, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL
3261 1-5703, Tel: 904-392-7502, Fax: 904-392-4364.
The Center is primarily a research organization dedicated to
resolving environmental problems associated with construction
activities and determining the optimum materials and methods for
use in minimizing environmental damage. A secondary mission is
to serve as a resource center providing the design and construction
industries assistance and information in adhering to provisions of
environmental laws and regulations.
The center also conducts seminars, courses, and symposia and
publishes handbooks and guides for use by construction
professionaIs.
Kibert, Charles J., Ed. 1994. Sustainable Construction: The
Proceedings of the First International Conference on
Sustainable Construction. (held in Tampa, FL, November
6-9, 1994) This 885-page volume contains 90 papers written
by authors from 40 countries. The various topics covered
include definition of sustainability, green initiatives,
analytical and assessment tools, economics of sustainability,
alternative materials, construction waste studies, and
methods in design and construction. It includes many
detailed articles on deconstruction and construction
materials recycling.
CENTER FOR THE ENVIRONMENT AND SCHOOL FOR
INDUSTRIAL AND LABOR RELATIONS, Cornell University, Ithaca,
N Y 14853-3901, Tel: 607-255-8106, fax: 607-255-4496, Internet:
ecr23@cornell.eduor ec42@aol.com, Contact: Ed Cohen Rosenthal
A Cornell team has developed a unique approach to the
development of EIPs. (See Appendix C for a description of the
Baltimore EIP project they are supporting.)
DALHOUSIE UNIVERSITY’S BURNSIDE PARK INDUSTRIAL
ECOSYSTEM PROJECT, School for Resource & Environmental
Studies, Faculty of Management, Dalhousie University, Halifax,
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Nova Scotia, B3J 1 B9, CANADA. Tel: 902-494-3632, Fax:
902-494-3728, Contact: Ray CGtd.
CGtd, Raymond P., et al. 1994. Designing and Operating
lndustrial Parks as Ecosystems. This volume from Dalhousie
University in Nova Scotia, Canada is an essential resource
for EIP teams. On the basis of an extensive literature search
and the analysis of Burnside Industrial Park (a large
brownfield site), the Canadian team has formulated a set of
principles and guidelines governing the design and
operation of industrial parks.
The handbook's sections include: background; waste
materials; the development of Burnside Industrial Park;
project findings; implementing the ecosystem concept;
principles; guidelines; strategies; symbiotic relationships;
support systems and conclusions.
URBAN LAND INSTITUTE, 625 Indiana Avenue NW, Washington,
DC 20004-2930, Tel: 202-624-7000, Fax: 202-624-71 40.
An international organization for professionals in land use and real
estate development. Urban Land Institute is a nonprofit, education
and research institute. Its members represent all areas of land use
and development disciplines. ULI provides them with access to
publications, research services, and conferences on all aspects of
real estate development: finance, retail, transportation, planning,
design and market analysis. An Environmental Task Force i s
currently defining environmental goals in development.
A key ULI reference: Business and Industrial Park Development

Handbook, Urban Land Institute, 1988. This is a comprehensive
resource covering market and financial analysis, planning,
engineering and design, marketing and management, and future
trends for industrial and business parks. It also includes case studies
of 17 projects.
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INDUSTRIAL AND OFFICE PARKS
(NAIOP), Woodland Park, 2201 Cooperative Way, Herndon,
Virginia 22071, Tel: 703-904-7100, Fax: 703-904-7942.
NAIOP has 58 chapters across North America, serving more than

5,000 real estate developers, owners, investors and associated
industry professionals. Each chapter determines its own leadership,
programs and activities. The extensive publications list includes:
The 1994-1995 NAIOP Industrial Income and Expense Report: A
compilation of performance statistics collected from industrial
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property owners and managers across the country. The report
summarizes operating income and expense data provided for more
than 500 industrial properties. An optional computer diskette
containing the raw data responses to the survey, plus a summary
comparable data for the 1992-1993 report is available. Though the
data is represented in several views in the printed report, i.e.
regional, state, metro, etc., these figures represent average values by
building type.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN INSTITUTE, 1739 Snowmass Creek Rd., Old
Snowmass, CO 81 654-9199, Tel: 303-927-3851, Fax
303-927-4178

RMI is a nonprofit research and educational foundation which
focuses its mission, values, and style in seven areas: energy, water,
economics, renewal, agriculture, security, green development, and
transportation.
U.S. GREEN BUILDING COUNCIL, 7900 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite
404, Bethesda, MD 20814, Tel: 202-778-0760, Fax:
2 02-463-0678
The U.S. Green Building Council i s the a balanced nonprofit
consensus coalition of the building industry in the United States.
The Council promotes the understanding, development and
accelerated implementation of green building policies, programs,
technologies, standards and design practices.
The Council has developed a number of educational programs as
well as standards, codes and rating systems. They have also
implemented studies on green building economics and are
participating in the formulation of governmental policy.

U.S. EPA HEADQUARTERS LOCATOR, EPA directory assistance,
202-2 60-2090.
U.S. EPA PUBLIC INFORMATION CENTER, main EPA public
information center, 202-260-7751.
U.S. EPA National Center for Environmental Publications and
Information (NCEPI), 26 West Martin Luther King Dr., Cincinnati,
O H 45268, Tel: 513-569-7985.

If you know the EPA document number and Publication Title, you
can place an order for single copies at: 5131 891 -6561 or at Fax:
5131 891-6685.
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1.1.2

Industrial Ecology and Industrial Ecosystems
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING, Technology and
Environment Program Office, 21 01 Constitution Ave NW,
Washington, DC 2041 8, Tel: 202-334-1 691 or 202-334-1 679,
Fax: 202-334-1563. drichard@nas.edu.
This organization has played a central role in the evolution of
industrial ecology.
Dalhousie University. See Key Resources at beginning of this list.
NATIONAL POLLUTION PREVENTION CENTER FOR HIGHER
EDUCATION, University of Michigan, Dana Building, 430 East
University Ave., Ann Arbor, MI 481 09-1 1 15, (313)764-1412, fax

(313) 936-21 95, e-mail: nppc@umich.edu. Publishes a number of
good industrial ecology curriculum guides.

1.1.3

Industrial Park Development
NATIONAL CENTER FOR URBAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
(See Economic Development)
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF INDUSTRIAL AND OFFICE PARKS
(See above.)
URBAN LAND INSTITUTE (See above.)
SOCIETY OF INDUSTRIAL AND OFFICE REALTORS, 700 11th
Street, NW, Suite 51 0, Washington, DC 20001 -451 1, Tel:
202-737-1 150, Fax: 202-737-8796.
This Society is a leading professional commercial and industrial real
estate association. Among the Society’s publications are:

Comparative Statistics of Industrial and Office Real Estate Markets,
SlOR Membership Mailing Labels, and Guide to lndustrial Site
Selection.

1.1.4

Economic Development
NATIONAL BUSINESS INCUBATION ASSOCIATION, One
President Street, Athens, OH.45701, Tel: 61 4-593-4331,
Fax 614-593-1996.
The association is devoted exclusively to the business incubation
industry in the U.S. NBlA offers information, ideas, news alerts,
contacts, referrals, research and information resources. The
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organization also sponsors annual conferences and national training
institutes.
NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR URBAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT,
1730 K Street. N.W., Washington, DC 20006, Tel: 202-223-4735.
CUED is a national economic development practitioner’s
organization. It provides technical support to communities on
economic development, including creation of industrial parks. See
publications listed under economic development below. CUED
sponsors conferences and workshops and provides on-site,
on-demand technical assistance.
USNET (administered by Regional Technology Strategies), INC.,
POB 9005, Chapel Hill, NC 27514, Tel: 91 9-933-6699, Fax:
919-933-6688.
USNet is a consortium of public and private development and
manufacturing assistance organizations in 15 states working
cooperatively to help small firms use inter-firm collaboration as a
strategy for manufacturing competitiveness. USNet provides,
training and technical assistance, shares experience and knowledge
and develops tools, and performance measures that will improve
industry-driven services.
REGIONAL TECHNOLOGY STRATEGIES, 1955 MassachusettsAve.,
Cambridge MA 02140, Tel: 61 7-492-2377, Fax: 61 7-492-2376,
e-mail: bbosworth@connectinc.com.
RTS is funded by USNet, a consortium of states to promote interfirm
collaboration. Publications include the newsletter, Firm
Connections and a booklet, Significant Others

FEDERAL LAB CONSORTIUM FOR TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER,
federal-private technology transfer assistance and referrals,
800-775-7445.
NATIONAL TECHNOLOGY INITIATIVE REFERRAL SERVICE, info
and referrals for environmental technology transfer, 800-678-6882.

1.1.5

Management and Organization
SOCIETY OF LOGISTICS ENGINEERS (SOLE), International
Headquarters, 8100 Professional Place, Suite 21 1, New Carrollton,
M D 20785, 301 459-8446, fax: 301 459-1522
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COUNCIL OF LOGISTICS MANAGEMENT (CLM), 2803 Butterfield
Road #308, Oak Brook, IL 60521 -1 156, 708 574-0985, fax: 708
574-0989
PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS ASSN, 3381
M t Diablo Blvd Ste A., Lafayette, CA 94549, 510-284-8703 fax
5 10-2 84-8703.
Independent consultants active in the support of business, industry,
government, Activities include referral service to aid independent
consultants in marketing their services and to find clients.

1.1.6

Architecturemesign
Architecture General
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF ARCHITECTS, 1735 New York Ave NW,
Washington, DC 20006, Tel: 202-626-7300, Fax 202-626-751 8
(See first section of key organizations.)
ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN RESEARCH ASSOCIATION, POI
24083, Oklahoma City, OK., Tel: 405-843-4863.
The association includes design professionals, environmental
managers, social scientists, students, and educators. Their goal is to
improve relationships between people and their surroundings
through design environments.
CENTER FOR MAXIMUM POTENTIAL BUILDING SYSTEMS, INC.,
8604 F.M. 969, Austin, TX 78724, Tel: 512 928-4786, Fax
5 12-92 6-4418

Building Design
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF BUILDING DESIGN, POB 2249,
Shelton, CT 06484,203-227-3640 or 800-336-AIBD.
Includes designers of residential and light commercial building
manufacturers as corporate members.
BUILDING DESIGN SCIENCES GROUP, Battelle, Pacific Northwest
Laboratories, POB 999, K5-16, Richland, WA 99352, 509
375-5933, fax 509 375-3614, rw -quadrel@pnl.gov.
The group’s areas of work include: building energy simulation and
modeling; building energy codes and standards; computer science
and software engineering; artificial intelligence; computer-aided
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design systems; building life-cycle cost analysis; environmental
analysis; electric utility analysis
NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF BUILDING SCIENCES, 1201 L St. NW
Ste 400, Washington, DC 20005, 202-289-7800 fax 202-289-1092.
Includes architects, engineers, buiIders, contractors, realtors,
universities and all levels of government

Systems and Equipment
AIR MOVEMENT AND CONTROL ASSN., 30 W University Dr.,
Arlington Heights, IL 60004-1 893, 708-394-0150 Fax
708-2 53 -0088.
ASSOCIATION OF REFRIGERANT AND DESUPERHEATING, 98
Northlake Dr., Orange City, FL 32763-61 97, 904-774-6923
Manufacturers of desuperheaters, heat recovery systems. Seeks to
improve waste heat recovery systems.
EVAPORATIVE COOLING INSTITUTE, PO Box 3ECI, Las Cruces,
NM 88003-0001, 505-646-41 04 Fax 505-646-2960
INTELLIGENT BUILDINGS INSTITUTE, I St. N W Ste 300,
Washington, DC 20037, 202-457-1 988 Fax 202-457-1 989
The Institute seeks to promote, define and improve the intelligent
building, i.e., a building which integrates functions to produce
cost-effective management and worker productivity.
NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL BALANCING BUREAU, 1385
Piccard Dr., Rockville, MD 20850, 301 -977-3698 fax
301-977-9589
Members are HVAC contractors specializing in the fields of air and
hydronic systems balancing; sound vibration measuring; testing of
heating and cooling systems and clean rooms.
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Standards
CONSTRUCTION SPECIFICATIONS INSTITUTE, 601 Madison St.,
Alexandria, VA 22314-1 791, 703-684-0300 fax 703-684-0465
The Institute and its members are dedicated to advancing
construction technology through communication, service,
education, research.
PACIFIC NORTHWEST LABORATORY Building Design Science
Group
The lead laboratory for developing, maintaining, and supporting
Federal building energy standards. PNL is conducting workshops
on these standards across the country and maintains a hotline for
questions: 800-270-2633, A newsletter is available. Contact: Jeff
Johnson- 509\375-4459. PNL has also developed software to
determine compliance with the Model Energy Code called
MecCheck. Contact Craig Conner: 509\375-2538

1.1.7

Energy
THE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION,
750 First Street, NE, Suite 940, Washington, DC 20002 USA.
202-842-3388, fax: 202-842-1565, Telex: 249114 IlEC UR, E-Mail:
iiec (EcoNet) or iiec@igc.apc.org(InterNet)
As part of its Information Project, IlEC publishes An International
Directory of Organizations that Provide Information on
Energy-Efficient Technologies. The directory includes many aspects
of energy design beyond efficient technologies. It provides several
pages of detailed information on activities and publications of each
organization. Many of the groups listed include industrial facility
energy design as a central interest. This is a valuable source of

information that we have used extensively in developing this list of
energy organizations.
General
ALLIANCE TO SAVE ENERGY, K St. N W Ste 509, Washington, DC
20006-1401,202-857-0666 Fax 202-331 -9588
Coalition of business, government, environmental, and consumer
leaders. To increase the efficiency of energy use.
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AMERICAN COUNCIL FOR AN ENERGY EFFICIENT ECONOMY,
1001 Connecticut Ave N W Ste 801, Washington, DC 20036,
202-429-8873 Fax 202 -429-2248
ASSN OF ENERGY ENGINEERS, 4025 Pleasantdale Rd Ste 420,
Atlanta, GA 30340, 404-447-5083 Fax: 404-446-3969
Engineers, architects, utility managers, consultants. They work in
energy management, and cogeneration.
ASSN. OF PROFESSIONAL ENERGY MANAGERS, Arc0 Plaza
Station, PO Box 71 1 116, Los Angeles, CA 90071, 310-491 -2264
Consultants to commercial, industrial, institutional, utility
organizations in energy production, consumption, management
decisions.
THE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION,
750 First Street, NE, Suite 940, Washington, DC 20002 USA. Phone:
202-842-3388, fax: 202-842-1565, Telex: 2491 14 llEC UR, E-Mail:
iiec (EcoNet) or iiec@igc.apc.org(InterNet)
As part of its Information Project, llEC publishes a directory of
institutions around the world that provide information on energy,
including many aspects of energy design beyond efficient
technologies. This directory provides several pages of detailed
information on activities and publications of each organization.
Many of the groups listed include industrial facility energy design as
a central interest.
LAWRENCE BERKELEY LABORATORY (LBL), Center for Building
Science, Applied Science Division, Center for Building Science, 1
Cyclotron Road, Berkeley, CA 94720 USA. Phone: 415-486-4834,
fax: 41 5-486-5394
The Center for Building Science at LBL has a reputation in the
energy efficiency field for excellent buildings and lighting research.
Many of the technologies developed at the lab represent the
state-of-the- art in their field. Industrial areas of interest include:
buildings, space heating, space cooling, lighting, ventilation, and
motors. Most of LBL’s resources are committed to research. While
capable of providing information in limited quantities, LBL does not
have the staff or budget to handle a large quantity of information
requests. Individuals seeking publications or information on the
laboratory’s activities may be directed to another source such as
NTlS (see entry in this directory).
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NATIONAL ENERGY MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE, 601 N Fairfax St.
Ste 160, Alexandria, VA 22314, 703-739-7100; 800-458-6525; fax
703-683-7615
They offer building owners and managers a warranty program to
cover investment in retrofit programs for energy efficiency.
NATIONAL ENERGY SPECIALIST ASSN, 518 NW Gordon St.,
Topeka, KS 66608-1427,913-232-1702
Manufacturers, distributors, dealers, individuals: professionals
involved in energy management, marketing, and sales. Enhancing
consumer investment in energy conservation products and services.
Offers energy savings warranty program for members.
ROCKY MOUNTAIN INSTITUTE 1739 Snowmass Creek Rd., Old
Snowmass, CO 81 654-9199. Phone 303-927-3851. Fax
303-927-41 78.

RMI is a nonprofit research and educational foundation which
focuses its mission, values, and style in seven areas: energy, water,
economics, renewal, agriculture, security, green development, and
transportation. RMl’s interests in industrial energy includes:
buildings, space heating, space cooling, water heating, refrigeration,
lighting, ventilation, motors, controls, industrial processes.

Energy Efficiency
ENERGY EFFICIENT BUILDING ASSOCIATION (EEBA) 1829
Portland Avenue, Minneapolis, M N 55404-1898, 612- 871-0413;
fax: 612- 871-9441
An international association dedicated to the development,
dissemination and implementation of information relevant to the
design, construction and operation of energy and resource efficient
buildings which provide quality living environments.
THE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR ENERGY CONSERVATION
750 First Street, NE, Suite 940, Washington, DC 20002 USA.
Phone: 202-842-3388, fax 202-842-1565, Telex: 2491 14 IlEC UR,
E-Mail: iiec (EcoNet) or iiec@igc.apc.org (InterNet)
A non-profit organization based in Washington, DC, USA, with
regional offices in Thailand and Chile. As part of its Information
Project, IlEC publishes The Technical Information Directory, a
listing of institutions around the world that provide information on
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energy-efficient technologies. The organization fosters sustainable
growth around the world through the efficient use of energy. IlEC
promotes energy conservation to counteract air and water pollution,
combat the threat of global warming, and preserve the natural
environment. llEC also promotes policies to reap the economic
benefits of efficiency by freeing up capital previously used to keep
pace with growing energy demand, see above at beginning of
Energy section.
TUBULAR EXCHANGER MANUFACTURERS ASSN., 25 N
Broadway, Tarrytown, N Y 10591, 914-332-0040 Fax 914-332-1541
Manufacturers of heat exchangers and allied equipment.

Renewable Sources
ENERGY RESEARCH INSTITUTE, 6850 Rattlesnake Hammock Rd,
Hwy 951, Naples, FL 33962, 813-793-1922 fax 813-793-1260
Individuals and companies interested in alternative energy sources.
The goal is to achieve energy independence through development

o f wind generators, methane digestors, solar cells and collectors,
steam generators, and hydrogen production with special focus on
alcohol production for fuel purposes.
FUEL CELL ASSN. PO Box 66392, Washington, DC 20035-6392,
301-681-3531 fax 301-681-4896
Fuel cell researchers, developers, designers, manufacturers,
installers, and system users. For the promotion, development and
use of fuel cells, which are electrochemical devices and produce
electricity directly from hydrogen or hydrocarbon fuel and an,
oxidant. They are presently considered to be the source with the
highest energy conversion rate; for commercial, industrial and
residential uses.
PASSIVE SOLAR INDUSTRY COUNCIL, 1511 K Street NW - Suite
600, Washington DC 20005, (202) 628-7400.
RENEWABLE FUELS ASSN, 1 MassachusettsAve N W Ste 820,
Washington, DC 20001
Engineering and financial firms, marketers, producers, and state
governments promoting fuel technologies, mainly alcohol fuels.
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Represents renewable fuels industry to the government and monitor
every phase of biomass fuel production.
SOLAR ENERGY INDUSTRIES ASSN, 777 North Capitol St. NE Ste
805, Washington, DC 20002, 202-408-0664 Fax: 202-508-8536
Companies, universities, and utilities. Involved in research and
education.
UTILITY PHOTOVOLTAIC GROUP, 1101 Connecticut Ave N W Ste
901, Washington, DC 20036, 202-857-0898 Fax 202-223-5537

1.1.8

Recycling, Reuse, and Remanufacturing
GLOBAL RECYCLING NETWORK (GRN) 271 5A Montauk Highway,
Brookhaven, NY 11719, USA 51 6 286 5580; fax 516 286 5551
An information service set up on the Internet to help businesses
worldwide exchange leads to trade recycled resources, surplus
goods, or used machinery. To receive information automatically,
Email a message to infor@grn.com; for fax-back information, dial +1
51 6 286 3686 on your fax and press ”Start” after you hear the fax
tone.
INVESTMENT RECOVERY ASSOCIATION: 5818 Reeds Road,
Mission, KA 66202-2740. Tel. 913 262 4597, fax 913 262 01 74.
Investment Recovery is the process of recycling, reusing and selling
the surplus materials, equipment, by-products and wastes acquired
or generated by a company in conducting business. The
Association includes representatives of over 100 corporations
seeking the highest value reuse of their surplus materials and
machinery.
NATIONAL RECYCLING COALITION, 1101 30th Street, NW, Suite
305, Washington, DC 20007-3708, 202-625-6406, fax:
202-62 5-6409.
The Recycling Technology Assistance Partnership (ReTAP) is a
nationwide technology extension program that is working to
advance industry’s use of recovered and recycled materials. Among
the products and services ReTAP offers i s the Technology Service
Tool Kit which provides information on how to design and
implement recycling technology programs that can effectively meet
the needs of local manufacturers. The Tool Kit will consist of a
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series of specific procedures, methodologies, and related planning
and implementation suggestions. The ReTAP National Network is
also offering a series of one-day regional workshops on planning
and implementing technology services that will be tailored to meet

the needs of the participants, using local examples.
AIR AND WASTE MANAGEMENT ASSN, PO Box 2861, Pittsburgh,
PA 15230, 412-232-2444 fax 412-232-3450, Formerly Air Pollution
Control Assn.
ALUMINUM RECYCLING ASSN, 1000 16th St. N W Ste 603,
Washington, DC 20036, 202-785-0951 Fax 202-785-0210.
AMERICAN COAL ASH ASSN, 1913 I St. NW 6th Flr, Washington,
DC 2006,202-659-2303 Fax 202-223-4984.
Members include electric utility companies and systems, coal &
transport companies and engineers. Focus is on utilization,
transport, storage, and utilization research of ash.
AMERICAN PLASTICS COUNCIL, 1275 K St. NW Ste 400,
Washington, DC 20005, 202-371-5319 Fax 202-371-5679.
The Council has recently endorsed the National Recycling
Coalition’s Buy Recycled Business Alliance. They have produced a
manual in cooperation with The Society of the Plastics Industry, Inc.
ASPHALT RECYCLING & RECLAIMING ASSN, 1 Church Circle,
Suite 250, Annapolis, MD 21401, 41 0-267-0023
Sponsors Regional seminars; workers’ bureau; and awards.
ASSOCIATION OF BATTERY RECYCLERS, Sanders Lead Corp,
Sanders Rd, PO Drawer 707, Troy, AL 36081
Recyclers of lead, oxide manufacturers, industrial equipment
suppliers, and consulting to companies. Provides information on
safety & environmental controls; and ways to eliminate hazards to
employees.
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AUTOMOTIVE DISMANTLERS AND RECYCLERS ASSOCIATION,
3975 Fair Ridge Dr., Ste 20, Terrace Level North, Fairfax, VA
22033-2906, 703-385-1 001 fax 703-385-1494
Enterprises involved in recycled autos, trucks, motorcycles, buses.

Has publications, meetings, seminars; foundation for children of
employees; and an educational foundation.
BUY RECYCLED BUSINESS ALLIANCE, NATIONAL RECYCLING
COALITION, 1101 30th St. NW Ste 305, Washington, DC 20007,
202 -62 5-6406 fax 2 02-62 5-6409
Objective is to recruit 5,000 companies of all sizes. Recycled
products information clearinghouse; increase buying power in
purchasing goods with recycled content.
CENTER FOR WASTE REDUCTION TECHNOLOGIES, 345 E 47th
St., New York, NY 10017, 212-705-7407 fax 212-705-3297
Businesses, corporations, academicians, etc. Research; educational
programs.
COALITION FOR RESPONSIBLE WASTE INCINERATION, 1330
Connecticut Ave N W Ste 300, Washington, DC 20036,
202-659-0060 fax 202-659-1 699
Manufacturing companies. academic institutions; etc. Technical,
safety, health information re waste incineration; to public, media,
and local, state and federal government officials.
COUNCIL OF PACKING IN THE ENVIRONMENT, 1001
Connecticut Ave N W Ste 401, Washington, DC 20026,
202-331 -0099 Fax 202-466-5447,
Plastic packaging manufacturers; resin suppliers; marketers of
consumer packaging; recycI ers; re1ated trade associations.
Information re issues re: Source reduction, recycling,
waste-to-energy recovery, landfilling.
COUNCIL FOR TEXTILE RECYLCING, 7910 Woodmont Ave Ste
1212, Bethesda, MD 2081 4, 301-71 8-0671 Fax 301-656-1 079
Textile 2% clothing manufacturers; recycling organizations. Benefits
of textile recycling; new markets & uses for recycled textiles.
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HAZARDOUS WASTE TREATMENT COUNCIL, 915 15th St. NW
5th Flr, Washington, DC 20005, 202-783-0870
Firms dedicated to high tech treatment in managing hazardous
wastes. Encourages land disposal prohibitions. Advocates use of
treatment technology as more cost-effective approach to Superfund
site cleanups. Sponsors studies, seminars; participates in federal
legislation, litigation, regulatory development.
INDUSTRIAL MATERIALS EXCHANGE, 172 20th Ave, Seattle, WA
98122, 206-296-4633
Regional waste exchange.
INDUSTRY COUNCIL FOR ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
RECYCLING, 6 Bath Place, Rivington St., London EC2 4A, UK,
Contact:, Graham Marson, Boots (electronics mfr.), 44 602 866 671
Fax 44 602 860 695
Boots, British Telecom, and computer manufacturers, including
manufacturers of raw materials and equipment, retailers and
distributors. Recycling information; encouragement of market
development for recycled goods; develop infrastructure for genuine
recycling.
INSTITUTE OF SCRAP RECYCLING INDUSTRIES, 1325 G St. N W
Ste 1000, Washington, DC 20005,202-466-4050 Fax
202-775-9109
Processors, brokers, consumers engaged in recycling of ferrous,
nonferrous and nonmetallic scrap; related industry organizations.
Specialized education and research programs.
INTEGRATED WASTE SERVICES ASSN, 1133 21st St. NW, 2
Lafayette Centre Ste 205, Washington, DC 20036, 202-467-6240
Waste-to-energy industry.
LIQUID AND SOLID INDUSTRIAL CONTROL ASSN, 199 Pierce St.
Ste 204, Birmingham, MI 48009,313-642-9797 Fax 313-642-5360
Waste generators; haulers; labs; consultants; environmental
attorneys. Safe, efficient means of processing & disposing.
NATIONAL ACADEMY OF ENGINEERING, Program Office, 2101
Constitution Ave NW, Washington, DC 2041 8, 202-334-1 691 Fax
2 02-3 34-2290
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NATIONAL ASSN OF CHEMICAL RECYCLERS, 1875 Connecticut
Ave NW Ste 1200, Washingtdn, DC 20009,202-986-81 50 Fax
2 02-986-202 1
Firms engaged in recycling & reusing of used Industrial solvents.
Statistics, monitoring.
NATIONAL ASSN FOR PLASTIC CONTAINER RECOVERY, 4828
Parkway Plaza Blvd. Ste 260, Charlotte, NC 2821 7, 704-357-3250
Fax 704-3 57-32 60
Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) bottle & resin producers.
Establishes projects with local organizations & communities.
Education to public, waste managers, recycling professionals.
NATIONAL CENTER FOR MANUFACTURING SCIENCES, Mike
Wixson, Design For Environment Project Manager, 900 Victors
Way, Ann Arbor, MI 481 08-1 799,313-995-0300
NATIONAL RECYCLING COALITION, 1101 30th St. NW Ste 305,
Washington, DC 20007, 202-625-6406 Fax 202-625-6409
Individuals; environmental, labor & business organizations.
Encouragement of recovery, reuse, conservation of energy &
materials. Promotes information to consumers that recycled
products not inferior to products made from virgin materials.
Awards.
NATIONAL SOLID WASTES MANAGEMENT ASSN, 1730 Rhode
Island Ave NW Ste 1000, Washington, DC 20036, 202-659-461 3
State and regional, various. Resource recovery; sweepers; waste
technology; waste equipment manufacturing; landfiI Is; recycling;
waste industrial covering containers; chemical waste; chemical
waste transportation; and compactors.
PACIFIC MATERIALS EXCHANGE, S 3707 Godfrey Blvd, Spokane,
WA 99204, 509-623-4244
Regional waste exchange.
PAPER STOCK INDUSTRY, c/o (division. of) Institute of Scrap
Recycling Industries, 1325 G St N W Ste 1000, Washington, DC
20005-31 04, 202-466-4050 fax 202-775-91 09
Recycling of paper and paperboard.
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PLASTICS RECYCLING FOUNDATION, 1275 K St. NW, Ste. 400,
Washington, DC 20005, 202-371 -5200
Members are suppliers, manufacturers, users, of plastics materials
and products. Tech transfer seminars.
PORTABLE SANITATION ASSN INTERNATL, 7800 Metro Pkwy.
Ste. 104, Bloomington, MN 55425, 612 -854-8300; 800-822-3020;
fax 612 -854-7560
Portable sanitation and construction site services contractors;
manufacturers; related sanitation facilities companies (especially
portable chemical toilets).
STEEL CAN RECYCLING INSTITUTE, Foster Plaza X, 680 Anderson
Dr, Pittsburgh, PA 15220, 412-922-2772; 800-876-7274; fax
412-922 -32 13
Steelmaking companies. Technical information and analysis on
methods of collection, preparation, transportation of steelhimetal
scrap.

1.1.9

Pollution Control and Prevention, Auditing
US-EPA NATIONAL CENTER FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
PUBLICATIONS AND INFORMATION (NCEPI), 26 West Martin
Luther King Dr, Cincinnati, OH 45268, tel: 513/ 569-7985

If you know the EPA document number and Publication Title, you
can place an order for single copies at: 513/ 891 -6561 or at Fax:
513/ 891 -6685.
EPA 33/50 PROGRAM, voluntary program to reduce chemical use
and emissions, 202-260-6907.
EPA TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER, CINCINNATI RESEARCH LAB,
provides info, grants for pollution prevention, 513-569-7562.
POLLUTION PREVENTION INFORMATION EXCHANGE SYSTEM
[PIES] operates a hotline (703-821 -4800).

DOE POLLUTION PREVENTION INFORMATION
CLEARINGHOUSE, P2 Info Hotline: 509/ 3P2-INFO or 509/
372-4636, W: http://146.138.5.107/epic.htm
ENVIRONMENTAL AUDITORS ROUNDTABLE, Bill Yodas,
President, PO Box 1057, Morristown NJ07962, 201-455-4323
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AIR AND WASTE MANAGEMENT ASSN, PO Box 2861, Pittsburgh,
PA 15230, 412-232-2444 fax 412-232-3450, Formerly Air Pollution
Control Assn, Air pollution control; Waste management. Technical,
managerial.
ENVIRONMENTAL INDUSTRY COUNCIL, 1825 K St. N W Ste 210,
Washington, DC 20006, 202-331-7706
Manufacturers of catalytic converters, scrubbers, water pollution
control equipment, etc. Environmental protection equipment.
Liaison federal government & environmental industry.
EPCRA and TRI. Emergency Planning and Community
Right-to-Know Act of 1986” has created the Toxic Release Inventory
(TRI), an annual compendium of environmental emissions of several
hundred different chemicals, published by the EPA and the states,
and based on reports which must be filed by companies importing,
using, producing or processingthese chemicals. Every state has a
TRI Coordinator who will help you obtain and interpret this data, or
you can contact the EPCRA Hotline (800-535-0202) for guidance.
Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act of 1986”
[EPCRA] has created the Toxic Release Inventory (TRI), an annual
compendium of environmental emissions of several hundred
different chemicals, published by the EPA and the states, and based
on reports which must be filed by companies importing, using,
producing or processing these chemicals. Every state has a TRI
Coordinator who will help you obtain and interpret this data, or you
can contact the EPCRA Hotline (800-535-0202) for guidance.
FEDERATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL TECHNOLOGISTS, PO Box
185, Milwaukee, WI 53201,414-251 -8163 fax414-251-6119
Industries, educational groups, government agencies, consultants
involved in pollution control and regulation. Seeks to control
pollution and support economic growth.
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS CONTROL RESOURCES INSTITUTE,
7237 Hanover Pkwy, Greenbelt, MD 20770, 301-982-9500 Fax
301-220-3870
Corporations, consultants, engineers, scientists, professors,
government & corporate administrators, etc. Disseminate
information about technical advances; promote use of risk
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assessment techniques to achieve balance of continuing industrial
growth and livable environment.
INSTITUTE OF CLEAN AIR COMPANIES, 1707 L St. N W Ste 570,
Washington, DC 20036, 202-457-091 1 fax 202-331 -1388
Manufacturers of industrial gas-cleaning air pollution control
equipment; their general managers;’ R&D engineers. Standards
improvement, analysis methods.
MANUFACTURERS OF EMISSION CONTROLS ASSN, 1707 L St.
N W Ste 570, Washington, DC 20036, 202-296-4797 Fax
202-331-1388
Manufacturers, auto exhaust & evaporative control devices, catalytic
controls. Representationto government at all levels.
NATIONAL POLLUTION PREVENTION CENTER FOR HIGHER
EDUCATION, University of Michigan, Dana Building, 430 East
University Ave., Ann Arbor, MI 481 09-1 115, (3 13)764-1412, fax
(313) 936-2195, e-mail: nppc@umich.edu
Publishes a number of good industrial ecology curriculum guides as
well as extensive information on pollution prevention.

1.1 .10

Cleanup and Liability
CALIFORNIA EPA, DEPARTMENT OF TOXIC SUBSTANCES
CONTROL, Site Mitigation Program. 700 Heinz Ave. Suite 200.
Berkeley, CA 94710-2737. Barbara Coler, Division Chief State-wide
Cleanup Operations. 510-540-3827.
CERCLA Hotline, Superfund regulatory guidance and publications,
800-424-9346.
SPILL CONTROL ASSN OF AMERICA, 400 Renaissance Center Ste
1900, Detroit, MI 48243, 313-567-0500 Fax 313-259-8943
Pollution control & containment equipment mfrs. Liaison .to local,
state, fed government agencies; information on spill cleanup and
containment; oil & hazardous materials emergency
responsehemediation.
VOLUNTARY INVESTIGATION AND CLEANUP PROGRAM,
Ground Water & Solid Waste Division, Minnesota Pollution Control
Agency, 520 Lafayette Rd., Saint Paul, Minnesota, (612) 296-0892
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l.l.11

Water
AMERICAN ACADEMY OF ENVIRONMENTAL ENGINEERS, 130
Holiday Ct. No 100, Annapolis, M D 21401, 410-266-3311 fax
41 0-266-7653
Environmentally-oriented registered professional engineers,
specializing in air pollution control, general environmental
engineering, hazardous waste management, site remediation,
industrial hygiene, etc.
AMERICAN GROUND WATER TRUST, 6375 Riverside Dr, Dublin,
OH 4301 7, 614-761 -221 5; 800-423-7748; Fax 614-761-3446
Disseminates information about ground water to Industry,
government, educational institutions, and the public.
AMERICAN WATER WORKS ASSN, 6666 W Quincy Ave, Denver,
CO 80235, 303-794-771 1; Fx 303-794-1440; On-line database:
WATERNET (file 245)
Water utility mgrs, superintendents, engineers, chemists,
bacteriologists; municipal- and investor-owned water depts.
Develops standards, supports research.
ASSOCIATED LABORATORIES, 500 S Vermont St., Palatine, IL
60067, 708-358-7400 Fax 708-358-7082
Regional water treatment cos. Studies; tests of new equipment.
ASSOCIATION OF STATE & INTERSTATE WATER POLLUTION
CONTROL ADMINISTRATORS, 750 1st St. NE Ste 910,
Washington, DC 20002,202-898-0905 fax 202-624-7863
Administrators of state and interstate governmental agencies legally
responsible for administrating regulation, control and abatement of
water pollution. Coordinates state activities with U.S. EPA,
Congress and other federal agencies. Task forces include Clean
Water Act Reauthorization.
EPA WETLANDS PROTECTION HOTLINE
Info on wetlands and wetlands regulation, 800-832-7828.
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INDUSTRIAL WATER CONDITIONING INSTITUTE, 1200 G St NW
Ste 600, Washington, DC 2005, 202-393-1200 Fax 202-393-1240

U.S. and Canadian companies engaged in the manufacture or
assembly of industrial and municipal water conditioning equipment.
Assists government bodies in projects.
NATIONAL ASSN OF WATER COMPANIES, 1725 K St N W Ste
1212, Washington, DC 20006, 202-833-8383 fax 202-331-7442
Investor owned and operated water companies; engineers,
scientists; etc. Research; stimulates communication between water
companies and regulatory agencies.
NATIONAL GROUND WATER ASSN, 6375 Riverside Dr, Dublin,
OH 4301 7, 614-761-1 71 1; 800-551-7379; fax 614-761-3446
Ground water drilling contractors; manufacturers and suppliers of
drilling equipment; geologists and other ground water scientists
including engineers and public health officials. Development,
preservation and use of groundwater supplies.
PITLESS ADAPTER DIVISION OF WATER SYSTEMS COUNCIL, 600
S Federal St Ste 400, Chicago, IL 60605, 312-922-6222 fax
3 12-922-2 734
Promotion of pitless adapters and units for water wells.
WATER QUALITY ASSN, 4151 Naperville Rd, Lisle, IL 60532,
708-505-0160(8?)fax 708-505-9637
Individuals or firms engaged in the manufacture and/or assembly
and distribution and/or retail selling of water treatment equipment
and services. Promotes economy and efficiency within the industry.
WATER SYSTEMS COUNCIL, 600 S Federal St Ste 400, Chicago, IL
60605,312-922-6222 fax 312-922-2734
Manufacturers and distributors of pumps, components and
accessory items for private water systems. Provides information to
public, electric companies, public health officials, county agents.
WATER WISER INFORMATION CLEARINGHOUSE, info on water
conservation and efficient use, 800-559-9855 jwright@awwa.org
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Environmental Business Organizations
ASSOCIATION OF CORPORATE ENVIRONMENTAL OFFICERS,
800-876-6617
CEOs to heads of maintenance departments, to share ideas and
solutions.
BUSINESSES FOR SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY, 1850 M St. N W Ste
750, Washington, DC 20036, 202-872-5205 fax 202-872-5227
Fifty-five corporate charter members, including Hasbro, StrideRite,
Lotus, Reebok, Esprit, Ben & Jerry’s, Aveda, Body Shop, Calvert
Group. Their goal i s to integrate social and environmental needs in
business planning and decision-making.
COUNCIL OF SUSTAINABLE INDUSTRIES, c/o American Soil, Inc.
(composting), 3141 Bordentown Ave, Parlin, NJ 08859,
908-525-1103 fax 908-525-0488
Companies from California to Florida in architectural design, green
retailing, recycled office paper manufacturing, etc. Development of
joint ventures; promote standards and legislation to reflect true
social and environmental costs of doing business; educate the
public about false environmental claims.
ENVIRONMENTAL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION, THE, 1150
Connecticut Ave N W 9th Flr, Washington, DC 20036,
202-862-4363 fax 202-828-41 30
Their initial focus was on remediation; they have now broadened
their focus to potential responsible parties, equipment
manufacturers, consultants, labs, remediation companies, disposal
firms, recyclers, technology innovators. They look at industry
trends, changes in technology & legislation. Sponsoring of seminars

& monthly meetings.
ENVIRONMENTAL BUSINESS COUNCIL OF THE U.S. INC. 1601
Trapelo Road, Waltham, MA 02 154, 617-890-4242 fax
61 7-890-2881, 1615 L Street NW, Washington, DC 20036
They work with environmental business industry, government, other
key environmental and business associations. The goal is to make
the U.S. a recognized global leader in environmental technology,
products, services, education, research and information. Export
promotion, lobbying, information clearinghouse, etc.,
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EPA SMALL BUSINESS OMBUDSMAN
Environmental regulations info and help for small businesses,
800-368-5888

1.1 .13

Environmental Law, Administration and Compliance
ASSOCIATION OF STATE & INTERSTATE WATER POLLUTION
CONTROL ADMINISTRATORS, 750 1st St NE Ste 910, Washington,
DC 20002,202-898-0905 fax 202-624-7863
Administrators of state and interstate governmental agencies legally
responsible for administrating regulation, control and abatement of
water pollution. Coordinates state activities with U.S. EPA,
Congress and other Federal agencies. Task forces include
Cleanwater Act Reauthorization.
CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF LAW AND POLITICS, 2962 Fillmore
St, San Francisco, CA 94123,414-775-0791 fax 41 5-775-4159
Provides environmental information services to cities and
communities. Studies public policy issues.
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE INSTITUTE, Aetna Bldg Ste 850,
2350 Lakeside Blvd, Richardson, TX 75082-4342,214-644-8971
fax 214-234-6966
Corporations & attorneys with interest in environmental law and
federal regulations governing waste disposal, etc. Updates on EPA
activities and litigations; negotiations in disputes; statistics;
compliance information to industry.
ENVIRONMENTAL LAW INSTITUTE, 1616 P St N W Ste 200,
Washington, DC 20036, 202-328-5150
Research, clearinghouse, conferences, educational activities.
ENVIRONMENTAL SAFETY, 1700 N More St Ste 1920, Arlington,
VA 22209, 703-527-8300 FX 703-527-8383
Nonmembership advisory committee of former officials of the EPA:
Lawyers, public health officials, environmental specialists. Watches
the EPA to make sure it’s proactive.
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FEDERAL ENERGY BAR ASSN, c/o Lorna Wilson, 1900 M St N W
Ste 620, Washington, DC 20036, 202-223-5625, Attorneys
Promoting proper administration of federal laws relating to
production, development, conservation, transmission, and
economic regulation of energy.
HARVARD ENVIRONMENTAL LAW SOCIETY, Harvard Law
School, Austin 201, Cambridge, MA 02138, 61 7-495-3125
Harvard law students. Environmental legal research, education,
advice, assistance towards protection of environment.

1.2 REFERENCES AND SOURCES
1.2.1

Management, Organization, and Participation
Erkut, E., and Moran, S. R. 1991. Locating obnoxious facilities in
the public sector: an application of the analytic hierarchy
process to municipal landfill siting decisions,
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a vital tool for managing the transition to industrial ecology.
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Ackoff, R.L. 1981. Creating the Corporate Future. New York:
Wiley.
Ackoff, R.L. 1984. A Guide for Controlling Your Corporation’s
Future. New York Wiley.
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to the Viable System Model.
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Organizations and Society. Sage Publications.
Senge, Peter. 1990. The Fifth Discipline: The Art and Practice of
the Learning Organization. New York:
Doubleday/Currency.

Logistics Engineering and Management
Benjamin S. B I anchard. Logistics Engineering and Management,
Fourth Edition, 1992 (available through Society of Logistics
Engineers. See organizations).

Reuse and Recycling: Reverse Logistics Opportunities, 1993.
Multiple authors (available from Council of Logistics
Management. See organizations).
Douglas M. Lambert and James R. Stock. Strategic Logistics
Management, Third Edition, 1993 (available through SOLE)
James L. Nevins and Daniel E. Whitney, editors. Concurrent Design
of Products and Processes, A Strategy for the Next
Generation in Manufacturing, 1989 (available through
SOLE. See organizations).
Sjoerd Hoekstra and Jac Romine, editors. lntegral Logistics
Structures, Developing Customer-Oriented Goods Flow,
1992. (available through SOLE)

The Analytic Hierarchy Process
Erkut, E., and Moran, S. R. 1991. Locating obnoxious facilities in
the public sector: an application of the analytic hierarchy
process to municipal landfill siting decisions,
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Socio-Economic Planning Science, vol. 25, no. 2, pp.
89-102.
Golden, B. L., Wasil, E. A., and Harker, P. T. (ed.). 1989. The
Analytic Hierarchy Process: Applications and Studies,
Berlin, Springer-Verlag.
Saaty, T. L. and Alexander, J. M. 1981. Thinking with models:
Mathematical models in the physical, biological and social
sciences. Pergamon, NY

Sociotechnical Systems
Pasmore, William and John Sherwood. (Eds). 1978 Sociotechnical
Systems: A Sourcebook. San Diego: University Associates.
Weisbord, Marvin, 1987. Productive Workplace: Organizing and
Managing for Dignity, Meaning, and Community. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass.

1.2.2

Information and Software Tools
The EnviroLink Network Suite 236, Hamburg Hall 5000 Forbes Ave.
Pittsburgh, PA 15213 (412) 268-7187 voice, (412) 268-7036 fax,
e-mail: admin@envirolink.org
The Environmental World Wide Web Listing at EnviroLink lists all of
the environmental World Wide Web services that we are aware of.
A full listing of all environmental computer networks, including
gopher, ftp, etc. is available via the EnviroWeb, a project of the
EnviroLink Network.
FitzGerald, Chris. 1995. Environmental Management Information
Systems.
He shows how to develop effective EMIS at the plant, division
and corporate levels. The book provides guidelines for selecting
EMIS, covering project planning and justification, requirements,
specifications, and evaluation criteria, commercial software
products and, project life cycles and implementation.
McGraw-hill, Inc. Blacklick, OH.
Hoffman, Robert, Bertram Mclnnis, and Harry Van Drunen. 1988.
An Overview of the Sustainable Development
Demonstration Framework." Robberts Associates, Ottawa
This paper describes a sophisticated conceptual framework for
tracking multiple interactions among industrial, economic,
social, and natural systems; it also covers methods and software
for simulating these interactions. The authors' "Whatif"
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simulation program is a Mac I1environment for running the
Sustainable Development Demonstration Framework or for
developing other models; they are developing a model for
product life cycle analysis.
National Park Service, Denver
of green building products &
Maintains a database (Access 1.l)
recyclers of construction debris, available to the public on disk
for a fee. Update of the database (Access 2.0) due in Fall
‘\1995. Contact NPS architect, Sally Small who maintains
listings of other materials data bases and providers.
(sall y-smal I @nps.gov, 303/969 -2466)
National Materials Exchange Network see Recycling, Reuse,
Remanufacturing below.
Obermeyer, Nancy J. and Jeffrey K. Pinto. 1994. Managing
Geographic Information Systems. Guilford Press.
PNL has produced a software package (FEDS) to assess the
energy use and life-cycle cost at Federal Facilities. Contact Jim
Dirges: 509\3 75 -42 72.
SoftDesk Energy is commercially available from SoftDesk.
41 5-491-2650
This tool assists architects using AutoArchitect to assess energy
impacts of building design alternatives. Pacific Northwest
Laboratory is continuing to work on design tools for engineers,
architects, and designers. Contact at PNL:Dave Chassin:
509\375-4369. PNL has proposed incorporating environmental
data access, but systems aren’t doing this currently. Contact
Derek Schrock - 509\375-4339.
The PNL Building Design Science Group is working with
Softdesk to develop an analysis “agent” that is integrated with
their CAD package. The agent provides an energy analysis of
the building being designed using the CAD system.
Williams, Anna Fay, Ph.D. Software Applications and Directory for
Energy Analysis. Fairmont Press. Liburn, GA.

1.2.3

Ecology, Eco-Restoration, and Landscaping
Ecology
Ashworth, William. 1995. Economy of Nature: Rethinking the
Connections between Ecology and Economics. Houghton
Mifflin. Boston, MA.
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Ehrlich, Paul R., The Machinery of Nature, The Living World
Around Us - And How It Works. A Touchstone Book.
Simon & Schuster, Inc., New York 1986.
Freedman, Bill, 2nd ed. 1995. Environmental Ecology: The
Ecological Effects of Pollution, Disturbance and other
Stresses. Academic Press, San Diego, CA.
Holling, C.S. Ed. 1978. Adaptive Environmental Assessment and
Management. John Wiley and Sons, London. 1-377.
Holling, C.S., Myths of Ecological Stability: resilience and the
problems of failure, in CF Smart and WT Stanbury (eds),
Studies on Crisis Management, 1978, Butterworth for the
Institute for Research on Public Policy, Montreal.
Holling, C.S., 1986. Resilience of ecosystems; local surprise and
global change, pages 292-31 7 in W.C. Clark and R.E. Munn,
Eds. Sustainable Development of the Biosphere, Cambridge
University Press, Cambridge.
Holling, C.S., 1987 Simplifying the complex: The paradigms of
ecological function and structure. European Journal of
Operational Research 30:139-146.
Holling, C.S., New Science and New Investments for a Sustainable
Biosphere., Arthur R. Marshall Jr. Laboratory of Ecological
Sciences, Department of Zoology, University of Florida,
Gainesville, FL 3261 1.
Prepared for the Biodiversity Project, International Institute of
Ecological Economics and the conference on Investing in
Natural Capital - a Prerequisite for sustainability July 2, 1992.
Kricher John C & Morrison, Gordon. 1993. Peterson Field Guides
-- Ecology of Western Forests.
Good introduction to basic ecological concepts as well as
descriptions of specific ecosystems. Same authors and series:
Ecology of Eastern Forests. Houghton Mifflin, NY
Odum, Howard T., 1988. Self-organization, Transformity, and
Information. Science, Vol. 242, November 25, 1988.
Odum, Howard, Ecosystem Theory and Application, Wiley, N Y
1986.
Pavlik, Bruce, Muick, Sharon, et al, Oaks of California, Cachuma
Press, 1992 Los Olivos, CA. An excellent introduction to
ecology through study of a specific type of ecosystem.
Roizman, Bernard (ed). 1995. Infectious Diseases in an Age of
Change: The Impact of Human Ecology and Behavior on
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Disease Transmission. National Academy Press.
Washington, DC.
Sessions, George (ed). 1995. Deep Ecology for the 2 7st Century.
Shambhala Press, Berkeley, CA.

Eco-Restoration
Kusler, Jon A. & Mary E. Kenutla, editors Wetland Creation and
Restoration: The Status of the Science Island Press, Covelo,
CA.
Berger, John J. editor Environmental Restoration: Science and
Strategies for Restoring The Earth island Press, Covelo, CA.
Todd, Nancy and John. 1984. Bioshelters, Ocean Arks, City
Farming: Ecology as the Basis of Design. San Francisco:
Sierra Club Books.
The Todd’s work in biological design at New Alchemy Institute
provides a powerful parallel understanding of many themes in
industrial ecology.

Landscaping
Beatley, Timothy. 1994. Habitat Conservation Planning:
Endangered Species and Urban Growth. University of Texas
Press. Austin, TX.

Ecological Engineering: The Journal of Ecotechnology, Contact:
Elsevier Science Publishers, PO Box 181, 1000 AD
Amsterdam, The Netherlands.
The Journal is designed for those involved in designing,
monitoring, or constructing ecosystems.
Ellefson, Connie, Tom Stephens, and Doug Welsh 1992. Xeriscape
Gardening: Water Conservation for the American
Landscape. MacMiIIan Pub1ishing.
Johnson, Douglas L. and Lewis, Laurence A. 1995. Land
Degradation: Creation and Destruction. Blackwell.
Oxford, Eng.
Lowry, William 1991. Atmospheric Ecology for Designers and
Planners. Van Nostrand Reinhold
Lye, John Hillman 1985. Landscape, Land Use and Natural
Resources.
Uses highly detailed case studies to illustrate principles of
ecologically sensitive land-use planning. Van Nostrand
Reinhold.
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Mitsch, William and Jorgensen, Sven Erik, editors. 1981, Ecological
Engineering, John Wiley & Sons, NY.
Ecological engineering is involved in identifying those
eco-systems that are most adaptable to human needs and in
recognizing the multiple values of these systems.
Mitsch, William J. and Gosselink, James G. 1993. Wetlands. Van
Nostrand Reinhold.
Moll, Gary & Sarah Ebenreck editors. Shading our Cities: A
Resource Guide for Urban and Community Forests. Striefel, Jan
& Wesley A. Groesbeck, co-authors. The Resource Guide to
Sustainable Landscape Environmental Resources, Inc. 2041 E.
Hollywood Avenue Salt Lake City, UT 84108-3148
Obermeyer, Nancy J. and Jeffrey K. Pinto. 1994. Managing
Geographic Information Systems. Guilford Press.

1.2.4

Industrial Ecology
Ahmed, lrshad & Morris, David: 1992. The Carbohydrate
Economy: Making Chemicals and Industrial Materials from
Plant Matter. Institute for Local Self-Reliance, Washington,
DC
Wellburn, Alan. 2nd ed. 1994. Air Pollution and Climate Change:
The Biological Impact. Wiley Press. New York, N.Y.
Allen, David, “Using Wastes as Raw Materials: Opportunities to
Create an Industrial Ecology, Hazardous Waste & Hazardous
Materials, Summer 1993, V 10.
Allenby, B. R. and Graedel, T. E. 1995. Industrial ecology.
Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs, N.J.
The first university textbook covering the subject that provides a
comprehensive introduction to IE. The authors examine a wide
range of perspectives within industriaI ecology-soc ietaI,
environmental, legal, and economic.
Allenby, Braden R., Richards, Deanna, ed. 1993 Greening
IndustriaI Ecosystems, Washington DC. Avai Iable through
National Academy of Engineering Press Office
(202-334-3313)
Ayres, Robert U & Udo E. Simonis (Eds.). 1994. Industrial
Metabolism. Restructuring for Sustainable Development.
United Nations University Press. Tokyo, New York.
Barham, Bradford; Bunker, Stephen G.; O’Hearn, Denis. (eds).
1995 States, Firms and Raw Materials: The World Economy
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and Ecology ofAluminum. University of Wisconsin Press.
Madison, WI.
Callenach, Robert E. (ed). 1994. Handbook of Environmentally
Conscious Manufacturing: From Design and Production to
Labeling and Recycling. Irwin Professional Publ. Burr Ridge,

111.
Eisenhauer, J and Cordes, R, 1992, Industrial Waste Databases, Haz
Waste and Haz Materials 9 (1) 1-19. (whole issue is on
sources of data on industrial wastes) Greening Op 70 & 89
Erkman, Suren. 1995. Ecologie industrielle, m6tabolisme industriel,
et soci6t6 d’utilisa tion.
A major study supported by the Foundation for the Progress of
Humanity, Paris. Dr. Erkman has gathered information on the
evolution and application of industrial ecology in Europe, North
America, and Asia. An English translation is scheduled to be
available by Fall 1995.
Frosch, Robert A., and Nicholas E. Gallopoulos, Strategies for
Manufacturing, Scientific American (Special Edition,
September 1989), pp. 144-152.
Kelly, Kevin. 1994. Out of Control: The Rise of Neo-Biological
Civilization.
8

’

For a source reviewing the broad movement toward human and
technical systems based on biological models, including
industrial ecology, artificial life in computer science, complexity
theory, and other emerging fields. Addison-Wesley, Reading,
MA.

Graedel, T. E. and Allenby, B. R. 1995. Industrial ecology, this is
the first college text to deal comprehensively with industrial
ecology. Englewood Cliffs, N. J. Prentice Hall.
Hall, Charles S. Cleveland, Cutler J. Kaufmann, Robert. 1986.
Energy and Resource Quality: The Ecology of the Economic
Process. John Wiley & Sons, New York.
The expression ’industrial ecosystems’, and more importantly
the full concept of industrial ecology, appears in the Preface, on
page XIV. It is probably one of the very the first occurrences of
this expression in the published literature. John Wiley & Sons,
New York.
JETRO. 1992. Ecofactory-Concept and R&D Themes; special
issue, New Technology. Japan External Trade Organization,
Tokyo.
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Report based on work of the Ecofactory Research Group of the
Mechanical Engineering Laboratory, Agency of Industrial
Science and Technology.
Lowe, Ernest, Industrial Ecology, Total Quality Environmental
Management, pp 73-85 Fall 1993, Executive Enterprises, NY.
Lowe, Ernest, Industrial Ecology: Implications for Corporate
Strategy, journal of Corporate Environmental Strategy,
Summer 1994, Troy, NY.
Lowe, Ernest, Industrial Ecology: a context for design and decision,
in Design for Environment: Principles and Practices by
Joseph Fiksel, Ph.D. to be published by McGraw-Hill late
1995.
Hawken, Paul. 1994. Ecology of Commerce: A Declaration of
Sustainability. Harper Business. New York, N.Y.
OECD. 1994. Biotechnology for a Clean Environment: Prevention,
Detection and Remediation. Paris.
O’Riordan, Timothy, 1994: The precaution principle in
environmental management. In: Robert U. Ayres & Udo E.
Simoni (Eds.): lndustrial Metabolism. Restructuring for
Sustainable Development. Tokyo, New York, United
Nations University Press, 1994, pp. 299-31 8.
Socolow, R., Andrews, C., Berkhout, F., Thomas, V. ed. 1994.
Industrial Ecology and Global Change. Cambridge
University Press. NY.
Focuses on how humankind can continue to industrialize
without disrupting and destroying natural ecological systems.
Stahel, Walter. 1986. Product Life As A Variable: the Notion of
Utilization. Science and Public Policy 13, no. 4 (August):
196-203.
This work implies a transition from manufacturing per se to
interlinked manufacturing of highly durable products and
continuing service as a mode of business.

.

1994. “The Utilization-Focused Service Economy:
Resource Efficiency and Product-Life Extension.” In The
Greening ofIndustrial Ecosystems, edited by Braden R.
Allenby and Deanna J. Richards, 178-1 90. Washington:
National Academy Press.

Watanabe, Chihiro. 1993. ”Energy and Environmental
Technologies in Sustainable Development: A View from
Japan,’’ The Bridge, Summer. National Academy of
Engineering, Washington DC.
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Sketches Japanesework in industrial ecology beginning in 1972.

1.2.5

Industrial Ecosystems
Christensen, Jorgen, 1994 Kalundborg: Industrial Symbiosis in
Denmark, in Proceedings, Industrial Ecology Workshop,
Making Business More Competitive, Ontario Ministry of
Environment and Energy, Toronto
Cohen-Rosenthal, Edward. 1994. Ecological Industrial Park
Proposal, Cornell University Work and Environment
Initiative, lthica 1994
Allen, Michael, Ecosystems for industry, New Scientist, February
1994, pp 21-22. On the Dalhousie University Project.
Cohen-Rosenthal, Edward, 1994 Ecological Industrial Park Proposal,
Cornell University Work and Environment Initiative, lthica
NY.
C8t6, Raymond P., et al. 1994. Designing and Operating Industrial
Parks as Ecosystems. School for Resource and
Environmental Studies, Faculty of Management, Dalhousie
University. Halifax, Nova Scotia B3J 1B9
Dalhousie University, Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, and
the City of Dartmouth, The Industrial Park as an Ecosystem,
Progress Report. Halifax, Nova Scotia. April, 1994.
Available from School for Resource and Environmental Studies,
Dalhousie University, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Ecover, The Ecological Factory Manual, 1992, Oostmalle, Belgium.
Description of the pioneering plant for this Belgian manufacturer
of environmentally sound cleansers and detergents.
Engberg, Holger, Industrial Symbiosis in Denmark, 1993.
Unpublished paper by NYU Stern School researcher
studying the Kalundborg industrial ecosystem.
Gertler, Nicholas. 1995. Industrial Ecosystems: Developing
Sustainable Industrial Structures. Dissertation for Master of
Science in Technology and Policy and Master of Science in
Civil and Environmental Engineering at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology
Gertler, Nicholas, 1994 Industrial Symbiosis in Kalundborg:
Development and Implications, TB&E Working Paper,
Program on Technology, Business, and Environment,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, August,
1994.
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Knight, Peter, 1993 “Closing the Loop,” Tomorrow, Global
Environmental Business magazine, Stockholm. Article with
pictures of Kalundborg, Denmark.
O’Dea, Katherine, Gregg Freeman, 1993 “Logistics and the Ultimate
Pollution Prevention Process,” SOLEtter August 1993,
Society of Logistics Engineers, Hyattsville M D 20785.
Article on role of logistics in Eco-Industrial Park development.
Research Triangle Park, 1993 Development of an Eco-Industrial
Park: Supporting Research, December 1993, Research
Triangle Park, NC.
Research proposal to U.S.-EPA Office of Policy Planning &
Evaluation, developed by RTI in collaboration with Indigo
Development.
Stigsnaes Industripark, Local Plan 75, (and related materials)
description of a Danish chemical industrial park with
advanced site-wide waste management facility and
responsibility for environmental licensing and liability.
Stopps, Terrance P. & Ellen Greenwood (Eds.). 1994. Proceedings
of the Industrial Ecology Workshop. Making Business More
Competitive, Toronto.
Spurlock, J. M., Ward, H. C. 1980. Systems-Integration
Requirements for the Synergistic Co-Siting of Industrial
Activities. US Department of Commerce, National
Technical Information Service publication PB81-150294.
Washington, DC.
U.S.-EPA, OPPE, 1994 Project Implementation Plan, Eco-Industrial
Park, February 1994

1.2.6

Industrial Park Development
See publications listings for Urban Land Institute, N A D P and other

organizations at the beginning of the organization listings.
Colley, Barbara, 2nd Edition. 1993. Practical Manual of Land
Development. McGraw-Hi l I.
Burchell, Robert W. et al. 1994. Development Impact Assessment
Handbook, Urban Land Institute. Washington, DC.
Chappell Drennon, Katheryne. 1988. Child Care In Business Parks:
A Guide For Developers, National Association of Industrial
Office Parks, Washington DC.
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1.2.7

Economic Development
Corporation for Enterprise Development. 1987. Flexible
Manufacturing Networks, a special issue of The Entrepreneurial

Economy. Includes reports on Italian, Danish, and US Flexible
Networks. CED’s number i s 202-408-9788.
NATIONAL COUNCIL FOR URBAN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT.
1730 K Street. N.W., Washington, DC 20006. (202)
223-4735.
Publications include:
Legislative BuI letins,
Economic Development Year in Review and the Annual
Federal Budget Report.
Special Legislative Reports detail economic development
proposals in the federal budget and review Congressional
action on economic development issues;
Developments provides current information on federal
programs, Congressional activities and innovative
development projects;
Commentary is a quarterly magazine provides in-depth
coverage of critical economic development issues, it also
includes practical information on development tools and
case studies of successful publidprivate development
efforts Commentary is available to non-members on a
subscription basis;
Economic Development Abroad provides a global
perspective about key economic development issues
worldwide; special publications and reports containing
technical information and new ideas.
Oregon Economic Development Department. April, 1993. Flexible
Networks for Oregon Businesses, Progress Report. 775
Summer St. NE, Salem, OR 97310.
Bosworth, Brian and Stuart Rosenfeld. 1992 Significant Others,
Exploring the Potential of Manufacturing Networks.
Regional Technology Strategies, Inc. POB 9005 Chapel Hill,
NC. 27515-9005. 919-933-6699.
Based on a meeting held at the Aspen Institute in July, 1992.

Firm Connections, a newsletter on interfirm collaboration through
flexible networks published by Regional Technology
Strategies, Inc. Chapel Hill, N.C.
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1.2.8

Urban Planning
Kemp, Roger, ed. 1992. Strategic Planning in Local Government.
American Planning Association. Chicago, Illinois.
Porter, Douglas R., Patrick L. Phillips and Terry J. Lasser. 1988.
Flexible Zoning: How It Works. Urban Land Institute.
Washington, DC.
Steiner, Frederick. 1990. The Living Landscape
The first work that looks at the entire planning process from an
ecological perspective. Case studies illustrate how planning has
been used to address environmental issues throughout the U.S.
McGraw-H iI I
PAS 328. 1977. Caring for the Land.
Useful introduction to site design and review. American
Planning Association. Chicago, Ill.

Environment and Design.
Published since 1992. A four page newsletter published by
American Planning Association, Chicago, I l l .
Van der Ryn, Sim and Peter Calthorpe. 1991. Sustainable
Communities. Sierra Club Books.
Walter, Bob, Arkin, Lois, & Crenshaw, Richard, Sustainable Cities,
Concepts and Strategies for Eco-City Development, 1992,
Eco-Home Media, Los Angeles.
Obermeyer, Nancy J. and Jeffrey K. Pinto. 1994. Managing
Geographic hformation Systems. Guilford Press.

1.2.9

Architecture/Design/Construction

General
Building Systems Update, published periodically for the U.S.
Department of Energy by the Building Systems Program at
the Pacific Northwest Laboratory POB 999, Richland, WA.
99352.
Center for Maximum Potential Building Systems. The Sustainable
Building Sourcebook. CMPBS, 8604 FM Road 969, Austin,
TX. 78724. Phone: 5121928-4786.
Center for Resourceful Building Technology. Guide to Resource
' Efficient Building Elements. CRBT, P.O.B. 3866, Missoula,
MT. 59806. Phone: 406-549-7678; fax: 406-549-4100.
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Building with Nature. P.O.B. 369. Gualala, CA. 95445.
707/884-4513 Newsletter with information on low toxic
construction and other health and environmental issues.
Kibert, Charles J., Ed. 1994. Sustainable Construction: The
Proceedings of the First International Conference on
Sustainable Construction. 1994. For details on this work
and the Center see Key Resources at the beginning of this
Appendix.
Environmental Building News. Environmental Building News, RR1,
Box 161, Battleboro, VT 05301. Tel: 802 257 7300
A newsletter on environmentally sustainable design and
construction. A bimonthly publication for builders, designers,
and engineers.
National Audubon Society & Croxton Collaborative, Architects.
1994. Audubon House: Building the Environmentally
Responsible, Energy Efficient Office. John Wiley & Sons,
Inc. NY.

U.S. Green Building Council, 7900 Wisconsin Avenue, Suite 404,
Bethesda, MD 20814, 202-778-0760, fax 202-463-0678.
Publications available include:

First Annual Green Building Conference- 1994
Conference Proceedings
Local Government Sustainable Building Guidebook
Life Cycle Assessment

> Green Building Benefits Study
> ASTM Green Building Subcommittee Information:
> Life Cycle Standards for the Building Industry
> Standard Guide for Commercial Green Buildings
> Outline of Standard Guide for Residential Green Building
Vale, Brenda, 1991 Green Architecture: Design for a Sustainable
Future, Thames and Hudson. London.

Architecture: Materials
Healthy Materials Newsletter. Free. Pub1ished by Canada Mortgage
and Housing Corporation. 700 Montreal Rd. Ottawa,
Ontario K1A OP7, Canada. Phone: 613/748-2309; fax
6131748-2402.
Forintek Canada Corp. and Trusty, Wayne B. & Associates. 1995.
The Sustainable Construction Materials Project: Phase 111
Reports.
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Analysis of the relative environmental impacts of various
building materials. The ultimate project objective is to develop
a systems model that will allow building designers, researchers
and policy analysts to readily assess the relative life cycle
environmental impacts of using concrete, steel and wood
building materials in low-rise structural applications. Forintek
Canada Corp. 2665 East Mall, Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6T
1W5. Also available are Summary Reports for Phase I l l , 1994
and Phase 11, 1993.
National Park Service, Denver
Maintains a database (Access 1.I)
of green building products &
recyclers of construction debris, available to the public on disk
for a fee. Update of the database (Access 2.0) due in Fall, 1995.
Contact NPS architect, Sally Small who maintains listings of
other materials data bases and providers. (sally-small@nps.gov,
303-969-2466)

Planetary Solutions For the Built Environment. Publisher: Planetary
Solutions. P.O.B. 1049, Boulder, CO. 80301. Phone:
303-442-6228; fax: 303-442-6474
Cosper, D. D. 1993. Construction and Demolition Waste:
Generation, Regulation Practices, Processing and Policies.
Illinois University at Chicago.

Architecture: Air Quality
Hansen, Shirley J., Ph.D. Managing Indoor Air Quality. Fairmont
Press. Liburn, GA.

Indoor Air Bulletin. P.O.B. 8446, Santa Cruz, CA. 95061.
408-426-6624. Monthly.
Technology, research, and news on indoor environmental
quality.
Bearg, David W. 1993. Indoor Air Quality and HVAC Systems.
A comprehensive discussion of the relationship between HVAC
equipment and indoor air quality. Primarily focuses on
commercial buildings. Lewis PublishersKRC Press, Inc
Olgyay, Victor. 1992 edition. Design with Climate. The classic
text providing principles for incorporating climatic variables
into building design and siting. Van Nostrand Reinhold
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Energy

General
Romm JosephJ. 1995. Lean and Clean Management: How to
Boost Profits and Productivity by Reducing Pollution.
Kodansha International, N Y
Thumann, Albert, P.E., C.E.M. 3rd Edition. Handbook of Energy
Audits. Fairmont Press. Liburn, GA.
Williams, Anna Fay, Ph.D. Software Applications and Directory for
Energy Analysis. Fairmont Press. Liburn, GA.

Energy Efficiency
Fardo, Stephen W., Dale R. Patrick and Steven R. Patrick. Energy
Conservation Guidebook. Fairmont Press. Liburn, GA.
Grund, Matthew, Gronbeck, Christopher, Karp, Julia and LeBlanc,
Raoul. An lnternational Directory of Organizations that
Provide Information on Energy-Efficient Technologies. The
International Institute for Energy Conservation, 750 First
Street, NE, Suite 940, Washington, DC 20002
202-842-3388, fax: 202-842--1565, Telex: 2491 14 IlEC
UR, E-Mail: iiec (EcoNet) or iiec@igc.apc.org(InterNet)
Available electronically and updated quarterly.
Meckler, Milton. Retrofitting Buildings for Energy Conservation.
Fairmont Press. Liburn, GA.
Thumann, Albert. P.E., C.E.M. Energy Conservation in Existing
Buildings Deskbook. Fairmont Press. Liburn, GA.

Plant Engineers and Managers Guide to Energy
Conservation. Fairmont Press. Liburn, GA.
Watson, Donald and Kenneth Labs. 1983. Climatic Design:
Energy Efficient Building Principles and Practices.
McGraw-Hill Book Company. New York, N.Y.
Wendes, Herbert C., P.E. HVAC Retrofits: Energy Savings Made
Easy. Fairmont Press. Liburn, GA.

Cogeneration
Orlando, JosephA., P.E., Ph.D. Cogeneration Planner’s Handbook.
Fairmont Press. Liburn, GA.
Spiewak, Scott A. and Larry Weiss. Cogeneration and Small Power
Production Manual. Fairmont Press. Liburn, GA.
Watson, Donald. 1993. Energy Design Handbook. AIA Press.
Washington, DC.
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AINACSA and Council on Architectural Research. 1988. Energy
Design Research Publications. Washington DC
Five-volume series includes atrium building study, building
design guidelines for solar energy techniques, evaluation of
analytical tools for the solar energy design of buildings,
opportunities to improve the process of innovation in the U.S.
building industry, and opportunities in solar energy research
over the next decade.

Energy: Renewable Sources
Brown, Warren. 1994. Alternate Sources of Energy. Chelsea
House. New York, N.Y.
The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). 1995. Planning Your
First Wind Power Project (for U.S. utilities) Palo Alto.
This primer “addresses questions commonly asked by utilities
and the issues to be considered in bringing a wind power plant
on-line. The 96-page primer (EPRI TR-104398, Final Report)
can be ordered from the EPRI Distribution Center, (510)
934-4212.
Rosenberg, Paul. Alternative Energy Handbook. Fairmont Press.
Liburn, GA.
Solar Today. The American Solar Energy Society, 2400 Central
Avenue, Suite G-1, Boulder, CO. 80301. 303/433-3130.
Bimonthly.
Sterrett, Francis S. (ed). 1995. Alternative Fuels and the
Environment. Lewis Publishers, Boca Raton, Florida.

€nergy: Passive Solar
Balcomb, J. D., et al. 1984. Passive Solar Heating Analysis, A
Design Manual. American Society of Heating, Refrigerating,
and Air-conditioning Engineers, Inc. Los Alamos National
Lab. New Mexico.
Passive Solar Industries Council (PSIC) 1994. Passive Solar Design
Strategies.
This 82-page publication, used in the passive solar design
workshops sponsored by PSIC, can be customized for any of
226 climates in the U.S.
Mazria, Edward. 1979. Rodale Press. The Passive Solar Energy
Book.
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The now out-of-print classic text on passive design for houses.
Provides al I the critical background information for
understanding solar design, with good examples, although
somewhat dated. Rodale Press Erasmus, PA.

Energy: Day/ighting and Lighting
Anders, Gregg. 1995. Daylighting Performance and Design, Von
Nostrand Reinhold.
This work includes a case study on use of daylighting in
industrial buiIdings.
DiLouie, Craig. The Lighting Management Handbook. Fairmont
Press. Liburn, GA.
Electric Power Research Institute. 4/89. Daylighting. Report
TB.EMU.104. Lighting Information Office. Oakland, CA.
Electric Power Research Institute. 3/89. Photoelectric Control of
Daylight - Following Lighting Systems. Report CU.6423.
EPRl Lighting Information Off ice. Oakland, CA.
Moore, Fuller. 1991. Concepts and Practice of Architectural
Daylighting.
Somewhat technical, a thorough introduction to the basics.
Case studies could be better illustrated Van Nostrand Reinhold.

Energy: Industrial Facility
Chen, Kao. Energy Effective Industrial Illuminating Systems.
Fairmont Press. Liburn, GA.

Energy User News: News for Building Managers and Engineers.
This magazine provides case studies and examples each month
of both new and retrofit energy-saving projects. Each issue has
an "Environmental Benefit Report" tabulating the total effects of
the stories in that issue. Published monthly by The Chilton
Company, Radnor, PA. 19089, 610-964-4659.
Litman, Todd Efficient Electric Motor Systems Handbook. Fairmont
Press. Liburn, GA.

Phipps, Clarence. Variable Speed Drive Fundamentals. Fairmont
Press. Liburn, GA.
Schueman, Dale, 2nd Edition. The Residential Energy Audit
Manual. Fairmont Press. Liburn, GA.
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Thumann, Albert, P.E., C.E.M. Plant Engineers and Managers Guide
to Energy Conservation. Fairmont Press. Liburn, GA.
Williams, Anna Fay, Ph.D. Software Applications and Directory for
Energy Analysis. Fairmont Press. Liburn, GA.

US Office of Technology Assessment. 1993. lndustrial Energy
Efficiency. GPO stock # 052-003-01336-3)

1.2.1 1

.

Recycling, Reuse, Remanufacturing
Institute for Local Self-Reliance-Publications. In-Depth Studies of
Recycling and Composting Programs: Design, Costs,
Results. 3 volumes. 2325 18th Street NW, Washington,
DC.
National Materials Exchange Network, voice, 509-325-0551 or
466-1532, fax, 509-466-1041. Access: data line
509-466-1019, 8 data bits, 1 stop bit, No parity.
For information on access to this electronic data source. The
Exchange provides an on-line database of nearly 10,000 listings
that can be searched by region and type of material. For each
listing, contact information is provided to permit suppliers and
customers to make their own arrangements (barter, sale or trade)
for exchanging materials.

Powder and Bulk Engineering Magazine, 1300 E 66th St.
Minneapolis, MN, 55423 612-866-2242 fax 866-1939.
Very detailed information on all aspects of handling bulk solids.
Sherry Weirs editor Each August the magazine does a Reference
and Buyer Resource issue with contact information for the
industry. 1300 E. 66th St., Minneapolis, MN. 55423.
612-866-2242. fax 612-866-1939. This and the next magazine
are resources for finding technologies, equipment vendors, and
companies capable of turning wastes into feedstocks.

Powder/Bulk Solids Magazine Gorton Publications, 301 Gibraltar
DR, Box 650, Morris Plains, NJ 07950-0650 201 -292-5100
fax 201 -898-9281
US-EPA, Office of Solid Waste. 1994. Review of lndustrial Waste
Exchanges. EPA-530-K-94-003. Washington DC.
1-800-424-9346 to order.
For information on access to the National Materials Exchange
Network call 509-466-1532, fax 509-466-1041.

Waste Age. 1730 Rhode Island Avenue, NW, Suite 1000,
Washington, DC, 202/861-0708. Monthly.
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Pollution Prevention
Department of Energy, Pollution Prevention Information
Clearinghouse, P2 Info Hotline: 509/ 3P2-INFO or 509/
372-4636, WWW: http:/l146.138.5.107/epic.htm.
Enviro$en$e, Idaho National Engineering Laboratory, a facility
operated for the U.S. Department of Energy. Please contact
Kevin E. Twitchell at (208) 526-6956 or e-mail twi@inel.gov
for additional information or assistance.
This is an online service for those implementing pollution
prevention programs or developing research and development
projects to benefit from the experience, progress, and
knowledge of their peers. Enviro$en$e includes a pollution
prevention forum for all levels of government, researchers,
industry, and public interest groups.
Freeman, Harry, et al. 1992. "Industrial Pollution Prevention: A
Critical Review, 1992.
A report by Pollution Prevention Research Branch, US EPA, 26
W. Martin Luther King Dr., Cincinnati, OH 45268. Journal of
American Air & Waste Management Assoc, June.
Pollution Prevention Research Projects Database, Contact: David
Leviten, PPRC, 206-223-1151.
Access gopher to gopher.pnl.gov:2. Online service of Northwest
Pollution Prevention Research Center.
Romm Joseph 1995. Lean and Clean Management: How to Boost
Profits and Productivity by Reducing Pollution. New York:
Kodansha International.

U.S. EPA Office of Pollution Prevention, 1991. Progress on
Reducing lndustrial Pollutants.October, 1991 .
EPA-21P-3003. U.S. EPA, Washington, DC 20460.
Office of Research & Development. 1992. Facility
Pollution Prevention Guide. May 1992. EPA/6001R-921088.
U.S. EPA, Washington, DC 20460.
Office of Research & Development. 1991. lndustrial
Pollution Prevention Opportunities for the 1990's. U.S. EPA,
Washington, DC 20460.
Office of Research & Development 1992 Pollution
Prevention Case Studies Compendium. U.S. EPA,
Washington, DC 20460.
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Audits, Life-Cycle Analysis
Callenbach, Ernest, Capra, Fritjof and Marburg, Sandra. 1993.
Eco-Management: The Elmwood Guide to Ecological
Auditing and Sustainable Business.
This survey and workbook is valuable for its systemic integration
of the technical and organizational auditing of a business’s
ecological performance. Berrett-Koehler Publishing. San
Francisco.
Keoleian, Gregory A. (ed). Product Life-Cycle Assessment to
Reduce Health Risks and Environmental Impacts. Noyes
Press. Park Ridge, N. J.
Keoleian, Gregory A. and Menerey, Dan. 1992. Life Cycle Design
Guidance Manual.
A free copy can be obtained by calling the EPA, Washington,
DC.
Ledgerwood, Grant; Street, Elizabeth; Therivel, Riki. 1994.
Implementing an Environmental Audit: How to Gain a
Competitive Advantage Using Quality and Environmental
Responsibility. Irwin Professional Pub. Burr Ridge, Ill.
Thumann, Albert, P.E., C.E.M. 3rd Edition. Handbook of Energy
Audits. Fairmont Press. Liburn, GA.
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